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ABSTRACT
The aim of this thesis is to discuss sharecropping in the Yemen
against the background of customary law (curf) on the one hand and
Islamic law (the Sharlcah) on the other. Sharecropping is of
particular interest in the Islamic context since the practice is
widespread in the Yemen and other Islamic countries and is
sanctioned by customary law, and yet its very basis (rent as a
proportion of a future harvest, which is by definition unknown at
the time the contract is drawn up) would seem to be inconsistent
with the Islamic prohibition against transactions which involve
gharar (risk or uncertainty) and riba (speculative interest).
The first half of the thesis is to do with how Islamic law
views sharecropping in theory, and the information for this is drawn
from a variety of primary and secondary literary sources. After a
brief review of the rationale of sharecropping and its main features
on the world scale, the focus is then brought onto the specifically
Islamic aspects of the practice. The theoretical relationship
between Islamic law and customary law is first discussed. Then
those badlths (Traditions) which mention sharecropping and which
form the starting point of all Islamic legal discussion are examined
in detail, and how they are reflected in the modern Yemeni Civil
Code is considered. This is followed by a detailed textual analysis
of the views on sharecropping of four eminent Islamic jurists,
chosen to represent the two main madhhabs (legal schools) to which
most Yemeni jurists adhere: the ShaficI School and the Zaydl School.
The selected texts are the chapters on sharecropping in works by
al-ShaficT (d. 204/820) and al-NawawI (d. 676/1277), representing
the ShaficIs, and al-Mahdl Ibn al-Murtada (d. 840/1437) and
al-Shawkanl (d. 1250/1834), representing the ZaydTs.
The focus of the second half of the thesis is on sharecropping
as it exists in practice in the Yemen. Here, a variety of textual
sources (including written contracts and pleas, and fatwas) has been
complemented by information derived from interviews with farmers and
other knowledgeable parties made during two field visits to the
Yemen. The current situation and arrangements are analysed as they
exist first in sharecropping land, and then in sharecropping
animals, the latter being an aspect of sharecropping which is
generally overlooked. Finally, attention is given to sharecropping
contracts and pleas and how disputes are resolved in the Yemen in
practice.
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NOTE ON TRANSLITERATION
The system adopted in this thesis for transliterating Arabic into
Roman characters is in essence that advised by the editors of New
Arabian Studies (published by the University of Exeter Press) with
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Hamzah is transliterated with an apostrophe ' when it is in a
medial or final position, but is left untrans1 iterated when initial.
For typographical reasons the dot under the emphatic consonants
and b has been replaced by an ogonek.
The letter cayn is represented by a superscript "c", rather
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Terminating short vowels indicating case, mood, etc. are not
generally shown, even in connected quotations, except quotations
from the Ijadlths and other sources when the grammar has to be
explicitly shown. In such situations, the short final vowels, and
tanwin, are shown in superscript: -a, -an, etc.
Nisbah endings are normally written -7 (masc.) and -lyah
(fern.), except when fully vocalised, in which case they are written
_7ytm, yatun, etc.
The letter alif, when acting as the "chair" for a hamzah, is
represented by the original vowel of the hamzah, even if in
pronunciation this would be elided.
The definite article is always written a7-, even before the
"sun letters", and irrespective of any preceding vowel.
Single letter words are linked to the following word with a
hyphen. Similarly, pronominal suffixes are generally separated by a
hyphen from the word to which they are attached.
So, for example, the sentence:
("I (have) engage(d) you in a musaqah contract over these
date-palms in such-and-such a way")
would be transliterated:
Saaaytu-ka caTa h'adh'a al-nakhl bi-ka-dhta.
Proper Names:
Common place names which have accepted English spellings are not
transliterated (so: Medina, rather than al-Madinah; Aden, rather
than cAdan). The name of the capital of the Yemen has however been
strictly transliterated and written Sanca' throughout.
In personal names which are compound and begin with "cAbd" the
elements of the name have been left as separate words: so, for
example, cAbd al-Rahman. The only exception to this is the name
cAbdallah (rather than cAbd Allah).
"Son of" has been transliterated "bn" (rather than the more
usual "b."), except when it forms the first mentioned element of a
name, when it is written "Ibn": so, for example, cAbdallah bn cUmar,
but Ibn cUmar.
Vernacular:
On a few occasions (in Part II) it has been thought best to reflect
(to an extent, at least) Yemeni colloquial speech, rather than
attempt to regularise it to Standard Arabic. So, for example, there
will occasionally be shown non-standard changes in vowel quality
{kill for kul 1: yicallif for ycFallif; o for the diphthong aw) and
other non-standard elements (shl or shay for shay'-, mish for ghayr*
or laysa).
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Quotations from other Writers:
In quotations taken from other authors, the transliteration of the
original is retained.
In the same way, variant English spellings in quotations are
also kept. Thus, for example, in the text of this thesis
"sharecropper" is spelt as a single word, though quotations from
other authors have been included in which the word is hyphenated
("share-cropper") and the hyphenation has been retained in such
quotations.
NOTE ON THE METHOD ADOPTED FOR REFERENCING SOURCES
References to modern literary sources are given in the footnotes of
the thesis in the manner for long common in the sciences and social
sciences, and increasingly found in certain disciplines in the arts
and humanities: that is, by surname of author and year of'
publication (so, for example, Smith 1776), and the bibliographic
details are to be found in the Bibliography under this reference.
In cases where more than one work published in a single year by a
given author has been cited, then each is suffixed by a letter (so,
for example, Serjeant 1981a, and Serjeant- 1981b).
References to articles in the Encyclopaedia of Islam are given
by the surname of the contributor, followed by EI1 (for the original
edition) or EP (for the new edition), and the name of the article.
In the case of older Arabic works, manuscripts and other
primary sources, the work is referenced in the footnotes by the name
by which the author is generally known followed by a shortened form
of the title (rather than the date of publication, even where this
is known). Thus, for example, the Si fat Jazlrat al-°Arab by Abu
Muhammad al-fjasan bn Ahmad bn Yacqub al-Hamdanl (d. ca. 336/947),
in the edition of Muhammad bn °Ali al-Akwac a1-Hawaii and published
in Riyad in 1394/1974, is referenced in the footnotes as: al-Hamdanx
Jazlrat al-°Arab, under which reference the full details will be
found in the Bibliography, the definite article in the names of
Arabs being ignored for the purposes of alphabetic sorting.
Page numbers are given in the footnotes after the short
reference, and are preceded by a colon: so, for example, al-Sharjabi
1990 :150-51 and 154. Where a volume number is required, it is put
in Roman numerals after the colon and before the page number(s): so,
for example, Yaqut Mifjam al-Udaba' :VI, 394-95.
Line numbers, where necessary, are given in subscript
immediately after the page number: so, for example, lines 4 to 6 on
page 64 of volume 5 of a work would be indicated as :V, 644-6.
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CHAPTER 1 : SOURCES AND CONTEXT
1.1 Introductory Remarks
Sharecropping may be defined, briefly, as a system of leasing in
which the rent is expressed as a proportion of the harvest, such as
a half or a quarter, rather than as an absolute value, such as a
certain fixed monetary amount or so many tons or bushels of produce.
It is an interesting subject from several points of view. In many
areas of the world, including much of the Middle East, it is a major
form of land tenure, and for this reason alone it merits study by
researchers from a wide variety of disciplines, including
historians, economists, anthropologists and specialists in
agricultural development. In the Yemen, it is indeed the dominant
system by which agricultural land is leased, and it is Yemeni
sharecropping which is the focus of this thesis. In the Yemen too,
and elsewhere, animals can also be "sharecropped", though there
would seem to be very little discussion of this practice in the
literature. Nevertheless, despite the fact that sharecropping is so
widely found in Islamic countries, a problem arises in Islamic legal
theory over the practice. The basis of the problem is that the rent
in the lease cannot, by definition, be stated in absolute terms at
the time the contract is drawn up, but only in terms of a proportion
of the future harvest. That is to say, the absolute amount of the
rent will be unknown until the harvest. In general, the theory of
Islamic contracts abhors such unknown elements. A major theme of
this thesis will be to examine the restrictions that Islamic theory
places on the operation of sharecropping and the methods by which
the practice can be made acceptable.
The layout of the thesis is as follows. The rest of this
chapter will first discuss the sources on which the thesis draws,
and then it will present a brief overview of the Yemen as contextual
background. The concern of Part I, comprising Chapters 2 to 5, is
- 2 -
the discussion of the theoretical basis of sharecropping. In
Chapter 2, a short review of sharecropping on the world scale and
its rationale is followed by an introduction to the specifically
Islamic aspects of the practice. In Chapter 3 the Islamic
principles are examined in greater detail. The dozen or so tjadlths
(Traditions) which mention sharecropping and which form the starting
point for all Islamic judicial discussion are analysed, and the
position adopted on the practice by the main Schools of Islamic law
is overviewed, before an appraisal is made of how these views are
reflected in the modern Yemeni Civil Code, al-Caiiun al-Madam.
Chapters 4 and 5 examine the standpoints of, respectively, the
ShaficT School and the ZaydT School, these being the two most
important Islamic Schools in the Yemen, as they are reflected in the
works of four selected jurists.
Part II investigates how sharecropping is carried on in
practice in the Yemen. Chapter 6 is a detailed examination of
sharecropping land in North Yemen at the present time, while Chapter
7 addresses the practice of sharecropping animals, which is still
found in rural areas, even if less so than previously, but which is
generally overlooked by investigators. Certainly, the Islamic
jurists never pronounce on it. Chapter 8 focuses on the contractual
aspects of sharecropping in the Yemen and how any disputes that may
arise between the parties to sharecropping contracts are resolved.
1.2 Sources
The sources which form the basis of this thesis are drawn from a
number of different and sometimes overlapping fields. First, there
are works which deal with Islamic law, and within this category,
those with explicit reference to the Islamic legal attitude to
sharecropping. Then there are studies in the field of customary
law, and specifically customary law in the context of Arabia and the
Yemen. There are also works on the Yemen of a more general nature
which have references to sharecropping or to contextual background
information on the country, and which range from travellers'
- 3 -
descriptions to commissioned reports on the agriculture or rural
development of the Yemen.
1.21 Primary Sources
Sharecropping has been discussed by Islamic legal authorities from
the earliest times. Since there is no direct allusion to
sharecropping in the Qur'an, the point of departure for Islamic
legal discussion is always the several hadiths (Traditions) which
mention the practice, and the original texts of these hadiths, as
recorded in the two most influential of the "canonical" collections,
those of al-BukharT (d. 256/870) and Muslim (d. 261/875), are
studied in Chapter 3 below. Discussion of sharecropping is to be
found in early Arabic works on land tenure and taxation, such as the
Kifab al-Kharaj of Abu Yusuf1 (d. 203/818), or the slightly later
Kifab al-Kharaj of Qudamah (d. 320/932), while practically every
work on fiqh (Islamic jurisprudence) from the time of al-ShaficI
(d. 204/820) to the present day has its chapter on sharecropping.
Such chapters from four fiqh works have been chosen for comparative
study in this thesis to represent the views of the two main madhhabs
(Islamic legal Schools) present in the Yemen. These are the ShaficT
works the Kifab al-Umm of al-ShaficT himself and the MinHaj
al-falibln of al-NawawI (d. 676/1277), which are the subject of
Chapter 4 below, and the Zaydi works al-Bahr a1-Zakhkdar of al-MahdT
Ibn al-Murtada (d. 840/1437) and the Nayl al-Awfar of al-Shawkanl
(d. 1250/1834), which are studied in Chapter 5 below. In addition,
1 Abu Yusuf's Kifab al-Khafaj was commissioned by the cAbbas id
caliph Harun al-Rashid (reg. 170-193/786-809). Several translations
of it into western languages have been made, including .those into
English by A. Ben Shemesh and Abid Ahmad Ali. (Of these, Ali's
version is often confusing and in places unintelligible. That by
Ben Shemesh is very much clearer.) The section on sharecropping in
these translations is to be found in Ben Shemesh : 111, 114-117 and
Ali :175-181. The equally famous Kifab al-Kharaj of Abu Yusuf's
contemporary, Yabya bn Mam (d.203/818), makes no reference to
sharecropping other than briefly to quote a recommendation
concerning the practice attributed to the Umayyad caliph cUmar II
(bn cAbd al-cAzIz) (Ben Shemesh translation 1958 :I, 53).
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the relevant Articles of the modern a1-Gariun al-Madam (Civil Code)
of the Yemen are also examined in detail (in Chapter 3 below).
Other primary sources which can yield information on attitudes
to sharecropping and details of the practice are collections of
fatwas (juridical decisions or opinions), and the study of the
relevant section from one such Yemeni manuscript collection, so far
unpublished, of around 1000/1600 is included in Chapter 8 below2.
Further materials include records of sharecropping contracts and
pleas, and a selection of these from the Yemen is detailed and
examined also in Chapter 8. A further source is Arabic treatises on
sharecropping, of which a number exist, and one such document, an
unpublished Ms. from South Yemen called Kifab Tashll a1-Mudhakarah
bi-Afjkhm al-Mukliabarah wa-al-MuzaraPah wa-al-MugHarasah
wa-al-Muriasharah by a certain Shafi°T shaykh of the fjadrami Ba
Kathlr, will be referred to several times throughout this thesis (as
the Ba Kathlr Ms.)3.
In addition to these literary sources, materials and
information collected in the field may also be considered a primary
source, and they can moreover be of essential value in interpreting
the literary sources. During the course of the research for this
thesis North Yemen was visited twice for field study totalling
almost four months in 1992 and 1993. The details of the objectives
and execution of these field tours, together with their findings,
are put forward in Chapters 6 and 7 below.
2 The collection is of the Yemeni ShaficT jurist, Burhan al-DTn
Ibrahim bn Muhammad bn Ibrahim Ibn Jacman (d. 1016/1607). The bound
Ms. was kindly made available to the present writer by the late R.B.
Serjeant and is now the property of the Department of Islamic and
Middle Eastern Studies, University of Edinburgh.
3 This Ms. also was made available to the present writer by the
kindness of R.B. Serjeant and is now owned by the Department of
Islamic and Middle Eastern Studies, University of Edinburgh.
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1.22 Secondary Sources
Apart from the many general introductions to Islamic law which are
available and of which several will be referred to in the course of
this thesis4, major modern works which stand out as especially
useful in the present context of Islamic sharecropping include Frede
Lokkegaard's Islamic Taxation in the Classic Period and Ziaul
Haque's Landlord and Peasant in Early Islam, both of which are
largely devoted to the question of Islamic land tenancies and
sharecropping and the interpretation of the often ambiguous early
Islamic literary materials5. There are numerous slighter studies of
aspects of Islamic taxation which include references to
sharecropping6, especially when state-owned land is being
considered, since in such cases a distinction is often difficult to
make between, on the one hand, a land tax, such as kharaj or cushr,
received by the Islamic state by virtue of its being the state, and,
on the other, a rent received from a tenant by the state by virtue
of its being the landlord.
Also relevant, since sharecropping inevitably involves
contracts, are a number of works specifically on the Islamic law of
contract, including S.E. Rayner's Theory of Contracts in Islamic Law
and a number of articles by Chefik Chehata7. For the detailed study
of how the four Sunni legal Schools differ in their attitudes to
4 Essential background introductions to Islamic law include
Schacht 1950; Milliot 1953; Fyzee 1955; Schacht 1964; Coulson 1964;
Doi 1984; and Kamali 1991. Seminal texts by the older generation of
Islamicists who laid the foundations of the systematic study of
Islamic law by European scholars, and which have been cited in this
thesis, include Van Den Berg 1896 and Goldziher 1910.
5 Lokkegaard 1950; Haque 1977. D.C. Dennett's (1950). study of
early Islamic taxation overlaps in subject matter with Lpkkegaard's,
though Dennett makes no substantial mention of sharecropping.
6 A great many articles and other works which throw light on
Islamic attitudes to land tenure and tenancies have been published
over the years. The following have been found of special interest
by the present author: Poliak 1936, Poliak 1940, Yusuf 1957, Nadvi
1971 and DurT 1974. Others will be cited in the course of the
thesis.
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specific contracts, cAbd al-Rabman ai-JazIrl's Kifab al-Fiqh caTa
al-Madhahib al-arbacah provides an accessible introduction to what
is a highly complex subject8. Relevant secondary studies of Shicah
positions, and even more so, the specifically ZaydT position, are
much thinner on the ground, though the works of R. Strothmann and W.
Madelung (on the ZaydTs) and H.M. Tabataba'T (on the Shicah stance
more generally) must be mentioned here9.
Works on the foundation and early history of the ZaydT state in
the Yemen include those by A.S. Tritton and Cornelius Van
Arendonk10. Among the many books and articles which have appeared
on the customary law of the Yemen, and in particular the supposed
dichotomy between the Shancah (Islamic law) dispensed by the
learned Sadah (the Sayyid descendents of the Prophet) on th'e one
hand, and on the other the curf or faqhTit (the customary law of the
tribes), may be mentioned particularly the recent volume by Paul
Dresch11 and the many articles on the subject by R.B. Serjeant and
others12. On the historical development of Yemeni society more
generally two works by Qa'id Nucman al-SharjabT, al-Shara'ifj
7 Rayner 1991; Chehata 1968; Chehata EI2, article "cAkd\
8 al-JazTrl 1969. The sections on sharecropping are in Vol.Ill,
1-33.
9 See especially Tabataba'T (1983) on the kharaj; also Strothmann
EI1 article "al-Zaidiyya"; and Madelung EP article "Imama". As far
as can be seen, there is no discussion anywhere of the specific
ZaydT stance on sharecropping outside the primary ZaydT fiqh
sources, two of which, as has been said, will be examined in Chapter
5 below.
10 Tritton 1925; Van Arendonk 1960.
11 Dresch 1993.
12 The two recent Variorum editions (Serjeant 1991 amd Serjeant
1995) reprint many of R.B. Serjeant's articles on Yemeni and South
Arabian customary law. A small sample of studies on the subject by
other authors might include: Rossi 1948; Rathjens 1951; Chelhod
1975; Shahir 1991; Dostal 1992; al-Sulml 1993. Others will be cited
throughout the thesis.
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al-ijtimaPlyah a 1-taqJldlyah fl al-MujtamaP al-Yamarn and al-Qaryah
wa-a1-Dawlah fl al-Muj tamac a1-Yamanl, deserve particular mention13.
Concerning modern field studies of sharecropping in practice,
undertaken by specialists from a variety of fields and including
economists, anthropologists, historians and geographers, there is by
no means any dearth of material, though in the specific case of the
Yemen there has been as far as is known only one study devoted
wholly to the subject: the UN/FAO agricultural development study of
the mid-1980s, which will be examined in Chapter 6 below14. A
useful background to recent land tenure patterns in the Yemen is
given by cAbdallah Ahmad Nucman in his Qacjaya wa-Mushki Tat
al-Tanmiyah al-ziraclyahls. Comparative information from a number
of studies from both within and outside the Islamic world will be
cited in this thesis. Of special note perhaps, in the context of
Islamic countries, are A.K.S. Lambton's study of Iranian agriculture
around 195016, and a number of papers written during the first half
of the twentieth century which deal specifically with sharecropping
in former French colonial North Africa17. More generally, there is
a useful collection of studies edited by T.J. Byres which provides
much comparative material concerning instances of sharecropping
13 al-Sharjabl 1986 and al-Sharjabl 1990.
14 UN 1987. As will be seen in the course of this thesis,
sharecropping is the dominant form of land tenancy in the Yemen and
it is not therefore surprising that a large number of studies of the
Yemen, and particularly the agriculture of the Yemen, mention
sharecropping, though generally they do so only in passing.
15 Nucman 1989, especially :84-174.
16 Lambton 1969.
17 These include the important doctoral study of the French
colonial lawyer Louis Milliot (1911), and a surprisingly large
number of lesser papers produced in the 1930s, mainly by members of
the legal fraternity in French North Africa, including those by
Georges Rectenwald (1930), J. Abribat (1934), J. Roussier-Theaux
(1935), Philippe Noel (1938), Maurice Pouyanne (1939) and Kellal
Almenouar (1939).
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around the world18. Other references will be cited in Chapter 2
below when a world view of sharecropping is presented.
1.3 Hie Yemen : a Contextual Overview
1.31 A Geographical Sketch
The area known as the Yemen occupies the southwest corner of the
Arabian peninsula, a position which has been of great strategic
importance historically, with coastlines on both the Red Sea on the
west and the Arabian Sea and Indian Ocean on the south and east.
Its land boundaries with the Uijaz to the north, with central Arabia
to the northeast and with Dhofar (Zafar) and Oman to the east have
been historically indeterminate and changeable. Since the merger in
May 1990 of the former Yemen Arab Republic (YAR), or North Yemen,
with the former People's Democratic Republic of Yemen (PDRY), or
South Yemen, most of the historical Yemen has formed one political
unit, known now officially as simply the Republic of Yemen
(al-Jumfiurnyah al-Yamamyah). It is to be remarked however that the
historical entity of Yemen is generally taken to include the regions
of cAsTr and Najran which currently lie within Saudi Arabia to the
north. Further, its recent unification is a relatively novel
development: most of the country's history has been characterised by
political fragmentation.
The area of the present unified republic is impossible to state
with accuracy (figures vary from about 156,000 square miles (405,000
km2) to as much as 205,000 square miles (530,000 km2)), since its
eastern desert frontier with Saudi Arabia in the Empty Quarter
(al-Rub0al-KtiaTl) has never been agreed in international law and is
still open to disputes between the two countries, disputes which
have become rancorous in the last couple of decades because of that
region's potentiality for petroleum discoveries.
The population of the country similarly can be given in only
approximate terms. The latest population census for the North Yemen
18 Byres (ed.) 1983.
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(the former YAR) which has been obtainable by the present author is
that taken in 1986 and for the former PDRY is that of 19881*. Those
sources give the population of the North Yemen as 9,371,692, and for
South Yemen as 2,076,339, making a total for the unified country of
11,448,031. These figures include 42,512 males and 334,231 females
in the North Yemen estimated as "unenumerated for technical and
social reasons", and a further 804,007 males and 364,192 females
estimated North Yemenis residing outside the country. It can be
assumed that most of the North Yemeni males outside the country were
working in the Gulf emirates and Saudi Arabia.
To what extent these population figures were accurate even when
the censuses were taken is open to debate; but moreover, events
since the late 1980s have undoubtedly altered the situation'
considerably. For several decades the Yemen has had one of the
world's highest birth rates, but because of poor rural health
resources the high birth rate was largely counteracted by a high
infant death rate. However, even in 1990 well over half the
population was projected to be under 19 years of age20, and
continually improving health facilities over recent years will no
doubt emphasise even further the youthfulness of the population, and
with it increase the economic pressures in providing educational
resources and employment prospects to which it gives rise.
Traditionally, levels of unemployment or underemployment have been
mitigated by the migration of Yemenis to work abroad, especially,
since the Second World War, in the oil-rich Gulf states and Saudi
Arabia, though among earlier generations Yemenis often went farther
19 The figures to be quoted below are taken from the .1990
Statistical Yearbook (Yemen Republic 1991 :3-4). Although another
census was planned for the united Yemen in January 1994 (as
announced in The Yemen Times, 8 January 1993, p.2), the published
results have unfortunately not become available to the present
writer.
20 In 1990, 55% of the urban population and 59% of the rural
population were estimated to be aged between 0 and 18 (Yemen
Republic 1991 :4).
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afield - to Southeast Asia and to Europe21. However, the Yemeni
government's friendly stance towards Iraq at the time of the
invasion of Kuwait in 1990 and the subsequent Gulf War produced the
predictable reaction by the Gulf emirates and Saudi Arabia of
cutting off aid to the Yemen and the expulsion of all Yemenis.
Since then, the Yemeni currency, the rial {riyal), once on a par
with the Saudi rial, has fallen steadily in value ever since,
reflecting a deep malaise in the country's economic health.
The physical geography of the country is the result of two
related geological processes: the down-faulting of the Red Sea (as
the northwards extension of the East African Rift Valley), and the
tilting upwards of the southwest corner of the Arabian massif22. As
a result, the Yemen forms the highest part of the Arabian peninsula,
with several peaks well over 10,000 feet (3000 m) and culminating in
Jabal al-Nabl Shucayb at 12,800 (3760 m). The country can be
characterised as a huge escarpment, with the scarp facing southwest
and deeply dissected by valleys. An appreciation of this structure,
shown schematically in Figure 1.1, is fundamental not only to
understanding the variety of the physical regions of the Yemen but
also the variations in climate and vegetation, and hence also in
agriculture. Figure 1.1 gives also the regional names which will be
used throughout this thesis and in particular in Part II which deals
specifically with the practical aspects of sharecropping in the
Yemen.
1.32 Climate and Agriculture
Climatically, the Yemen varies from tropical desert (on the coastal
plain of Tihamah and in the southern and eastern parts of the
country) through wet sub-tropical regions (principally, the valleys
2 1 For a study of Yemeni migrant workers in Britain at the turn of
the 19th century, for example, see Lawless 1994.
22 This geological process is not yet complete and is the cause of
recurrent seismic activity in the country. The most recent serious
earthquake occurred in 1982, with its epicentre near Dhamar.
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FIGURE 1. 1 : THE PHYSICAL REGIONS OF NORTH YEMEN
REFERRED TO IN THIS THESIS
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on the western edge of the escarpment) to warm temperate and cool
temperate zones (on the high plateaux and in the high mountains).
The annual climatic regime for most of the country is governed by
the alternation of dry northerly winds in the winter and the monsoon
in the spring and summer. The rains from the monsoon occur in two
fairly well defined periods, March to May from the eastern monsoon,
and July to September from the southwestern monsoon, and although
they fall almost wholly in the mountain regions they benefit
indirectly in the form of run-off the plain of Tihamah and the
otherwise dry valleys of the south, notably the valley of IJadramawt,
both in replenishing the water-table and in providing spate water
which can then be channelled appropriately for agricultural
purposes. Periods of low monsoon rainfall, as occurred in the 1960s
and again for much of the 1980s, therefore affect detrimentally the
whole of the Yemen, since the monsoon rainfall is fundamental,
directly or indirectly, to all the various irrigation methods found
in the country. The sources of agricultural water, the distinction
between which will be found later in the thesis to be of analytical
use (especially in Chapter 6 when sharing systems are considered in
detail), can be considered under four headings:
a) Irrigation from wells:
Wells tap underground water vertically and depend on the
water-table being replenished from rainfall. Traditionally
water for agricultural purposes was raised by human or animal
power, but most of the old wells which are still working are
now equipped with diesel or petrol driven water pumps, while
new wells are generally of the tube well kind and are regularly
fitted with pumps.
b) Ghayl (pi. ghuyul):
As a general term, a ghayl is simply a surface stream, but its
more technical meaning in the Yemen is an artificial channel
dug to tap the underground water source using gravity flow, on
the same principle as the falaj of Oman and the qariat of
Iran23. Typically, the first section of the channel will be
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underground, before it emerges onto the surface and, following
closely the contours of the land, is led off to the irrigable
areas. Ghayl irrigation is typical of the mountain and high
plateaux areas of the Yemen.
c) Sayl (pi. suyul):
In the Yemeni context a sayl is a surface flood which is caused
by sudden rainfall upstream and which can then be channelled
artificially by systems of barrages, weirs and sluices to
cultivated land. The system is characteristic of especially
the piedmont zones of the Tihamah plain and the southern Yemen,
where it is particularly well developed24.
d) Direct rainfall:
In years of abundant rainfall large areas of the Yemen', and
especially the high plateaux, can be cultivated which are not
reached by the above irrigation methods. To maximise the
effectiveness of the available rain, areas of land several
times larger than the cultivated fields, and upstream of them,
are cleared of stones. These cleared areas then act as
catchment zones to funnel the water to the fields. Some
deciduous orchards in the mountains and the high plateaux are
reliant solely on rain, but it is cereals particularly which
depend on this fluctuating source.
The range of crops grown in the Yemen reflects the wide variety
of climatic regimes - from tropical to cool temperate. Of the
cereals, sorghum (dhurah25) is by far the single most important,
23 For a description of the ancient ghayls of Sanca',. see
Serjeant, Costa and Lewcock 1983 :19-31. For the qariats of Iran,
see Lambton EP, article "Kariat". For a discussion of possible
origins of the principle of qahats, see English 1968.
24 For details of how sayl irrigation is practised in the Yemen,
see for example Maktari 1971a and Serjeant 1964.
25 The Arabic names given in the following paragraphs for crops
are those most commonly heard in the northern Yemen.
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regularly accounting for a half or more of the country's grain
production26. Several different varieties of sorghum are grown
throughout the Yemen (those called locally fjamra, baycja and qafra
being the most common) with the exception of the high mountains,
where its place is taken by wheat (qamfo) and barley (shaclr), and
the hottest parts of Tihamah and southern Yemen, where millet
(dukhn) is substituted. Maize, another important grain crop (known
locally as dhurah stiamlyah, "Syrian sorghum", or dhurah rumlyah,
"Byzantine sorghum", or simply sHaml or ruml), is found very much in
the same areas as sorghum.
Concerning fruit, official statistics show, perhaps somewhat
surprisingly, that the single most important fruit is grapes
(cinab), which account for almost half the fruit production27. The
high plateaux, and in particular the Sanca' area, are the chief
grape producing areas, and while no doubt a considerable part of the
harvest is sold as dessert grapes, it is nevertheless likely that
most of the production is converted into raisins (zablb). After
grapes, bananas (mawz) and papayas (butdaya) are the next most
important fruit and are grown in southern Yemen, on the plain of
Tihamah and in the hotter lower valleys of the mountains, while
dates Ibalab), found also in those same areas, are fourth in terms
of production. Other tropical and sub-tropical fruit crops include
mangoes and various varieties of citrus, including oranges (burtuqal
or burtuqan) and lemons ( layniun), both of which seem to have been
increasing in production in recent years. In contrast, temperate
fruit crops such as apples (tuffatj), pears (ijjaqor kummathra),
apricots (barqiiq), quinces (safarjal) and peaches ( firsik), which
are grown on the high plateaux and in the mountains, are
26 The official crop statistics for 1990 and 1991 (the two most
recent years for which figures are available to the present writer)
show that sorghum accounted for respectively 58% and 55% of Yemeni
grain production, and covered 60% of the land devoted to grain
(Yemen Republic 1992 :8).
27 45% of the total fruit tonnage in 1990 and 44% in 1991 (Yemen
Republic 1992 :47-48).
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individually produced in much smaller quantities, though even so
they can be locally important crops.
Other crops which are of significance in the local diet are the
various pulses and legumes, which are grown throughout Yemen, the
variety being chosen according to the climate. In terms of size of
production, chickpeas (Tubiya) are individually by far the most
important of this group2*, though a particularly Yemeni liking for
fenugreek {tjulbah) should be mentioned since it results in a sizable
production of that pulse. Various vegetables and other annual
crops, including especially potatoes (bafatis), tomatoes (tsmafam),
onions (basal), peas (catar), a distinctive type of leek (kurrath),
and several sorts of melon (including batt~kh and faqquz) complete
the survey of the most important food crops grown in the Yemen.
In addition, most Yemeni farmers grow fodder crops for their
domestic animals. By far the most important of these are sorghum
cut green (caTaf dhurah) and alfalfa (qadb or barslm). Cotton
(qutun) is grown in some parts of Tihamah.
One further crop, not so far mentioned, is of immense social
and economic importance in the Yemen, and almost uniquely so in the
world. This is the crop called qat (Catha sdulis Forskal), the
leaves of which yield a blend of mild narcotics and are chewed,
traditionally by a large part of especially the male population, in
the afternoons and evenings29. At the communal gat-chewing sessions
all subjects from poetry to politics are discussed. The qat plant
grows into a sizable evergreen bush or small tree in the mountain
28 In both 1990 and 1991 chickpeas accounted for 58% of the Yemeni
crop of peas, beans and other pulses (Yemen Republic 1992 :75).
29 For the narcotic chemicals contained in the leaves which are
released by chewing and their physiological effects, see Ba Dhib
1991 :39-40. For the place of qat in Yemeni society, see Chelhod
1972 and Kennedy 1987. There are a great many names for different
varieties and qualities of qat, and moreover the names vary
considerably from one district to another. The present writer
collected 16 such names in $anca' (dhihfl was said to be the best
variety and cansl the second best), and another five names at Ibb,
all of which were different from those on the $anca' list.
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districts and high plateaux of the northern part of the country and
the use of the leaves is largely confined to these areas.
The areas from which field information will be particularly
drawn in this thesis (especially in Part II) are located in North
Yemen, and their characteristics from the points of view of climate,
source of agricultural water and main agricultural crops may be
summarised as follows:
Northern Mountains:
Cool climate on the upper slopes, warm in the valleys;
Typically ghayl irrigation and rain-fed agriculture, with
say 1 irrigation and wells in the lower valleys and
piedmont areas;
Deciduous fruit trees and qat plantations on higher
slopes; coffee, bananas, mangoes and other tropical and
sub-tropical crops in the valleys.
Northern and Central Plateaux:
Cool winters and warm summers;
Rain-fed agriculture and pump wel.ls, with ghayls close to
mountain edges;
Grain crops, and deciduous fruit orchards and qat
plantations.
Southern Mountains:
Warm to hot climate with high rainfall;
Typically ghayl irrigation and rain-fed agriculture;
Deciduous fruit trees and qat plantations on higher
slopes; coffee, bananas, mangoes and other tropical and
sub-tropical crops in the valleys.
Central Tihamah:
Hot to very hot summers, and warm winters; humid near the
coast in summer;
Pump well irrigation, with sayl irrigation especially
important towards and within the piedmont zone;
Dates, bananas, mangoes and other tropical and sub¬
tropical fruit crops, with heat-tolerant sorghum varieties
and millet as the main grain crops.
1.33 A Brief Historical Overview
Known to the Classical world as Arabia Felix, by reason of its great
agricultural productivity in contrast to most of the rest of the
peninsula, the Yemen in the pre-Islamic period was the centre of a
succession of powerful states or kingdoms (if they can be called
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such). The wealth of of these states was based largely on the
agricultural fertility, and also on their command of the production
of frankincense and their strategic position to control trade routes
between the Mediterranean and the Indian Ocean. The rupture of the
great dam at Ma'rib, put legendarily in AD 525, is often taken to
mark the end of the last of these pre-Islamic Yemeni states, that of
Uimyar, though the breach of the dam is unlikely to have constituted
the sole cause nor to have been a single event. Rather, there is
archaeological evidence which indicates several breaches and
subsequent rebuildings, and it is probable that the influence of the
Yemen had been waning ever since the Romans began extending their
power into the Red Sea in the first century AD. In the hundred
years before its conversion to Islam, the country had been
controlled first by the Christian Aksumites (Ethiopians), (whose
leader in the Yemen, Abraha, was in power when the Prophet Muhammad
was born ca. AD 570), and then by the Persians who briefly made the
country a satrapy of the Sasanid Empire. According to Muslim
sources, the last Persian governor converted to Islam in 6/628.
After the establishment of Islam in the Yemen the next most
important event for the history of the country occurred in 283/896
when there arrived a HijazT descendent of CA1T through the line of
al-IJasan, the Imam Abu al-Husayn Yabya, called al-HadT ila al-Haqq
(d. 299/911). He established himself at Sacdah in the north of the
country and it was he who introduced ZaydT doctrines and founded the
ZaydT state. Most of all the subsequent ZaydT imams are descendents
of his line through his son Ahmad30. Although several of the imams
managed to extend ZaydT control southwards, sometimes as far as
ZabTd in Tihamah (as in the mid-sixth/mid-twelfth century),
different parts of the Yemen were frequently governed,.until the
twentieth century, by rival rulers and dynasties. The origins of
some of the dynasties, such as the Yucfirids (232-387/847-997) with
their base first at Shibam-Kawkaban and later at Sanca', were local.
30 For the genealogy of al-HadT see Eagle 1994, including the
table on p.117; and also Dresch 1993 especially pp.167-171.
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Others were the result, directly or indirectly, of intervention in
Yemeni affairs by Islamic powers to the north, as was the case with
the emergence around 439/1047 of the IsmacTlT Sulayfoid dynasty which
for almost a century ruled much of the southern part of the northern
Yemen, first from Sanca' and then from Dhu Jiblah. More than once a
governor sent by an Islamic power based in Iraq or Syria or Egypt
usurped its authority and founded a dynasty of his own. Such had
already occurred before the arrival of al-Hadl, when, in the early
third/ninth century, Muhammad bn Ziyad was sent to govern the Yemen
by the cAbbasid caliph al-Ma'mun (reg. 198-218/813-833) and founded
his own albeit short lived dynasty, the Ziyadids, with their capital
at ZabTd which they founded. A similar event was to occur in the
early seventh/thirteenth century when the descendents of a certain
CA1I bn Rasul, who had arrived in the Yemen from Egypt in the wake
of the Ayyubid take-over of the country, seized power and held it as
the ShaficI Rasulid dynasty with its capitals at Ta°izz and ZabTd
for over two centuries from 628/1229 until 858/1453. The interest
in the Yemen on the part of the ruling power in the eastern
Mediterranean is indeed something of a theme in Yemeni history, as
it was to recur in the case of the Ottomans, who occupied varying
parts of the country on two occasions: the first from about
945/1538, an occupation which lasted a century, and the second from
the mid-thirteenth/mid-nineteenth century which was formally
terminated at the end of the First World War.
Any useful "thumbnail sketch" of Yemeni history is therefore
difficult if not impossible to make. One important feature does
however stand out from at least early Islamic times until the
present day. That feature is the division of the country into two
broad zones which are conventionally called Upper Yemen {al-Yaman
al-a?Ta) and Lower Yemen (al-Yaman al-asfal). Although the precise
boundary between them has fluctuated over the centuries,
nevertheless their respective characters have remained. Upper Yemen
is the northeastern part of the country, and includes the regions
called the Northern Mountains and the Northern Plateaux in this
thesis. It is the stronghold of Zaydism, represented by the sadah,
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the sayyid descendents of the Prophet, and its population is
predominantly tribal, being the home territory of the two great and
ancient tribal "confederations" of Bakll and tfashid31. It is,
moreover, poorer agriculturally than much of Lower Yemen, largely
because on the whole it receives much less rain. Lower Yemen, on
the other hand, which covers the remainder of the country including
the Central Plateaux, the Southern Mountains, the plain of Tihamah
and all of the former PDRY, is predominantly ShaficT in terms of
religious madhhab (legal School)33 and the inhabitants have been,
historically at least, peasant farmers, rather than tribesmen. The
boundary between Upper and Lower Yemen is generally placed somewhere
between Sanca' and Dhamar. There have been periods in history when
4
a ZaydT imam from Upper Yemen has exercised control over the
agriculturally more prosperous Lower Yemen, as in the
mid-sixth/mid-twelfth century, and other periods when a ruler from
Lower Yemen seized control of Sanca' and the ZaydT areas, pushing
the incumbent imam northwards, as happened briefly in the
fifth/eleventh century under the Isma°TlT Sulayhids before they took
up residence at Dhu Jiblah. Nevertheless, the distinction between
Upper Yemen and Lower Yemen has remained as a living concept in the
minds of Yemenis.
Since the early tenth/sixteenth century when the use of the
Yemeni coffee plant began to be known in Europe, the strategic
position of the Yemen at the mouth of the Red Sea has been of
31 The tribal confederations of BakTl and Bashid were known at
least as far back as the fourth/tenth century, since they are
described by the great Yemeni geographer and historian Abu Muhammad
al-Basan al-HamdanT (d. ca.336/947) (for example, Jazlrat al-°Arab
:97 and 115, where he is assigning tribes to BakTl and-to fjashid,
and :239, where he is delimiting the areas covered by each of the
two confederations). A detailed and penetrative study of the tribes
and tribal politics of Upper Yemen, and of the perceived tension
between the sadah and the tribesmen, is Dresch 1993.
32 Much of the northern part of Lower Yemen was ruled from
439/1047 for almost a century by the IsmacTlT Sulaybid dynasty, as
has been mentioned above, and there is still a small population of
IsmacTlTs in the Manakhah area (to the west of Sanca').
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interest to the European powers. Before the nineteenth century and
the great age of European imperial expansionism the European
physical presence in the Yemen was largely confined to trading posts
at Mocha (al-Makha) and Aden. In the nineteenth century however,
and particularly after the opening of the Suez Canal in 1869 and the
re-emergence of the Red Sea as the major route between Europe and
India, the British extended their influence inland from Aden and
finally declared Aden a British colony and South Yemen a British
protectorate. The British position was consolidated further in the
1930s by the incorporation of the IJadramawt valley into the
Protectorate. Meanwhile, in the mid-nineteenth century, the
Ottomans were extending their influence southwards from the fjijaz
4
and inland from the Red Sea coast, until by the beginning of the
twentieth century a demarcation agreement between Britain and the
Ottoman Empire was required to avoid conflict. The result was the
1904 joint border commission and the frontier the commission mapped
between North Yemen and South Yemen was to last until the
reunification of 1990.
The end of the First World War saw the final departure of the
Ottomans from the North, which became a formally independent kingdom
under the then ZaydT imam, Yahya bn Muhammad BamTd al-Dln, a
descendent of the Imam al-Mangur al-Qasim (reg. 1598-1620, the
founder of the line of the Qasimi imams). Although he was never to
achieve his desire to annexe either South Yemen or cAsTr and Najran,
the Imam Yahya did manage to consolidate his control over the whole
of the North, including the ShaficT areas. By the end of the Second
World War, protest against his autocratic rule, and calls for reform
of what remained an essentially medieval government and state, had
grown ever stronger within the country. This dissent culminated in
Yahya's assassination in 1948. The reform government which
attempted to replace him was however very short lived, and his son
Ahmad succeeded in taking power as king and imam, with the help of
the tribal elements of Upper Yemen. An attempt on Ahmad's life in
1955 resulted in his suppression, often brutal, of reform-minded
Yemenis, and it was not until his death in 1962 that a group of
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military and political reformers was able to strike with a coup
d'dtat. With Egyptian military help, the new Yemeni republican
government was able to force Ahmad's son Muhammad al-Badr, who had
declared himself imam on the death of his father, into the northeast
of the country. Despite material assistance from Saudi Arabia,
Jordan and Iran in a civil war which lasted most of the rest of the
1960s, Muhammad al-Badr was finally forced into exile and political
obscurity in Britain in 1970 when a compromise solution establishing
a broadly based republican government was achieved. Muhammad
al-Badr died in 1996, so bringing to an end the long (though not
unbroken) line of Zaydi imams which had been founded by al-Hadl in
the late third/ninth century. Despite political difficulties in the
4
1970s (two successive presidents were assassinated in 1977 and
1978), the Yemen Arab Republic achieved a large degree of stability
from 1978 under the presidency of CA1I cAbdallah Salih who now
remains as president of the unified Republic of Yemen.
Meanwhile in South Yemen Britain had announced in 1965 its
intention to depart within three years. The announcement provoked a
bitter feud between rival factions in Aden for control of what would
become an independent country. The party which eventually gained
the upper hand, the National Liberation Front, moved rapidly to the
Marxist left soon after assuming power and renamed the country the
People's Democratic Republic of Yemen. Friction followed with North
Yemen, which remained committed to a capitalist economy and good
relations with the West, culminating in open war in both 1972 and
1979, and any hope that the two Yemens would eventually unite seemed
to recede into improbability. However, the 1980s saw severe
personal and ideological conflict emerge within the PDRY which
erupted into a brief civil war in 1986. When however Mikhail
Gorbachev decided that the Soviet Union would no longer subsidise
Communist regimes throughout the world, the PDRY leaders had to
accept union with the YAR as the only alternative to national
bankruptcy. Negotiations were started in 1989 and the two countries
merged officially in May 1990 as the Republic of Yemen.
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So profound have been the events of the last thirty years that
no sector of Yemeni life has been left unaffected by them. The
agriculture of the country has been influenced as much as other
sectors. The fall of the ZaydT imam and the civil war in the North,
and the two wars between the North and the South, in the 1970s, the
internal political and economic problems in the South in the 1980s,
the unification of the North and the South in 1990, and the
expulsion of Yemeni workers from the Gulf States and Saudi Arabia in
the aftermath of the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait - all these events
have produced, in varying degrees, disruption and population
movement, and their echoes will be sensed, albeit faintly, in the
current sharecropping situation.
1.34 Administrative Divisions
Since mention will be made at various points in Part II of this
thesis to geographical terms for the various administrative
divisions of the country, a brief word must be said about them here.
The system of administrative divisions is not consistent over
the whole country. This is not surprising, given the very different
recent histories of the former North Yemen and South Yemen. Even in
the North, there is no overall uniformity. A complete hierarchy of
the traditional administrative divisions and subdivisions might
appear as follows, in descending order of size, though some levels
in the hierarchy are lacking in some areas. The suggested English
terms are of course only approximate.





33 Cf. mamsiyah in Piamenta 1990-91 :466b.
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CHAPTER 2 : SHARECROPPING IN CONTEXT
"The sharecropper has a sort of partnership and shares both profit
and loss with his landlord."
Gaius (2nd Century AD)1
2.1 Introductory Remarks
The purpose of this chapter is twofold. First, in Section 2.2, it
will give a brief global survey of sharecropping, including an
outline of the features which distinguish it from other forms of
4
agricultural tenure and an indication of its rationale. Since the
literature on the subject is so great in volume and so wide-ranging
both geographically and temporally the works referred to here must
be selective. Deserving special note are perhaps the studies of J.
Pratt in Tuscany in the period 1850 to 1950 and A.K.S. Lambton in
mid-twentieth century Iran2. In addition, T.J. Byres' collection of
papers which cover a wide global spectrum has also been referred
to3. Other references are noted as appropriate throughout the
chapter.
The second purpose of this chapter is to show in general terms
how Islamic law views sharecropping in order to provide a basis for
more detailed discussion in subsequent chapters. Section 2.3
therefore introduces certain fundamental conceptual problems that
arise in the Islamic context and the reasons for them, together with
an overview of the Arabic terminology concerned in sharecropping
1 Quoted by Ste. Croix 1981 :217.
2 Pratt 1994; Lambton 1969. Lambton's study is of course not
specifically of Iranian sharecropping but rather the agricultural
situation on a much broader front. However, because of the great
importance of sharecropping in mid-twentieth century Iran, her study
is much concerned with the system.
3 Byres (ed.) 1983.
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which, because of its multiplicity, is also listed for reference in
Appendix 1.
2.2 The Origins and Rationale of Sharecropping
2.21 Sharecropping as a System of Agricultural Exploitation
In terms of land tenure (that is to say, how land is held and
worked) there are several combinations of choices that may be made
to tap the agricultural potential. These are shown diagrammatically
as a decision chart in Figure 2.1. First, the owner of the land
must decide whether to work the land himself, in which case he will
be an owner-occupier; or to allow someone else to work it for him.
If the landowner selects the latter possibility, then he has a
4
further decision to make. In the modern world (excluding the use of
slaves, serfs or other forms of bonded labour) he is likely to have
two choices here: (1) hiring a free labourer to work the land for
him and paying the labourer a wage for his service; or (2) leasing
the land to a tenant in exchange for the payment of a rent. In
either case, the result may be viewed as belonging to one of two
basic types, depending on the nature of the wage paid by the
landowner or the rent paid by the tenant: fixed wages or rents on
the one hand, and sharecropping wages or rents on the other.
In a fixed wage or rent situation the wage or rent is a
stipulated value which will be quotable in absolute terms at the
time the contract is drawn up (a fixed amount of cash or a fixed
weight or volume of crops) and its size will not vary according to
the size of the harvest.
In sharecropping on the other hand, the wage or rent is set as
a proportion of the as yet unharvested crop (one-half, one-third,
etc.). The absolute value of the rent cannot therefore be fixed at
the time the contract is drawn up but only after the harvest has
been gathered and measured.
Not only is this distinction between fixed wages or rents and
sharecropping important in economic and social terms wherever in the
world agricultural land is tenanted, but it is also crucially
significant in Islamic law as will be shown later (in Section 2.3
below and in Chapter 3). Further, the difference is more important
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FIGURE 2.1 : SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION OF TYPES OF LAND TENURE
as viewed from the landowner's standpoint
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than another distinction often made - that between a wage or rent in
kind (that is, paid in the crop itself) and a wage or rent in cash
(either in advance, or else after the sale of the crop). The fixed
wage or rent and the sharecropping wage or rent may both conceivably
be paid in either cash or kind, depending on local customs and
conditions (for example, how close the nearest market is, or whether
there are itinerant merchants), and in any given situation much may
depend in fact on the personal preferences of the parties involved.
Sharecropping is undoubtedly an extremely ancient method of
agricultural exploitation in its origin and one which continues in
many areas of the world down to the present day. The share taken by
the landowner is typically one-half of the harvested crop, though in
4
practice his share varies considerably with local conditions as will
be shown later in this chapter. In addition, it would seem usual
for the landowner to receive from the sharecropper dues and services
over and above his stipulated share of the.crop, and this is another
aspect which will be taken up below.
The system has attracted a very large literature since Adam
Smith, the founder of modern economics, first analysed it critically
in the second half of the eighteenth century4. As will be seen,
many of the studies of the system as it currently operates or has
historically operated have shown that the sharecropper is
disadvantaged relative to the landlord, and it has attracted
criticism from some economists, historians, anthropologists,
sociologists and others for this reason. Nevertheless, it has never
been conclusively proved that disadvantage to the sharecropper is a
result inherent in the system itself, and indeed under certain
conditions it can be shown to have theoretical and practical
advantages over fixed rent tenure for both the tenant and the
landowner.
4 Smith 1776 :391 et passim.
2.22 A Brief World View of Sharecropping
Sharecropping is known to be of very ancient origin and has been
found in widely separated parts of the world. From the historical
evidence it is known that forms of sharecropping existed in both
Greece and India as early as the fourth century BC and in parts of
China it may already have been established as early as the eighth
century BCS. Sharecropping certainly existed in the Roman Empire in
the second century AD as colonia partiariaP. The system had emerged
(or perhaps rather had re-emerged) in France and Italy by the ninth
century, while by the thirteenth century it had become the dominant
form of agricultural tenancy over much of these two countries as
respectively the mdtayage and mezzadria systems7. In the Middle
4
East, the system seems to have been already established in Egypt by
the third century BC* and in Persia at least by the time of the
Sasanid dynasty (226-651 AD)9. For the Yemen there appears to be
enough evidence to indicate that sharecropping existed well back
into the pre-Islamic period when, moreover, much of the local
terminology in use today may well have originated10.
In more recent periods, sharecropping remained the dominant
system in parts of China until the advent of communism in 1947 and
in Italy and Turkey until the land reforms of the 1950s in these
countries. In large areas of India and elsewhere in Asia and also
in much of southern Europe it persists until the present day11.
Perhaps most infamously, the system became widespread in the
southern states of the USA after the Civil War (1861-65) and lasted
5 Byres 1983 :9 and 11.
6 Ste. Croix 1981 :214 and 216-17.
7 Pratt 1994 :1 and 31; Duby 1968.
8 Rostovtzeff 1922 :77-79.
9 Lambton 1969 :206.
10 al-Sharjab! 1990 :150-51 and 154-57.
1 1 Byres 1983 :25-30.
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until President F.D. Roosevelt's New Deal of the 1930s put an end to
its worst injustices12.
Several theories have been put forward by economists and others
to explain the reasons why and the courses by which sharecropping
emerges and is perpetuated in some regions but is absent or is
abandoned in others. For example, the suggestion has been made by
some researchers that sharecropping appears as a transitional phase
between two other economic systems - for instance, transitional
between a slave system and a serf system, or between a slave system
and a wage labour system13. Another suggestion is that the
appearance and disappearance of sharecropping is to be associated
with cycles of economic activity. For example, in a persuasive
4
consideration of sharecropping in Turkey during the last seven
decades of the Ottoman Empire and the first three decades of the
Republic, C. Keyder shows how its cyclic appearance and
disappearance can be related to world economic booms and slumps in
agricultural commodity prices14.
Interesting though these and other theories are, discussion of
them lies beyond the scope of this present work. What may be
observed here from the large literature on the subject is that there
would appear to be a strong tendency for sharecropping to be found
in areas or during periods in which there exist either or both of
two conditions, and to be absent or to disappear when neither
condition is found. These general conditions are: first, the
presence of a certain degree of risk to crop yields caused by
economic or physical constraints (for example, falling agricultural
prices, or land which is agriculturally marginal due to unreliable
rainfall or poor soils); and second, a high labour to land ratio
(that is, situations where labour is plentiful but agricultural land
less so)15.
12 Conrad 1965; Agee 1965.
13 See for example Byres 1983 :12-13; and Cooper 1985 :146.
14 Keyder 1983.
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Whatever the global applicability of these summary conditions
and their analytical utility, it may certainly be noted that the
regions in which the system can currently be found or has recently
been found are often characterised by thin soils and dry-farming
techniques in which agricultural yields are particularly sensitive
to climatic vagaries. Falling into this category are for example
parts of southern France and much of central and southern Italy, and
indeed both shores of the Mediterrean area more generally, and
additionally the drier grain and cotton lands of the southern states
of the USA, the high veld of southern Africa, and much of Iran,
Turkey and several other countries in the Middle East, including the
Yemen16. In contrast, in regions with wetter climate and more
4
predictable crop yields, sharecropping tends not to exist, or has
existed only ephemerally: in northwestern Europe for example it
seems never to have been found except in isolated areas (Artois,
Hainault, and some locations in western Prussia) and then only
briefly17.
15 Both these conditions are consistent with, for example,
Keyder's analysis of sharecropping cycles in late Ottoman and early
Republican Turkey (see Keyder 1983 especially 132 and 137).
Further, both also apply in the case of the Yemen, the subject
specifically of Part II of this thesis.
16 There have been a great many detailed studies of sharecropping
carried out by modern researchers specialised in a variety of
fields. The following is a very small sample: Pratt 1994 (central
Italy); Gill 1983 (Tuscany); Conrad 1965, Reid 1973 and Mandle 1983
(all concerning the southern states of the USA); Keegan 1983 (the
South African high veld); Lambton 1969 (the agricultural situation,
including sharecropping, in Iran in the mid-twentieth century);
Keyder 1983 (late Ottoman and early Republican Turkey).; Halim 1983
(western Malaysia); Cooper 1983 and, in greater detail, Cooper 1988
(both dealing with Bengal in the period 1930-1950); and Sharma and
Dr&ze 1990 (Palanpur, Northern Gujerat, India). Several other
studies deal specifically with former French colonial North Africa,
including Milliot 1911, Rectenwald 1930, Abribat 1934,
Roussier-Theaux 1935, and Noel 1938, and discussion of some aspects
of their works will be taken up later. Some facets of the case of
the Yemen are the subject of especially Part II of this thesis.
17 Byres 1983 :17-18.
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Nevertheless, the above statements are by no means intended as
deterministic, and it can perhaps be misleading to generalise about
the reasons for the presence or absence of sharecropping as a system
of agricultural tenancy over such a vast temporal and geographical
range. Further, it must be noted that there exist several different
forms of sharecropping, depending on the amount of investment
contributed by the sharecropper (a subject which will be taken up
below in Sections 2.23 and 2.24), or on the type of crop involved
(whether it is, for example, an annual arable crop, or a perennial
tree crop, a point which will also be shown to be of significance
later in this thesis). In short, it may well be that no explanatory
model to fit all occurrences can be devised and that beyond a few
»
broad generalities each incidence is the result of unique economic
and physical circumstances. In any case, such questions, though
fascinating, are not the concern of this study. Discussion here
will instead centre rather on two issues regarding the
characteristics of the system which are commonly remarked on by
researchers. Both have to do essentially with the relationship
between the landowner and the sharecropper, and both are of
importance in the case of the Yemen as will be shown in Part II of
this thesis. The first concerns the proportions of the crop
accruing to the landowner on the one hand and the sharecropper on
the other. The second concerns the extent to which the
sharecropping system may be beneficial or detrimental to the
sharecropper.
2.23 The Division of the Crop between Landowner and Sharecropper
In sharecropping systems the most common division of the crop
between landowner and sharecropper is theoretically on.a 50:50
basis, as is suggested by the terms for the system in French and
Italian mdtayage and mezzadria, and also the terms in other European
languages in areas where the system has been historically found
(Halbpacht and he!ftwinning in medieval western Prussia and the
Netherlands respectively)18. This equal division is by no means
universally applied however, even in the areas where such terms
implying a half-share are used. In certain areas at certain times
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the landlord's share of the crop may be only one-quarter or less, or
as high as three-quarters or even more. In point of fact, a large
variety of proportions have been reported throughout the world and
over the centuries according to differences in local environmental
and economic conditions. Thus, for example, Georges Duby, speaking
of the situation in southern France in the twelfth and thirteenth
centuries, says that the mStayage contract
gave the master a widely differing share in the produce
according to the quality of the soil and the condition of the
'farmer': sometimes it gave him two-thirds of the crop, more
often a half or a third, but occasionally much less, especially
when the soil was not very fertile. In 1338 the Provenpal
Hospitallers were unable to find a peasant willing to take
[and] farm certain land on their demesne, even when he'was
offered nineteen-twentieths of the produce to keep for
himself.19
So - here was a landlord offering the sharecropping peasant
practically the whole crop, and yet the peasant was free to reject
the offer! This point should be borne in mind in later discussion
(Section 2.24 below) when the fairness or otherwise of the system to
the sharecropper is examined.
In practice, the division of the harvest between landowner and
sharecropper may be achieved in one of several ways. The allocation
of the landowner's share may be made after the crop has been
gathered and measured by dividing appropriately the total volume or
weight of the harvest. If the crop is a cash crop grown for sale in
a local market or to itinerant merchants, the landlord's share may
be allocated by dividing the cash value received from the sale.
Alternatively, the division may be made during the gathering process
itself, by allocating every nth unit (every nth sheaf of corn or
every nth basket of fruit, and so on) to the landowner. So for
example in a 50:50 arrangement every second unit gathered would be
18 In the French and Italian terms the meta- and the mezza- are
ultimately from the Latin medietas, "half". Similarly, Halb and
helft mean "half" in respectively German and Dutch.
19 Duby 1968 :275.
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assigned to the landowner, while if the landowner's share is
one-third of the crop, then he would be allocated every third unit.
Another method is for the landlord and sharecropper to take their
respective shares from different parts of the land, a method
apparently practised in the IJijaz at the birth of Islam and one
which will be referred to later when the Islamic Traditions which
deal with sharecropping are examined (Chapter 3, Section 3.3,
below).
One factor which undoubtedly affects the proportions of the two
parties' shares is the nature of the physical environment of climate
and, as Duby indicates in the quotation cited above, the fertility
of the soils. Generally speaking, the more marginal the area is for
crop production the larger will be the share allotted to the
sharecropper. The rationale behind this is presumably that in areas
where soils are poor or where water resources are either small or
highly variable from year to year, agricultural yields will be low
either every year or in a large proportion of the years. A
sharecropper in such an area will not survive very long if year
after year too large a part of each harvest is given up to the
landlord. Although the landlord will profit in the short term by
taking an unsustainably large a share for himself, in the long run
the failure of his sharecroppers will harm him too.
Another important influence which can affect the amount of the
crop the sharecropper actually receives is the way in which any
government tax due on the crop is deducted. In some systems of
sharecropping the tax due is deducted from the total harvest before
division into shares. This is equivalent to each party contributing
to the tax payment a share proportional to his share of the harvest.
In other systems, either the landowner or the sharecropper will be
liable to pay the tax on the total harvest from his respective
share. Clearly, the method by which the tax is deducted can affect
the real shares received by the two parties as opposed to their
theoretical shares.
A more fundamental influence on the size of the shares received
by the landlord on the one hand and the sharecropper on the other
concerns the provision of the agricultural inputs. The size of each
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share of the harvest can sometimes be seen to reflect the respective
contributions supplied by the two parties. In the case of grain
land these inputs may include the seed, the water, and the animals,
tools and machinery needed for ploughing the soil and harvesting the
crop and then transporting it and threshing it, and so on. In the
case of perennial plantings, such as orchard trees or grape-vines,
the ownership of the trees or shrubs can be considered an input:
they may belong either to the landowner or sometimes to the
sharecropper. The landowner may provide, in addition to the land
itself, any or none of these other inputs, while the sharecropper,
in addition to his labour and possibly also the labour of his
family, may similarly provide any or none. Generally speaking, the
4
more of these inputs either party contributes the larger will be his
share of the harvest, though there is rarely any exact or regular
relationship in practice.
An extremely systematised application of this principle has
been recorded by A.K.S. Lambton in her study of agricultural tenure
in mid-twentieth century Iran. In Lambton's words,
Traditionally, five elements are taken into account in dividing
the crop: land, water, draught animals, seed, labour:
theoretically one share [of the crop] is allotted to each
element and goes to whoever provides that element.20
So, for example, a landlord who provides only the land and the
water (that is, two of the five inputs) would theoretically receive
two-fifths of the crop, leaving the remaining three-fifths for the
sharecropper who will have supplied the other three inputs of
draught animals, seed and labour. Conversely, a sharecropper who
supplies nothing but his labour would receive only one-fifth of the
crop, leaving four-fifths for the landlord.
As Lambton indicates however this neat pattern is hardly more
than a theoretical abstraction, and she found in her fieldwork that
in practice a huge variety of different systems of crop division
existed in Persia, including 50:50 division and instances where the
20 Lambton 1969 :306.
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landlord's share is as much as two-thirds or four-fifths, even when
he supplied no more than the land and the seed21. Moreover, she
points out that the sharecropper must typically provide a number of
extra dues and services for the landlord over and above the latter's
contracted share of the crop. These extra dues and services might
include transporting the landlord's share to the granary, labour
service in building roads and irrigation works, "gifts" of various
produce (clarified butter, hens, eggs, and so forth), and a number
of other unremunerated services or goods22.
Both in the variety of crop division systems and in the
sharecropper's provision of a range of additional services and goods
to his landlord, Lambton's Persia is by no means exceptional. In
fact, it would seem to be something of a rule that a sharecropper is
bound to render the landlord various extra obligations, whether
these are stipulated in the contract or not. Such for example was
the case with the sharecroppers of central•Italy before 1950, as
reported by J. Pratt in his detailed study of them. In addition to
handing over half of the agricultural product of their labour, there
existed "a range of other possible obligations: to provide
accommodation or hospitality when [the landlord] visited, or to
supply some days' labour each year on road building and estate
maintenance, a practice similar to corvee labour"23. Such
"supplementary" services are also found in Yemeni sharecropping,
though, it would appear, they are not particularly onerous, as will
be seen (Chapter 7, Section 7.42, and Chapter 8, Section 8.2). In
any case, as will also be shown, it is surprisingly difficult to
determine in the Yemen what, in practice, are the contractual
obligations properly speaking, in contrast to such "supplementary"
burdens. . .
21 Lambton 1969 :308-09.
22 Ibid. :330.
23 Pratt 1994 :41
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2.24 Does Sharecropping work to the Benefit or Detriment of the
Sharecropper?
Among modern researchers views on the economic and social benefits
of exploiting agricultural resources by the sharecropping system
have tended to polarise between those who, like the eighteenth
century founder of modern economics Adam Smith, hold that the system
benefits the landowners as the dominant class to the detriment of
the sharecroppers' interests24, and those who, like the nineteenth
century philosopher John Stuart Mill, maintain that, under certain
historical, economic and geographical circumstances, the system is
the best geared to benefit all parties involved25.
Those observers and analysts of sharecropping who are generally
supportive of the system have viewed sharecropping agreements as
partnerships arrived at by bargaining and as such the system is
claimed to benefit both parties26. In the idealised system the
landlord supplies the land and the sharecropper the labour, and both
are equally recompensed with a half share of the harvest. If the
harvest is large, the rent will be large. If the harvest is small
or non-existent, then the sharecropper will have to hand over only a
small rent or no rent at all. As Gaius put it in the second century
AD, "the sharecropper [colonus partiarius] has a sort of partnership
and shares both profit and loss with his landlord"27.
Such is the theory, at any rate - though as has been shown
above this model situation of reward proportional to input by no
means always applies. Many critics of sharecropping have indeed
pointed out that even if the system is viewed as a partnership it is
24 Smith 1776 :391.
25 Mill 1848 :185. Pratt (1994 :49) makes the interesting point
that this polarisation of views of sharecropping as on the one hand
the bane of the peasantry and on the other their beneficiary was
neatly reflected in the context of Italy during the Fascist period.
26 See for example, Mandle (1993 :123) who summarises this view
(though rejecting it).
27 Quoted by Ste. Croix 1981 :217.
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rare for it to be other than a partnership between grossly unequal
partners28.
There is no doubt that many studies of sharecropping show that
landlords do hold the dominant position in the relationship and
their dominance is frequently to the detriment of the economic and
social interests of the sharecropper, sometimes to the extent of
total dependence. G.E.M. de Ste. Croix points out that although in
a poor harvest a sharecropper would have to give his landlord only a
small rent, he would also himself go short of food, and if poor
harvests continued over several years, he would eventually become as
much at the mercy of his landlord as would a fixed-rent tenant who
defaults29. Ste. Croix is speaking here in the context of the Roman
4
Empire of the second century AD - but his observation might be
applied much more generally. In medieval France, for example, Duby
describes sharecroppers' hardship very similarly: because of lack of
security of tenure, he says, sharecropping-contracts "seem to have
held the defenceless peasantry ... tightly in a net of economic
dependence"30. Lambton, in the context of mid-twentieth century
Persia, has equally observed that "in general the scales are
weighted in favour of the [landlord], and little or no protection is
afforded to the tenant"31. Adrienne Cooper's studies of
sharecroppers in Bengal between 1930 and 1950 likewise explain their
problems as a fault of the system32. Many other similar examples of
what some writers have referred to as the "web of dependence"
suffered by sharecroppers might be quoted for many regions in many
periods. Perhaps most vividly of all, at least in the consciousness
of the English-speaking world, largely as a result of the highly
graphic fictional writings of American authors of the interwar
28 Cf. Byres 1983 :13.
29 Ste. Croix 1981 :217-
30 Duby 1968 :327.
31 Lambton 1969 :306.
32 Cooper 1983 and 1988.
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years, such as John Steinbeck and Erskine Caldwell, and also the
powerful photo-documentary work of James Agee and Walker Evans, is
the plight of the sharecroppers of the southern states of the USA in
the 1920s and 1930s33.
The argument of the critics of sharecropping, then, would seem
to be that because there are many examples of sharecroppers in
situations of great hardship and dependence on their landlords, the
reason must be the sharecropping system itself. It is surely easy
to see the flaw in this assertion. While it is undeniable that some
sharecroppers in certain areas and at certain times have been
exploited by ruthless landlords, it is by no means proved that this
is the result of the sharecropping system per se. There are at
least four reasons for supposing this. First, many examples could
be quoted of dependent and indebted agricultural workers under
agricultural systems other than sharecropping. Second, the vagaries
of climate and of economic cycles must be held responsible in many
cases of sharecropper misery. Third, under a sharecropping system
the interests of the landlord and of the sharecropper are to a large
extent interdependent. Fourth, examples exist where the
relationship between the landowner and the sharecropper is truly a
mutually beneficial partnership in practice as well as in theory.
That sharecropping as a system does not necessarily work wholly
to the detriment of the sharecropper is brought out clearly by J.
Pratt in his detailed study already cited of the mezzadria of
central Italy before the land reforms of 195034. Although
agricultural life under the system was physically hard for the
sharecropper and his family, the sharecropper existed materially on
a much better level than certain other societal strata, notably the
33 See, for example, John Steinbeck's novel The Grapes of Wrath,
in which the Joad family, reduced to sharecroppers on land they once
owned, are finally driven from Oklahoma by mechanisation; and
several of the novels, stories and plays of Erskine Caldwell, such
as Tobacco Road, set among sharecroppers in Georgia. Also: Agee
(with Evans) 1965 passim.; and Conrad 1965 passim.
34 Pratt 1994.
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day-labourer. It is true that the landlord took half of almost all
the produce of the farm and might exact also a range of other
obligations from the sharecroppers, such as labour for estate
maintenance, but the produce of the kitchen garden and the farmyard
at least were exempt from the 50:50 division and belonged wholly to
the farmer's family35. The day-labourer, on the other hand, had no
such exempt reserve.
Further, again according to Pratt, although the Tuscan
landlords as a whole attempted deliberately to exclude sharecroppers
from the market and the money economy, and although, moreover, they
could and sometimes did evict their sharecropping tenants,
nevertheless sharecroppers equally had the power to seek out better
landlords and better farms. Given that much of the work on farms
consisted of investments such as terracing, planting olives and
vines, "work which would generate no product for five or ten years,
... the long term productivity of the farm-therefore depended on the
investment of labour by the share-croppers, and this was often
stipulated in the contract, but it was unlikely to be performed
satisfactorily if there was constant uncertainty about the
tenancy"36. To avoid evicting his sharecroppers if at all possible
was therefore in the landlord's own interests.
Additionally, one may note instances of sharecroppers with a
certain autonomy of choice, which could not exist if dependency and
indebtedness were inherent in the system. An historical instance
has already been quoted above of landowners in thirteenth and early
fourteenth century Provence receiving a much smaller share of the
crop on infertile land and the ability of peasants to refuse to take
on sharecropping tenancies when it did not suit them, even when they
could keep all but one-twentieth of the crop37. Similarly, Pratt
35 Ibid. :41.
36 Ibid. :39.
37 Duby 1968 :275.
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observes in the context of central Italy that "share-croppers could
and did seek out other landlords to find better farms"3*.
In short, Pratt's picture of the condition of sharecroppers in
central Italy in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century
resembles far more that of the Provencal sharecroppers of around
1300 AD than it does, for example, Agee's portrayal of the
sharecroppers of the southern states of the USA during the same
period39. In other words, there would seem to be no reason to
suppose that the sharecropping system is inherently disadvantageous
to agricultural tenants' interests. Indeed, given fair landlords,
the system conceivably has considerable advantages for tenant
farmers in areas where for climatic, pedological, economic or other
4
reasons the level of risk in farming is high. This is because a
sharecropping rent, unlike a fixed rent, is by definition directly
related to the size of the harvest. A small harvest will mean that
the tenant pays only a small rent. A complete failure of the
harvest will mean that he pays no rent at all. The system is
therefore potentially fairer to the tenant's interests in areas of
fluctuating harvests.
In fact, this is a very idealised picture, and in practice
other factors come into play. Ste. Croix, for example, observes
that the size of a tenant's holding would be important in whether he
survived or not during difficult years of poor or non-existant
harvests, and he rightly points out that this is often overlooked40.
Further, as will seen in due course (in Section 2.3 below, and in
Chapter 4), if the sharecropping contract is viewed not as one in
which the sharecropper is leasing the land as a tenant, but rather
as one in which the landowner is hiring the sharecropper as a
38 Pratt 1994 :35.
39 In any case, the primary causes of the plight of American
sharecroppers in the interwar period can be more satisfactorily
explained as the result of a fatal combination of drought, soil
exhaustion and world economic slump, rather than wicked landlords
and merchants.
40 Ste. Croix 1981 :217-
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labourer (as the ShaficI jurists regard it), then in a year when the
harvest fails the sharecropper will be placed in the invidious
position of having worked for no wage. In any case, even the ideal
situation depends on landlords acting fairly towards their
sharecropping tenants. Although of course fair-minded landlords can
never be guaranteed, proscribing practices which are potentially
unfair to sharecroppers would seem to be a central concern of how
Islamic law regulates sharecropping contracts, and it is this matter
which will now be considered.
2.3 Islamic Aspects of Sharecropping
2.31 Sharecrovvins as viewed in Islamic Law
4
Sharecropping in the Islamic context has been the subject of a large
literature over the centuries. From a random glance over the
multitude of works of fiqh it would seem that practically every
Islamic authority has pronounced on the matter. This has been
largely because the system has always been problematic in Islam
since it involves gharar (risk) and can lead to riba (unjustified
profit), both of which are forbidden in Islamic contract law.
Examples of what the writers of fiqh have to say about sharecropping
of particular relevance to the Yemen are studied in Chapters 4
and 5. This Section is, however, only an introductory overview of
some of the relevant concerns.
A major instance of gharar in a contract is the failure to
specify certain essential elements, and as a result of such omission
the contract would be annulled by being declared fasid (defective)
or b~atil (invalid), depending on the precise nature of the omission.
The elements requiring specification vary with the type of contract.
Bay0 contracts (contracts of sale) for example that do .not specify
the date on which payment for goods will be made are theoretically
invalid, since such contracts could lead to speculation and riba41.
So too are bay° contracts and ijarah contracts (contracts of
renting, hiring or leasing) which involve goods that are not present
at the time the contract is concluded, since this is another of the
requirements to make a sale or leasing contract valid: the object of
the sale or lease must be present and therefore visible and open for
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inspection. Examples of such invalid contracts are the sale of fish
or other animals which have not yet been caught, and the contract
called fjabl al-foablah, the sale of an animal while it is still in
the womb42.
As will be mentioned below, sharecropping contracts are
frequently regarded as ijarah contracts and ostensibly they may be
construed as invalid on both the above counts according to the
strict interpretation of the rules for ijarah contracts: the date of
payment cannot be precisely specified in the contract since the date
of the harvest will not be exactly known; and the exact value of the
rent cannot be specified since the harvested crop is not present at
the time the contract is made.
Sharecropping is indeed most frequently considered a form of
ijarah in Islamic law and is often defined in the following terms:
Renting land for a part of its produce, or hiring a labourer for
part of the produce of the land43. That is to say, if a
sharecropping contract is considered as a type of ijarah it can be
viewed in two different ways, depending on what it is that is being
rented or hired. If the contract is seen as the sharecropper
leasing the land as a tenant, then the landowner's share of the crop
41 There are, it is true, a few exceptions where jurists allow a
limited degree of indetermination in bay° contracts, but in general,
in Rayner's words, "Any degree whatsoever of uncertainty in the
payment of the price renders the contract null and void" (Rayner
1991 :357).
42 Rayner 1991 :153; Khan 1976 :III, 199 n.l.
ta'jlr a 1-arcj bi-ma yakhruj min-ba aw ta'jlr al-c~amil bi-ma yakhruj
min al-arcj ("The leasing of land against its produce, or the hiring
of a labourer against the produce of the land"). This is the
ShaficI formulation as given by al-Jazxri (1969 :17), though in fact
as will be discussed later (Chapter 4, Section 4.2, below)
al-ShaficT's Kifab al-Umm regards as valid only the second
possibility: that is, the hiring of a labourer. However, the Yemeni
Civil Code (al-Ganun al-Yamanl) makes a more subtle three-part
distinction, as will be shown in Chapter 3 (Section 3.5).
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will be the ujrah (rent). If on the other hand the contract is
viewed as the landowner hiring the sharecropper as a labourer, then
the latter's share of the crop will be his ajr (wages). In both
cases however the rent or wage is defined in terms of a share of
what is produced from the land at the time of the harvest - which,
by definition, cannot be known at the time the contract is drawn up,
and hence the problematic gharar.
Alternatively, some jurists (notably those of the Malik!
School) have viewed sharecropping as a sharikah or shirk
(partnership contract) on the grounds that it resembles mucjarabah (a
profit-sharing commercial partnership in which one partner supplies
the capital and the other the time, skill and effort to invest it),
in which, contrary to the rules governing ijarah, there is no
alternative but to specify the share of the profit (ribh) taken by
each partner as a proportional share since a ribh which is defined
as an absolute sum or quantity is not possible in a mucjarabah
contract44. If sharecropping contracts are so viewed, then the
problem of undefined terms and objects not present disappears.
However, other difficulties still remain which have prevented even
Malik! jurists from unanimously allowing sharecropping in all
circumstances.
These points will be taken up in more detail in Chapter 3 and
elsewhere in this thesis. To conclude this brief overview of the
Islamic aspects of sharecropping it is appropriate now to introduce
the somewhat complex Arabic terminology of the subject and in so
doing to explain the distinctions Islamic law makes in regarding
different types of sharecropping.
2.32 The Islamic Terminology of Sharecropping
There exists a complex profusion of Arabic terms for Islamic
sharecropping contracts. Part of the terminological multiplicity
results from the fact that early Islamic sources distinguished
between sharecropping in different agricultural situations, such as
44 Schacht 1964 :156-57; Wakin EP , article "Mucjaraba".
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sown grain land on the one hand and tree crops which require
irrigation on the other, or between different contracts according to
which party supplies which of the necessary inputs such as seed corn
and agricultural implements. Another part of the reason is regional
differences. Regional differences as they concern the Yemen will be
considered later (Chapter 6, Section 6.3, and Chapter 7, Section
7.2). The purpose of this present section is to give an overview of
the terminology found in the Islamic legal sources.
In the literary sources the most commonly found terms for
sharecropping contracts are mukfiabarah, muzaraPah, mugharasah and
musaqah. Mukhiabarah is a general term found in the h/adl ths
(Traditions of the Prophet) and in the legal works. Its etymology
is not entirely clear. It is often assumed that it derives' from the
place name Khaybar, since it was at this oasis, some 90 miles (145
km) north of Medina, that the Prophet entered into a crop-sharing
agreement with the resident Jews45. Other.suggestions are that it
comes from either khablr46, khatiar*1, khubr48 or khubrahA9.
Muzaracah (the Form III verbal noun from the same root as zar^
which means either sowing, or grain, or cultivation especially
though not necessarily with grain) is also found in the legal texts
and although its etymology refers specifically to sharecropping
contracts on land sown annually, the term is also used to mean
45 For the historical event see Veccia Vaglieri EP , article
"Khaybar". The relevant faadlths are: al-Bukharl tfadlths 521, 522,
524, 531; these are discussed later (Chapter 3, Section 3.3, below).
46 According to several sources khablr (lit. expert) in this
context means akk~ar, barrath, zarraP and fallah, that is, ploughman
or cultivator, and the derivation of mukhabarah from it has been
suggested by al-Shawkani (Nay1 al-Awtar :VI, 8), and by the author
of the Ba Kathlr Ms. (:22o). See also Lane 1863-93 :695b, under the
Form III verb khabara.
47 Khabar, soft land. The derivation of mukhiabarah from it has
been suggested by al-Shawkanx (Nayl al-Awtar :VI, 8), and by
al-Jazirl (1969 :III, 3). Cf. Lane 1863-93 :696b.
48 Khubr, a share. Al-Shawkani (Nayl al-Awtar :VI, 8) suggests
this as the derivation of mukfiabarah. Cf. Lane 1863-93 :696a.
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sharecropping more generally as a synonym for mukh'abarah. A
distinction between muzhracah and mukh'abarah is sometimes made,
though not universally held: mukh'abarah is where the tenant's share
is defined as the crop from a specific plot of the landso.
Alternatively, another distinction is often made between mukh'abarah
and muzaraPah on the basis of which party provides the seed: in the
former the seed is provided by the cultivator, while in the latter
it is supplied by the landowner51. For example, the ShaficI
al-NawawT makes precisely this distinction in the Mintiaj al~Talibln,
a work to be studied in more detail in Chapter 4 below52, and
according to the ShaficI author of the Ba KathTr Ms. Ahmad bn IJanbal
distinguished the two contracts in the same way53. Such a
distinction is not however held by other authorities, including
al-ShaficT himself54, a fact commented on by al-Shawkani55.
Both mugharasah and musaqah are also widely found legal terms.
Mughlkrasah (the verbal noun of the Form III verb from the same root
as ghars, plants and planting, especially in relation to trees and
shrubs56) is sharecropping in land planted with perennial crops
49 Serjeant (1967 :62 n.110) tentatively connects this term
khubrah with mukh'abarah. According to him, a khubrah is a
basket-cover placed over ripening dates. In the present writer's
opinion, it would seem unlikely that the widespread and well-known
term mukh'abarah should derive from a local hadranu word such as
this. One or other of the derivations suggested by al-ShawkanT and
others, as indicated in the previous notes above, would seem much
more likely.
50 For example, the Yemeni Civil Code al-danhn al-Madanl, which
will be studied in detail in Chapter 3 (Section 3.5), defines
mukh'abarah in this way (al-Qanun al-Madanl, Explanatory Note to
Article 739).
51 al-JazIri 1969 :III, 5; Siddiqi 1976 :III, 815 fn.'l998._ Cf.
Van Den Berg 1896 :93 n.3. See also Young EP, article "Muzaraca".
52 Al-Nawawi Minfiaj al-Talibln, : 11, 1434-6.
53 Ba KathTr Ms. :82-4.
54 Al-ShaficT Kifab al-Umm (:VII, 101; Bab al-Muzhracah).
55 Al-ShawkanT Nayl al-Awfar (:VI, 8-9).
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(typically orchards and vineyards), while musaqah (the verbal noun
of the Form III verb from the same root as saqy, irrigation) is
sharecropping on land requiring irrigation (typically date-palm
plantations). Both therefore involve perennial crops and are thus
clearly distinguished from the mukfiabarah and muzaracah proper
(though as has been noted above, both these latter terms are
sometimes used more generally to include all kinds of
sharecropping).
The essential distinction between mugftarasah and musaqah is
usually that in the mugbarasah contract, the sharecropper is leasing
the landowner's land as a tenant, whereas in the musaqah, the
landowner is hiring the services of a sharecropper as a labourer.
4
This may seem an unnecessary theoretical distinction, and in
practice it often counts for little: so much so, in fact, that the
Ottoman Land Code combines both these contracts together, ignoring
any valid differences there might be between them57. One practical
distinction is often made however which is of importance. In the
musaqah, the trees almost invariably belong to the landowner and in
most cases will already be mature enough to bear fruit when the
contract is made. In the mugbarasah however, it will often be the
responsibility of the sharecropping tenant not only to plant the
trees he is to tend (hence such a tenant is frequently referred to
as the gbaris, the planter), but also to supply them as saplings
(ghars, pi. aghras) or palm-shoots (fasllah, pi. fasa'il-, maqlaP,
pl. maqalic-, wadly (collective)). The operation of this kind of
mugbarasah contract will be mentioned again in greater detail in the
context of Malik! North Africa in Chapter 3 (Section 3.4).
56 Cf. Lane :2247a-b, entry gh-r-s.
s 7 Roussier-Theaux (1935 :132 n.4) makes this same point. For an
annotated English translation of the text of the Ottoman Land Code
and related Ottoman land legislation, see Hooper 1933 (especially
369-371 for Articles 1431-1440 on the muzaracah, and Articles
1441-1448 on sharecropping involving trees, with no distinction
between mugbarasah and musaqah). Other annotated translations
include Fisher 1919, and Ongeley 1892.
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Two further terms - mutjaqalah and kira' al-arcj - deserve
mention since they are also used in the collections of tjadlths and
the early legal works of the jurists in the context of
sharecropping.
Mufjaqalah (the verbal noun of the Form III verb from the same
root as baql, field) has two different meanings in the tjadlths and
the early legal works. First, the term can mean the sale of grain
while it is still growing, a type of transaction which Islam
prohibited, and this is the meaning usually attributed to it in
modern legal works58. Second, it is also used to mean simply a
sharecropping contract involving grain growing land, in which case
it is the same as muz~aracah59. Although the term has therefore two
4
different meanings, they are related in that both involve a
commodity which is the object of a contract but which is not present
at the time the contract is concluded - that is to say, an example
of a gharar (risk) transaction which Islamic law tries to avoid, as
has already been mentioned (Section 2.31 above).
Kira' al-arcj (sometimes iktira' al-arcj) is literally the
renting or leasing of land and is not therefore specifically
sharecropping. Nevertheless, in the context of the earliest
Muslims, as narrated in the sharecropping had!ths to be discussed
later (Chapter 3 Section 3.3), the term can usually be construed as
sharecropping since it would seem that this was a common method of
renting out land at that time.
There are many other terms for sharecropping which have either
a specific meaning or a local usage, and many of them would seem not
to appear in the standard published lexical sources. Several more
will be encountered in the course of this thesis, especially when
58 Cf. Rayner 1991 :160. In this sense it is virtually the same
as the equally prohibited pre-Islamic contract of muzabanah, the
only difference being that the latter involves dates rather than
grain.
59 For example, Muslim h)adi ths 3732 and 3756; cf. Siddiqi 1976
:III, 815 n.1998. See also Nayl al-Awfar :VI, 9, where al-Shawkanl
quotes the view of al-Shaficx from his Kifab al-Umm (which is
discussed later (Chapter 4, Section 4.2, below)).
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the specifically Yemeni aspects of the subject are examined in Part
II. For reference, all terms known from the legal literature and
also from specifically Yemeni oral sources have been collected in
Appendix 1. These number eighteen for sharecropping land (excluding
multiple variants from the same root), and a further four (plus
variants) for sharecropping animals.
2.4 Concluding Remarks
The concern of this chapter has been first, to place sharecropping
in its global context, and second, to point to some specifically
Islamic aspects of the system, and in particular the difficulties
which arise in Islamic law concerning the prohibition of gharar in
4
contracts. The historical origin of the problem as it concerns
sharecropping is to be found largely in the ambiguous character of
the fjadlths (the Traditions which relay the Sunnah, or practice, of
the Prophet) which deal with sharecropping, and these fjadlths will
be examined in detail in the next chapter (Chapter 3).
Whatever the theoretical legal positions however, it is often
maintained that curf (custom) rather than the Sharlcah dominates
public and private dealings not only in southwest Arabia but also
much more widely in the Islamic world60. The importance of curf in
this context and its relationship to both the Sharlcah and to modern
statutory legislation will therefore be expanded in the next
chapter.
60 For example, Serjeant 1955a; Serjeant 1979; Maktari 1971a;
Lpkkegaard 1950 :174; Schacht EP Article "Bay0" : 1112b.
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CHAPTER 3 : SHARECROPPING IN ISLAMIC LAW
"On peut dire qu'il y a presque autant de doctrines professees que
d'auteurs ayant ecrit sur la question [de la muzaraPah]
Louis Milliot1
3.1 Introductory Remarks
Although the focus of this thesis is the theory and practice of
sharecropping in the Yemen, some basic concepts of Islamic law and
their terminology must first be reviewed, since certain legal terms
will recur later on. These concern the distinctive nature of that
law and particularly the position of custom relative to it. The
chapter therefore begins with a brief discussion, in Section 3.2, on
Islamic law and the sources from which it derives, and then on its
relationship with customary law. The Section concludes with some
remarks on theory and practice in the context of Islamic
jurisprudence. In this Section the material discussed is derived
mainly from modern secondary sources since the discussion is
intended only as a necessary background to the main subject of the
thesis.
The chapter continues, in Section 3.3. with a detailed
examination of the Primary Source in which all Islamic legal
discussion on sharecropping is rooted, namely, the dozen or so
Traditions (fjadlths) which refer to the practice.
Section 3.4 is a brief overview of the positions taken on
sharecropping by the various Islamic legal Schools (madhhab, pi.
madliahib) as a preparation in Chapters 4 and 5 for a detailed study
of the stances of specifically the ShaficT and ZaydT Madhhabs, these
being the Islamic Schools which are of particular importance in the
Yemen.
1 Milliot 1911 :17.
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The chapter ends, in Section 3.5, with a discussion of the
relevant Articles in the modern Yemeni Civil Code (al-danun
al-Madam) which deal with sharecropping.
3.2 Sharicah and cUrf
3.21 Islamic law and the Usui al-Figh
Islamic law differs from modern western conceptions of law in
several respects, one of the most major of which is the fact that
for Muslims the Islamic law, the Sharlcah, is based on immutable
divine revelation (ivahy, sharc), the embodiment of which is the
Qur'an. The Qur'an is the first Primary Source (as7, pi. u$ul) of
the law for all Muslims. The Sunnah, the practice of the Prophet,
is the second Primary Source and has been passed down through the
generations in the form of hadiths (Traditions) the two most
prestigious and reliable collections of which are those of Muhammad
bn IsmacTl al-BukharT (d. 256/870) and Muslim bn al-IJajjaj (d.
261/875), called respectively the Saffifj al-BukharT and the Safjlh
Muslim. These two Primary Sources (the Qur'an and the Sunnah) are
often referred to as the nasq (the text or letter) of Islamic law.
The means to interpret these two Primary Sources are ijmaP (the
unanimous consensus of qualified Muslim scholars) and qiyas
(analogical deduction). Since the work of Muhammad bn IdrTs
al-ShaficT (d. 204/820), the eponym of the Islamic School of Law,
Muslims have been generally united in regarding ijmaP as the Third
Source of the law and qiyas as the Fourth Source2.
It must be mentioned that other terms are used by some Schools
to mean qiyas, notably by some Shicah sects and by the Ibadiyah.
2 It should be noted that some contemporary Muslim scholars, for
example, M.H. Kamali (1991 :xix) prefer, when writing in English, to
reserve the term "source" for the Qur'an and the Sunnah and call
ijm~ac and qiyas "proofs" in order to mark their secondary and
subservient status, since neither ijmaP nor qiyas can override
explicit instructions of the Qur'an or the Sunnah. However, Kamali
is by no means uniform or consistent in this, and the present writer
has considered it adequate for his purposes to refer to these four
bases of Islamic law by the term "source" or "principle", both of
which may translate the Arabic asl.
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The term ra'y was freely used in the ancient Islamic Schools to mean
individual reasoning of both an arbitrary and a systematic nature
without distinction3, though for most Muslims nowadays ra'y can mean
only arbitrary opinion and has little place in law. The term caql
(reason, rationality) is or has been also similarly employed, with
the same qualifications. A further term, ijtiHad (literally,
endeavour, effort, and more technically, striving to produce legal
judgments on the basis of the interpretation of the Sources), was
held by al-ShaficI to be synonymous with qiyas*, though in the
analysis of most Islamic jurists this term tends to be employed with
a wider signification, encompassing not only qiyas but also some
subsidiary principles (such as istisfjab and isti$Tafj) which will be
discussed briefly below.
These four principles or sources (the Qur'an, the Sunnah, ijniaF
and qiyas), as systematized by al-Shafici, form then the four basic
usul al-fiqh, the sources or principles of the Sharlcah, as accepted
by most Muslims. The term u$u1 al-fiqh however also means the
procedures applied to these sources to deduce the fiqh, the rules of
the law. In clarifying the difference between fiqh and uqul
al-fiqh, which are often confused in translation, Kamali helpfully
gives the analogy of the relationship of grammar to a language and
of logic to philosophy5. The usul al-fiqh provide the correct
criteria to deduce the rules, and the fiqh is the corpus of the
rules so deduced, that is, the law itself. As such, the two terms
refer to two connected though separate disciplines within Islamic
law, and for a scholar to be called a faqlh (pi. fuqafia'), a
specialist in fiqh, he must be expert not only in knowing the rules





See, for example, Doi 1984 :77-78.
Schacht 1950 :99.
Kamali 1991 :2.
Although in general al-ShaficT's system of four principles or
sources has been adopted by the Islamic Schools, some have made
certain modifications. Most Islamic jurists add ijti/iad to the usul
al-fiqh, though others, notably al-ShaficT himself, have held that
ijtihad and qiyas are synonymous, as has been mentioned above. It
would seem to the present writer more helpful to consider ijtiHad as
the combination of qiyas and other more subsidiary principles, which
is in fact the position adopted by many Muslims6 .
One of these subsidiary sources of Islamic law, which is
accepted to some extent by all the main Schools of fiqh, is the
principle of ististjab, the presumption that a situation known to
exist in the past continues to exist until there is evidence to the
contrary. A.R.I. Doi provides several examples of this principle,
one of which is that innocence of an accused is presumed until guilt
is proved. Another of his examples, which has relevance in the
field of land ownership, is that valid title deeds are presumed by a
judge to be valid until the contrary is proved7.
Most of the Schools of Islamic law, though with the notable
exception of the ShaficI School, admit also the principle of
istibsan (discretionary preference) as a subsidiary source of the
law. A similar principle is called istisTab (judging good), or
masalib mursalah ([public] welfare set loose [from the texts]), or
simply maslabah ([public] welfare), according to the terminology of
the different Schools. The idea behind all these terms is that
discretion may be applied in judgments to overrule strict qiyas in
cases where the public interest would thereby be benefited, with the
proviso that such judgment, in order to be valid, does not
contradict the explicit instructions of the Qur'an, the Sunnah or
ijniaF. Doi provides seven examples of cases where istibsan has
tempered strict qiyas and been permitted in the interest of public
welfare8. One of these, bay0 bi-al-wafa' (sale subject to a future
redemption) is a type of mortgage permitted exceptionally because of
6 Cf. Kamali 1991 :xv.
7 Doi 1984 :83-84.
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public need, even though it involves gharar (risk), a concept which
has already been noted in the previous chapter (Section 2.3) as a
major problem in Islamic sharecropping contracts.
A further subsidiary principle, that of curf (custom), is in
practice recognised by all the main Schools of fiqh when it does not
contradict the Sharicah, though the extent to which it is an
independent source of Islamic law is subject to different opinions.
A more detailed examination of curf and how it relates to the rest
of the Sharlcah will be taken up below (Section 3.22). Here it need
be noted only that where the curf in question is safjilj (that is,
where it does not conflict with the explicit instructions of the
SharTcah), it can, like istifjsan, be used to overrule strict qiyas,
and also that curf may be fasid (that is, in conflict with the
Sharicah) and yet nevertheless be practised by the people9 - in
which case theory has become separated from practice.
In summary, then, it is possible to regard Islamic law as
comprising three components or types of law: first, divinely
ordained law (the Qur'an and the Sunnah); second, discretionary law
(ijmaqiyas and for many Muslims the other types of ijtiHad); and
third, customary law.
3.22 Relationships between the SharTcah and Customary Law
(a) cUrf and c~Adah:
There are two terms in Arabic which are used in the general sense of
custom: curf (literally, what is known, from the root verb carafa,
to know; pi. ac raf), and c~adah (pi. c~adat, from the root verb c~ada,
to return, and therefore some action which is returned to
habitually). Some authorities distinguish between them. The Taj
al-^Arus records that some say that cadah refers to actions, while
curf concerns words10. According to certain Islamic jurists on the
8 Doi 1984 :82-83.
9 Kama1i 1991 :293; Schacht 1964 :62
10 Taj al-cArus (1965-), entry c~adah (:VIII, 443b3-6).
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other hand, curf is "the collective practice of a large number of
people", while cadah is the habit of only individuals or groups11.
In the hands of other authorities, curf is often translated into
English as customary law, while c~adah is rendered as habit with no
legal implications, an important distinction reminiscent of that
made clearly in a much broader context by the great English legal
philosopher H.L.A. Hart12. If this distinction is adhered to, then
it is curf which concerns the present discussion, rather than c~adah.
More frequently however, the two terms are not distinguished in
Islamic law, since most authorities would seem to use curf and cadah
interchangeably13. Here, curf and its plural acraf will be used to
mean customary law in the Islamic context.
(b) The validity of cUrf in the SharTcah
The question of the extent to which curf is a valid principle in the
SharTcah requires some discussion. The issue is clouded since some
authorities imply that curf stands in opposition to the Sharlcah,
whereas others include curf among the possible u$ul (sources or
principles) of the SharTcah. The theoretical position of the
Shafici Madhhab (School of Law) is to reject curf as a valid as 7.
In contrast, the HanafTs and the MalikTs in particular give weight
to curf in theory as well as in practice14. The ZaydTs too, in line
with their generally pragmatic approach to legal questions, tend to
accept curf as a valid a$J.
Attitudes taken by modern writers on Islamic law concerning the
extent to which curf is or is not part of the SharTcah also vary.
For example, A.R.I. Doi includes curf, albeit briefly, in his list
of the sources of Islamic law, though only in cases which are not at
11 Kama1i 1991 :283.
12 Hart 1961 :54-56. In Hart's legal scheme, a habit is an
element of convergent social behaviour which attracts no censure if
it is breached; a custom in contrast is prescriptive and its breach
leads to criticism or sanctions from other members of society.
13 See for example Maktari 1971a :5.
14 Rayner 1991 :33.
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variance with the Qur'an and the Sunnah15. M.H. Kamali discusses
curf in some detail and similarly designates it as a valid and
authoritative source of law when it does not contravene the
principles of the SharTcah16. In contrast, Joseph Schacht saw a
conflict between curf and Sharlcah in actual practice17 and stated
explicitly that Islamic law "ignores custom as an official
source"18. A.M.A. Maktari, in the introduction to his impressive
study of the irrigation of Lahj, reports similarly that in theory
Shafici jurists reject curf as a source of Islamic law, or even as a
complement to the SharTcah, but it is clear from his study that
irrigation in Shafici Lahj is governed by the rules of local
customary law19. Many of R.B. Serjeant's works concern the
interplay between curf and SharTcah, especially in southern Yemen
but also more generally20. Other researchers have found a conflict
between curf and Sharicah in the modern context, as for example
A. Layish and A. Shmueli in their examination of Judaean bedouin
legal documents21.
15 Doi 1984 :84.
16 Kamali 1991 :234.
17 For example, Schacht 1964 :76.
18 Schacht 1964 :62.
19 Maktari 1971a :5.
20 Of the many of Serjeant's studies which examine the
relationship between Yemeni and Arabian customary law and the
Sharlcah could be mentioned the following: Serjeant 1955a in which
he discusses forms of plea from a manual from al-Shihr; Serjeant
1962a which studies the origin and development of the faaram and
frawtah (the pre-Islamic and Islamic sacred enclosure); Serjeant
1962b regarding marriage legislation and marriage customs in
al-Mukalla; Serjeant 1964 and 1988 dealing with IjadramT and other
Yemeni irrigation systems; Serjeant 1979 where he discusses the
importance of customary law documents as an historical source; and
Serjeant 1980 where his subject is the customary law among the
fishermen of al-Shibr. Most of these articles have been reprinted
as Serjeant 1991 and Serjeant 1995.
2 1 Layish and Shmueli 1979: 29-45
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Whatever the theoretical view of a particular School or
authority may be, it is indisputable that curf greatly influenced
Islamic law in its earliest development and has continued to
influence it down to the present day. Whether and to what extent
curf should be considered in opposition to the Sharicah or as one of
its legitimate u$ul are questions best left to the legal theorist,
since in the practical world they would seem to be at best unhelpful
and at worst misleading.
Some customs are not in conflict with any Sharicah principles
and are said to be safjlh. These are by definition as much part of
the SharTcah as other subsidiary sources for example of istifjsan and
maslafjah inasfar as they are used as bases for judgments by Islamic
judges, though admittedly to a varying extent by different Schools.
Indeed, Kamali points out that curf and maslaftah are closely related
concepts in that they seldom conflict and each serves as "a means
for the realisation of public welfare and the prevention of hardship
to people"22, and further, both, like istifjsan, can override strict
qiyas even though qiyas is otherwise of a higher level of authority
as a source of the SharTcah.
In the case of other customs there is clear evidence that they
do conflict with the Sharlcah. and are therefore fasid. One example
here is the disinheritance of females as practised by certain
bedouin tribes. Even curf fasid however can be regarded as law,
insofar as it practised and accepted as such by the majority of a
population, since to be law neither legislative enactment nor
judicial recognition is an essential requirement, though of course
such curf fasid would not be part of the Is lamic law.
The conditions under which curf may be valid in Islamic law
have been summarised by Kamali23. According to him, in order for
curf to be used as a basis for legal decisions in Islam, it must
meet the following conditions. The basic requirement is that it
must be "reasonable and acceptable to people of sound nature" and
22 Kamali 1991 :291.
23 Kamali 1991 :286-288.
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that it therefore should be free of prejudice and corruption.
Kamali then adds the following four requirements: (1) it must be
observably dominant in the society; (2) it must be in existence at
the time of a transaction; (3) it must not contravene what is
stipulated in a contractual agreement (which generally takes
precedence); and (4) it must not violate the nass - that is to say,
the definitive principle of the law as embodied in the Qur'an and
the Sunnah. Even when these conditions are met however and a
particular curf in question is regarded as curf saffifj (that is, curf
in which there is no conflict with the Sharicah), many Islamic
jurists do not accept it as an independent proof in its own right,
however important it may be as a guiding principle in practice24.
Even though curf is not regarded by some as an official source
of Islamic law, there is no doubt that judgments based on it can be
valid, and indeed as Joseph Schacht and others have made clear, the
Sharicah itself, both in its original formation and in its
subsequent development, owes much to customary law2S. It is
undeniable that curf has been extremely influential in the
development of the SharTcah, and was indeed a major agency in its
original formation. Because of both the divinely revealed nature of
Islamic law and the fact that the perspective of historical
development was theoretically lacking in Islamic jurisprudence, the
debt which the Sharicah owes to curf was largely ignored until the
work of the Western analysts and especially Schacht. Building on
the work of Ignaz Goldziher, Schacht concluded that the Sharlcah was
the outcome of a complex historical process based in the curf of the
pre-Islamic Arabs and of the peoples they conquered26. Although
subsequent analysts and commentators have quarrelled with the
24 See for example, Maktari 1971a :5.
25 Schacht 1964 :12ff. and passim.; Chelhod 19S6, especially
20-23.
26 Schacht 1964 -.passim., esp. Chh. 2, 3 and 4. Whatever might be
the theoretical position of the classical view, Islamic legal
history does exist, as Coulson (1964 :4) says.
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details of Schacht's argument it is generally accepted that the
roots of Islamic jurisprudence are pre-Islamic Arabian curf. J.
Chelhod, for example, believes Schacht overstated his case and gave
too little emphasis to the changes that Islam brought, but he
nevetheless concludes that "il est indeniable en effet que le
substrat anteislamique tient une place importante dans le nouveau
systeme religieux"27.
3.23 Islamic theory and Islamic practice
Several consequences flow from the fact that the Islamic law is a
revealed law. In its theoretical classical conception, the Sharicah
has no notion of any historical development, and changing social
conditions and requirements have in theory no legitimate role in
deciding Islamic law. In practice, however, as has been pointed out
above, istifasan, istisTa/j or maqlatjah can commute the strict
application of qiyas where public interest.would thereby be served.
cUrf similarly can override qiyas where there are already
established customs. In either case qiyas can be overturned only
where the Sharicah would not be expressly contradicted - though, of
course, since those subsidiary principles together with qiyas have
themselves played a leading part in forming the Sharlcah into a
comprehensive and consistent body of law, and since moreover the
various Schools differ on many points of practical detail within
that body of law, it may well be wondered what the phrase "only
where the SharTcah would not be expressly contradicted" actually
means.
For this reason it has been frequently claimed, following the
analyses of Ignaz Goldziher and then Joseph Schacht, that there is a
gulf between the theoretical ideal and actual practice in Islam; or
in other words, that there is inherent in Islamic law a distinction
between what might be considered the ideal, theoretical doctrine,
and the actual practice as found in the real world. Schacht states
specifically that there is inherently a conflict between curf on the
27 Chelhod 1986 :20.
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one hand and Sharicah on the other28. This gulf is quite apart from
the fact that few human beings are capable of living up to the
societal ideal. Although to an extent theory and practice may be
divorced in any system of law, the gap is alleged to be particularly
wide in the case of Islamic law, and the fact that Islamic law is a
revealed law, impregnable to changing mores, is cited in support.
As N.J. Coulson has put it,
Law, in classical Islamic theory, is the revealed will of
God, a divinely ordained system preceding and not preceded
by the Muslim state, controlling and not controlled by
Muslim society.29
Many Muslims have criticised this attitude as being part of a
condescending orientalist view of Islam. According to them, the
question is not one of a gulf or a dichotomy between theory and
practice. The real point is, as al-Azmeh has explained, the
necessity of maintaining a distinction between sharlcah (the divine
law) and fiqh (the legislation)30. For a Muslim, there is no
difficulty reconciling the immutable divinely revealed law, the
SharTcah, with the changes which occur inevitably with time in any
society and which are the province of fiqh and concern the
application of the u$ul al-fiqh including where appropriate changes
necessitated by changes in curf.
In any case, although curf on the one hand and fiqh and the
Sharlcah on the other have been frequently set up as opposites, as
heresy versus orthodoxy, the opposition is rarely more than
rhetorical. Whatever parts of curf do not directly conflict with
fiqh and the SharTcah can be automatically included in them, and
even if an aspect of curf is ostensibly at variance with fiqh and
the Sharlcah, a way can often be found, through the application of
the principles of ma$lahah, istihsan and so on, of making it
28 Schacht 1964 :76.
29 Coulson 1964 :l-2.
30 al-Azmeh 1988.
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concordant. Even in the Yemen, where the Sharlcah has traditionally
been identified with the learned Sadah, the Sayyid descendents of
the Prophet, as opposed to the non-learned tribesmen with their curf
as identified with the fagriut, and the constant attempts by the
former to expand their understanding of the Sharlcah over the
latter31, the supposed Sharlcah-ct/rf conf1ict may be more rhetorical
than real. As Paul Dresch concludes on the subject, "The
implication of many Zaydi sources that there is a distinct customary
code at odds with Islam is scarcely borne out"32.
If a valid distinction is to be made in terms of theory and
practice it is not then in terms of SharTcah versus fiqh, nor
SharTcah versus curf, but rather between Islamic law with all its
4
attributes and in all its manifestations on the one hand and modern
statute law (qariun) on the other. This distinction has been well
recognised by Muslim authorities, and many attempts have been made
over the centuries to reconcile the two, the 10th/16th century
Ottoman qacfi Ebu 's-Sucud (Abu al-Sucud) being perhaps the best
known and most successful case in point33. At the same time, in
many legal areas Islamic law as such is however either defunct or
irrelevant in modern Muslim states. How slaves are to be treated or
war booty shared are in this category. Both subjects are of great
historical interest but neither is of any utility in current
practice. Further, even in fields where the revealed law is still
applicable, there are very few Muslim countries in which it has not
been extensively modified and reformed since the mid-nineteenth
century on principles the origin of which lies not in the Islamic
tradition but in Western statute law34. As will be seen in the case
of sharecropping in the Yemen (Section 3.5 below), however, even in
31 Cf. Serjeant 1977 :242; Dresch 1993 :183-186.
32 Dresch 1993 :186.
33 Ebu 's-Sucud and the integration he constructed between the
Sharicah and Ottoman qkriun are the subject of a recent work by Colin
Imber (Imber 1997).
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modern statute law any discordance between it and Islamic law may
also be more apparent than real.
3.3 The Sharecropping Hadiths
3.31 The HacTiths in Question
Although in practice all four Schools of Islamic Sunn! law (the
IJanafTs, Malikis, UanbalTs and ShaficIs) and also the Shlcah Zaydi
School accept the validity of sharecropping to a greater or lesser
extent, they circumscribe the sharecropping contracts of muzaracah,
musaqah, mugh~arasah and the others with a large number of
restrictions and conditions. Between and even within the Schools
there is disagreement on what conditions make sharecropping
contracts valid. Since there is no mention of sharecropping as such
in the Qur'an, the first of the two Primary Sources, jurists base
their views ultimately on a number of hadlths (Traditions) which
specifically refer to renting out land and.sharecropping. The
reasons for the lack of unanimity among the jurists on the validity
or otherwise of the practice are largely to be found in the way the
Sunnah of the Prophet has been narrated in these badlths.
It is the purpose of this Section (3.3) to examine in some
detail these so-called sharecropping fjadiths, as recorded in the
Saffibs of al-Bukhari and Muslim. Although there are four other
collections of fjadlths which are regarded as canonical (eight others
for the Malikis) those of al-Bukhari and Muslim are the most
prestigious and are considered to be the most authoritative, and
discussion here will be limited to the texts of the hacHths as
recorded by them. The details of the editions consulted are given
in full in the Bibliography35.
34 There are many modern studies of the place of statute law in
Muslim countries. For example, Anderson (1976) gives an excellent
overview of modern Islamic law reform. Ballantyne (1990) studies
the present position in the Gulf States. Rayner (1991) provides a
comprehensive view of the Islamic law of contracts in theory and
practice, again with particular reference to the Gulf States.
35 Under al-Bukharl Safjlh; Khan (transl. and ed.) 1976; and Muslim
Safjlfj.
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Unfortunately, the relevant badlths give reason both to permit
and to forbid the practice of renting out land for a share of the
harvest. Because of this contradiction the section of the
Traditions which deal with leasing land is indeed in the words of
cAbdul Hamid Siddiqi "one of the most difficult chapters of
IJadTth"36. An examination of the relevant bacflths shows that they
fall into two categories: those in which the Prophet is said to have
permitted sharecropping contracts and those in which he seemingly
prohibited them.
3.32 The Hacfiths permitting sharecropping
The first group - those which seem to permit sharecropping - tend to
4
be narrated in the context of two historical events (though in fact
in only one tjadith of this group is any of the terms for
sharecropping (mukHabarah) specifically used37). The first event is
the arrival of the Muliajirun at Medina when they were instructed by
the Prophet to work the land of the Ansar for a share of the
produce, the share being usually interpreted to mean a share
proportional to the work they had exerted38. The second event is
the agreement the Prophet made with the Jews of the oasis of Khaybar
some 90 miles (145 km) north of Medina, after they had submitted to
him in the summer of 7/62S39. By the terms of the agreement the
Prophet allowed them to remain on their former land on condition
that half the produce from it be given to him and the Muslims.
Additionally, there are a number of tjadlths in which it is
definitively stated that the Prophet did not forbid sharecropping
though the specific historical context is not stated40.
36 Siddiqi 1976 :III, 815 fn.1998.
37 The hadlth in question here is al-Bukharl Had! th 523.
38 The main hacfith here is al-BukharT tjadlth 518, though other
fracfiths refer to the same event.
39 For the historical event, see Veccia Vaglieri EI2, article
"Khaybar"; and Watt 1956 :217-19. The main fjacflths here are
al-BukharT Uadiths 521, 522, 524 and 531.
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Concerning first the situation on the arrival of the Muhajirun
at Medina, the relevant tjadlth, which is transmitted ultimately from
the Companion Abu Hurayrah, narrates that when the Angar asked the
Prophet to divide up the date-palms between them and the Muhajirun
the Prophet refused, and the Angar instead invited the Muhajirun to
tend the trees and share the fruit with them. Since in this bacfith
the Prophet did not prohibit the arrangement this has been
interpreted as supporting the validity of sharecropping generally,
though others have held that the situation was specific to date-palm
plantations and that validation can therefore be applied only to
musaqah (sharecropping involving irrigated perennials) and not to
muzaracah (sharecropping on annually sown land)41. Others have gone
further and hold that this hadith does not validate sharecropping at
all but rather refers to the specific historical situation from
which no generally applicable qiyas (legal analogy) can be drawn,
since it was, in the words of S.M. Yusuf, '.'merely ... a generous
attempt to assimilate the newcomers into the pattern of the
economy"42.
Concerning the hadiths which narrate how the Prophet dealt with
the Jews of Khaybar, they all are transmitted ultimately from
cAbdallah bn cUmar, the son of the second caliph and therefore
ostensibly an unimpeachable source. They recount how the Prophet
allowed the Jews to continue to work the land on condition that they
handed over to him and the Muslims half the produce from it. It is
significant that two of these ftadlths as transmitted by al-Bukharl
state specifically that the produce might include either thamr
(fruit) or zar0 (grain), or presumably both43. Many jurists hold
that this event can be extended by qiyas to sharecropping generally,
including muzaracah (since zar° is mentioned), and this is their
basis for regarding sharecropping legally valid. Others however
40 al-Bukhari h/acfiths 523 and 533.
41 The terminology has already been explained in greater detail in
Chapter 2 (Section 2.32 above).
42 Yusuf 1957 :33.
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deny any possible qiyas and consider that the share of the crop
handed over by the Jews was not a rent or payment for the usufruct
but rather was in the nature of kharaj al-muqasamah - that is to
say, a tax on the land expressed as a proportion of the harvest44.
As for the fjadlths which specifically deny that the Prophet
forbade sharecropping, the first two concern Tawus, who reported
that Ibn cAbbas, the cousin of the Prophet, had affirmed that the
Prophet did not forbid sharecropping but rather had said that if a
landowner could not cultivate his land himself it would be better
for him to give it to a neighbour without charging rent. The
critical wording is as follows:
43 In al-BukharT k/acHths 521 and 522 the wording is:
/'J cs V- Z?-
shatr ma yakhruj min-ha min thamr aw zarc ("half of any fruit or
grain that is produced from [the land]").
In Hadlth 524 the wording is simply shatr ma yakhruj min-tia ("half
of what is produced from [the land]"); and in tjadlth 531 ni$f
al-thamr ("half the fruit").
44 Cf. Yusuf 1957 :33. Concerning kharaj al-muqasamah cAbd
al-Khaliq al-Nawawi has recently defined it as
b '<>v y
. AT-tell 2'ly* Li
kharaj al-muq~asamah huwa an yakun al-Wajib baccj al-kharaj ka-al-rubF
wa-al-thulth wa-al-khums mathalan batfa idh~a lam tukhrij al-arcj
shay'an lam yajib kharaj al-muqasamah (The kharaj al-muqasamah is
[the term used when] the due is to be paid as a proportion of the
produce, such as a quarter, a third or a fifth, for example, so that
if the land produces nothing then the kharaj al-muqasamah will not
have to be paid) (al-NawawT 1973 :131). The Ottoman Land Code
(Article 2, Section iv) says that it is "proportional tribute" which
is "levied to the amount of from one-tenth to one-half of the crop,
according to the yield of the soil" (Fisher 1919 :1). Incidently,
the similarity of this kind of tax with sharecropping becomes very
clear when the landowner is the state, in which case it can be
difficult to distinguish between the tax due to the state by virtue
of its being the state and the share due to the state by virtue of
its being the landlord.
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in al-BukharT ftadith 523 :
law yanh* [al-nabl] can-hu wa-Takin qal : in yamnah
ahadu-kum akha-hu khayron la-hu min an ya'khudh3 kharjan
mac Turnan;
and in tfadi th 534 :
lam yanh3 [al-nabl] can-hu wa-Takin qal : in yamnah
ahadu-kum akha-hu khayran la-hu min an ya'khudh3 shay'an
mac Tuman.
Out of all the had! ths which give support to the validity of
sharecropping it is only in fact in hjadith 523 that the term
mukhhbarah is specifically mentioned. If the term had not been
stated, it might well be argued that neither of these hadlths refer
to sharecropping at all but rather to leasing land for a fixed rent,
since the kharjan macTuman and the shay'an mac Turrr"1 could be
construed to mean "fixed amount"
The third of this set of had!ths, which is narrated ultimately
from both Jabir and Abu Hurayrah, has no mention of Tawus or of the
denial by Ibn cAbbas that the Prophet had banned sharecropping, but
the rest of this hacfi th is essentially the same as the. other two45.
All these had!ths have been interpreted by many as meaning that
it is only a recommendation of the Prophet that land which cannot be
cultivated by its owner should be given to someone else free of
charge, and not a definitive prohibition of sharecropping46. Others
however have interpreted them more severely. S.M. Yusuf, for
example, has glossed the Abu Hurayrah version of the badith as
meaning that if someone had neither the capacity to till his land
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himself nor the generosity to give it to his brother to till, "then
there was no alternative for him but to cling in a tenacious and
foolhardy manner to his possession without any benefit to himself or
to others"47. It is clear however that if the words of Ibn cAbbas
as reported by Tawus are to be believed, in which the Prophet is
recorded as explicitly not forbidding the practice, then such a
strict interpretation as Yusuf's can hardly be adopted.
3.33 The Hadiths prohibiting sharecropping
The prohibitory badiths fall into two sets. The first concerns
sharecropping as practised by certain of the Companions {A$b~ab) of
the Prophet and their Successors (TabicZin), including Zubayr bn
4
Rafic and cAbdallah bn cUmar. All but one of these concern, and
ultimately derive from, Zubayr's father Rafic bn KhadTj48, and so
for convenience they might be called "The Rafic ftadlths". It is
expressly mentioned in these hadiths that -the landowner's share of
the produce was the crop from a specified part of the land and that
43 al-BukharT hJacfi th 533. From Jabir the wording is:
. f- tM \y
man kanat la-hu and"" fa-l-yazraca-ha aw 1a-yamnaha~ha fa-in lam
yaf°al fa-l-yumsik and3-hu;
and from Abu Hurayrah:
man kanat la-hu ardjn fa-l-yazraca-h~a aw 1a-yamna/j-ha fa-in aba
fa-l-yumsik arcp-hu. Khan translates both of these versions as
"Whoever has land should cultivate it himself or give .it to his
(Muslim) brother gratis; otherwise he should keep it uncultivated".
46 For example, Khan 1976 :302 fn.l.
47 Yusuf 1957 :32.
48 al-BukharT h/acHths 520, 525, 532, 535 and 537. Hadith 535
(corresponding to tfadith 3736 in the Sahiib of Muslim) is narrated by
Nafic, the mawfa of cAbdallah bn cUmar and well-known narrator of
had! ths.
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this practice was specifically prohibited by the Prophet. The
second set are outright prohibitions of sharecropping and other
types of pre-Islamic contract but they are narrated without
historical context49.
(a) The Rafic tjadlths:
As regards first the Rafic Hadlths, all are concerned with a system
of sharecropping in which the landowner's share is defined by the
part of the crop from a specific part of the land. Three of them
mention that the part of the land from which the landowner's share
comes was caTa al-rablc or caTa al-arbic~a'. M.M. Khan translates
this phrase as "on the banks of the water streams", an
interpretation which is supported by some of Lane's sources50. If
the phrase caTa al-rablc or caTa al-arbica' indeed refers to the
parts of the land alongside the water courses, then the prohibition
of sharecropping in these circumstances is perfectly understandable:
such land will normally have a higher productivity than land further
away since it will be better watered, and the share the landowner
takes would therefore be unfair to the sharecropper51. Moreover,
according to two of these bacfiths, the landowner also received an
absolute quantity of other produce, a situation which can again be
interpreted as unfair to the sharecropper. These quantities over
and above the landowner's proportional share are measures of dates
49 al-BukharT hjadith 567; and Muslim :X, 194-196 in the Cairo
(1929) edition (= tfacfiths 3707 and 3709-3712 in the Siddiqi (1976)
translation).
50 Khan 1976 :III 309, 310, 311; Lane :1019b, under rablc (pi.
arbic~a').
5 1 At the present time in the Yemen land nearest a water channel
has first call on the water, and the fields furthest away from the
channel must wait for their share, a system summarised in the phrase
al-acTa fa-al~acTa (lit. "the highest [plot], then the [next]
highest"; cf. Varisco 1982 :248-255 in al-Ahjur (northern Yemen);
Serjeant 1964 :37-41 in Uadramawt; Maktari 1971a :56ff. in Lahj
(southern Yemen); Maktari 1971b :24-26 in WadI Jizan (Saudi
Tihamah). Cf. also Bruno 1913 :36, for the more general context.)
In circumstances where there is a shortage of water the further
fields may sometimes not be watered at all.
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and barley (awsuq min al-tamr wa-al-shaFl r) in one case and of figs
{shay' min al-tln) in the other52. In addition, another of this set
of bad!ths from Rafic, though not mentioning specifically the banks
of water channels, does state that if the crop is divided up by area
then the part of the crop from one area of the land may not yield as
highly as the other. This situation can also be construed as
carrying more risk for one party to the contract than for the other.
In short, then, the Prophet's prohibition of sharecropping under
these conditions can be understood as concern that neither of the
two parties to the contract, and in particular the sharecropper, is
unfairly recompensed for his contribution to the enterprise.
There is a further point concerning one of these "prohibitory"
Rafic htacfiths53. It records that cAbdallah bn cUmar, the son of the
second caliph, used to rent farms during the time of the Prophet and
throughout the caliphates of Abu Bakr, cUmar, and cUthman and into
that of Mucawiyah54 and then heard the narration of Rafic bn Khadij
that the Prophet had forbidden the practice. That is to say,
52 A wasq (pi. awsuq) is a measure of capacity made up of 60 $ac.
According to Hinz (1955 :53), it was equivalent to just over 252
litres as it was used in early Islam.
53 al-BukharT fjadith 535 (corresponding to tjadith 3736 in the
Sahib of Muslim), narrated by Nafic.
54 The al-BukharT hadith says "the beginning of Mucawiyah's
reign", but the version found in Muslim says "until the end of
Mucawiyah's caliphate". The al-BukharT text of this section reads:
kan3 yukrl mazariC3-hu caTa cahdi al-nabl (slcm) wa-Abl Bakrin
wa^Umar3 wa-^Uthman3 wa-sadran min imarati Muc~awiyata.
The Muslim version reads: /
> AsjK** AJ1A>Aj>j\sj»
kana yukrl mazariC3-hu caTa cahdi al-nabl (slcm) wa-fi imaraV Abl
Bakrin wa-^Umar3 wa-°Uthman3 wa-sadran min khiTafaf Muc~awiyat3
ha t fa ba lagh3 -hu fi ~akh ir1' kh i Tafat1' Muc'awiya t3.
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cAbdallah bn cUmar continued to lease land after the Prophet's death
in 11/632 until at least the 40s/660s (that is, a minimum of thirty
years), and possibly even until 60/680 (the end of the caliphate of
Mucawiyah), before he discovered that the practice was prohibited.
If leasing land had indeed been formally forbidden outright by the
Prophet it is strange (to say the least!) that between thirty and
fifty years should have elapsed after the death of the Prophet
before someone so eminent in the Muslim community as cAbdallah bn
cUmar heard of the prohibition.
(b) The Prohibitory tfadiths without Context:
The second set of prohibitory badlths is more difficult to evaluate
since the prohibition of mukhabarah is stated bluntly and without
4
historical context". What can be noticed however is that in each
of them the prohibition of mukh~abarah is linked to prohibitions of
other kinds of agricultural contract known as mufjaqalah and
muzabanah, both of which are to be understood here as exchanges of
ripe produce for produce not yet harvested56. Further, the
prohibition here should be studied in relation to the two hadlths
which al-Bukharl records immediately afterwards and which concern a
permitted transaction called carayasl. The texts of the relevant
badiths in the Sahlh of al-BukharT can be translated as follows:
55 al-Bukharx tjadith 567; and Muslim :X, 193-196 of the Cairo
(1929) edition (= hadiths 3707-3713 in the Siddiqi translation).
56 For mutfaqalah and muzabanah, see the discussion on the
terminology of sharecropping above (Chapter 2 Section 2.3). These
terms are explained also in the text of one of Muslim's hadlths
which will be examined below.
57 cAraya (sing. carlyah) is an exceptionally permitted exchange
of dates which are still growing on the palm for dried dates up to
the amount of 5 ivasqs (see footnote 52 above for wasq). The
quantity of dried dates can, of course, be measured, but the dates
on the palm have to be estimated. This type of exchange was
permitted, it is interpreted, to benefit someone who owns fruit
growing on date-palms but needs fruit immediately and cannot wait
for his fruit to ripen.
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tjadlth 567 (narrated by Jabir bn cAbdallah):
The Prophet forbade the mukhabarah and the mutjaqalah and
also the muzabanah and the sale of fruit until it becomes
visibly fit [for eating], and that [the fruit] is not sold
other than by dinar and dirham, except in the case of
caraya.
kjadlth 568 (narrated by Abu Hurayrah):
The Prophet allowed caraya sale for which the [quantity
of] dates is estimated, up to [a quantity] either less
than or equal to 5 wasqs - Dawud [one of the isnad (chain
of narrators)] is not sure which is correct.
kfadlth 569 (narrated by Rafic bn Khadij and Sahl bn Abi
IJathmah):
The Prophet forbade the muzabanah, [that is,] the sale of
fruit for fruit, except for people who practise caraya
which he allowed them.
The texts of the corresponding bacfiths in the Safjlh of Muslim
are essentially the same: prohibition of the contracts called
mukhiabarah, mufraqalah and muzabanah, except for the case of
carayas&. In addition, one of the hadlths in Muslim's Safjlh
includes also the prohibition of muc'awamahS9. All these types of
prohibited contract are explained in Muslim's text according to
Jabir bn cAbdallah's narration. Mukfiabarah is when one man hands
over ard bayda' (land without standing crops) to another who invests
in it and gets a share of the produce in return. Muz~abanah is the
sale of dates which are still on the palm for dried dates by an
absolute measure (kaylan), while mutjaqalah is the same as muzabanah
except it refers to grain - that is, the sale of grain which is
still growing for grain already harvested. As for muc~awamah,
al-ShawkanT explains it as bay0 al-simn which may be interpreted as
the sale now of a harvest expected years ahead60.
58 Muslim :X, 193-196 of the Cairo (1929) edition (= tjadlths 3707-
3713 in the Siddiqi (1976) translation).
59 Muslim :X, 196 of the Cairo (1929) edition (= fjacfith 3712 in
the Siddiqi (1976) translation).
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Although admittedly there can be no clear-cut interpretation of
these hacfiths which could entirely eliminate their prohibitory
nature, nevertheless, if they are taken in their own context, and
also in the light of the other hadlths which would seem to allow
sharecropping, it might be seen that what is being prohibited here
is not sharecropping per se, but rather transactions which may
result in unfairness or lead to speculation, and specifically
speculation in agricultural produce.
3.4 The Position taken by the Islapi^ T-p-p?*l Schools
The Sunrtah, one of the two cardinal u$~ul (origins, principles) of
Islamic law, then, provides no unambiguous ruling on whether
sharecropping is permissible for Muslims to practise or not. Each
of the relevant hadlths, whether prohibitory or permitting, is open
to a range of different interpretations. This explains why, in the
words of S.M. Yusuf, "the issue remained undecided and men of piety
always felt uneasy about it"61, and why therefore the early Islamic
jurists, if they allowed the practice at all, circumscribed it with
restrictions and conditions. It also explains why Louis Milliot,
who was probably the first western legal specialist to make a
detailed study of Islamic sharecropping in practice, said of it, "On
peut dire qu'il y a presque autant de doctrines professees que
d'auteurs ayant ecrit sur la question"62. Milliot was here
referring to the muzaracah but in fact his comment could well be
applied to Islamic sharecropping much more generally.
It is in fact practically impossible to summarise succinctly
the conditions with which jurists have circumscribed sharecropping
for it to be a valid contract63. One reason for this is that the
different Schools impose different sets of conditions and there is,
moreover, no unanimity even within each School. For example,
60 al-Shawkanl Nayl al-Awfar :V, 280; Siddiqi 1976 :III, 810
(fjadlth 3712).
61 Yusuf 1957 :32.
62 Milliot 1911 :17.
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although the eponym of the HanafT Madhhab, Abu Hanlfa (d. 150/767),
ruled against the validity of muzaracah, his two eminent disciples,
Abu Yusuf (d. between 172/798 and 179/807) and Muhammad al-Shaybani
(d. 189/804), permitted the practice as long as certain conditions
were met64. Another reason for the difficulty in attempting to
summarise the various conditions is that different types of
sharecropping contract are considered differently, and in particular
a basic distinction is made between muzaracah and mukh~abarah on the
one hand and mugharasah and musaqah on the other - that is to say,
sharecropping in annual crops (typically grains) and sharecropping
in perennial crops (tree crops and vines). The nineteenth century
Ottoman Land Code (essentially a IJanafT document) does not
___ *
distinguish between mugharasah and musaqah, as was noted in Chapter
2 (Section 2.32 above), though most jurists define them separately,
in the manner to be discussed below. Moreover, ShaficT jurists,
following al-ShaficI's lead, have tended to forbid muzaracah as an
independent free-standing contract but have allowed it if it is part
of a musaq~ah contract, a point which will also be taken up below (in
Chapter 4).
Comparing the mugharasah and the musaqah, the essential
distinction between them which most jurists tend to make is that in
the mugharasah contract, the sharecropper is leasing the landowner's
land as a tenant, whereas in the musaqah, the landowner is hiring
the services of a sharecropper as a labourer, as was mentioned in
Chapter 2 (Section 2.32). In the musaqah, the owner of the land
will also own the trees which will usually be already mature when
the contract is made. In the mugharasah, however, the
responsibility of both supplying and planting the trees will
frequently lie with the sharecropping tenant. In return, not only
will he receive a share of the eventual produce of the trees, but
63 M.J.L. Young (EI2, article "Muz~araca") gives eight conditions
required for a muzarahah contract to be valid. However, he makes no
allowance for the different views of different jurists and the real
position is much more complex than he suggests.
64 See, for example, Abu Yusuf Kifab al-Kharaj :176-177.
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also, often, he will acquire ownership of part of the land. This is
justified by the fact that such contracts will inevitably last many
years without any return for the tenant-planter since he must wait
for the trees to mature. Mugharasah contracts of this type (where
the tenant-planter supplies the young trees and acquires part of the
land) would seem to have been particularly favoured by the Malik!
School, since it is well documented that in Malik! North Africa
large areas of previously uncultivated land were planted with olive
trees and other fruit trees between the end of the nineteenth
century and the Second World War by means of mugfiarasah partnerships
between the colonial landowners and the Arab farmers, and it was the
latter who supplied the young trees and received ownership rights in
the land in return6S. As will be seen in the next section (Section
3.5 below) the Yemeni Civil Code (al-<3ariun al-Madam) too allows for
this type of mugftarasah.
It will be the task of Chapters 4 and 5 to discuss the views of
specifically the ShaficT and ZaydT Schools on sharecropping. Here
only a brief appraisal of some basic differences will be given in
the approaches of the different Schools to the practice66.
Generally speaking, all the four Sunn! Schools and the ZaydT and
other Sh!cah Schools have less difficulty accepting the validity of
sharecropping contracts on land planted with perennial crops and
requiring irrigation (that is to say, musaqah contracts) than
contracts on annually sown land (that is, muzaracah contracts)67.
On the theoretical level the justification which the Schools cite is
the Khaybar ftacfiths already discussed above. On a more pragmatic
level it is tempting to see at least part of the reason in the fact
65 See especially Rectenwald 1930 :75-79; and also Milliot 1911
:34—61 and 100-129; Abribat 1934 :121-125; and Roussier-Theaux 1935
: 129-135. The French term for such mugh~arasah contracts is bail &
complant.
66 The following summary owes much to the detailed account
provided by al-JazTr! (1969 :111, 1-33) of the position on the
muzaracah and musaqah taken by the four Sunn! Schools.
67 Cf. Lpkkegaard 1950 :174.
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that to estimate a future harvest on irrigated land, especially that
planted with perennial tree crops (such as date-palms, vines or
cotton), is more certain and therefore has less risk inherent in it
than to estimate the harvest on land which has not yet been sown.
As will be seen in Chapter 4 (Section 4.2), none other than the
great al-ShaficI himself cited this pragmatic reason for the
acceptability of musaqah but not of muzaracah.
Concerning muzaraPah contracts, there is in fact a notable
divergence in approach between the Schools on the theoretical level.
The majority of both the HanbalTs and the IjanafTs allow muzaracah as
an 7 fa rah (renting or hiring) contract whether it is renting land
for part of the produce or hiring a labourer whose wage will be part
4
of the produce. In both cases such contracts are heavily
circumscribed with conditions, including the stipulations that the
shares of each party to the contract must come from the whole of the
land and not a certain specified part of it and must be stated in
terms of a proportion of the total crop and not as an absolute
measure. Both of these stipulations are clearly based on the
restrictions found in the sharecropping hadlths already discussed
(Section 3.3 above).
The majority ShaficT view is different in that both renting
land for a part of the produce and hiring a labourer for part of the
produce are in principle considered forbidden because of the
existence of gharar (risk), and in particular any detriment such
gharar could cause to the labourer. If, for example, no crop at all
is produced, then the labourer will have been placed in the
iniquitous position of having worked for no wage. Most ShaficTs
therefore regard muzaracah contracts invalid - though even here
there are exceptions. The main method by which a muz~aracah contract
can be considered valid, according to most Shaficis, is when it is
an integral part of a musaqah contract. That is to say, if a
musaqah contract is concluded for a piece of land under date-palms
or other irrigated perennial crops it can contain within in it a
muzaracah contract which will allow the labourer to sow land under,
between and beside the trees68.
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Most Malikis on the other hand validate sharecropping not as an
ifarah contract but as a form of sharikah (partnership) contract and
therefore very similar in its conditions to mutfarabah (commercial
partnership). Each partner then receives his share as ribb (profit)
in proportion to his investment, and the problem of renting the land
for an unknown ujrah (rent) or hiring a labourer for an unknown ajr
(wage) does not arise. The Malik! conceptualisation of
sharecropping as a partnership is fully borne out by the practical
example given above concerning the use of mugfiarasah contracts in
establishing olive plantations in North Africa: in these contracts
the planter-tenant is far from being a hired labourer. He is in
fact a fully operating and fully contributing partner with the
4
landowner and is rewarded commensurately.
As for the ZaydTs, the Shlcah School of most importance in
modern Yemen, their view would seem to be the most pragmatic of all.
The relevant sections of the Zaydi fiqh works al-Babr al-Zakhkh~ar of
Ibn al-Murtada and the Nayl al-Awfar of al-Shawkanl will be examined
in detail in Chapter 5. Here it need be said only that the ZaydTs
permit all three major types of sharecropping contract (that is,
muzaracah as well as mughhrasah and musaqah) and the conditions with
which they circumscribe the contracts are notably much less onerous
than those stipulated by, for example, the ShaficIs.
All the Schools therefore allow sharecropping to some extent.
Equally however all stipulate detailed conditions surrounding
matters such as whether the contract should be for a fixed period of
time; which party to the contract is to supply the seed and the hTat
al-zar0 (the agricultural implements and any animals necessary for
ploughing, harvesting, and so on); whether the tenant or labourer
should be required to perform duties additional to the ploughing of
the land and the sowing, tending and harvesting of the crop; and how
he should be recompensed for any permanent structures (new water
channels or cisterns, or terracing, for example) - but inasfar as
68 The ShaficI view, as exemplified by al-ShaficT himself and by
al-NawawT, will be examined in detail in Chapter 4.
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they concern the ShaficI and Zaydl Schools these detailed matters
will be given further consideration in Chapters 4 and 5 below.
3.5 Sharecropping in the Yemeni Civil Code al-Qanun a7-Madam
It will be shown in Chapter 6 (in particular in Section 6.4) of this
thesis that sharecropping is by far the most widespread form of
agricultural tenancy in the Yemen. It is not surprising therefore
that the Yemeni Civil Code (al-Canun al-Madam) should address the
practice. The Code was promulgated by the government of the (then)
YAR as Laws 10 and 11 of 1399/1979 (comprising Books 1 and 2 of the
Code) and Laws 16 and 17 of 1403/1983 (comprising Books 3 and 4), and
as such can be considered an example of modern statute law. However,
4
the opening of Book 1 which sets forth the principles on which the
Code is based clearly states that its basis is the Islamic Sharicah
and the Uqul a 1-Fiqh69.
The Articles in the Civil Code relevant to sharecropping
contracts, eleven in number, are Articles 733 to 744 inclusive and
are found in Book 3 (which deals with Contracts), Part II, Chapter 1
(on Leasing), in which they constitute Section 4 entitled
a 1-Mugtiarasah wa-al-Muzaracah wa-al-Musaqah (pp.79-81). The
Mugharasah forms Subsection 1 (Articles 722-736, :79-80) while the
Muzaracah and the Musaqah are grouped together in Subsection 2
(Articles 737-741 for the Muzaracah and Articles 742-743 for the
Musaqah, with Article 744 applying to both the Muzaracah and the
Musaqah).
Each Article is provided with an "Explanatory Note" {mudhakkirah
Icjatfiyah) after the end of Book 4 (pp.317-320), though in many cases
these notes do not advance the depth of one's understanding of the
Articles, since they often merely restate in identical words what the
original Article states.
The text of the Articles together with their Explanatory Notes
is given in full for reference in Appendix 270. What follows here is
a summary of the contents of the Articles and a discussion of them.
69 al-Cianun al-Madam, :I, Articles 1 to 21 (: 17-20).
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3.51 The Articles on the Mugharasah (733 to 736)
The purpose of Article 733 is to outline the situation in which a
mugfiarasah contract would be valid and the main points may be
summarised as follows:
Mughhrasah contracts involve a perennial crop71. The
Explanatory Note gives as examples date-palms and grape¬
vines (a clear recalling of the Khaybar fracfiths).
The area of land to be covered in the contract is to be
specified.
The type of plants is to be specified.
The tenant {ajlr) is to provide the plants and tend them
until the fruit is produced. The Explanatory Note refers
*
to the tenant also as gharis (literally planter,
especially of trees).
The rent may be either part of the land or part of the
harvested fruit (or, presumably, both, though this is not
stated)72.
Neither party may annul the contract without the consent
of the other.
The Explanatory Note justifies mugharasah contracts by invoking
maslaha.h (public welfare or benefit) and states that the ijmaF
unanimously declares them valid because of the fjacfith from Ibn cUmar
concerning Khaybar.
70 A full translation into English has been considered unnecessary
here. The language of the Code is modern Arabic and poses no real
problem of comprehension when the terminology of sharecropping is
known. The two or three misprints in the original printed text have
been noted and corrected in Appendix 2 of this thesis.
71 shajar la-hu a$l thabit: literally, trees which have firm or
established trunks/roots.
72 The possibility that a share of the land can be made over to
the tenant in a mughhrasah contract (instead of, or as well as, a
share of the produce) is significant and recalls the remarks made in
the previous Section (3.4) concerning contracts of this type in
North Africa.
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Article 734 states what the position would be if a mugfiarasah
contract is found to be invalid because one of its conditions is
defective. In such a case, any trees which have already been
planted would belong to the tenant (gliaris) (who supplied them in
the first place) and he would pay the landowner a rent commensurate
with the period of time his trees had occupied the land. The tenant
would then have two choices: he could either uproot the trees, or he
could leave them standing and claim their value from the landowner.
The following Article, 735, would seem to be curiously placed
here since it concerns the law of trespass or usurpation rather than
the regulation of the mugfiarasah. The Article states that if anyone
plants or builds on a plot of someone else's land without the
owner's permission, then the plants or buildings must be removed by
the person who put them there, and that person must also pay the
landowner a commensurate rent and an indemnity.
Article 736, the final Article in the .section on the
mugtiarasah, states simply that any aspect of the contract not
covered by the previous Articles is to be referred to local custom,
the curf al-jihah. The statement is significant in highlighting the
relationship between Yemeni statute law, as exemplified by al-<3ariun
al-Madam, and the curf: where statute law has nothing to say, it is
customary law which is applied.
3.52 The Articles on the Muzaracah (737 to 741)
Article 737 outlines the conditions under which a muzaracah contract
is valid, and these can be summarised as follows.
Muzaracah contracts involve leasing land to a tenant
{ajlr) who will cultivate it by sowing (zar0).
The plot of land, the type of seed and the length of the
period of the contract must all be specified.
The contract may be annulled only in one of the following
three situations:
- both parties agree to the annulment;
- the tenant fails to meet the conditions of the
contract;
- the tenant refuses to hand over the rent.
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The Explanatory Note adds that muzaracah contracts have been
deemed valid by the "council" ( lajnah, presumably the committee of
Yemeni legal experts which drew up al-Canun al-Madam) even though
the rent is expressed as a proportion of the harvest. The
justification given by the Explanatory Note is, once again, the
fjacfith recounted from Ibn cUmar concerning the Prophet's deal with
the Jews of Khaybar, and that contracts of the muzaracah type were
practised by Muslims throughout the Prophet's lifetime and the
reigns of the Rashidun caliphs73.
Article 738 is concerned principally with the conditions under
which the muzaracah contract may be terminated. Briefly, these are
stated as follows, and in each case the landowner would have the
right to remove the tenant (ajlr) from the land.
The tenant breaks the rules as set by custom (idha khalafa
al-curf).
- The tenant neglects or abandons his duties or infringes
the conditions of the contract.
The tenant is unable to work (presumably, though this is
not stated, because of old age or ill health and so on).
In return, the tenant has the right to be recompensed for the
labour he has expended.
The Article then states that after the harvest either party has
the right to terminate the contract provided the other party is
notified in good time. The Explanatory Note adds that if the length
of the muzaracah contract has not been specifically declared it
would run for a single crop (zar^ah), that is to say, normally one
year, and would end after the crop had been harvested, unless
renewed by both parties. In cases where there are more than one
harvest per year, as with vegetables and the like, the.Article
indicates that procedures should be governed by custom (curf).
Article 739 is a straightforward prohibition of leasing land to
a tenant {ajlr) to cultivate for the landowner when the tenant's
73 The relevant tjadlths have been discussed already in Section 3.3
above.
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remuneration is the crop from another piece of land also worked by
the tenant. The Explanatory Note calls this type of arrangement the
mukfiabarah and quotes as the justification for its prohibition the
fjacH th recounted from Ibn cUmar74.
Article 740 simply states that the tenant (muzaric) may not
desert the land nor sub-let it to someone else without the
permission of the landowner.
The final Article dealing specifically with the muzaracah,
Article 741, concerns the situation where the tenant (ajlr) decamps
after he has ploughed and tilled the land but before he has sown it.
Normally he will have no right to be compensated for the labour he
has expended, since, as the Explanatory Note clarifies, he will have
failed to have met the conditions which the contract has imposed on
him. He will have the right to compensation for his labour however
in two situations: in a case where the contract turns out to be
invalid through the deficiency of one of its conditions; or in a
case where he has good reason to quit early (though what constitutes
a good reason is not defined).
3.53 The Articles on the Musadah (742 to 743)
Article 742 outlines what constitutes a valid musaqah contract. In
it the owner of trees (gharas) or other crops (zar°) hires a
labourer (c~amil) to irrigate them and carry out such other duties as
are necessary to look after them. The Explanatory Note refers to
the labourer as musaql as well as c~ami 1, and it adds that the amount
of the hire (ujrah) is a proportion of the produce from the land.
The contract may be annulled only in the following circumstances:
with the consent of both parties;
negligence or infraction on the part of the labourer;
failure on the part of the owner to fulfil his
responsibility to pay the labourer his hire.
74 The various versions of this badlth have been discussed in
Section 3.3 above under the subsection "The Rafic tfacfi ths".
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If the contract itself is found to be deficient before the
labourer had started work because one of its conditions is invalid,
then it is simply annulled. If the labourer has already started
work, then he has the right to be recompensed in a measure
equivalent to the labour he has expended.
Article 743 states that the labourer {c~amil) is forbidden to
abandon his duties to someone else except with the permission of the
owner, and it is therefore essentially the same as the prohibition
in Article 740 concerning the muzaracah.
3.54 The Article relevant to both the Muzaracah and the Musaqah
(744)
Article 744, which applies to both the muzaracah and the musaqah,
concerns disagreements which may arise between the two parties. The
first involves the ujrah, the rent in the case of the muzaracah or
the hire or wages in the case of the musaqah. Where no evidence
exists to support either party, then such disagreement is to be
resolved in favour of the party who claims the lower amount. The
second concerns a dispute over what the tenant or labourer may or
may not do. In such a case the landowner will have the decisive
say.
3.55 Observations on the Sharecropping Articles in al-Gariun
a 1 -Madam
The vocabulary employed in the above Articles for the two parties
and their relationship with each other indicates the attitude of
al-Ganun al-Madanl to the nature of each of the types of contract
and in particular to the distinction the Code makes between the
mugharasah, the muzaracah and the musaqah. In the mugharasah the
landowner (nialik al-artj) hires or engages (yasta'jir) a tenant
(referred to as ajlr or sometimes gharis). In the muzaracah the
landlord (referred to as rabb al-arcj, though there is likely to be
no significant difference between this term and malik al-arcj) leases
or rents out a piece of land (yu'ajjir arcjan) to a tenant (here also
referred to as ajlr or sometimes muzaric). At one point (Article
740) the landlord is referred to as the lessor, mu'ajjir. In the
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musaqah, the owner is not referred to specifically as the landowner
(though he is likely to be that as well) but rather as the owner of
the trees or crops (malik gharas aw zar°), and he hires (yasta'jir)
an agent who is effectively a labourer (c~amil, which the Explanatory
Note to Article 742 refers to also as musaql, literally irrigator).
In short, then, the Yemeni Civil Code regards all three
sharecropping contracts as ifarah (leasing, renting or hiring)
contracts (indeed, Chapter 1 of Part II of Book 3 in which the
Articles on sharecropping are found deals with ifarah), rather than
as sharikah (partnership) contracts on the analogy with mufarabah as
discussed in Section 3.4 above. However, there are differences in
approach to the three types of contract according to which party is
leasing or hiring and what or who is being leased or hired. The
three situations are summarised in Table 3.1.
TABLE 3.1 : RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN LESSORS AND LESSEES IN
SHARECROPPING CONTRACTS AS VIEWED BY THE YEMENI
CIVIL CODE
Contract Party Thing/person being
leasing/hiring leased/hired
mugharasah Landowner Tenant
(malik al-arcj) (ajlr or gharis)
muz~aracah Tenant Land
(ajlr or muzaric) (argO
musaqah Owner of plants [and land] Labourer
(malik gharas aw zar~c) (camil or musaql)
As the table shows, in the case of the mugbarasah, the
landowner is hiring or engaging a tenant (to plant the land with
trees, and, moreover, to supply the trees, and possibly benefit from
ownership of a share of the land at the end of the contract). In
the muz~aracah, the tenant is renting land from the landowner. In
the musaqah, on the other hand, the owner is hiring a labourer, and
the situation is similar therefore to the mugharasah except that the
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musaqah labourer is contracted to provide nothing but his labour.
In the case of both the mughhrasah and the muzaracah the engaged
person is distinguished by the term ajlr (tenant). These
distinctions will be met again when Yemeni sharecropping contracts
are examined in more detail in Chapter 8 (Section 8.3). Notwith¬
standing the distinctions, however, the recompense (expressed as a
proportion of the harvest, of course) is referred to in all the
Articles as ujrah, whether meaning rent or wage.
The way the three kinds of contract are grouped is also
undoubtedly significant. Instead of the more usual grouping of
muzaracah on the one hand against mughiarasah and musaqah on the
other (which, in the case of at least the Ottoman Land Code, is so
4
marked that the latter two have completely coalesced, as has been
mentioned above in Section 3.4), the Yemeni Civil Code makes
mughiarasah stand separately in its own subsection, and groups
muzaracah with musaq~ah in a separate subsection. This is likely to
be because of the special position the tenant in a mughiarasah has,
as outlined above, when compared with the tenant or labourer in the
other contracts. The grouping may also reflect ShaficT influence,
in that the only valid form for a muzaracah contract is when it is
an integral part of a musaqah contract, as will be discussed in more
detail in Chapter 4. Since however the Civil Code allows muzaracah
as a free-standing contract without any stipulation that it must be
tied into a musaqah, as the ShaficIs would have it, it can by no
means be regarded as a ShaficT document. Instead, pragmatic ZaydT
influence would seem to show quite visibly in these sharecropping
Articles.
A subsidiary point of interest can perhaps be made which
concerns problems and disputes that may arise during the term of the
contract. It would seem clear that the Yemeni Civil Code gives more
prominence to possible shortcomings on the part of the sharecropper
than any on the part of the landowner. Although it is stressed in
all three contracts that if the contracts are validly concluded then
the contractual conditions are binding on both parties (Articles
733, 737 and 742), nevertheless the Articles dealing with both the
mughiarasah and the muzaracah place emphasis on infractions which the
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tenant may commit, no mention at all being made of any possible
grievances the tenant may have because of the actions of his
landlord. Only in the musaqah (in Article 742) is a possible
infringement on the part of the landowner referred to (failure to
pay the labourer). This matter will be referred to again in Chapter
8 below when contentions and their solution are discussed in the
context of the Yemen.
What is perhaps as interesting as the points which the Articles
include is matters which they omit. There is no mention for example
of any permitted range of sharing proportions or on what basis they
should be calculated. Similarly, with the exception of the
stipulation that in the mugfiarasah the tenant should supply the
4
trees, no mention is made concerning which party should provide the
inputs such as the seed and the aTat al-zar0 (the necessary
equipment and tools), and equally no mention of whether the tenant
is responsible for transporting his landlord's share to him or
whether the landlord is expected to make his own arrangements to
collect his share. Another omission is any specification of whether
a contract should be a written document or whether a verbal
agreement is sufficient, nor on any procedure for witnessing the
contract. Since these and other crucial matters are completely
ignored by the Articles in the Code, it must be assumed that they
should be decided by local curf, and indeed in the mugtiarasah and
the muzaracah (in Articles 736 and 738) the reader is referred
explicitly to the curf where there is no specific ruling in the
Code. This also is an important point which will reappear in
Chapter 8 (Section 8.3) when Yemeni contracts are discussed.
3.6 Concluding Reaarks on Sharecropping in Islaaic Law
After giving an explanation of some of the basic terminology and
concepts of Islamic law, this chapter has sought to show the
relationship of curf to the Sharlcah including the means by which
and the extent to which the former has contributed to the latter,
and it has also analysed in some detail the so-called Sharecropping
hjacHths which, in the absence in the Qur'an of any direct reference,
form the starting point for all Islamic legal discussion on the
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practice. As has been indicated, no unambiguous judgment can be
framed from the hadlths, which are contradictory, on the legal
status of sharecropping, though the present writer has tentatively
drawn his own conclusion - namely, that the intention of the foadlths
is not that sharecropping per se is prohibited but rather only those
forms of the practice which incorporate gharar and can lead to
speculation or which may be considered intrinsically unfair to
either of the two parties and especially the sharecropper. This
conclusion will be referred to again in Chapter 5 (Section 5.4) when
it will be shown that it is also the conclusion arrived at by the
(nominally) Zaydi Yemeni jurist al-Shawkanl.
The chapter has concluded with a discussion of the relevant
4
Articles in the modern Yemeni Civil Code which deal with
sharecropping, and it was pointed out that it is not surprising that
the Civil Code should concern itself with sharecropping since the
practice is so widespread in the Yemen, a point which will be amply
illustrated in Part II of this thesis. It was shown that the three
types of sharecropping contract mugtiarasah, muzaracah and musaqah,
are all regarded by the Civil Code as leasing or hiring contracts,
though each is distinct concerning which party is doing the leasing
or hiring and what or whom is being leased or hired. In this it may
be contrasted not only with the strict ShaficT interpretation in
which only musaqah and a limited form of muzaracah are allowed
(though this point will be elaborated in the next chapter, Chapter
4), but also with the Ottoman Land Code which admits only two
categories, muzaracah and a combined mus~aqah/mugh~arasah. A further
point which was made and one which will be commented on again in
Part II is the emphasis the Civil Code gives to infractions on the
part of the tenant or labourer while any offences the landowner may
commit are hardly mentioned. A final point was that the
sharecropping Articles in the Civil Code would seem to be as equally
interesting for what they omit as for what they include.
A very general overview of the positions taken by the main
Islamic legal Schools has also been introduced in this chapter. It
is now time to focus more specifically on the attitudes to
sharecropping of the two Schools which are of principle concern in
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the Yemen: the ShaficIs (the subject of Chapter 4) and the Zaydis
(Chapter 5).
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CHAPTER 4 : THE SHAFICT POSITION ON SHARECROPPING
4.1 Introductory Remarks
As has been mentioned in Chapter 1 (Section 1.3) and elsewhere in
this thesis, the majority of the population in the west and south of
the Yemen adhere, in theory at least, to the Shafici School of
Islamic law. The intention of this chapter is to study in some
detail the ShaficT position on sharecropping. The sections on
sharecropping in two works, both basic to the thinking of the
School, have been selected for this: the Kitab al-Umm of al-Shafici
himself (d. 204/820), from which the Sab al-Muzaracah is examined in
Section 4.2: and the authoritative Minhaj al-Tal ibln of MuhyT al-Dln
Yahya bn Sharaf al-NawawT (d. 676/1277), which work has come to be
one of the most respected textbooks of the mature form of Shaficism
and from which the Kifab al-Musaqah is studied in Section 4.3.
4.2 Al-ShaficI on Sharecropping in the Kifab al-Umm
4.21 Al-ShaficT and his Kitab al-Umm
The Imam Abu cAbdallah Muhammad bn Idris al-ShaficT, the eponymous
founder of the third, chronologically, of the four Sunn! legal
Schools, is one of the greatest and most influential thinkers, and
scholars of the period of initial development of Islamic law1. He
was born in 150/767 into the HashimI branch of the Quraysh tribe,
and so he was a relative, albeit a distant one, of the Prophet.
After his early legal training at Mecca al-ShaficT spent a period in
Medina as a disciple of Malik bn Anas until the latter's death in
1 The main secondary sources on which the following background
information on the life, works and thinking of al-ShaficT has been
based are: Khadduri 1961; Baker and Edge 1990: Schacht 1950; Schacht
1964; Brockelmann 1937-49 : Geschichte I, 190; Chaumont EI1a (article
"Al-ShaficI"); and Chaumont EI1 b (article "Al-Shaficiyya").
Reference has also been made to Yaqut's MiEjam al-Udaba' (:VI,
394-95).
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179/796. Within a few years an allegation that he was involved in
cAlid conspiracies in the Yemen and was a secret supporter of the
Zaydi Imam Yabya bn cAbdallah who was claiming the caliphate, caused
al-ShaficT to be deported to Iraq, and he was put on trial in
187/803 before the cAbbasid Caliph Harun al-Rashid (reg.
170/786-193/809). As a result of his impressive self-defence he was
befriended by the great Hanaf! jurist Muhammad bn al-fjasan
al-Shaybani (d. 189/804), the disciple of both Abu Hanlfah and Abu
Yusuf, who according to some authorities helped secure al-Shafici's
pardon, and by 194/810 he had established himself as a teacher in
Baghdad.
Armed now with first hand experience of the thinking of both
the Hijazl-based Malik! School and the Iraqi jurists represented by
the Hanaf! School, he decided to leave Baghdad in 198/814. It would
seem at least likely that, given his earlier imprisonment,
al-Shafic! had resolved to avoid any further involvement in politics
and devote himself wholly to the law. After a brief spell of
teaching at Mecca where he is reputed to have impressed Ahmad bn
Banbal (d. 241/855) who was studying there at this period,
al-ShaficT settled in the then political backwater of Egypt.
Al-Shafici died in Egypt in 204/820, after being physically
attacked, according to a story recorded by Yaqut2, by a band of
MalikTs who had been enraged by his skilful rebuttal of Malik!
reasoning. His body lies in the Southern Cemetery of Cairo,
overlooked by the Muqattam Hills and only a few hundred yards from
the tomb of his near contemporary Dhu al-Nun al-Migr! (Abu al-Fayd
Thawban, d. 245/859) who is revered by Suf!s. Al-Shafic!'s burial
place has ever since been a locus of pilgrimage for his disciples
and admirers, and over it Saladin (al-Malik al-Nasir Salab al-D!n
Yusuf al-Ayyub!, d. 589/1193) and his immediate successor Ayyubids
later built in his honour the great mosque-madrasah which still
stands today.
2 Yaqut MLfjam al-Udaba' :VI, 394-95.
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Al-ShaficI is rightly regarded as the founder of the first
comprehensive system of Islamic jurisprudence based on the four
principles of the Qur'an, the Sunnah, the Consensus of Jurists
(ijmac) and Legal Analogy (qiyas), which are collectively called the
uqul al-fiqh3. It was under al-ShaficI that, in the words of Joseph
Schacht, "legal reasoning reached its zenith"4. Although after him
jurists would argue the particulars of the system he had
constructed, few would take issue with the overall formulation.
His position relative to the Malikis on the one hand and the
HanafTs on the other has been summed up by Brockelmann who says of
him, "His madhhab attempted to reconcile Malik's dependency on the
Traditions with the principle of ra'y (personal opinion) held by Abu
Hanlfah"s. Al-ShaficI certainly saw no place in Islamic law for
custom (curf), in marked denial of the position adopted by the
Malikis, while in contrast to the HanafTs, al-ShaficT's approach was
to deny on principle any place in law to discretionary or arbitrary
decisions and opinions (istifasan, ra'y) and to limit analogy {qiyas)
to only that which is strict and systematic. For these reasons his
rulings and those of the followers of his School tend often to be
more stringently dependent on a narrow interpretation of the Qur'an
and the Traditions than those of other Schools. As will be shown,
this stringency is to be seen in al-ShaficT's attitude to
sharecropping contracts,
Al-ShaficI's thinking and that of the School he founded is of
particular importance in the Yemen since the largest part of the
country by area, which is probably the largest part in terms of
population also, has traditionally owed loyalty to that School. The
3 The legal terms ijmaP, qiyas, u$ul al-fiqh, together with others
to follow (curf, istibsan, ra'y, etc., which are again mentioned in
the text below), have already been discussed above in Chapter 3
(Section 3.2).
4 Schacht 1964 :45; cf. Brockelmann 1937-49 : Geschichte I, 190.
5 Brockelmann 1937-49 -.Geschichte I, 190. Brockelmann's original
words are: "Sein Madhab suchte zwischen der Uberlieferungstreue
Maliks und dem Ra'yprinzip a. HanTfas zu vermitteln".
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areas of the Yemen which have been historically ShaficI are largely
coincident with what has been called in Chapter 1 (Section 1.3)
"Lower Yemen", which forms the larger part of the country (roughly,
the west, the centre and the south). Most of the Yemen therefore,
in theory at least, is and has been ShaficI in its religious outlook
for many centuries.
Al-ShaficT's literary output is said to have included over 100
works on law6, of which only a few remain extant. Of these, Kifab
al-Umm and al-Risalah are the two best known7. The Risalah was the
first systematic study of the sources of jurisprudence (the usul
al-fiqh)* . As such the work was extremely influential among later
generations of jurists, not only within what became the ShaficT
School but also in the other legal Schools. Ahmad bn hanbal, for
one, is known to have regarded al-ShaficI's Risalah very highly9.
The Kifab al-Umm, which is considered by many as al-Shafici's
magnum opus10, is in fact a collection of most of his later Egyptian
writings. They were collected, probably by his disciples, into nine
books, most of which are of a polemical nature and concern
al-ShaficI's disagreements with other eminent jurists of his day.
The least polemical of the nine books is Book 7, entitled Ibfal
al-Istihsan (the Invalidation of Discretionary Opinion), a title
which refers to al-ShaficT's rejection of this form of reasoning as
a basis of the law, an outlook which has already been mentioned
above. It is in this seventh book of the Kitab al-Umm that is to be
found systematic discussion of particular legal questions and
subjects. It is therefore the chapter on sharecropping (entitled
6 Baker and Edge 1990 :144.
7 Khadduri 1961 :40 ff.
8 There is also his Tartlb al-Musnad in which he collects together
under systematic headings the fjacfiths together with their isnads
(chains of transmitters) that he refers to in the Kifab al-Umm.
9 Khadduri 1961 :42.
10 Baker and Edge 1990 :145.
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Bab al-Muzaracah) in the Kifab al-Umm which has been chosen for
study here as the most concise statement of al-Shafici's own
thinking on the subject. The edition used here is the
1321—26[/l901—06] Bulaq edition11.
4.22 A Synopsis of the Bab al-Muzaracah with Comments
Al-Shafici begins his chapter on sharecropping with a short
statement of two forms it might take: first, muzaracah in which the
plot of land alone is handed over to the labourer with a sharing
proportion of a half, a third or a quarter of the harvest, and
second, what al-ShaficT calls here muc~amalah (deal, dealing) in
which it is date-palms or other trees which are being handed over,
for a half or more or less of the harvest. This muc'amalah clearly
refers to musaqah sharecropping contracts, and although these terms
are not used by al-ShaficT at this point it is clear that his use of
the muzaracah in the title of the chapter is intended to encompass
all forms of sharecropping and not just the muzaracah proper.
He then states that Abu BanTfah12 declared all such
sharecropping contracts invalid (batil) on the grounds that "[the
landowner] has hired [the labourer] against something which is
unknown (majiiul)" and so if there were no harvest at all the
labourer would have laboured without any remuneration. Al-ShaficI
then notes that Ibn Abi Layla13 on the other hand ruled all such
dealings permitted (fa'iz) on the grounds of certain fjadi ths and
including the Khaybar hacfiths1* and the analogy (qiyas) with the
11 In this Bulaq edition Bab al-Muzaracah is found in Vol. VII,
101-102. As far as can be established, no translation of the Kifab
al-Umm into a western European language has been publis.hed.
12 Abu HanTfah: d. 150/767, which incidentally was the year of
al-ShaficT's birth; eponym of the Islamic School.
13 Ibn AbT Layla: d. 148/765, qa(fi of Kufah and contemporary of
Abu HanIfah.
14 The relevant badlths which relate that the Prophet reportedly
allowed sharecropping have been examined in detail in Chapter 3
(Section 3.32 above).
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commercial profit-sharing partnership called mudarabah (in which one
partner provides the capital and the other the time and expertise
required to invest the capital in a business deal, the proceeds of
which are then shared on an agreed basis between the two parties).
Since, Ibn Abi Layla's argument goes, three of the Companions (cUmar
bn al-Khaftab, cAbdallah bn Mascud and cUthman bn cAffan) involved
themselves in such contracts, there can be no objection to
mudarabah. Since, further, two Companions (Sacd bn Abi Waqqas and
again Ibn Mascud) used to grant their land for a third or a quarter
of its produce, the implication is that sharecropping may be
lawfully practised, under some circumstances at least, on analogy
with mudarabah.
*
Al-ShaficT now states his own view in which he distinguishes
sharply between land with and land without perennial crops:
If one man hands over to another man date-palms or
grape-vines in which he is to work on the understanding
that the labourer gets a half or a third of the fruit or
some other proportion of [the fruit] which the two
[parties] have fixed mutually as a condition, then this
musaqah is the legitimate [contract] by which the
Messenger of God (may peace be upon him) dealt with the
people of Khaybar.
If [however] a man hands over [a plot of] ard bayda'
(land on which there are no perennial crops) to another
man on the basis that the latter cultivates it - [that
is,] the plot of land - and one part of anything which God
causes to be produced from [the land] belongs to him, then
this is the mufjaqalah, the mukhabarah and the muzaracah
which the Messenger of God (may peace be upon him and his
family) prohibited.15
That is to say, sharecropping in date-palms and grape-vines on the
one hand (the contract called musaqah) is valid on the grounds of
the Prophet's action at Khaybar. Sharecropping on arable land with
no perennial crops (ard bayda', literally "white land") on the other
hand is what the Prophet prohibited (according to several
15 Al-ShaficI Kifab al-Umm :VII, IOI31-32. The sentence which
constitutes this last paragraph here is quoted verbatim by
al-ShawkanT in his Nayl al-Awfar, :V, 9.
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Traditions) as the mutjaqalah, the mukhabarah and the muzarac ah16.
As further justification of his view al-ShaficI points out that we
must be clear about whether actions have been permitted or
prohibited. He says:
The prohibition of what [the Prophet] has prohibited us is
no more obligatory for us than the permissibility of what
he has allowed us, and it is not for us to cast away one
of his two Traditions for the other, nor should we declare
prohibited on the grounds of that which he has declared
prohibited anything he has declared permissible, in the
same way as we do not declare permissible on the grounds
of that which he has declared permissible something he has
declared forbidden.17
»
That is to say, to paraphrase, permissibility and prohibition are
equally binding and neither takes precedence. So if one action is
permitted and a related action prohibited, we must accept this as
being so, and we have no justification to permit both actions on the
grounds that one of them is permitted, nor to prohibit both actions
on the grounds that one is prohibited. In other words, a
prohibition cannot be used as a qiyas to make an otherwise permitted
action prohibited, nor vice versa.
It follows then that, in al-ShaficT's view, Abu fjanlfah was
wrong in judging all sharecropping prohibited simply because one
form of it has been prohibited, and Ibn Abi Layla was equally wrong
to judge all forms permissible just because one form is permissible.
For al-ShaficT's argument there remains now only the problem of
the ftacfith about the Companions Sacd bn Abi Waqqag and cAbdallah bn
Mascud leasing their arable land under a muzaracah contract.
Al-ShaficI's solution is to declare the Tradition unreliable despite
16 These terms muftaqalah, mukhabarah and muzaracah have been
explained in Chapter 2 (Section 2.32) of this thesis. Presumably
al-ShaficT did not hold that the term mukhabarah is derived from
Khaybar, since the Prophet's action at Khaybar is al-ShaficT's
justification for the validity of musaqah, and yet he states now
that the Prophet forbade the contract of mukhabarah.
17 Al-ShaficI Kifab al-Umm :VII, 1022-3.
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the fact that, as he acknowledges, it concerns people so close to
the Prophet. His argument here is that it is foolish to try to
confirm the Sunnah of the Prophet by referring to a Tradition of
some of the Companions. If certain forms of sharecropping are
permitted on the grounds that they are similar to mucjarabah, it must
be remembered that this basis for their permissibility is only an
analogy and not a basic principle in its own right.
Further, any analogy with mucjarabah must be strictly applied.
Al-Shafici goes on to argue the strict basis for the analogy by
introducing it with the rhetorical question, "How does the mucfarabah
resemble the musaqah?" He answers it by saying, in effect, that the
essential characteristic of the musaqah is that the thing that is
being handed over to the labourer is the date-palms themselves which
are visible and extant (qa'imah) and which therefore can be used to
derive an estimate of the size and quality of the future harvest.
This argument of al-ShaficI's therefore avoids the problem of an
unknown quantity in the contract: the date-palms are themselves the
measure of the future harvest to be shared out between the two
parties to a musaqah contract in the same way as the proceeds of a
mucjarabah deal would be shared out.
If then a questioner goes on to ask, "Why cannot this also be
so on [arable] land?", al-Shafici's reply is essentially that arable
land which is without perennial crops and is by definition re-sown
each year cannot be treated in the same way as land with perennial
crops since the land cannot form a basis on which to estimate a
future harvest. The only thing visible and extant at the time the
contract is made is the land, and it is not the land but an as yet
still unsown future crop which is to be shared.
Al-ShaficI concludes the chapter by stating that even if it
were to be attempted to make sharecropping on arable land
permissible on the basis of analogy (with either the mucjarabah or
the musaqah - it is not entirely clear which is intended, though
this point would not appear to be crucial for this part of
al-ShaficI's argument), this itself would not be permissible, since
analogy cannot overturn a prohibition the Prophet himself has made.
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4.23 Discussion
In sum, then, al-ShaficT's position on sharecropping can be stated
quite simply: he upholds the validity of sharecropping contracts
when they involve perennial crops (following the bad! ths he allows
dates and grapes in this category), and thus disagrees with Abu
Hanlfah; but he denies the validity of sharecropping contracts when
they involve annually sown arable land, and so disagrees with Ibn
Abi Layla.
The reasoning by which al-ShaficT arrives at this position can
perhaps be viewed on two levels. Ostensibly, his reasons are
founded primarily in the fjacfiths, and in particular the Khaybar
Traditions, to which he refers, and secondarily on a strictly
applied qiyas with mudarabah contracts. It is perhaps not
impossible also that his argument can be taken at a deeper level at
which one can discern a more pragmatic and humane reasoning. This
is suggested by the following interpretation.
It is clear that al~ShaficI regards a sharecropping contract as
a contract in which a landowner hires the services of a labourer
rather than as a contract in which one man leases land as a tenant
from a landowner. There are three points indicating this. The
first concerns the terms al-Shafici uses to indicate the
sharecropper. Apart from calling him rajul, al-ShaficI refers
specifically to the sharecropper only twice in the Bab al-Muzaracah
- once by the term c~amil (worker, labourer, the one who does the
work) and once by the term musaql (irrigator under a musaqah
contract), and never by a term which means tenant or lessee (ajlr,
musta'jir, mustakrl, etc.) such as are found in discussions on
sharecropping in other legal works. Second, the expressions used
throughout to indicate the initial situation in such contracts ( idha
ac fa al-rajulu al-rajula ardan ... ; idha dafaFa al-rajulu i Ta
al-rajuV al-nakhla wa-al-0 inab3 ... ; in which the verbs mean
respectively to give (acfa) and to hand over (dafaca)) nowhere
include verbs meaning to let or to lease (akra, ajjara, etc.) which
again are common in other works by other jurists. Third, although
al-ShaficT rejects Abu fjanlfah's conclusion that all forms of
sharecropping are invalid, he does not reject specifically the
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reason Abu Hanifah gives for this conclusion: that is, that a
complete failure of the harvest would mean that the labourer would
not receive any recompense for his labour.
It would indeed seem to be the case that only if al-ShaficI's
words are viewed in this light can the basis for the distinction he
makes between sharecropping in perennial crops and sharecropping in
arable land be understood in practical terms, whatever the basis in
the Traditions. In the former case of perennial crops it is
possible, according to al-ShaficT, to make at least an estimate of
the future harvest (from the number, size and general appearance of
the trees or vines), and so it can be inferred that any labourer who
took on the job of irrigating and tending the crop would have some
degree of certainty about how much he would receive for his'work at
the end of the season. In the case of arable land however there is
nothing initially but the land itself bare of any plants, and
therefore nothing for the labourer to base.any estimate of the
reward he could expect for the labour he would expend. If
al-ShaficT's argument is regarded in this light, then, his major
concern would seem to be for the welfare of the sharecropper - or in
his terms, the labourer.
On the other hand, al-ShaficI's reasoning would break down in
the case of the mugharasah type of contract, which, however, he does
not mention. As with the date-palms and grape-vines of al-ShaficT's
musaqah, which he permits, the mugharasah also involves perennial
tree-crops, and by al-ShaficT's own argument the future crop might
be estimated well before it is harvested - at least, after the trees
have become established. It is not clear why al-ShaficI omitted all
mention of the mugharasah - unless, of course, the term had not
emerged as referring to a specific kind of sharecropping contract in
al-ShaficT's time in the late second/eighth century, even though for
later lawyers it was to become one of the three principal permitted
types, alongside musaqah and (with restrictions) muzaracah.
It must be said that other jurists since al-ShaficT have viewed
the relationship between the two parties in a sharecropping
agreement in different terms and have come to different conclusions
about the validity or otherwise of such types of contract in Islamic
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law. An examination of the attitudes of various subsequent jurists
to sharecropping is one of the themes of this thesis. The two
extreme positions have in fact been introduced by al-ShaficT himself
in the Bab al-Muzaracah of the Kifab al-Umm, as has been shown
above: in the views of Abu Hanlfah who denied the validity of any
such contract, and of Ibn Abx Layla who allowed all such contracts.
The Yemeni Civil Code too takes a line divergent from that of
al-ShaficT, by allowing the mugfiarasah and the muzaracah as well as
the musaqah, as was seen in Chapter 3 (Section 3.5 above). The next
Section (4.3) studies the views on sharecropping of the
seventh/thirteenth century MuhyT al-Din al-Nawawi, probably the
single most influential thinker of the Shafici School in its mature
form.
4.3 Al-Nawawi on Sharecropping in the MinHai al-TaliBin
4.31 Al-NawawT and his Mintiai al-Tal ibln
The Imam Muhyi al-Din Abu Zakarlya' Yahya bn Sharaf al-IJizamT
al-Dimashql al-NawawT was born in 631/123318. His birthplace was
the town of Nawa, in eastern Jawlan, some 45 miles (70 km) south of
Damascus, hence the nisbah by which he is generally known (and which
is sometimes written al-NawawT). From 649/1251 he studied in
Damascus and his subsequent writings attracted the attention of the
Damascus Bar al-tjadith, the Ashrafiyah, in which he became a teacher
in 665/1267 at the age of 34. He remained there until he dared to
disobey the Mamluk sultan al-Malik al-Zahir Baybars (a1-BunduqdarT;
rag. 658/1260-676/1277) by refusing to sign a fatwa declaring legal
the war taxes and other exactions imposed by the Mamluks on Syria.
He eventually returned to his birthplace of Nawa and died there in
676/1277.
While still at the Ashraflyah in Damascus, his reputation as a
religious scholar of the ShaficT School grew rapidly, especially
1S The main secondary sources on which the following background
information on the life, works and thinking of al-NawawT has been
based are: Heffening EP (article "Al-NawawT"); Brockelmann 1937-49
:Geschichte I, 496-501; and Chaumont EIlb (article "Al-Shaficiyya").
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after the completion in 669/1270 of his greatest work in the field
of fiqh, the Minhaj al-falibln (literally, the Path of the
Searchers), which has ever since been regarded among the ShaficIs as
one of the two or three most authoritative fiqh works of their
School. The two later commentaries on it (the Tuhfa.t al-Muhfaj of
Ibn Uajar al-Haythaml (d. 975/1567), and the NiHayat al-Muhfaj of
Shams al-Dln al-RamlT (d. 1006/1596)) have since served as textbooks
for the teaching of the Shafici Madhhab19 . It is because of its
standing in ShaficT thinking that it has been selected here to
represent the developed ShaficI view of sharecropping.
A translation, commissioned by the Dutch colonial government in
Batavia (now Jakarta, Indonesia), was published in 1883 in French by
L.W.C. Van Den Berg together with his edition of the Arabic'text for
which he evidently used at least four separate Mss. The chapter in
the Minfiaj al-fal ibln which deals with sharecropping is entitled
Kifab al-Musaqah and is to be found in Volume II of the Van Den Berg
edition20. It is this edition of the Arabic text which has been
used for study here. It would appear to be clear and sound, and
there are apparently only three small corrections which have to be
made. These are:
1) yufaal in place of buf$al (: 144-3);
2) al-atjajln in place of al-afajln (: 1481);
3) jadh~adhu-hu in place of jadacM-hu (: 1483 );
As for Van Den Berg's translation, it is called "much
criticised" by E. Chaumont21, and indeed it is easy enough to find
fault. The English translation of excerpts in Section 4.32 below
are the present author's own and keep much closer to the original
text than does Van Den Berg's original.
19 Brockelmann cites over thirty Arabic commentaries on the Mindaj
al-Talibnn (Geschichta :I, 496-98) and he identifies numerous Mss.
of it (Geschichte :I, 496 and Supplement :I, 680).
20 Al-Nawawi Minhaj al-falibln :II, 143-149.
21 Chaumont EI1 b, article "Al-Shaficiyya" :188b.
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4.32 A Synopsis of the Kitab al-Musaqah with Comments
Al-NawawT's first statement concerns defining the type of situation
in which a musaqah contract could legally apply. First, each party
must be "fa'iz al-ta$arruf", that is to say, legally able to dispose
of his property, and if he is either too young or else insane, then
his guardian would have to act for him. Such restrictions
concerning minors and the insane apply throughout Islamic contract
law22. Second, the musaqah applies to date-palms and grape-vines,
though al-Nawaw! notes that in his early writings al-ShaficI
included also the possibility of other types of fruit trees23. As
has been seen in Section 4.22 however, al-ShaficI made no such
supplementary possibility in the Kifab al-Umm, which was a late
composition of his, and preferred to restrict the contract to
date-palms and grape-vines, which indeed reflects the wording of the
relevant Khaybar hacfiths, as studied in Chapter 3 (section 3.3
above).
Although al-NawawI is here concerned principally with the
musaqah, since, as has been shown above (Section 4.2), al-Shafici
considered this type of contract the only type which could be valid
when standing alone, he then goes on to define the difference
between mukhiabarah and muz~aracah, the former being where the
labourer supplies the seedcorn and the latter where the landowner
supplies it, and to state that both are invalid, with one exception.
22 See, for example, Rayner 1991 :122-125. In her discussion
Rayner is dealing specifically with the contract of bay° (sale), but
the two primary restrictions to legal capacity (minority and
insanity) apply equally in other contracts, since bay^ is the
Islamic contract par excellence on which the others have been
formally modelled. See also, for example, Schacht 1964 :124-125 for
the various levels of legal capacity and responsibility in Islamic
law.
23 The Arabic text reads:
wa-jawwaza-ha al-qadlnM fl sa'ir al-ashjar al-muthammirah (:1432-3),
in which the term al-qadim refers to al-Shafici's early writings.
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That exception is, in short, a muzaracah contract which is
subordinate to a musaqah contract and effectively an integral part
of it. That is to say, as al-NawawT puts it,
If there is some bayacj (unplanted land) in among the
date-palms, then the muzaracah is valid as part of a musaqah
contract over the date-palms, on condition that the same camil
(labourer) is involved [in both contracts] and that it would be
difficult to irrigate the date-palms separately from
cultivating [the ground round about them]. The valid position
is that it should be a condition that the two contracts are not
separated, and that the muzaracah does not form the largest
[part of the combined contracts]. [Otherwise it is not
important whether] there is a large amount of bare land or a
small amount.24
The conditions then for a muzaracah to be valid according to
a1-NawawT may be summarised as fo11ows:
1) the muzaracah must be an integral and inseparable part of
a mus~aqah contract;
2) the c~ami 1 (labourer) for each must be the same man;
3) it would not be practicable to irrigate the part of the
land under the muzaracah separately from the date-palms
subject to the musaqah;
4) the muzaracah does not dominate the combined contracts.
As al-Nawawi goes on to say, however, it is not a requirement
that the fruit be shared in the same way as the grain. That is to
say, the two parties may agree to divide the fruit from the musaqah
and the grain from the muzaracah between them at harvest in
different proportions (for example, a one-third to two-thirds
sharing of the dates but a fifty-fifty sharing of the grain, though
al-NawawT does not give any specific example, or indeed any
indication at all of how large or small shares may legitimately be).
In contrast to the muzaracah, which in this restricted
situation is valid, al-NawawI then states that the mukhabarah (where
24 Al-NawawT Minhaj al-fal ibin :11, 1436-1444.
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the tenant, not the landowner, supplies the seedcorn) can never be
legally valid.
Al-NawawT's next concern is to determine what should be done if
a muzaracah contract happens to be concluded separately from a
musaqah contract, and therefore illegally. In such a case, he says,
the harvest will belong to the landowner and he will be responsible
for paying the c~ami 1 a wage for his labour and any animals and
equipment he has supplied, though how the harvest is gathered will
be up to the two parties to decide. In other words, the same
agricultural work could continue as usual, but with the c~amil now as
a fixed-wage labourer and not as a sharecropper.
Al-Nawawi then adds two further situations in which a musaqah
contract would be invalid. The significance of each case is
somewhat difficult to see at first sight, even when nouns are
interpolated for the pronouns. The Arabic translates as follows.
The musaqah will not be valid if either of the following is true:
(1) if [the tenant] hires out [his services to the landowner]
for half the seedcorn so that he can sow the other half
[of the seedcorn] for [the landowner] while [the latter]
lends him half the land;
(2) if [the tenant] hires out [his services to the landowner]
for both half the seedcorn and the use of half the land so
that he can sow the other half [of the seedcorn] on the
other half of the land.2s
What al-NawawI is referring to here is the kind of
sharecropping arrangement which partitions the crop between the
landowner and the sharecropper not by proportions measured from the
total crop harvested from the whole land, but rather on the basis of
the parts of the crop grown on different plots of the land by
assigning the produce from one plot to one of the parties and that
from another plot to the other party. As was seen when the
so-called Rafic hacfiths were discussed in Chapter 3 (Section 3.33
above), sharecropping on such a basis was forbidden specifically and
unambiguously by the Prophet, and it was suggested there that the
2S Ibid. :II, 144s-1454.
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reason for the prohibition was that different parts of the land
might not be equally productive. The matter is taken up by many
authorities in addition to al-NawawT: the subject is discussed at
some length for example by al-Shawkani, as will be shown in Chapter
5 (Section 5.3) when his comments on sharecropping in his Nayl
al-Awfar are examined.
There then follow statements of several further conditions
which are necessary for a musaqah contract to be valid. The first
concerns the initial ownership of the crop: it should be owned in
common by the two parties jointly. That is to say, it is not the
landowner's for him then to hand over the tenant's share, nor is it
the tenant's for him to hand over the landowner's share.
The second condition in this section is more complicated and
has to do with the relationship between the length of contract, the
period necessary for trees to produce fruit, and whether it is valid
for the tenant to be asked to plant the trees himself (in which
case, of course, the length of the contract would have to be several
years). Although al-NawawT does not use the term, this last
possibility is clearly the kind of contract called by other
authorities mugharasah, as discussed in Chapter 3 (Section 3.4
above). The Arabic of this passage translates as follows:
A musaqah can be validly concluded after the fruit has begun to
appear as long as it is before there are signs of maturity.
[However,] if [the landowner] hires [the tenant] under a
musaqah contract, [giving the tenant] date-palm shoots26 for
him to plant and the [mature] palms would become the property
of both parties, then [such a contract] is not valid. Only if
[the date-palms] are already planted [before the contract]
[would it be valid] to make it a condition for [the tenant] to
receive a share of the fruit as recompense for his labour, and
then only if the period in which the fruit is normally produced
has been specified. If this not so, then [the contract] is not
valid.27
26 Madly, as listed by Lane (1863-93 :3051c).
27 Al-Nawawi Minhaj a1-~[alibln : 11, 1456-1463.
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Here, then, al-Nawaw! accepts the validity of a musaqah
contract shorter than one year, as long as the fruit has not already-
begun to mature. On the other hand, in his view a musaqah contract
can cover only trees which are already planted and may not involve
the tenant in planting them - that is to say, the mugriarasah for
al-Nawaw! is invalid, even though he does not use the term.
Nevertheless, he does add that some (unnamed) authorities do allow
such contracts of the mugharasah type.
Al-Nawawl then states in a straightforward manner his three
last conditions for a valid musaqah contract:
[To be valid a contract] has the following [further]
conditions:
(1) Obligations must not be placed on the c~amil to carry out
anything that is not to do with his work [of cultivating];
(2) [The c~amil\ should alone be the one who is in charge of
the work in the plantation;
(3) The period of work [of the contract] must be known, in
terms of, for example, "one year", or more. It would not
be valid [to specify] the length of time [of the contract]
by saying "[until the time] the fruit matures".28
His next concern is to quote the form of words to be used to
make a valid musaqah contract:
The correct form [of words to make a musaqah contract] is [for
the landowner to say]: "Saqaytu-ka caTa hadha al-nakhl
bi-ka-dha" (I engage you in a musaqah contract over these
date-palms in such-and-such a way); or else: "Sal lamtu-hu
ilay-ka 1i-tatacahhada-hu" (I hand [the date-palms] over to you
so that you might take care of them). Then [the c~amm has to
show his acceptance, without all the details of the work
involved [having necessarily been named]. What is not
specified in any respect is to be referred to al-^urf al-ghal ib
(the dominant custom).29
It will be noted from this passage that in making a musaqah
contract the emphasis is on the words actually spoken. That is to
28 Ibid. :II, 146s-1472.
29 Ibid. :II, 1472-5.
say, it is essentially a verbal process. The significance of this
will be made clearer in Chapter S (Section 8.3 below) when Yemeni
contracts are examined in some detail. The acceptance (qubul) by
the tenant is also verbal and seals the contract.
A further significant point from this passage, and one which
will also emerge again when Yemeni contracts are discussed, is that
the precise duties of the tenant need not be spelt out as part of
the contract-making process, and that "the dominant custom" of the
district is to be the arbiter of what is required of him.
Nevertheless, al-NawawI then proceeds to list what a tenant's duties
are.
It will be the responsibility of the c~amil to do whatever he
has to do to make the fruit ripen, and in addition to carry out
those things which recur each year such as irrigating, cleaning
out the water channels, keeping in good repair the atjajln [the
depressions around the bases of the date-palm trunks] in which
the irrigation water is kept from flowing away30, pollinating,
clearing away grass and weeds, pruning damaged parts [of the
trees], and setting up trellises [for grape-vines], according
to custom (c~adah). Similarly, [it will be the c~amiVs
responsibility] to protect the fruit, to harvest31 it and to
dry it.32
Al-Nawawi then states what should be specifically excluded from
a tenant's duties and should be carried out instead by the
landowner:
30 In Van Den Berg's Arabic text of the Minhaj al-Tai ibln the word
afjajln has been wrongly printed afajln (: 11, 148i), and it is
translated into French somewhat misleadingly as "reservoirs" (:II,
147). The term will be met again in Chapter 8 (Sections 8.21, 8.32,
8.52 and S.53).
31 In Van Den Berg's Arabic text of the Mintiaj al~Tal ibln the word
jadfiadh has been misprinted jadad (: 11, 1483 ).
32 Al-NawawT Mintiaj al-Tal ibln : 11, 1476-1484.
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Anything which involves maintaining the trees33 but does not
recur each year, such as building walls and digging new water
channels, is the responsiblity of the landowner.34
To conclude his chapter on sharecropping al-Nawawi explains
what the procedure should be in the event of any of four untoward
situations occurring during the term of the contract. These
situations are: a tenant who decamps; a tenant who dies; some breach
of the contract on the part of the tenant; and the removal of the
fruit before the tenant has received his proper share.
In the case of the decamping tenant, the landowner may
voluntarily complete the work himself, but the tenant would still be
held liable to pay him damages or indemnities. Otherwise, fhe
Hakim, literally (in the field of disputes) the arbitrator, which
here may be interpreted as the local governor or his legal
appointee, can hire someone else to finish the work, and charge the
cost to the now absent tenant. If the landowner is not able (for
some unspecified reason) to take the case before the Hakim, then he
should at least get witnesses to testify to the sums he is having to
33 The Arabic here is hifz al-aql, where as7 would mean either
roots or trunks or both and thus "trees".
34 Al-Nawawi Minhaj al-Talibln : 11, 1484-s. Van Den Berg's
translation of the first part of this passage is unsatisfactory.
The Arabic reads:
/ / v *
J**; y*
. ^L/JLP-yy>
To make sense of the expression ma qupida tjifz al-aql, the ma surely
has to be interpreted as being the subject of the verb 7a yatakarrir
as well as that of qupida, whereas Van Den Berg treats each half of
the sentence as, effectively, a separate sentence: "tout ce qui sert
a conserver les arbres eux-memes, et tout travail qui ne se repete
pas chaque annee What, one feels like asking, can possibly
constitute "everything which serves to maintain the trees
themselves", if not those very things which are not repeated
annually and of which al-Nawawi gives two examples? The present
writer's translation eliminates this difficulty.
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pay another person to complete the work, if, that is, he ever wants
to be recompensed by the original tenant.
If the tenant dies during the period of the contract, the
procedure is simple: his heirs must complete his part in the
contract, either personally themselves or else by hiring someone to
do it for them.
If the tenant in some way breaches the contract, then someone
can be appointed to keep a watch on him, and if this produces no
improvement, then the tenant can be replaced.
Finally, if the fruit is removed for some reason before the
tenant has received his proper share, then he has a right to be
compensated by being given an equivalent wage in lieu.
4
4.33 Discussion
Unlike al-ShaficT, al-NawawT gives no initial definition for the
musaqah, and it must be presumed that any reader of the work will
know that the term refers to sharecropping for a share of what the
land produces. Further, al-Nawawi provides no indication at all of
how large or small shares may legitimately be, whereas al-Shafici
does at least give examples of one-third and one-half. Such
knowledge may also be assumed on the part of al-NawawI's readers, as
a result of what must have been extensive discussion among Islamic
lawyers of the subject in the four and a half centuries between
al-ShaficT's time and that of al-Nawawi.
Also resulting from these intervening centuries is a notable
development in the ShaficT theory of what is valid and what invalid
in sharecropping, and al-Nawawi's formulation of this is much more
detailed and specific than that of al-Shafici. In particular, the
distinction has been made by al-NawawT's time between a stand-alone
muzaracah contract, which, like the mukhabarah, is always invalid,
and the valid muzaracah which must be dependent on a musaqah
contract. No hint of such a distinction is to be found in the Kifab
al-Umm, as has been seen. Indeed, it has been asserted more
generally that the real founders of the developed ShaficT School
owed very little to the writings of al-ShaficI himself. For
example, E. Chaumont says that the fiqh work al-Mukhtasar of Abu
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Ibrahim IsmacIl bn Yaljya al-MuzanT (175/791-264/878), a disciple of
al-ShaficI, "has definitely greater importance than the Kifab al-Umm
of al-ShaficI himself in the development of ShaficT doctrine", and
it is surely significant that even al-Nawawi does not mention any of
the works of al-ShaficT in a list he drew up of works of fiqh which
had exerted in his view the greatest influence in the development of
the Shafici School35.
Al-NawawT's chapter on sharecropping includes several other
detailed statements on what conditions are required for a valid
sharecropping contract, together with types of contract which are
not valid. The invalid contracts include, notably, those which
specify that the crop sharing is to be based on partition of the
4
land, and also those in which the sharecropper has to plant the
trees himself in the first place (that is, a mugharasah contract,
though al-Nawaw! does not mention the term). Further, there are
specific injunctions on what procedure should be adopted when a
particular situation arises during the term of the contract such as
the death or absconding of the sharecropper. In all cases, the
statements and injunctions are much more detailed and specific than
are found in the Kifab al-Umm and may be seen as the result of the
discussion which must have taken place as the nascent ShaficI School
of the late second/eighth century was transformed into the mature
ShaficT School of the mid-seventh/mid-thirteenth century.
Al-Nawawi also gives the wording to be used to make a valid
musaqah contract, and, as has been remarked, the fact that it is
essentially a verbal process will be shown to be significant when
Yemeni contracts are considered in Chapter 8 (Section 8.3 below).
It is interesting that al-Nawawi states here that the details of the
duties the sharecropper must perform do not have to be.declared at
the time the contract is made, since they should be in accordance
with local custom. He does however add his own list of these duties
and moreover provides a practical criterion by which the duties of
the sharecropper (those which recur annually) may be distinguished
3S Chaumont EPb, article "Al-Shaficiyya" :18Sb.
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from those of the landowner (those which do not recur annually).
The duties mentioned in al-NawawT's list, and perhaps more
significantly duties which one could suppose must exist but which
are not mentioned (such as the duty of transporting the landowner's
share of the harvest), will appear again in Chapter 8 when
contractual duties in Yemeni sharecropping are examined in detail.
4.4 Concluding Remarks on the Shafici Position
The purpose of this chapter has been to put forward the view of the
Shafici School, the madhhab of the majority of Yemenis in the west,
centre and south of the country, as it is found in the writings
first of its founder and then of one of the most influential
*
authorities of its developed phase. An indication of how the
viewpoint was elaborated in the period of over four centuries
between the two authorities has been suggested in the discussion in
Section 4.33 above. Nevertheless, the basic tenet on sharecropping
held by the School, which al-ShaficT himself held, can be put simply
enough: the musaaah contract is the only type which is valid. The
later development of the principle, which shows in al-Nawawi's
chapter, is that a muzaracah contract can also be valid if, but only
if, it is made as an integral but subordinate part of a musaqah
contract. All other forms, including the mukhabarah, the mugharasah
and the free-standing muzaracah, are theoretically invalid for
Shaficis. As will be shown however in Part II of this thesis, all
forms of sharecropping are found in practice all over the Yemen,
even in predominantly ShaficT areas, and, moreover, an otherwise
unimpeachable ShaficT source to be quoted in Chapter 8 (Section 8.32
below) will be seen to aid and abet the "un-ShaficI" practices by
providing models on the basis of which muzaracah and mugharasah
contracts can be drawn up.
The theoretical ShaficT stance to the contractual relationship
of the parties in sharecropping is clearly demonstrated in the
choice of terminology both al-ShaficI and al-Nawawi use, and in
particular the term employed for the sharecropper, which, with the
single exception of one use by al-ShaficT of the term musaql, is
always c~amil. In most cases, the c~amil is hired by the landowner -
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that is to say, the landowner does the hiring. Occasionally, the
c~amil hires himself out to the landowner. But the sharecropper is
never called an aflr or some other word meaning tenant and still
less is he a sharlk, a partner with the landowner. This usage of
c'amil for the sharecropper is reflected, as was seen in Chapter 3
(Section 3.55) above, in the Yemeni Civil Code al-<3ariun al-Madanl in
the case of musaqah, though in the Shafici works discussed in this
current chapter the same term c~amil is retained even when muzaracah
and what is evidently mugfiarasah are being discussed.
Such then are some important aspects of the Shafici theory of
sharecropping. It is now time to examine in similar detail how the
other major School of the Yemen, the Zaydis, views the subject, and
*
this is the aim of the next chapter, Chapter 5. As will be seen,
although the ZaydT authorities frequently quote ShaficT scholars,
their legal view of sharecropping differs fundamentally in several
ways.
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CHAPTER 5 : THE ZAYDl POSITION ON SHARECROPPING
5.1 Introductory Remarks
In contrast to the viewpoint of the ShaficT School which has
adherents across the Islamic world from Egypt to south-east Asia,
the ZaydT School is restricted geographically nowadays to only the
northern parts of the Yemen1. Partly as a result of this, ZaydT
opinions are perhaps less well known than those of the ShaficTs. It
is the purpose of this chapter to examine in some detail the ZaydT
approach to sharecropping by focusing on the writings of two of the
School's principal proponents: in Section 5.2, al-MahdT li-Din Allah
Ahmad bn Yabya al-Murtada (d. 840/1437) and his al-Bafjr a1-Zakhkh~ar,
and in Section 5.3, Muhammad bn CA1T al-Shawkani (d. 1250/1834) and
his Nayl al-Awt"ar. As will be seen, the two texts are different in
nature and purpose.
5.2 Ibn al-Murtada on Sharecropping in al-Babr al-Zakhkhar
5.21 The Imam Ibn al-Murtada
The Yemeni Imam al-MahdT li-Dln Allah Ahmad bn Yabya bn al-Murtada,
usually referred to simply as either al-MahdT or Ibn al-Murtada, is
without doubt one of the most respected and well-known authorities
on the ZaydT School of Islamic Law2. His genealogy, which includes
some of the most eminent ZaydT Imams of the Yemen, can be traced
back through some twenty-four generations to CA1T bn AbT Talib and
is given in full by the editor of al-Bahr al-Zakhkliar in his Preface
to the 1394/1975 published edition3.
1 The only other ZaydT "state" (if it can be called such) ever to
have existed was the small ZaydT Imamate of Tabaristan, south of the
Caspian Sea. It lasted in some form or other from the second half
of the third/ninth century until it finally collapsed early in the
sixth/twelfth century.
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Ibn al-Murtada was born near the town of Dhamar, some 60 miles
(100 km) south of Sanca' on the high plateaux of northern Yemen.
The most commonly accepted year of his birth is 764/13624, when the
Rasulid state had been flourishing in Lower Yemen for well over a
century. Orphaned in his early childhood, he was instructed in
religious studies under the guidance first of his educated elder
sister at Thula, some 25 miles (40 km) north-west of Sanca', and
then of several male members of his family including his maternal
uncle the Imam al-MahdT li-Dln Allah CA11 bn Muhammad bn cAl1
(d. 773/1369). During this time he came under the influence of some
of the most distinguished and learned ZaydT thinkers of the day5.
On the death of the ZaydT ruler the Imam al-Nagir Salab al-DTn
4
Muhammad bn al-MahdT CA1T in 793/1390, when Ibn al-Murtada had
reached the age of 28, many of the ZaydT culama' nominated him to
succeed as Imam with the regnal title al-MahdT li-DTn Allah, in
preference to al-Nagir Salab al-DTn Muhammad's son CA1T. CA1T
however declared himself Imam with the title al-Mansur. A battle
ensued between the supporters of the two rival imams which resulted
in the victory of al-Mangur and the imprisonment in Sanca' of
al-MahdT Ibn al-Murtada together with several of the culama' who had
backed him. Ibn al-Murtada remained in prison for seven years from
794/1391 until 801/1398 during which he wrote several religious and
2 Because in Yemeni history several imams took the title al-MahdT
li-DTn Allah, Ahmad bn Yahya al-Murtada will be referred to here as
Ibn al-Murtada. The main secondary sources on which the following
background information on the life and works of Ibn al-Murtada has
been based are: the Editor's Preface from the 1394/1975 Beirut
edition of Ibn al-Murtada al-Bahr al-Zakhkhar (:I, 15 ff.); al-cAmrT
1992a; Eagle 1994; Brockelmann 1937-49, Geschichte :I, 187 and
Supplement :II, 244-245; and Strothmann EI1 (Article "Al-Zaidiyya").
3 Ibn al-Murtada al-Bahr al-Zakhkhar : 1, 15.
4 According to the editor of the 1394/1975 Beirut edition of
al-Bafjr al-Zakhkhar (: 1, 15), al-ShawkanT estimated the date of Ibn
al-Murtada's birth as approximately 775/1373 and others have
followed al-ShawkanT's reckoning. However, both that editor and
Husayn al-cAmrT (1992a ;I, 66a) give the date as 764/1362.
5 Ibn al-Murtada al-Bahr al-ZakhkHar, Editor's Preface :I, 16-18.
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other works, including the Matn al-Azhar fi Fiqh al-A'immah al-Athar
referred to below.
Soon after his release from prison he took refuge first at
Thula and then at §acdah (some 125 miles (200 km) north of Sanca').
There, in 816/1413, he finally renounced his claims to the ZaydT
imamate and devoted his efforts for the remainder of his life to a
jihad, not now against the Imam al-Mangur, but against "al-jahl
wa-al-bicF wa-al~daTaTat" (ignorance, innovation and error)6. He
died in a plague epidemic in 840/1437, an epidemic which only two
months later also caused the death of the Imam al-Mangur.
Ibn al-Murtada left behind him a large corpus of works not only
on religious matters (u$~ul, fiqh, tafslr, tjadith, zuhd) but also on
4
the science of language, logic and history (cuTum al-lughah, mantiq,
ta'rikh). The editor of the 1394/1975 Beirut edition of al-Bahr
al-Zakhkhar lists 33 titles of works by him, six of which have been
published and several others of which are incorporated in al-Bahr
al-Zakhkhar itself7.
Probably his two best known works of fiqh (Islamic
jurisprudence) are the Matn al-Azhar fi Fiqh al-A'immah al-Athar and
the Kitab al-Ahkam min al-Bahr al-Zakhkhar al-Jamic 1 i-Madhahib
cUlama' al-Am$~ar fi Sa'ir cUTum al-Ijtihad, which are generally
referred to by their abbreviated titles al-Azhar and al-Bahr
al-Zakhkhar respectively. Both have appeared in published form.
The former, al-Azhar, which Ibn al-Murtada wrote while imprisoned in
Sanca', is a wide-ranging overview of ZaydT fiqh based on the work
al-Inti$~ar of Ibn al-Murtada's great predecessor the Imam
al-Mu'ayyad bi-Allah Yabya bn Hamzah bn °Ali (669-749/1270-1349).
Because of its importance as a fundamental text of the Zaydi School,
many commentaries on al-Azhar appeared in subsequent centuries8.
6 Ibid., Editor's Preface :I, 20.
7 Ibid., Editor's Preface :I, 21-23.
8 R. Strothmann (EI1, Article "Al-Zaidiyya") has called it "the
official textbook of the present day ZaidT state". Al-cAmri 1992a
(:I, 96a-b) lists several of the extant commentaries on al-Azhar.
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His other great fiqh work, al-Bahr al-Zakhkhar, has also been
influential in shaping Zaydl jurisprudence and is often cited. The
work is in two parts: the Muqaddimah (Introduction), and the Fa$l
al-Ahkam (the section dealing with the regulations of the law).
Several Mss. of the work exist9 and a published edition appeared in
1368 [/1948], though the text in this edition was incomplete since
it lacked the Muqaddimah10. An edition of the complete text and
incorporating a commentary on it called Jawahir al-Akhbar
wa-a1-Athar al-Mustakhrajah min Lujjat a1-Bahr al-Zakhkhar by
Muhammad bn Yabya Bahram al-SacdI (d. 957/1549) was published in
1394/197511. It is this edition which has been used for the present
study. As far as is known, no translation of the text into a
European language has ever been published.
5.22 Observations on the Text of al-Babr al-ZakhkHar
That the text of al-Bahr al-Zakhkhhr should present difficulties for
anyone but a ZaydT legal scholar to understand fully, and still more
for a translator to render into English, is not surprising. It is
true that it is written in grammatically correct (if somewhat
abbreviated) fu$/ja (Standard Literary Arabic) with few if any
dialectal usages. However, as the editor of the 1394/1975 Beirut
edition remarks in his Preface, Ibn al-Murtada was writing
"basically for experienced culama' and not for beginners just
learning"12. The difficulties presented by the text are partly
9 Brockelmann 1937-49 rSupplement II, 245.
10 Ibn al-Murtada al-Bahr al-Zakhkhar, Editor's Preface :I, 8.
11 Ibn al-Murtada al-Bahr al-Zakhkhar. Al-Sacdl's Commentary
consists (at least in the Kifab al-MuzaraFah) only of the expansion
of the hadiths.
1 2
"khifab-hu a$lan 1 i-al-^ulama' a l-c'arifin wa-laysa 1 i-a 1-mubtadi In
al-mutaFal limln" (Ibn al-Murtada al-Bahr al-Zakhkhar, Editor's
Preface :I, 9).
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grammatical, partly terminological and partly stylistic.
Grammatically, a major problem is (as often in Arabic) the
assignment of pronouns to their antecedents, though the meaning will
no doubt be obvious to the Zaydl legal authority. Terminologically,
the interpretation of certain expressions can sometimes lead to
different readings. For example, a simple word such as al-zar0 can
mean "(the act of) sowing" or "the grain" or "the standing crop" -
and the choice of the word in the translation will affect the
meaning (as for example in lines 2-4 on p.65 of the Arabic text). A
more critical difficulty however is the stylistic one. The text is
written in what might be called a "legal shorthand": the author is
confident that the qacfl or faqlh reader will easily supply whatever
is not explicitly stated.
Throughout the published text of the 1394/1975 Beirut edition
of al-Bahr al-Zakhkhar, quoted authorities are almost invariably
referred to by a set of abbreviations enclosed in parentheses.
These abbreviations are apparently found in Ibn al-Murtada's
original text13. The key to the abbreviations is given by the
editor at the end of the final volume14. In the seven pages devoted
to the Kifab al-MuzaraPah some thirty-two different abbreviations
are used representing as many different authorities. Several of the
abbreviations represent Companions of the Prophet and the
Successors, as transmitters of hadiths, including:
"RH" (6;) for Abu Hurayrah
"c " ( for al-cAbbas
"CM" { ^) for cAbdallah bn cUmar
"CW" (_^) for cAbdallah bn Mascud.
Others, as might be expected for the ZaydTs, are direct
descendents of cAlT bn AbT Talib. Of these the most frequently
mentioned are:
13 Ibn al-Murtada al-Baljr al-Zakhkhar, Editor's Preface :I, 9.
14 Ibid. :VI, 571-573.
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"Z" () for Zayd bn °Ali (d. 122/740, the eponym of
the Zaydl School)
"£R" ( \s) for Muhammad al-Baqir (d. 113/731, the fifth
of the Shlcah imams and brother of Zayd bn
CA1I)
"S3" ( W) for Jacfar al-Sadiq (d. 147/765, the sixth
Shicah imam).
Also mentioned frequently are several of the ZaydT imams who
ruled in the Yemen. Of these latter the following are by the most
commonly quoted by Ibn al-Murtada:
for the Imam al-Hadl i la al-fjaqq;
for the Imam Yabya;
for the Imam a1-Mu'ayyad bi-Allah;
for a statement by.the Imam al-Mu'ayyad
bi-Allah (qawl 1 i-a1-Mu'ayyad bi-A1Tah).
Unfortunately, the precise identification of these three Zaydi
imams is difficult. Before Ibn al-Murtada's time there were at
least three ruling imams who had the name Yabya, and as if to
increase the difficulty, two of these Yahyas took the regnal title
al-Hadl ila al-IJaqq, while the other Yabya adopted the title
al-Mu'ayyad bi-Allah. Among the most likely contenders are:
al-Imam al-Hadl ila al-Haqq Yabya bn al-IJusayn bn al-Qasim,
d. 298/910, the founder of the Yemeni Zaydl state, whom
al-Shawkanx also quotes15;
al-Imam al-Mu'ayyad bi-Allah Yabya bn Jiamzah bn cAli,
d. 749/1349, already mentioned in Section 5.21 above as author
of a work on which Ibn al-Murtada based his own al-AzHar, and a
near contemporary with Ibn al-Murtada16.
1S See Eagle 1994; and al-cAmrx 1992b :II, 1018b.
TV" (J>)
"Y" ( ^ )
"M" ( ( )t
"QM" ( f )
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Ibn al-Murtada also uses the abbreviation "HB" ( ) to mean
"al-Madhhab" (that is to say, the Zaydi School) when he is detailing
the view of his own School more generally. In addition, however, he
is notable for quoting extensively the opinions of the four SunnI
Schools, the authorities of which he abbreviates as follows:
"hi" (£.) for Abu Uanlfah;
"FW" (j? ) for the IJanafls Abu Yusuf (d. 182/798) and
Muhammad al-Shaybani (d. 189/804);
"hIS" (for the disciples of Abu Hanifah (a$fjab Abl
hlanl fah);
"Sh" (ijr') for al-ShaficT;
"QSh " ) for a statement by al-ShaficT (qawl
al-Sh~aficl);
"MD" (—*-» ) for Ahmad bn Hanbal;
"K" ((JJ ) for Malik bn Anas.-
The Kitab al-Muzaracah of al-Bahr al-Zakhkhar is divided into
three main parts. The first concerns sharecropping contracts on
sown land (that is to say, muzaracah contracts proper); the second
covers contracts on land with perennial crops and is entitled Bab
al-Mugliarasah; and the third deals with contracts in irrigated
perennial crops with the title Bab al-Musaqah. Within each of these
parts, the word fa$l divides major sections and could be translated
"Section". The sections are sometimes split into subsections by the
word farc in parentheses.
As is usual in works such as this, each new question or topic
is introduced by the word mas'alah (in double parentheses) which
occurs 25 times in the Kifab al-Muzaracah and could be. translated
"Issue".
As well as the use of parentheses in the cases mentioned above,
quotations from the Qur'an and the badi ths are enclosed in double
16 See al-cAmr! 1992c :11, 1019.
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parentheses, but these, like the occasional use of commas, colons
and full-stops, are likely to be editorial.
5.23 A Synopsis of the Kitab al-MuzaraPah with Comments
(a) The MuzaraPah Proper (:64-65)
i) General conditions for the validity of muzaraPah (:64i-i2):
Ibn al-Murtada opens the Kifab al-Muzaracah with a statement of
the general conditions under which a muz~araPah contract is valid,
muzaracah being not only a general term for a sharecropping contract
but more specifically a sharecropping contract which involves
annually sown crops, typically grain crops. As has been seen above
(Chapter 4, Section 4.22), al-ShaficT also employed the term with
4
both its general meaning and its specific meaning.
Ibn al-Murtada states that for the muzaraPah to be valid it
must be regarded as a contract in which the land is held in common
(shiyac) as a joint holding {musfiaF) by both parties who then share
the harvest as joint owners, and it cannot be considered as a
contract in which the tenant's share of the harvest is the wage for
the labour he has expended. Ibn al-Murtada's terminology reflects
this view: the tenant is a muktarl or a musta'jir or an ajlr, while
the leasing is indicated by the verbs akra, ajjara and ista'jara11.
The following translates his opinion:
I would say: The correct judgement is that leasing land
held in common (ta'jlr al-musffaP) is valid when both
[parties] divide [the harvest] among themselves as two
owners would; but leasing is not valid [when the rent is
calculated] on the basis of the labour [involved] in
producing [the harvest], since [in this case] the tenant
(afir) would be obliged to labour as a consequence of the
contract - which is impossible when land is held in
common. It would be as if he were being hired against
something he were unable [to deliver] in the
circumstance.,s
17 This is, of course, a radically different approach from that
held by al-ShaficT and al-NawawT where the "tenant" is a mere c~ami 1
and there is no question of the land being held in common as a joint
partnership, as was seen in Chapter 4 above. This will be commented
on below.
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Ibn al-Murtada then adds that according to the Zaydi Imam
Yabya, a muzaraFah contract would also be valid if half a piece of
land is lent to a tenant in return for the latter's labour on the
other half, or else half his labour on the whole land, and he
supports this view by saying that a contract in which the supply of
the seed to be used over the whole land is shared by both parties
would also be valid. A situation in which a muzaraFah contract
would not be valid, however, is where the rent would be a share of
the crop harvested from some other piece of land not included in the
contract.19
He then points out that certain named cAlid authorities,
together with the Hanafis Abu Yusuf and Muhammad al-Hasan
4
al-Shaybanl, have allowed the muzaracah on the basis of a share of
the harvest paid as wage or rent, their justification being the deal
the Prophet allowed the Jews at Khaybar - and here al-Sacdi's
commentary expands the Khaybar hacfith in full20. Ibn al-Murtada at
this stage reserves judgement on this view, saying only qulria
sa-ya'tl al-jawab, that is, he will present the opinion of the ZaydT
madhhab later.
ii) Relations with dhimmls in land contracts (:64i3-17):
Ibn al-Murtada's next concern is the status of Dhimmls (Jews
and Christians) in muz~araFah contracts and in contracts involving
land more generally. He states first of all that engaging a dhimml
as a tenant in a muzaraFah contract is valid, because of the
Prophet's deal with the Jews at Khaybar. However, according to
several authorities whom Ibn al-Murtada names and who include the
18 Ibn al-Murtada al-Babr al-Zakhkhar :V, 644-6.
19 What is being put forward here is the legitimacy of a contract
in which the land is partitioned into plots and the share of the
harvest for the two parties is gathered from a different plot, with
the sole proviso that all the plots be included in the contract. It
will be remembered from the previous chapter (Chapter 4, Section
4.32) that al-Nawawi specifically prohibited this kind of
sharecropping contract.
20 The relevant hadlths were discussed above in Chapter 3 (Section
3.32).
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ZaydT Imams Yabya and al-Hadi, it is invalid for a Muslim to sell
agricultural land to dhimmls because, he states, the cushr (tithe
tax) would thereby be reduced21. Although he then quotes also the
opposite view held by other authorities (that land, like chattels,
can be sold to dhimmls), he declares that the Zaydl opinion is that
land sales to dhimmls are not permitted, adding that according to
the Imam Yabya, if any such sales take place then they must be
annulled and the money returned to the dhimml buyer, and that if the
Muslim seller refuses to return the money recourse must be to the
imam.
A question of interest emerging from this section is why Ibn
al-Murtada should mention dhimmls at all. That he should devote a
4
passage to the status of dhimmls in agricultural contracts suggests
one of three possibilities, all of which are probably to some extent
correct: either dhimmls were sufficiently numerous in the Yemen
around 800/1400 to warrant such a discussion; or that he included
the discussion only for historical and academic reasons, following
the texts of the earliest phases of Islam; or else that he was
writing for a wider Muslim audience than the ZaydTs of Yemen.
iii) Defaulting tenants (:64i 7-652):
The question which Ibn al-Murtada deals with next concerns a
defaulting tenant, and he states the position briefly. Following
the view of the Imam al-Hadi, Ibn al-Murtada asserts that a tenant
must carry out the work he is contracted to do and if he defaults he
is not entitled to any return.
21 Concerning the sale of land by non-Muslims to Muslims, Yabya bn
Adam in his Kifab al-Kharaj gives this same reason for their
prohibition - that is, the reduction in the kharaj land tax which
results from such sales. However, he states also that to overcome
the problem, the land itself can be declared subject to kharaj,
irrespective of the status of the person owning it. See Ben Shemesh
1958 (:I, 15), and also Haque 1977 (especially 196-97, 217, 267,
291-92, 294) for the cushr tax; and Lokkegaard 1950 for the
difficulties of terminology of the various taxes in the early
Islamic empire.
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iv) The supplier of the seed and the owner of the crov
(:652-4):
The next issue, which concerns the relationship between the
party who supplies the seed and the party who does the sowing and
which of them should be the owner of the harvest, is similarly dealt
with briefly, though the point being made by Ibn al-Murtada, again
following al-HadT, is not entirely clear. It would seem to be that
the party who does the sowing should be the owner of the harvest and
then that he would give the landlord a share of it as rent.
v) Cultivating land belonging to orphans and waqf (:654-n):
There then follow several points concerning inalienable land
belonging to orphans or a waqf (religious endowment). Concerning
*
first the question whether it is valid for someone to cultivate such
land under a sharecropping arrangement, Ibn al-Murtada presents two
views. According to the ZaydT Imams al-Hadl and al-Mu'ayyad, such
cultivation would be valid if it is in the•interests of public
benefit and not solely in the interests of the cultivator himself.
According to other authorities, however, the cultivator would be a
usurper unless he is acknowledged to have legal trusteeship. Ibn
al-Murtada sides with the latter view.
The second point here concerns whether a formal contract is
necessary in such cases, and again Ibn al-Murtada cites two points
of view. According to the Imam al-Hadi, if the cultivator observes
the true owner's rights in the ownership of the harvest, then no
formal contract is necessary. According to the Imam al-Mu'ayyad,
however, a formal contract is essential, and draws an analogy with
contracts of sale, a point of view with which Ibn al-Murtada
concurs.
The third point in this section concerns who should preside
over the drawing up of such a contract if no imam is available.
Here Ibn al-Murtada states that according most authorities,
including the Imams Yabya and al-HadT, the contract should simply be
drawn up before the most fitted person.
Ibn al-Murtada's fourth point on this subject is to do with the
case where a cultivator of land belonging to an orphan or a waqf
knows that a legal trusteeship would be desirable but nevertheless
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goes ahead without one. Again, Ibn al-Murtada gives two opposing
views. According to three Zaydi imams (Yabya, al-Hadl and
al-Mu'ayyad), knowledge about the most desirable procedure does not
affect the validity of what the cultivator does. According to other
authorities however, if the party concerned believes that a legally
acknowledged trusteeship is advised, then the arrangement would be
invalid without one. Ibn al-Murtada sides with the latter view.
To this last point Ibn al-Murtada adds a view of the Imam
Yabya: if all parties agree, then even if they are acting in
ignorance of the proper form the arrangement will remain valid, as
it would in the same circumstances with a commercial transaction.
Ibn al-Murtada however has reservations about this view on the
grounds that ignorance cannot deflect responsibility.
This concludes Ibn al-Murtada's discussion of the muzaraPah,
and he now passes on to consider the mugfiarasah, the sharecropping
contract in which perennial crops are involved.
(b) The Sab al-Mugfiarasah: (:66-68)
i) General considerations for the validity of the mugfiarasah
(:66i-2 ):
Ibn al-Murtada begins his section on the mugliarasah by saying
that it is made valid in the same way as the muzaraPah is made
valid, and that the controversy about it lies in the fact that it is
based on a share of fruit from a future harvest in the same way that
the muzaracah is based on a share of grain from a future crop.
He then defines more closely the conditions under which the
mugharasah contract is valid. These conditions concern the
permitted types of crop and the specification of the plantation in
question, the period of tenancy, the conditions under which the
tenant will work, and the stipulation of the rent.
ii ) Valid and invalid crops (-.662-7):
Ibn al-Murtada states that, according to the Imam Yabya, the
mugfiarasah is valid only in the case of "trees with established
trunks like date-palms and grape-vines", but not with annually-sown
crops such as grain and vegetables22, nor even with trees which are
grown for their leaves rather than their fruit23. The justification
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he gives for this is a tjacHth relating that "the people of the Hijaz
work in date-palms", as so by analogy other plants which like date-
palms have established trunks and are grown for their fruit can be
included.
Ibn al-Murtada then notes that there are two different opinions
concerning whether trees which are not grown for their fruit can be
the object of a mugtiarasah contract24. Following the Imam Yabya, he
says that the more correct of the two views is that the mugfiarasah
is not valid with such trees since the badith on which the analogy
is based (the deal the Prophet allowed the Jews at Khaybar)
concerned only fruit-producing trees. Other authorities however
(which he does not name) hold that it is valid to include such
4
trees, since an analogy can be drawn between yielding timber and
yielding fruit.
22 The crops he specifically excludes from the mugharasah are:
>U
al-zar° wa-a1-baql wa-al-kurrath wa-al-qi tha' wa-a1-batfikh wa-qasab
al-sukkar wa-al-badhinjan wa-al-marzanfush (grain, vegetables,
leeks, cucumbers, melons, sugar-cane, aubergines and marjoram).
23 He cites here the example of al-tht al-abmar, "red" (i.e.,
black) mulberries. Presumably black mulberries were grown for their
leaves, as food for silk-worms, although this is not mentioned. He
goes on to say however that [al-fut] al-abyad, white mulberries, are
allowed since it is their fruit rather than their leaves which are
harvested. It must be inferred that silk-worms were not fed on
white mulberry leaves, or at least that white mulberries, as opposed
to the black variety, were not grown primarily for that purpose.
24 He gives here three examples of such trees: sayal (species of
acacia or mimosa, including Acacia seyal), tanab/tannub (Cordia
abyssinica), and dharab (Ficus salicifolius). All of these are used
for their timber. (See JabalT 1993 :18 (for sayal) and :49 (for
tanab). Also: Piamenta 1990-91 :167a, root dh-r~b, and 308b, root
t~n-b; also Lane 1863-93 :959c, entry "dharab"', and Varisco 1982
:500.)
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iii) Specification of the trees and the length of the lease
(: 669 -14):
Ibn al-Murtada declares that the plantation which is to be
subject to a mugtiarasah contract must be available for viewing, or
else the trees in it must be described in detail in terms of their
height and kind. Further, the period of the lease must be defined
and that the shortest possible period is one year. Concerning the
longest possible period, there are different views. According to
some authorities (which he does not name) the maximum period is half
the lifetime of a human being, which, because of a hacfith he cites
here in abbreviated form and of which al-5acdl provides fuller forms
in his commentary, can be taken to be 30 years. According to other
authorities (similarly unnamed), the lease period for property
depends on the nature of the property concerned since different
objects have different lifetimes: so, in the same way that a slave
can be leased for sixty years, a beast of burden for up to twenty
and a house for a hundred, a piece of land can be leased for 150
years, though some authorities add here that this period depends on
the kind of tree growing on the land, date-palms having, it is
asserted, the longest life.
iv) Condi tions of labour (:6614-674 ):
Ibn al-Murtada states that it must be made clear - presumably
at the time the contract is agreed - what the tenant would be
expected to contribute as far as digging, ploughing, irrigating and
weeding are concerned. This would appear to be directly opposed to
the view of al-Nawawl, mentioned in Chapter 4 (Section 4.32 above),
that the work involved does not have to be detailed at the time the
contract is made and that "what is not specified in any respect is
to be referred to al^urf al-gtialib (the dominant custom)"25.
Ibn al-Murtada then adds that, according to the Imam Yahya, the
tenant must be allowed to get on with his work without interference
from the landowner who is entitled to enter the plot only to look
round. The landowner has no right to insist that the tenant hire
25 Al-NawawT Minhaj al-Talibin :11, 147s.
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extra labour to help him nor that he perform any service, such as
working with a draught animal, which would be additional to his work
in cultivating. If such conditions are placed on the tenant, then
the contract is invalidated. Since the obligations of the tenant
will be discussed later in this thesis (especially Chapter 8), a
translation of the Arabic of this passage is given here in full:
It is necessary to announce [the conditions] of labour
concerning digging, ploughing, irrigating and weeding.
Because the labour on [the land] is the main concern, it
is a condition that the plantation be handed over to the
labourer without any sharing [of joint labour] so that he
can get on with [his] work night and day, while the
landowner has the [right of] entry only to look around,
and that the tenant be left alone to do the work,.since it
is not a condition that anyone else [must work] with him,
nor is he obliged by any condition other than [to work]
with the planted trees, such as [performing] a service
[for the landowner] with a draught animal, as the effect
on the contract would [in such cases] be to make it
invalid. If a condition were to be placed upon [the
tenant] that he hire someone to work with him, [the
mugharasah contract] would be defective, since forcing
him [to do this] would be invalid.26
v) Stipulation of the rent (:674-7):
For his next condition for validity, Ibn al-Murtada cites not
only the view of his own Zaydl madhhab but also that of the
followers of Abu Hanlfah and a statement by al-ShaficT. The point
concerns the avoidance of an unknown quantity in the contract. Not
only must there be information about the extent of the land under
the contract and the trees on it, but the value of the rent must
also be known. If the mugtiarasah is considered in terms of leasing
for a rent to be paid as a share of an as yet unknown harvest then
it would be invalid. Ibn al-Murtada then adds it would be
considered valid "only by those who maintain that the mukhabarah is
valid" (:676).
Concerning the matter of whether the plot of land must be
viewed beforehand, he states further that some (unnamed) authorities
26 Ibn al-Murtada al-Baftr al-Zakhkhar :V, 66i4-674.
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allow a contract even when the land involved is not open to view,
but that people prefer a situation when they can view it.
This then concludes Ibn al-Murtada's discussion of the
conditions under which a mugfiarasah contract can be valid.
vi) The wording to make a mugfiarasah contract (:677-8):
He then indicates what wording a landowner may use to engage a
mugfiarasah tenant. Like al-Nawawi's formulation for the musaqah
examined in Chapter 4 (Section 4.32 above), it is essentially a
verbal process, with the emphasis on the words spoken.
The form [of words to make a mugfiarasah contract is for
the landowner to say:] "Gfiarastu-ka" (I engage you as a
mugfiarasah tenant); or: "c~Amaltu-ka" (I make a deal with
you [under a mugfiarasah contract]); or "Ighris fiadhihi"
(Tend this [piece of land] under the terms of the '
mugfiarasah). It is on this [basis] with the agreement [of
the engaged party] [that a mugfiarasah contract would be
valid], or some [wording] to the same effect.27
There then follows a section which covers a number of points
concerning the duties of a mugfiarasah tenant, what happens in a case
of trespass, what happens if either the tenant or the landowner dies
during the period of the tenancy, and a number of other matters,
some of which have already been touched on by Ibn al-Murtada
earlier.
vii) Duties of tenant (:67g-i o):
Ibn al-Murtada states that the mugfiarasah tenant has the duty
to keep everything in good order hssab al-muFfiad (according to what
is customary), but tasks not directly to do with growing, tending
and harvesting the crop are specifically excluded. The Arabic
translates as follows:
It is the responsibility of the tenant under a mugfiarasah
contract to keep things in good order according to what is
customary, to repair the wells and channels and to clean
the jarin2*, but not to build walls or purchase cows and
similar jobs, [since these are] the responsibility of the
landowner.29
2 7 Ibid. :677-8.
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viii) Desertion of tenant (:67io-i2):
If a tenant deserts, the landowner is entitled to annul the
contract and also to get an arbitrator (Hakim) to assess any damages
due to him as a result of the desertion. If there is no arbitrator
available, then, Ibn al-Murtada would seem to say, it is up to the
landowner to do the assessment - though this last point is not
completely clear.
ix) Trees alrteadv bearing fruit (:67i2-i3):
Since a mugliarasah contract must involve fruit which will ripen
during the course of the contract in the future, there can be no
mugliarasah contract if the trees already bear fruit when the
contract is agreed.
«
x) Death of tenant (:67i4):
A mugliarasah contract is annulled if the tenant dies, since he
will have been specified by name as the tenant. Ibn al-Murtada here
draws a parallel with renting a draught animal: if the animal dies,
then the contract is annulled.
xi) Change of landownershin (?) (:67i4-is):
The next point is not entirely clear from the Arabic text.
Perhaps the most likely meaning is that if the ownership of the land
changes hands, then the mugliarasah tenant has the right to annul the
contract if he wishes to do so.
xii) Trespass (:67i6-22):
If someone plants or builds on a piece of land without the
owner's permission, then Ibn al-Murtada indicates that there are two
points of view: either that any problems arising from the act are
the responsibility of the trespasser and not the landowner, which is
28 The jarirt can be either the place where grain is threshed or
the place where dates and grapes are dried (Lane 1863-93 :414b-c).
Comparable is mijran for a threshing floor in the southern Yemeni
dialect (Landberg 1920-42 :I, 280 (entry j-r-ri), and Serjeant 1974
:59). In Ibn al-Murtada's text however jarln is more likely to mean
the drying floor for drying dates, grapes and conceivably other
fruit such as apricots, rather than a threshing floor, since this is
a mugliarasah contract in which grain does not figure.
29 Ibn al-Murtada al-Bahr al-ZakhkHar :679-io.
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the view he himself supports; or else that they become the
responsibility of the landowner, which is the view upheld by the
Imam al-Mahdi.
Ibn al-Murtada continues that according to the Imam Yabya, the
landowner has the right to remove anything that has been planted or
built on his land by a trespasser, even if by doing so he damages
it. This may be done however only with the permission of an
official arbitrator if one is available. Ibn al-Murtada then gives
his own opinion which is that it is certainly not wrong for the
landowner to remove such articles, but that he should do it without
damaging them if he can.
Ibn al-Murtada adds that if the landowner consents to the
4
trespass, the situation changes, since then there would be no
trespass.
xiii) Death of landowner (:6722-684):
As in the case of renting, a mugharasah contract will continue
to be valid even if the landowner dies, and his heirs have no right
to insist that the tenant uproots the trees he has planted under the
contract or remove anything that he has built on the land. In such
a case the tenant may choose between either pulling out his trees or
demanding the value of them.
Ibn al-Murtada then gives two conflicting points of view on the
rights of heirs if a landowner who has leased land has fraudulently
taken more than is legally his due and then has died before the
mugtiarasah contract has expired. According to the Imam Yahya and
some of the Zaydl madhhab, and to Abu dan1fah and his followers, the
heirs in such a situation can cancel the remainder of the contract.
According to al-ShaficT, however, the heirs have no such right, and
it is this latter view with which Ibn al-Murtada agrees. The reason
he gives would seem to be as follows, though this passage is not
entirely clear. It is the tenant who is the owner of the usufruct.
If fraud is being claimed then the contract can be annulled only if
the landowner is still alive.
xiv) Disputes over size of rent (:68s):
According to the Imam Yahya, if the two parties to a mugh~arasah
contract disagree on the amount of the rent to be paid, and there is
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no indisputable evidence to support one side over the other, they
are both still bound by the contract. Ibn al-Murtada adds that the
situation is the same as it would be if the contract were a contract
of sale.
xv) Provision of the tenant's materials and tools of trade
(:686-8):
Ibn al-Murtada presents two opinions on whether a mugharasah
contract is valid if it specifies that the tenant must provide his
own materials, giving as examples here the plants and any stones
necessary for building on the land. According to certain
authorities, including Abu Hanlfah and his followers, and
al-ShaficT, such a stipulation in the contract would not be valid,
4
the reason given being that of gharar - the inclusion of something
which has risk attached to it. But according to Malik on the other
hand it would be valid. Ibn al-Murtada himself sides with the
Hanafis and al-ShaficT for the same reason-of gharar, though he
points out that there are some exceptions to the general rule which
are allowed by ijmsF (the consensus of jurists), such as the thread
of the tailor, the paint of the painter and the ink of the copyist.
This concludes Ibn al-Murtada's discussion of the mugharasah,
and he now turns his attention to the musaqah, the sharecropping
contract involving irrigation, which forms the final section of the
Kifab al -Muzarafah.
(c) The Sab al-Musaaah (:68-70)
i) General conditions for the validity of musaaah (-.689-10):
As with the muzaraFah and the mugharasah, Ibn al-Murtada first
gives the conditions for the validity of the musaqah. The crucial
point he makes here is that, as in the case of the mugharasah,
information about the land and the trees must be available at the
time the contract is drawn up.
ii) The validity of expressing rent in terms of future fruit
(:6810-69s):
Ibn al-Murtada gives the different views on whether the
principle of expressing rent in terms of a part of a harvest which
is to be produced in the future. According to some scholars,
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including Abu HanTfah and the Imam Yabya, the practice is not
legitimate. According to most authorities however (Ibn al-Murtada
quotes the names of seventeen scholars here) it is valid, adding
that al-ShaficI restricted the practice to date-palms and grape¬
vines. Ibn al-Murtada then gives the view of his own Zaydl madhhab
on this point. This is that a musaqah contract is distinct from
ijarah (leasing contracts), and so the question of quoting a rent or
wage in terms of a future crop does not arise. His reasoning for
this view relies on the interpretation of the Prophet's action at
Khaybar. Rather than leasing the land to the Jews for a rent of
half the produce, his action may be interpreted as either allowing
them to keep half the produce for their sustenance, or else imposing
4
on them the payment of half the produce as a jizyah tax (the
capitation tax on non-Muslims). At each point during this
discussion Ibn al-Murtada refers to the appropriate bacHths, which
al-§acdi expands in his commentary.
iii) Duties of tenant (:69s):
Ibn al-Murtada disposes of this subject in one short sentence:
the tenant (ajlr) is responsible for keeping the irrigation channels
(majarl al-nahr wa-al-sayl) in good repair.
iv) The wording to make a musaqah contract (:69s-6):
He then gives the proper form of words which may be used by a
landowner to engage a musaqah tenant, as he earlier did for the
mugharasah, and again, as was seen with al-NawawT in Chapter 4
(section 4.32), the emphasis is on the words actually used.
[The correct form to make] a verbal musaq~ah contract is [for
the landowner] to say: "Saqaytu-ka caTa h~adha al-nakhll muddata
ka-dha" (I engage you in a musaqah contract over these date-
palms for such-and-such a period), or words to the same effect
such as "TaPahhad 77 hadhihi al-ashjar bi-a 1-saqy'wa-al-isTab
muddata ka-dha" (Tend these trees for me by watering and
maintaining them for such-and-such a period).30
30 Ibn al-Murtada, al-Babr al-Zakhkhar, :69s-6.
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v) Supplementary labourers (696-8):
He indicates that the expense of supporting extra labour can
lie on either party, according to the conditions stipulated in the
contract. If the parties withdraw from the contract, then the
question of whose responsibility it is to support the labourers is
open to two different opinions. According to some (unnamed)
authorities, it lies with the tenant, since he has the overall
responsibility for providing the labour for the contract. According
however to other authoritites (also unnamed), it is the
responsibility of the landowner, on the grounds that the labourers
are ultimately his servants. Ibn al-Murtada sides with the latter
view.
*
vi) Rights in specifying the plot of land and the type of seed
(69g-702):
Quoting the Imam Yahya, Ibn al-Murtada says that the right to
decide how much land to include under the musaqah contract lies with
the landowner, though the detail of the rest of Ibn al-Murtada's
meaning here and his reasoning behind it are not entirely clear
(:69io-11 ).
What is much clearer however is Ibn al-Murtada's next point
(:69ii—702) which concerns the choice of the type of plant to be
grown: according to the Imam al-Mu'ayyad, the right to choose lies
"with the one who has his hand on the land" (that is, the tenant,
since he does the farming), though according to the Imam Yahya, the
landowner may decide. Ibn al-Murtada then gives his own view in a
somewhat cryptic form: to paraphrase, "If there is a disagreement
about whether an article is a garment ( thawb) or a stocking (jirab),
those who say it is a garment must concede to the opinion of the one
who has the stocking in his hand". This presumably means that the
one who does the planting is best placed to decide what plants
should be grown.
vii) Disputes over size of rent:
Ibn al-Murtada gives two opinions about what should happen if a
dispute about the size of the rent occurs. One view is that both
parties should testify under oath to the amount, but others hold
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that the party who maintains the higher value should be taken to be
correct. Ibn al-Murtada sides with the latter view.
With this Ibn al-Murtada concludes his discussion of
sharecropping in its several forms.
5.24 Discussion
Of the four fiqh texts chosen for detailed study in this chapter and
the previous chapter of this thesis, that of the Kifab al-MuzaraPah
from al-Bahr al-Zakhkfiar of Ibn al-Murtada. is by far the most
difficult. As was pointed out in Section 5.22 above, the work was
written with ZaydT legal scholars in mind and makes no concessions
to those who are not well-read in early fiqh. Although for the
4
present writer several lacunae in comprehension remain, it has been
possible to attempt to give, in the above Section, a detailed
synopsis of most of the points Ibn al-Murtada makes.
One feature of what Ibn al-Murtada has to say on sharecropping
is immediately apparent from the synopsis given above: it is much
longer and more detailed than the passages on the subject by either
al-ShaficI or al-NawawT31. The greater length is partly accounted
for by the range of questions taken up by Ibn al-Murtada
(sharecropping by dhimmls on Muslim land, sharecropping on waqf
land, provision of the tenant's tools of trade, and so on) which are
not mentioned by either al-ShaficT or al-NawawT, and moreover, in
contrast to the two ShaficT authorities, Ibn al-Murtada covers all
three Islamic forms of sharecropping contract; that is to say, not
only musaqah and muzaraPah, but also mugHarasah, a term not actually
31 Although admittedly a very imperfect measure, the number of
lines of printed Arabic gives at least an idea of the length of the
sharecropping passages in the various works. These are (excluding
headings and subheadings which stand alone on their own lines):
al-Shafici, 31 lines; al-Nawawi, 49 lines; Ibn al-Murtada, 97 lines.
Al-Shawkanl's chapter on sharecropping in the Nayl al-Awfar, the
subject of the next Section of this thesis (Section 5.3 below), is
by far the longest of any of the four works under consideration,
running to 284 lines, but, as will be seen, it is of a rather
different nature from the others.
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used by either of the two ShaficTs but used by Ibn al-Murtada* only
a century or so after al-NawawT.
The greater length of Ibn al-Murtada's chapter is also however
the result of the much greater number of authorities he quotes. It
is notable that these authorities are by no means restricted to
Zaydls, even though the Imams Yahya, al-Hadl and al-Mu'ayyad are his
most often quoted references. Also frequently cited are adherents
of the four Sunn! legal Schools, including al-ShaficT himself, and
as has been noted in the synopsis given in Section 5.23 above, Ibn
al-Murtada often agrees with a Sunn! authority.
A number of points of disagreement between the ShaficTs and Ibn
al-Murtada can be identified, and this is so despite the fact that
all the authorities base their rulings ultimately on the same
badlths, and especially the fjacflths relating the action of the
Prophet at Khaybar. The most important difference is that, for Ibn
al-Murtada, not only are musaqah contracts-valid, but also free¬
standing muzaraPah contracts and mugharasah contracts - given, that
is, certain stated conditions. Further, Ibn al-Murtada's general
attitude to sharecropping shows in the terminology he uses. Whereas
with al-NawawT the engaged party is a mere c~ami 1, a labourer, Ibn
al-Murtada refers to him as muktarl or ajlr or musta'jir (all of
which may be translated as tenant), and he employs the term c~ami 1
only in connection with the musaqah contract. This same usage has
already been seen in the Yemeni Civil Code, al-dariun al-Madanl,
discussed in Chapter 3 (Section 3.5 above).
Other differences exist between al-NawawT's interpretation and
that of Ibn al-Murtada, but they are more minor, such as what should
happen if a tenant dies during the period of the contract: for
al-Nawawx the death of a tenant means that his heirs become
responsible for the completion of the contract; for Ibn al-Murtada,
however, the death of the tenant (in a mugHarasah contract, at
least) will mean that the contract must be annulled.
What is perhaps more surprising than the differences between
the two ShaficI authorities and the ZaydT Ibn al-Murtada are the
points they have in common. The words to be used to make a musaq~ah
contract, for example, are almost identical in the forms given by
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both al-NawawT and Ibn al-Murtada. Again, the lists given by both
al-Nawawl and Ibn al-Murtada of the duties expected of the tenant
are very similar, even though the criterion each uses to define
legitimate work is different: for Ibn al-Murtada, the test is
whether the work is integral to tending the trees, while for
al-Nawawi, as was seen in Chapter 4 (Section 4.32), the criterion
was whether the work recurred each year.
The point was made in Section 5.21 above that al-Batjr
al-Zakhkfiar is a fundamental work for ZaydT thinking. To what
extent Ibn al-Murtada's views on sharecropping are reflected in the
writings of another, more recent, ZaydT authority, Muhammad bn cAli
al-ShawkanT, is the subject of the next Section.
4
5.3 Al-ShawkanT on Sharecropping in the Ate/7 al-Awfar
5.31 Al-ShawkanT and his Nay] al-Awfar
Muhammad bn cAlT bn Muhammad bn cAbdallah al-ShawkanT was born in
1173/1760 in Sanca', hence his subordinate nisbahs al-SancanT and
al-YamanT (also al-YamanT)32. His father came from Shawkan in the
province of Khawlan to the northeast of §anca' where he was a ZaydT
qa<fi, an occupation he continued after moving to the capital Sanca'.
Al-ShawkanT showed his intellectual brilliance early in his studies
of Islamic law in Sanca', and after he became a qatfi his fatwas came
to be in demand not only in San°a' but throughout northern Yemen.
His life coincided with the rule of the three ZaydT Yemeni Imams
al-Mansur CA1T bn al-MahdT cAbbas (1189/1775-1224/1809),
al-Mutawakki1 Ahmad bn al-Mansur CA1T (1224/1809-1231/1816), and
al-MahdT cAbdallah bn al-Mutawakkil Ahmad (1231/1816-1251/1835)33.
It was the Imam al-Mansur CA1T who appointed him to the office of
Grand GatfT3*, and in 1209/1794 at the young age of 34 he was given
the title Shaykh a 1-IsTaw.
Before his death in 1250/183435, al-ShawkanT had written more
than two dozen books and essays on fiqh, tafslr and other religious
32 The main secondary sources on which the following background
information on the life and works of al-ShawkanT has been based are:
al-cAmrT 1992d; and Brockelmann 1937-49, Supplement :II, 818-19.
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subjects, several of which have been published, and also a dlwan of
poetry. Brockelmann lists 24 works by him and in addition a
collection of his fatwas recorded by his son Ahmad with the title
a 1-Fatt] al-Rabbanl fl Fafawa al-Imam a 1-Shawkanl36. Husayn
°Abdallah al-cAmri37 mentions a few other titles by al-Shawkanl not
cited by Brockelmann.
Probably the best known of his fiqh works is the Nayl al-Awfar
min A/jadlth Sayyid al-Akhyar [fl] sharfy Muntaqa al-Akhbar, of which
there are at least two published editions: the 1297 (1878) Bulaq
edition, and the 1973 Beirut edition3*. The text consulted here is
that of the Beirut edition of 1973. The chapter which concerns
sharecropping in this edition is found in Volume VI, pp. 7-18, and
4
is entitled Kitab al-Musaqah wa-al-MuzaraFah. In this section there
is as far as can be seen only one probable error (al-mushmati7ah for
al-mushtamilah on p. 13 of the published text).
3 3 Some of the regnal dates of the ZaydT imams in the late
12th/18th to early 13th/19th centuries are unavoidably open to
differences of opinion, owing largely to the frequent periods when
two or more claimants exercised control in different regions. (The
regnal periods given by Bosworth (1967 :72), for example, differ
considerably from those given here.) For present purposes,
al-Shamahi (1985 :169-170) has been relied on for the HijrT dates,
which happen to coincide with the Christian dates given by Dresch
(1993 :201).
34 Cadi al-Qudah wa-Rals al-Qudah.
35 Al-cAmri (1992d :828b) in the al-MawslF ah al-Yamanlyah gives
the year of his death as 1250/1834. Brockelmann (1937-49,
Supplement :II, 818) also gives the HijrT year as 1250 (though this
has been incorrectly converted to AD 1832 - see Spuler 1961). The
title page of the 1973 Beirut edition of Nayl al-Awfar however gives
the HijrT year of his death as 1255 (which would be AD-1839-40).
36 Brockelmann 1937-49, Supplement :II, 818-19.
37 Al-cAmrT 1992d :829a.
38 Al-ShawkanT, Muhammad bn CA1T bn Muhammad, Nay 1 al-Awfar min
Atyadlth Sayyid al-Akhyar, (6 vols.) 1973, Dar al-JTl, Beirut.
Brockelmann (1937-49, Supplement :II, 818-19) gives a slightly
modified title for the 1297 (1878) Bulaq edition: Nayl al-Awfar min
Asfar [fl sharh] Muntaqa al-Akhbar.
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As is usual in a work of this period, punctuation is sparse.
The quotation marks surrounding fjacHths, and the occasional full
stops and colons are possibly editorial. Occasional stars and the
letter Ha' _i> (standing for intaha, it has ended), which are devices
often found in Mss. to mark the end of a quotation or a section, may
however be original.
Apart from a few somewhat puzzling passages, al-ShawkanT's text
is lucid and his material and arguments are logically presented and
clearly explained, making the work considerably more approachable
than al-Bafrr al-ZakhkHar of Ibn al-Murtada. In the course of his
discussion on sharecropping al-ShawkanT mentions by name some
seventy persons. Most of these are readily identifiable as Asfiab
. «
(Companions of the Prophet), Tabicun (their Successors), the early
collectors of badlths (especially al-BukharT, Muslim and Dawud), and
the founders and early adherents of all four Sunn! legal Schools.
In addition, he cites at one point the views of the less well-known
ZahirT School. Al-ShawkanT refers also to five works in his
sharecropping chapter. Of these, al-Qamus and al-Umm are easily
identifiable as al-FiruzabadT's lexicon a l-<3amus a 1-Mutjlt and
al-ShaficT's Kifab al-Umm respectively. A third, al-Mu$annaf, is
likely to be the famous work by the traditionist Abu Bakr cAbd
al-Razzaq bn Hammam al-Sancani (126/744-211/827)39, the teacher of
Ahmad Ibn Hanbal, since al-ShawkanT elsewhere cites cAbd al-Razzaq
by name. The other two (al-IqTld and al-Fatb) have not been
identified.
As if to show his Zaydi credentials, al-ShawkanT always inserts
wa-~ali-hi (and his family) in the honorific formula following a
mention of the Prophet used particularly by the ZaydTs and other
ShTcah sects: $alTa AlTahu calay-hi wa-~a 1 i-hi wa-sa 1 lam (May God
bless him and his family and grant him salvation). Despite this,
he, like Ibn al-Murtada, draws extensively on the views of the four
Sunn! schools of law (even though he does not always agree with
them), and both of these Zaydi authorities could be seen perhaps as
39 See al-cAmrT 1992e :II, 633.
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specific validations of N.J. Coulson's assertion that Zaydi law is
"a fusion of Sunnite and Shicite principles"40. More than this,
though, even to regard al-Shawkani as a Zaydi may be misleading,
since, as Brockelmann has declared, he did not restrict himself to
any acknowledged madhhab*1, and it is certainly notable that, in at
least the Kitab al-Musaqah wa-al-Muzaracah of the Nayl a 1-Awfar,
al-Shawkani does not cite a single Zaydi imam. While this omission
may be because he is sure his readership will already be well-versed
in the writings of previous Zaydi authorities, it should be noted
that such an assumption was not made by Ibn al-Murtada, who, as been
seen above (in Section 5.23), quotes the views of previous Zaydi
imams very frequently indeed.
Al-Shawkani's Kifab al-Musaqah wa-al-MuzaraPah in the Nayl
al-Awfar falls broadly into two sections. In the first (pp. 7-11)
his concern is to show that in his opinion the sharecropping
contracts of both muzaracah and musaq'ah are legally valid. In
support of this view he quotes several hadlths and the opinions of
many eminent jurists from the different legal schools. The
substance of the hacflths he quotes have already been discussed in
Chapter 3 (Section 3.3 above). His second and longer section
(pp. 11-18) deals with situations in which such contracts can be
legally invalid, and here again he underpins his argument with the
relevant hacTiths and cites the views of other jurists. The
circumstance with which he is principally concerned where a contract
would be invalid is when a landowner stipulates that his share of
the harvest is to be cropped from a specific plot of ground and
particularly where that plot is close to irrigation channels and is
therefore better watered.
40 Coulson 1964 :119.
41 Brockelmann 1937-49, Supplement :II, 818. Al-Shawkani's
intellectual "emanicipation" from sectarian restraints, especially
regarding his poetry, is the subject on an article by Muhammad
Mustafa Balbajj (1990). See also al-Ahdal (1990) and Rafidah
(1990).
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Although much longer than the section devoted to sharecropping
by Ibn al-Murtada, al-ShawkanT's treatment of the subject can be
summarised rather more succinctly.
5.32 A Synopsis of the Kifab al-Musadah wa-a1-Muzara°ah with
Comments
As is common in such fiqh works as Nayl al-Awfar, al-ShawkanT opens
this chapter on sharecropping with the recitation of the bad!ths
relevant to the subject. Here, as throughout the work, his sources
of badlths are not only the two most highly regarded collections -
the SatfHjan of al-Bukharl (d. 256/870) and Muslim (d. 261/875) - but
also the four other well-known "canonical" collections of Abu Dawud
(d. 275/889), al-Nasa'T (d. 303/915), Ibn fjanbal (d. 241/855) and
Ibn Majih (d. 273/887).
The first two badlths al-ShawkanT quotes originate from
cAbdallah bn cUmar, the son of the second caliph, and concern the
Prophet's dealings with the Jews of Khaybar. The substance of these
badlths has already been discussed in Chapter 3 (Section 3.32), and
as was seen there the deal that the Prophet granted the Khaybar Jews
was that they could continue to work the land in return for handing
over half of the dates and grain they harvested. Al-ShawkanT then
quotes the introductory remarks to these Khaybar badlths made by
al-BukharT, Muslim, Abu Dawud and al-Nasa'T, before drawing a
conclusion of his own: that the badlths indicate that the seed-corn
would be provided by those working the land (that is, the Jews) and
that the shares of the two parties to the arrangement would be
equal.
The next two badlths quoted by al-ShawkanT which originate
respectively from cUmar, the second caliph, and cAbdallah bn cAbbas,
a cousin of the Prophet, also concern the deal with the Jews at
Khaybar.
Al-ShawkanT's fifth badith, from Abu Hurayrah, a Companion
well-known for the large number of badlths he narrated, deals with
the event at Medina when the Angar allowed the newly arrived
Muhajirun to work the land in return for a share of the harvest,
while the sixth badith is the narration from Tawus that a certain
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Companion called Mucadh bn Jabal leased land in return for a third
or a quarter of the harvest during the Prophet's lifetime and
continued to do so throughout the caliphates of the first three
Rashidun Caliphs Abu Bakr, cUmar and cUthman, spanning the years
11/632 to 35/656. Al-Shawkani follows this with a further narration
from al-Bukharl which states that several well-known and eminent
Muhajirun, including cAli and his family, and cAbdallah bn Mas'ud,
cUmar bn cAbd al-cAzIz and the family of Abu Bakr, all made
sharecropping contracts in exchange for a half or a quarter of the
harvest. Al-Shawkani then comments on the reliability of the isnads
of these hadiths. The only error he notes is in the fjadith which
concerns Mucadh bn Jabal since the latter had already died during
_ 4
the caliphate of cUmar and that Tawus could not therefore have heard
the narration from Mucadh.
In presenting these well-known hadlths al-Shawkanl's intention
is quite clear. He is establishing, first, that the Prophet himself
made a sharecropping contract, and second, that eminent Muslims
practised the system with the tacit approval of the Prophet and
continued the practice for at least twenty years after his death.
These are points which al-Shawkanl takes up later as evidence that
sharecropping contracts are valid.
Al-Shawkanl then briefly discusses the nature of the musaqah
contract. According to him, the majority view is that it is a
sharecropping contract on land growing date-palms, grape-vines, and
any other trees which bear fruit, though others have restricted its
application. He says:
The musaqah is [a contract] in date-palms, grape-vines and
all fruiting trees in which a known part of the fruit goes
to the ajlr (tenant); this opinion is held by everyone.
In his later writings42 al-ShaficT applied [the term] only
to date-palms and grape-vines. Dawud43 restricted it to
date-palms. Malik said [the contract] is valid in sown
crops and trees but is invalid in vegetables according to
most authorities, but it has been narrated from Ibn Dinar
42 The Arabic reads here: wa-H qawli-hi al-jadld. Cf.
al-NawawT's use of al-qadlm (in Nayl al-Awfar : 11, 1432-3 ) to refer
to al-Shafici's earlier writings (Chapter 4, Section 4.32).
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that he [Malik] considered it valid [even] in
[vegetables].**
Al-ShawkanT now embarks on a short discussion of the etymology
of the terms muz~araPah and mukbabarah. Muz~aracah is easily disposed
of since the root at least is clear (z-r-c, sowing). Mukbabarah is
more of a problem since, he says, different authorities have
different views of its provenance. He himself, it would appear,
prefers the derivation of the term from khabi r, meaning farmer, but
he quotes three other possibilities favoured by other authorities:
khabar (soft land), khubr (a portion or share), and Khaybar.
Al-ShawkanT's next concern is to give the ShaficT view of the
practice, and in so doing he quotes directly from the Kifab al-Umm.
Al-ShawkanT's words read as follows:
The ShaficTs have explained mukbabarah by saying that it
is working on the land in return .for part of what is
produced from it, the seed-corn being supplied by the
labourer. Some people have held that the terms musaqah,
muzaraPah and mukbabarah all have the same meaning.
Al-ShaficT himself stated this. In the [Kifab] al-Umm
under the chapter on the muzaracah he says:
"If a man hands over [a plot of] arc,i bayda' (land on
which there are no perennial crops) to another man on
the basis that the latter cultivates it and one part
of anything which is produced from [the land] belongs
to him, then this is the muftaqalah, mukbabarah and
muzaracah which the Messenger of God (may peace be
upon him and his family) prohibited."
Al-BukharT made a similar statement, he being of the
[same] viewpoint as the ShaficTs.45
43 The Dawud meant here is probably Dawud bn Khalaf (d. 884), the
imam of the (now extinct) ZahirT School which was characterised by
its literal approach to interpreting the Qur'an and the badlths,
since al-ShawkanT later quotes a view of that madhhab (:9i3 in the
cited published edition).
44 Al-ShawkanT Nay 1 al-Awfar :V, 815-19.
45 Al-ShawkanT Nayl al-Awfar :V, 826-96. Al-ShawkanT's quotation
from al-ShaficT is to be found in the Kifab al-Umm :VII, 101.
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Al-ShawkanT follows this with a quotation from al-FTruzabadT's
al-<3amus al-Mufj7t which defines the muzaraPah in substantially the
same terms as the definition by al-ShaficT, though al-FTruzabadT's
definition of mukfiabarah makes by no means any clear distinction.
Al-ShawkanT's words in translation are:
[Al-Flruzabadi, the author of] the QamZis, says:
"The muzaraPah is the mutual deal on land for part of
what is produced from it, the seed-corn being supplied
by the landowner", and:
"The mukhabarah is when he sows on the basis of half
or a similar proportion".46
Al-ShawkanT now considers the question of time limits to
sharecropping contracts, and specifically whether or not the
agreement made between the Prophet and the Jews of Khaybar had a
fixed time period. He notes that some (unnamed) authorities hold
the view that there should be a time limit-, quoting in support of
this view a badlth about the Prophet's order for the Jews' final
expulsion from Arabia. He also mentions the opposing view, however,
and it is not clear from the text which opinion he himself adheres
to on this matter.
He then gives the details of the authorities from whom the
badlth about the deal struck between the Ansar and the Muhajirun in
Medina originated.
On the way he observes that there exist other hadi ths which
mention sharecropping contracts but that al-BukharT includes them
not in his chapter on sharecropping but rather under salaf, a type
of transaction involving advance payment for goods which will be
delivered at a later date. Al-ShawkanT deduces that al-BukharT did
this to show that there is no difference of opinion among the
authorities about the legality of sharecropping. The point is that
these other hadiths which al-BukharT categorises as dealing with
salaf would seem ostensibly to prohibit sharecropping contracts
46 Al-ShawkanT Nayl al-Awtar :V, 96-7. The quotations he makes
are to be found in al-FTruzabadT al-Gamus al-Mufjlt : 11, 447b and 6b.
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outright. Al-Shawkanx does not mention this here though he takes up
later the question of conflicting evidence from the hadl ths*1.
Al-Shawkanx then summarises the validity of muzaracah and
musaqah contracts according to the authorities who support the view
that these contracts are legal, including several Companions of the
Prophet and jurists including the Hanafxs Abu Yusuf (d. 182/798) and
Muhammad bn a1-Hasan al-Shaybanx (d. 189/804). Al-ShawkanT's
summary is, in essence, that both contracts are valid whether as
free-standing contracts the one involving sown crops and the other
irrigation of perennial crops, or as a combined contract involving
both types of crop. Although al-Shawkani does not mention the fact,
the significance of this can be understood when it is remembered
*
that the developed Shaficx doctrine allows muzaraPah only if it is
an integral part of a musaqah contract, as was discussed in Chapter
4 (Section 4.3 above) when al-NawawT's view was being considered.
That is to say, al-ShawkanT is arguing here that the ShaficT
restriction on sharecropping with annually sown crops is not
required.
It is at this point that al-ShawkanT introduces what is to
become the main thrust of his argument against authorities who deny
the validity of sharecropping. His thesis is that they have
misinterpreted the nature of the prohibitions contained in the
so-called prohibition hadlths in either of two ways. First, these
prohibitions in al-ShawkanT's view are of the nahy al-tanzlh
category rather than nahy al-tafarlm: that is to say, injunctions to
avoid if possible certain actions, and not outright prohibitions.
Second, the hadlths which prohibit sharecropping apply only to cases
where the shares of the crop for each of the parties come from
different plots of land. A translation of al-ShawkanT .'s words is as
follows.
47 In an earlier chapter of Nay1 al-Awfar (:V, 278 ff.)
al-ShawkanT himself discusses the salaf hadlths recorded by
al-Bukharx and the other traditionists.
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Concerning the fjadlths that prohibit the muzaraPah [the
authorities who uphold the legality of sharecropping]
respond by saying that they relate to a tanzlh
prohibition. Some say that they relate to cases where the
landlord stipulates [that his share of the crop is to come
from] a specific plot [of the land].4*
Before discussing this further al-Shawkani establishes that
even those authorities who deny the legality of sharecropping as
such accept that leasing land for a rent on which a cash value can
be placed is permitted. He goes on to say that sharecropping
however is different from ordinary leasing in that the cash value of
the rent cannot be known at the time the contract is made, and that
in the view of the authorities who reject sharecropping the Khaybar
tjadlths cannot be used as evidence to support the practice since the
Jews at Khaybar were conquered canwatan (that is to say, by
force)49. They therefore became slaves, so the argument goes, and
could not act as equal partners in a sharecropping contract.
Al-ShawkanT's discussion of this and allied matters leads into
the second section of the chapter. In it he is principally
concerned with situations in which sharecropping contracts are
indeed invalid and how the opponents of sharecropping have wrongly
generalised such circumstances to sharecropping per se. He begins
by quoting five bacFiths at least three of which originate from the
Companion Rafic bn KhadTj. The gist of all these five had!ths has
already been discussed in Chapter 3 (Section 3.33 above). It is
that during the Prophet's lifetime Muslims used to practise
sharecropping in which the shares of the two parties would come from
different parts of the land and that the Prophet prohibited this
practice. In three of these fjacfiths the plot which produced the
landowner's share is stated specifically to be the part of the land
48 Al-ShawkanT Nayl al-Awtar :V, lOs-6.
49 cAnwatan, by force, as opposed to sully1, by treaty. In
theory, the way in which lands were conquered by the Muslim decided
the manner by which they were to be dealt with from the points of
view of ownership, taxation and so on, though as F. L0kkegaard, D.C.
Dennett and others have shown the theory did not always apply in
practice (L0kkegaard 1950 :45ff. et passim-, Dennett 1950 passim).
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alongside water-channels (which could be expected to be better
irrigated). In the other two the narrator states that different
plots would often produce differential yields (and would therefore
also be unfair to one or other of the parties to the contract).
So that these five hadiths may be fully understood by his
readers al-ShawkanT then embarks on a detailed explanation of the
key phrases in them. First, he explains the term haql, which occurs
in one of the bacHths, by quoting from al-FlruzabadT's al-<3anius
al-Mufjit■ Al-FTruzabadi gives four meanings, one of which is
muzaracah and the other three are transactions involving gharar
(risk).
Al-ShawkanT then argues that what the Prophet had prohibited
4
here is not sharecropping itself but a form of sharecropping in
which the shares of the parties come from different plots of land, a
practice which leads to gharar. Gharar must of course be
strenuously avoided since, as al-ShawkanT later states, it "leads to
disputes and to a futile waste of people's resources"50.
The next point which al-ShawkanT sets out to explain is
subsidiary to the main thrust of his argument. It concerns whether
the narrator Rafic bn Khadlj (whose sharecropping hadiths were
examined in Chapter 3, Section 3.33 above) had correctly reported in
this context that leasing land for cash was permitted or whether he
had interpolated this from another frame of reference. The question
of leasing land for cash is a subject that al-ShawkanT returns to
later.
Among the significant phrases in the had! ths which al-ShawkanT
quotes are three terms meaning the banks of water-channels
(al-niadhiyariat, aqbal al-jadawil and al-arbica'). After clarifying
these he restates at greater length his argument against those who
claim the had!ths prohibit sharecropping: what has been prohibited,
50 Al-ShawkanT Nayl al-Awtar :V, 1225-26. The Arabic here reads:
al-gharar al-mu'addi iTa al-tashajur wa-akl amwal al-nas
bi-al-tiati 7.
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he says, is not sharecropping itself but rather sharecropping
contracts which include stipulations that the crop is to be divided
according to where it grows on the land or to other conditions which
can lead to gharar. To support his argument further he notes again
the fact that both the Prophet and the Companions practised such
dealings and he quotes from another fjadlth related by Rafic bn
KhadTj which relays the words of the Prophet:
"Whoever has land, let him cultivate it himself or let him
get someone else to cultivate it for him, and the two
parties should not find it reprehensible to practise this
arrangement in return for a third or a quarter of the crop
nor for stated foodstuffs."51
4
Turning now to narrations which relate that the Prophet
seemingly prohibited sharecropping al-Shawkanl quotes two hadlths
from the collection of the Traditionist Abu Dawud, one of which
contains the Prophet's rebuke to a sharecropper: "Arbaytum" (You
have practised ritSa (unjustified profit)). But al-Shawkanl argues
that such hadlths cannot invalidate the many authoritative faacfiths
which indicate that the Prophet did institute sharecropping at
Khaybar, that the Companions continued the practice after his death,
and that therefore the practice per se cannot be rib~a. Nor can the
hacfiths which permit sharecropping be taken as specifically valid
only for the Prophet and not valid for any of his followers since
his most eminent Companions continued to practice it. If it had
been forbidden, al-Shawkanl says, it would be extremely unlikely
that the Companions would be unaware of the fact.
Al-ShawkanT then moves on to quote three further bacHths, this
time from the Companion Asid bn Zuhayr but again involving Rafic bn
KhadTj. The sharecropping system in question here involved not only
a share for the landlord from the part of the land irrigated by
water-channels as in the previous hacHths, but also in addition the
quparah (the grain which is not expelled from the husk after the
first threshing). After stating this, AsTd is then told by Rafic
51 tfadnth quoted by al-Shawkanl Nay! al-Awtar :V, 13i3-i4.
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that this practice was forbidden by the Prophet. Al-ShawkanT notes
that this full version of the fjacHth is found in the collections of
Ibn IJanbal and Ibn Majih, but also that two other collections -
those of Abu Dawud and al-Nasa'T - significantly omit the beginning
of the narration in which AsTd describes the kind of sharecropping
involved. After a brief aside in which al-ShawkanT explains the
meaning of qu$arah and that fjaql here means land fit to be
cultivated, he cites a further fjadith, again from Rafic, in which
the share of the landlord is a quarter of the harvest and in
addition some absolute measures of fruit and barley, and the Prophet
forbade this.
As al-ShawkanT perceptively observes, the first part of AsTd's
4
words are crucial to understanding the true nature of the
prohibition. That is to say, sharecropping is not itself forbidden,
but rather sharecropping which involves extra stipulations which
favour unequally one of the parties, and especially the landlord.
In any case, according to al-ShawkanT, the prohibition is a tanzlh
prohibition, not an absolute prohibition binding in all
circumstances.
This is followed by two further badlths and al-ShawkanT's
comments on them. Both relate substantially the same kind of
situations as that narrated by AsTd bn Zuhayr. The first of these
originates from Jabir and the second from Sacd bn AbT Waqqag.
Al-ShawkanT concludes as before that the Prophet's prohibition as
narrated in the tjadlth must refer to the extra stipulations by which
the landlord profited unduly, either by having his share of the
harvest come from a favoured part of the land, or else by having
extra produce added to his share, or by both.
The remainder of what al-ShawkanT has to say in this chapter is
largely a reiteration of this argument. He quotes several more
hadlths in support of his interpretation, analysing after each
narration the critical phrases and drawing parallels with the
hadiths he has already quoted. A subsidiary argument, emerging from
certain of the fjadlths, concerns the permissibility or otherwise of
allowing land to lie fallow if neither the owner nor a tenant can
cultivate it. Al-ShawkanT points out that certain (unnamed)
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authorities disapprove of leaving land uncultivated because to waste
assests is prohibited and merit is attached to sowing and planting,
though he himself finds this reasoning unconvincing. As he rightly
indicates, land even if it is not under cultivation can be
beneficially used to produce timber and as pasturage for livestock,
and leaving it fallow, he adds, might well improve its fertility so
that one lost harvest would be made up for in subsequent years.
Al-ShawkanT then comes to his conclusion. If a landowner
wishes he may cultivate his land himself or lend it gratis to
someone else to cultivate for him or leave it fallow, though he is
compelled to do none of these. He then adds a fourth option which
is allowed by the consensus of jurists, namely, to lease the land,
4
and the implication is that the lease can be of the sharecropping
type.
5.33 Discussion
Although he touches on other aspects of sharecropping along the way,
such as the etymology of the terms muzaracah and mukhabarah, and the
explanation of certain uncommon terms in the hacHths meaning water-
channels, it is clear that the dominant concern of al-Shawkani in
the Kifab al-Musaqah wa-al-Muzaracah of his Nayl aJ-Awfar is to
prove the legitimacy of sharecropping contracts in Islam. There are
two thrusts to his argument and both are founded on a detailed
examination of the relevant /Judiths.
His first thrust relies on the fact that there are many
authoritative bacfiths which relate that not only the Prophet himself
but also a number of the Companions and the Successors engaged in
sharecropping. His second thrust is that the bacfiths which
ostensibly prohibit sharecropping can be shown in fact-not to
prohibit it absolutely. Either they forbid it only in certain
cases, notably where supplementary conditions are attached to a
contract which benefit one party unfairly, such as the stipulation
that the landowner's share should come from the land alongside the
water-channels, or else they are of the nature of tanzlh injunctions
(that is, injunctions to avoid certain actions if it is possible to
do so) and not absolute prohibitions of the nahy al-tabrlm kind.
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The lines of his argument then are clear enough. What is
perhaps not so clear is why al-ShawkanT should have devoted his
evidently considerable intellect to showing at such length and in
such detail why all three forms of sharecropping should be
considered valid. During al-Shawkanl's lifetime sharecropping in
the Yemen is likely to have been as commonplace and as acceptable a
means of leasing land as it will be shown to be, in Chapter 6 below,
in the present-day Yemen, and as it no doubt was at the time of Ibn
al-Murtada. Yet neither the authors of the modern Yemeni Civil Code
al-Gariun a 1-Madam nor Ibn al-Murtada make any more than a passing
reference to the badlths by which sharecropping in its three main
forms can be justified before they move on to the detailed practical
4
regulations. For al-ShawkanT, on the other hand, to justify
sharecropping was his central purpose.
5.4 Concluding Remarks on the Zavdi Position
Like his Zaydl predecessor Ibn al-Murtada, al-ShawkanT accepts all
three main forms of sharecropping as legally valid in principle,
given certain basic qualifications. This marks both authorities off
from the ShaficTs who, as has been seen, accept only musaqah and a
very limited form of muzaraP ah. Indeed, the ZaydT stance would seem
very much more relaxed, and could perhaps be called more pragmatic,
about sharecropping than many Sunn! authorities. This was true too
of the sharecropping Articles of the Yemeni Civil Code al-<3ariun
al-Madam which was discussed in Chapter 3 (Section 3.5 above) and
which might therefore be seen as encapsulating the ZaydT view rather
more than the ShaficT view. How far the ZaydT School can be viewed,
as N.J. Coulson has asserted, as "a fusion of Sunnite and ShTcite
principles" cannot of course be decided on the short and specific
passages under study in this chapter. However, it is surely notable
that both Ibn al-Murtada and al-ShawkanT do indeed draw extensively
on the views of the four SunnT schools of law, including the
ShaficTs, even though not always agreeing with them.
To that extent therefore Ibn al-Murtada and al-ShawkanT are
similar, despite the four hundred years that separates them.
However, al-ShawkanT's approach to the subject is very different
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from that of Ibn al-Murtada, as has been mentioned at the end of the
previous section (5.33 above), and the reason is that their
intentions are different. In fact, in the passages of these two
authorities which have been examined in this chapter we are dealing
with different kinds of fiqh text. Ibn al-Murtada is concerned with
putting forward in a detailed though abbreviated form to the ZaydT
culama' of his day the practical regulations affecting the different
types of sharecropping, such as what the duties of the tenant are,
or what happens if the landowner dies during the term of the
contract, and he spends hardly any time arguing the legal theory of
the validity of the practice. For him, its validity is axiomatic
and the briefest of mentions of supporting fjadlths is all that is
4
required. With al-Shawkani the position is reversed. He presents
detailed arguments for and against different kinds of sharecropping
contract, all founded on a close examination of the badlths, but he
does not concern himself with the day-to-day regulations of how
sharecropping contracts should be arranged and governed in practice.
Further, given this, it is by no means surprising that al-ShawkanT
makes no mention of custom (neither curf nor c~adah) at any point,
whereas Ibn al-Murtada specifically appeals to custom when he is
discussing the conditions of labour and the duties of the tenant.
In a sense therefore Ibn al-Murtada's work, despite its linguistic
and stylistic difficulties, is much more of a practical guide or
handbook to sharecropping than that of al-Shawkanl. It is to
sharecropping as it is practically organised in the Yemen today that
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CHAPTER 6 : THE CURRENT YEMENI SITUATION AND ARRANGEMENTS
6.1 Introductory Remarks
The theoretical issues involved in sharecropping in Islam have been
examined in Part I of this thesis. This chapter, Chapter 6,
together with much of the rest of Part II, is concerned with
sharecropping in the Yemen as it appears in practice. The source of
the information on which this chapter is based is mainly the
fieldwork which the present writer conducted in the Yemen in 1992
and 1993 and which will be referred to here as the present field
survey or the present field information. It is supported by and
contrasted with information derived from the published material of
other field researchers where such is available and comparable.
The chapter begins, in Section 6.2, with an explanatory
overview of the methodology and coverage of the present field
survey. In Section 6.3 there follows a discussion of the land
tenancy and sharecropping terminology as it is currently used in the
northern part of the country. Appendix 1 includes all the known
terms. Section 6.4 then shows the dominance of sharecropping in
land tenancy in the northern Yemen and Section 6.5 analyses the many
different systems of crop-sharing found there.
6.2 The Field Data
6.21 Methodology
Field information was collected in the northern part of the Yemen
during two periods of field study totalling almost four months in
1992 and 1993. The aim of the first field visit of five weeks in
September and October 1992 was primarily to gain an acquaintanceship
with the northern Yemen at first hand and in particular its
agricultural geography1. Journeys were made to several regions
including the high plateaux around Sanca', the mountains to the west
of Sanca', the ZabTd area on the coastal plain of Tihamah and the
mountains around Ibb. In each region an overview of agricultural
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practices and particularly land tenancy and sharecropping systems
was gained from conversations with landowners, tenants, qacfls,
officials of the Ministry of Agriculture and others with specialist
knowledge. The field information so gained provided the basis for a
longer and more intensive field visit a year later during which a
more systematic survey could be conducted.
This second field visit of over two months was undertaken
during August, September and October 1993. A list of topics, based
on questions that had arisen during the first field trip and from
the study of certain Arabic texts2 and secondary literature was
drawn up as the basis for a more systematic survey of farming
practices, especially crop sharing, and the part played in them by
curf (customary law).
In each location visited information was sought from local
farmers and other knowledgeable sources on the following topics:
Background information on the location, the landholdings, and
the marketing or disposal of the produce;
Information on the crops, and the ownership of trees and
other perennials;
The source of the agricultural water (rain, well, ghayl,
sayl3), and the ownership of the water rights and, where
present, the water pump;
Whether the land is owner-farmed, farmed by a tenant paying a
fixed rent, or sharecropped;
If tenanted for a fixed rent or sharecropped,
- the details of the contract, including the local
terminology involved;
- whether the contract is written or verbal;
1 The author is grateful for the grant of £250 from the Carnegie
Institute towards the costs of this first field visit.
2 In particular, the passages on sharecropping in Ibn al-Murtada's
al-Batjr al-Zakhkhar discussed above in Chapter 5 (Section 5.2) and
the sharecropping fatwas of Ibn Jacman which will be discussed in
Chapter 8 (Section 8.5).
3 The terms ghayl and sayl were introduced in Chapter 1 (Section
1.3) and will be further examined later in this present chapter.
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- which party is responsible for supplying the seed and
other agricultural inputs;
- the amount paid in rent, either as a fixed sum or a
proportion of the crop, and if a proportion, how much
is due to the landowner, the sharecropper, the water
pump owner (if present), and whether these proportions
are paid in cash or in kind;
- the length of contract, and whether there is any
special renewal procedure;
- whether by custom any services or special gifts are
expected of the tenant which are not specified in the
contract;
Details of sharecropping contracts which involve animals,
including the local terminology involved, and details of any
customary presents generally to the owner of the animals;
The main causes of disputes between landowners and their
tenants and neighbours, and the methods of settlement of such
disputes.
Sixty-six interviews were conducted with approximately 100
tenants, landowners and others involved in agricultural matters,
sometimes in groups of two, three or four, but more often
individually. Sixty of these interviews were recorded on audio
cassettes, covering about 13 hours of recording time. The other six
were taken down in note form only, in most cases because conditions
were not suitable for audio recording (often because a water pump
was working close by). In addition, conversations of a more casual
kind were engaged in with market traders, motor pickup owners and
other Yemenis about agricultural matters whenever the opportunity
arose.
The interviews, though loosely structured, were of a
free-flowing nature as far as possible, and although most
respondents were asked most questions, there was no meticulously
applied format4. Where a line of questioning seemed to be producing
no useful information, or no additional information, it was
4 It should be mentioned that the 66 interviews did not form a
formal questionnaire survey. It was considered that such an
approach would have been inappropriate, given both the nature of the
material being enquired into and also the lack of a team of skilled
interviewers.
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abandoned. On the other hand, where a question provoked an
unexpected or interesting response, the subject was pursued and
often produced a new line of questioning which was followed in later
conversations.
Objections to the recording of the interviews on the grounds
that respondents would be inhibited from speaking the truth are
judged to be unfounded. In the first place, no information of a
particularly sensitive economic, political or personal kind was
being demanded, and names of respondents were deliberately not asked
for (though in fact many respondents volunteered theirs). In any
case, most Yemenis have already become accustomed to hearing Yemeni
farmers and others being interviewed on radio and often on
4
television too. In the event, practically all the respondents
talked willingly.
Recording the interviews also had positive advantages. It
allowed the extraction of much more information from the responses
than manual note-making would have permitted, and moreover a greater
certainty than would otherwise might have been possible about the
exact meaning of what respondents said, particularly in cases where
unfamiliar terminology and dialectal usages were involved, since
doubtful passages in the recordings could later be studied at
leisure and if necessary played back in the presence of other
respondents from the same area. This was particularly valuable in
the case of older farmers whose diction was not always fully
comprehensible to the present writer on first listening but among
whom were found some of the most informative respondents concerning
traditional practices.
6.22 Coverage
Table 6.1 shows the regions into which the locations at which the
interviews were conducted have been classified. The criteria on
which the classification is based are climate, topography and
dominant sources of water. Figure 6.1 maps the locations of the
interviews in relation to these regions.
As can be seen from the table and figure, all the study regions
are represented by at least five settlements each and at least 13
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Table 6.1 : THE SAtfLE LOCATIONS OF THE PRESENT FTKFJ> saiRVEY
No .of interviews:
Resion: northern Mountains:
Characteristics: cool climate on upper slopes, warm in valleys;




- Qabi_l Wad! Zahr 2
- Shibam
_ 4
- Sanac (SW of Sanca') 1
- MadTnat al-Shirq 2
Regional total: 13
Resion: Northern Plateaux:
Characteristics: cool climate; rain-fed agriculture and pump wells
- cAmran 2











- al-Kahaylah (south of Radac) 3
Regional total: 14
Resion: Southern Mountains:
Characteristics: warm to hot climate with high rainfall; ghayl
irrigation and rain-fed agriculture
- Ibb 2
- al-cUdayn 4
- al-Waqash (above Jiblah) 4




Characteristics: hot; humid near coast; pump well irrigation, with
sayl irrigation especially important towards and within the piedmont
zone
- al-Kimbabiyah (in al-Abyat area) 4
- al-Mukaymaniyah (in al-Zacfaran area) 2




Total, all regions: 66
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Figure 6.1 : THE SAMPLE LOCATIONS OF THE PRESENT FIELD SURVEY
"~n—- tarred roads • sample locations © other settlemen
Kev to Sample Locations • —
1 al-Tawilah 9 al-fjawiri & Hamdan 17 al-Waqash
2 al-Ahjur 10 Dhamar 18 Dhl al-Sufal
3 Qabi1 Wad l Zahr 11 Afq 19 al-Qacidah
4 Shibam 12 Ribat cImran 20 al-Kimba^ivah
5 Sanac 13 al-Mayfacah 21 a1-Mukaymanlyah
6 Madinat al-Shira 14 al-Kahavlah OO Zabid
7 °Amran 15 Ibb 23 al-Suwavq
8 Najr 16 ai-cUdayn 24 Mishrafah
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interviews, except the Northern Plateaux in which the available time
permitted only seven interviews to be conducted. Further, in the
Central Tihamah region only one settlement (Mishrafah) was visited
in the Tihamah piedmont zone. This was unfortunate, and
particularly so since this zone is an extremely important area of
sayl (spate) irrigation and sayl as a water source is not well
represented in the field survey data as a whole. But because of
both the hostile summer climate and the difficulties of transport
away from the few tarred roads in the region, more time could not be
devoted to extending the study to other settlements in the Tihamah
piedmont. It is considered however that the main part of the
Central Tihamah and also the other three regions are reasonably well
represented by the sample settlements and interviews.
Nevertheless, the number of farmers covered in the interviews
is of course a negligible proportion of the total population
involved in agriculture, and given the large differences in
conditions both between and within regions, and therefore the number
of subsamples necessary for full analysis, this sample cannot be
considered a reliably representative sample in terms of strict
statistical analysis. The representation of lands irrigated by sayl
in particular, as already noted above, was less than desirable.
The aim of the field survey was not however to collect data of
an essentially statistical kind, such as the economic conditions of
the farmers or the relative productivity of different crops, and it
does not claim to be representative statistically of even the
northern part of the Yemen. In view of the practical and logistic
difficulties of field surveys in areas such as the Yemen (including
particularly transport and accommodation in rural areas),
representative coverage of the whole country and the use of
statistically sound sampling methods are hardly a practical
possibility for individual researchers5. In the present survey a
particular settlement was often chosen to be visited not for any
sound scientific reason but simply because a pickup vehicle was
chanced upon that happened to be going there and had a space vacant
among the sacks of grain and the couple of goats, and returning to
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base from remote settlements so selected sometimes proved to be
difficult and time consuming.
Even so, an effort was made to collect information of a
qualitative nature over as wide an area and in as many settlements
of the northern part of the country as was practically feasible, so
that as much detail as possible could be examined of the variability
of terminology, procedures and practices in the field of Yemeni
agricultural tenancies and in particular sharecropping. In each
settlement visited as many farmers as possible were engaged in
conversation, though it was found in fact that replies to the same
questions in the same settlement very soon began to produce
repetitive answers after a few knowledgeable respondents had been
4
interviewed. In addition visits were paid in each area to local
officials, such as qadls and village registrars, and to the regional
and local representatives of the Ministry of Agriculture, and these
were also interviewed; such respondents constitute seven of the
total of 66 interviews. It is on the information derived from the
66 interviews that the rest of this chapter is largely based.
6.3 The Yemeni Terajno logy of Sharecropping and Related Matters
6.31 Landholdinss in General
A common term among Yemeni farmers for landholdings in a general
sense is iqfaPlyat (rather than 7<7facat) and landowners are
sometimes referred to especially by tenants as iqfaPlylrP . More
often a landowner is called, as in the literary works, nialik al-ard,
or simply rrialik, or sometimes rabb al-ard. $aftib al-ard is also
frequently heard, possibly most frequently on the plain of Tihamah.
5 Even international organisations and consultancies backed by far
greater means than individual researchers have reported similar
problems, as, for example, in the socio-economic survey associated
with the building of the road from Tacizz to al-Turbah funded by the
World Bank (Mitchell 1978 :17). Similarly, the UN report on Yemeni
sharecropping, which will be referred to in more detail later in the
text, listed a number of problems which the field survey team
encountered, some of which were of a practical or logistic nature
and included transport difficulties (UN 1987 :4).
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When a distinction has to be made in local terminology between
land owned by private individuals and land held by a waqf or by the
government, private land is often called burr ("free" land), as
opposed to arcj mawqufah or aracjl al-awq~af (waqf land) and sawafl or
the singular safiyah (government land).
The features of the different irrigation systems of ghayl (pi.
ghuyul) and sayl (pi. suyul) have already been outlined above in
Chapter 1 (Section 1.3). Generally speaking, ghayl irrigation is
from permanently flowing underground springs, whereas sayl
irrigation depends on occasional spate flow of wadls. There are
however some instances where these terms are either replaced by or
used instead of other terms, and to an outsider this can be
4
confusing. On the plain of Tihamah (and possibly elsewhere) land
watered by sayl is called simply wacH, wacfl in this context meaning
the land watered by the spate flow of a wad!. At al-cUdayn in the
Southern Mountains west of Ibb (and possibly elsewhere) sayl can
mean a permanent or quasi-permanent water flow, rather than an
occasional spate flow, and so would be closer to the meaning of
ghayl. On the high Central Plateaux in areas where there are no
true ghayls, the term ghayl is often used to mean the water
channelled from wells.
Land relying solely on rainfall is termed caqar (for caqr,
barrenness) in at least all the mountain and plateau locations which
were visited7.
A final point to note here is that the plural of blr (for bi'r,
well) is frequently heard as abyar rather than the classical and
more usual abar.s
6 Both these terms iqfaPlyat and iqfaPlyln are possibly a modern
reflection of the iqfac system of land apportionment under cUmar and
his successor caliphs in the early centuries of the Islamic empire
(Lpkkegaard 1950 :14-20), though to what extent historical
continuity could be proved in the case of the Yemen lies beyond the
present discussion. See also al-SharjabT (1990 :92).
7 The effect on rain-fed land of the drought which spanned most of
the 1980s was sometimes referred to as al~tacaqqur and the land was
said to have dried up {taPaqqarat al-ard, the land became barren).
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6.32 Sharecropping Land
The terms designating a sharecropping contract found in literary
sources which were discussed in Chapter 2 (Section 2.3) (primarily
muzaracah, mugtiarasah and musaqah) were discovered during the field
surveys specifically not to exist in the modern, colloquial
terminology of any of the areas visited. The corresponding terms
for the tenant, such as mugharis or musaql, were similarly never
encountered in the field. Instead, the sharecropping contract and
the sharecropping system were spoken of most usually as sharakah,
sometimes shirk, and often as simply ifa rah (leasing, renting). The
sharecropping tenant is correspondingly either a shank or else an
ajlr or a musta'jir. The landowner, as already mentioned above, is
4
usually malik al-arcj, or simply malik, or else rabb al-arcj or sahib
al-ard. Sometimes when he is being contrasted with ajlr or
musta'jir (lit., lessee), he is called the mu'ajjir (lit., lessor),
while malik often becomes maflk when coupled with the term shank
{al-maTik wa-al-sharik, the landowner and the sharecropper). The
term tabln, recorded for the owner in IJadramawt by R.B. Serjeant in
the context of date-palm cultivation and said to be found on pre-
Islamic inscriptions9, was not heard as a term for landowner even in
the areas of Tihamah where date palms are important.
The widespread use in the Yemen at the present day of terms
from both the root '-j-r and the root sh-r-k in the context of
sharecropping is interesting. As was pointed out in Chapter 2
(Section 2.3), most of the Schools of Islamic law regard
sharecropping as a special form of ijarah (even though such a view
can lead to the problem of gharar (risk) since the rent cannot be
specified in absolute terms at the time the contract is made),
though there is also the alternative view that the contract is
rather a type of sharikah, a partnership on the analogy of the
8 Extensive collections of other Yemeni agricultural terms, and
especially those connected with irrigation, are to be found Rossi
1953, Maktari 1971a, and Varisco 1982 :404-60.
9 Serjeant 1955 :11; 1981a :308; and 1988 :149-150.
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mucjarabah commercial partnership. The distinction between the two
roots is not however reflected in practical usage today. In the
field it was noted that the terms sharlk and musta'jir, for example,
are used interchangeably to mean sharecropper both by the farmers
themselves and by qatfis, agricultural extension officers and others
knowledgeable about farming. It would seem therefore that insofar
as the matter is consciously considered by present-day Yemenis
(which may well be not very much) the dual attitude to sharecropping
of the Islamic Schools of law is reflected in the modern
terminology.
At one settlement in the present survey the terms sharakah and
sharik were found not to be used for sharecropping and sharecropper.
4
The settlement was Mishrafah, located just upstream of the point
where the Wad! Rimac debouches onto the plain of Tihamah and where
the crop (on the Wad! flood plain) is predominantly bananas. Here
the term for what is essentially a sharecropping system is sharafaah
(or perhaps shirabah) and the sharecropper is a sharlb or stiarib
(pi. shurrab). These terms were not heard in any other area visited
and they may be restricted to the Tihamah piedmont area or else to
areas where bananas are the chief produce. Unfortunately, Mishrafah
was the only settlement visited where the terms were found and
moreover the only place where bananas were the dominant crop, and
the terms may well be more widely used in northern Yemen than the
field information indicates. Certainly the same terms, in the forms
shirabah and sharib (pi. sharab and shurrab), have been recorded by
R.B. Serjeant in Hadramawt as meaning respectively palm-protection
and the one who protects the palms and other crops from the
depredations of birds and raiders, though presumably not necessarily
in the context of sharecropping10.
10 Serjeant 1981a :307 ff; cf. Landberg 1920-42 :III, 2036, root
sh-r~b: "Sfiarib pi. shurrab, gardien des champs, lorsque le bid est
ddja grand, ou gardien de bestiaux en general". The protective
element in the duties of a sharecropper in northern Yemen will be
referred to below in Chapter 8.
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The distinction between owner-farmed land and sharecropped land
is made in local terminology often by the use of the pair of terms
maTakl for the former and sharakl for the latter. In place of
sharakl the term aracfi mushrakah was also recorded in the field
survey.
As has been said above, ijarah and other derivatives from the
same root are used as much in the context of sharecropping as that
of fixed rent tenancies. If a distinction has to be made, the usual
term used to differentiate a fixed rent tenancy from a crop-sharing
agreement is qaF (literally, cut, and presumably implying clear-cut
and hence fixed), and the fixed rent tenant is a qafic. The fixed
rent itself is described as shay' mac Turn or shay' ma?ruf (something
4
known or fixed [beforehand]). This implies that a rental under a
sharecropping system is recognised and accepted as ghayr ma? Turn (not
known) beforehand.
6.4 The Dominance of Sharecropping in the Ye»en
6.41 Owner-Occupied Land versus Tenanted Land
It was found impossible in any of the sample areas to estimate even
approximately how much of the land is maTakl (owner-farmed), how
much is tenanted for shay' ma? lum (a fixed rent), and how much
sharakl (sharecropped). There were three reasons for this.
First, to collect such data for even the sample areas of the
present field study would have meant a substantial survey of a scope
far greater than could be attempted by an individual researcher
within a reasonable time frame11. Some official statistics and
other studies do exist which purport to give the breakdown between
owner-occupied land and leased land, but their results are difficult
to compare with each other, possibly partly because of.different
definitions of the categories12.
11 Cf. M.W. Mundy (1981 :64), who found it impossible to estimate
even in general terms the proportion of land under sharecropping
arrangements in her study area of Wad! Zahr (to the north of
Sanca').
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Second, even reliable statistics would be reliable only for a
very short time. In the 1990s in particular, the land tenure
situation has been in a state of flux, especially perhaps in the
capital area, as both landowners and tenants decide to move to
Sanca' or towns elsewhere, or, after having built up sufficient
capital through working in the towns, move eventually back home to
agriculture. This population movement between country and town and
vice versa seems to have been particularly marked since 1990,
largely as a result of the combined effects of, first, the
unification of North Yemen with the former PDRY in that year and the
resultant free movement of "cAdanTs" northwards, and second, the
Gulf War of 1991 when most emigrant Yemenis working in the Gulf
emirates and Saudi Arabia were forced to return home13.
Third, and most saliently, the distinction between landowners
and tenants, whether those on a fixed rent basis or as
sharecroppers, is not clear cut. Some tenants are also landowners
and either add to the land they cultivate as their own by renting
someone else's, or else are tenants in one area and owners in
another. This was found particularly at al-fiajirl and in WadT Zahr
(both to the north of Sanca'), and also more generally throughout
all the areas visited. It is not surprising therefore that almost
everyone who was approached for interview in the survey was involved
in sharecropping in one way or another, either as landowner or as
tenant or often as both.
12 For example, a landowner may choose to work his land jointly in
association with a tenant, so that the distinction between owner-
occupied and tenanted is blurred. Again, it is never clear to what
extent should be included land which is cropped perhaps only once in
several years (and which will almost certainly have a different
tenurial pattern associated with it as a result). Such relevant
statistics as are available from other sources, including the UN
study of Yemeni sharecropping (UN 1987), and the difficulties of
interpreting them, will be enlarged on below.
13 As was mentioned in Chapter 1 (Section 1.33 above), the Yemen
government was understood by other Arab governments of the peninsula
to support Iraq and as a result the Yemeni workers in Saudi Arabia
and the Gulf emirates were expelled.
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6.42 The 1987 UN Report on Land Tenancy in the Northern Yemen
There has been one study which gives some information on the
proportion of farms which are owner-occupied as opposed to those
which are sharecropped, albeit for only a few sample areas. The
study of sharecropping and tenancy practices in the northern Yemen
(then the Yemen Arab Republic) carried out by a specialist team from
the United Nations Joint Economic and Social Commission for Western
Asia and the Food and and Agriculture Organisation in the mid 1980s
provides such tenancy information for 263 farms spread between
eighteen sample districts in Tihamah, the Southern Uplands (Tacizz-
Ibb-Yarim) and the §anca' area14. The UN project team classified
farms into three tenure categories: "Owned Farms" (that is, those
*
worked by their resident owner and often referred to in other
studies as owner-farmed or owner-occupied farms); "Rented Farms"
(that is to say, those worked by a tenant, whether on a
sharecropping basis or a fixed rent basis); and "Mixed Farms"
(presumably those on which part of the land is worked by the owner
and part by a tenant, though this is not explained in the report).
Briefly, the findings of the UN team on the frequency of owner-
occupancy versus tenancy were as follows15. The frequencies of the
three tenure categories were 61% Owned, 19% Rented and 20% Mixed for
the total sample of 263 farms16. The farms in the UN sample that
14 UN 1987 :3-4. The Southern Uplands region of the UN report
covers the area around Tacizz, Ibb and Yarim and therefore coincides
with the region called in this present thesis the Southern
Mountains, though (by including Yarim) with the addition of the
southern part of the Central Plateaux.
15 The following information has been extracted mainly from Tables
1-4 of the UN report (UN 1987 :5-7).
16 These figures contrast with the officially published figures
for approximately the same year. In terms of the area of
agricultural land: 77.4% was owner-occupied {milk), 3.8% was rented
for a fixed rent (7far), and 18.8% was sharecropped (sharakah), as
quoted from the official statistics for 1983 by Abu Ghanim 1990
:304-05, though because the official statistics have no category
called "mixed", and yet distinguish between rented for a fixed rent
and sharecropped, they are not directly comparable with the UN
figures.
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were tenanted or partly tenanted (that is, in the terms of the
report, the Rented Farms and the Mixed Farms taken together)
amounted to 39% of the total sample (103 farms out of 263), though
there was a large variation with region and district. Thus although
in Tihamah 43% of the farms were tenanted or partly tenanted
overall, the actual proportion varied between 68% in Wad! Rimac (19
farms out of a sample of 28) and only 26% in Wad! Mawr (9 farms out
of 35). Again, the average for the Southern Uplands was 39%
tenanted or partly tenanted, though at Ibb it was 53% (9 farms out
of 17) and at Tacizz only 30% (12 farms out of 40).
Regarding the frequency of sharecropping tenancies versus fixed
rent tenancies, the UN report found that sharecropping tenancies
4
were overwhelmingly more common17. In Tihamah they accounted for
92% of the sample tenanted farms (54 farms), fixed rent existing on
only the remaining 8% (5 farms), while in the Southern Uplands and
the Sanca' area the preponderance of sharecropping was even greater,
with 96% of the tenanted farms (44 farms) under sharecropping and
only 4% (2 farms) with fixed rent. Further, according to the UN
field data, sharecropping was particularly common on land dependent
entirely on rain and rather less common on land watered by a pump
well. Conversely, the UN team recorded no cases of fixed rent on
rain-dependent land and only one case on say7-watered land. The
authors of the report rightly explain this distribution as a result
of the fluctuation in rainfall from season to season and the
preference therefore for sharecropping on such lands, an explanation
which has already been mentioned in this thesis when the rationale
of sharecropping was discussed (Chapter 2, Section 2.2).
17 The terminology the UN report uses can be criticised: in it, by
"rent in kind" the authors evidently mean sharecropping, and by
"rent in cash" they mean fixed rent. That this must be so is clear
from the last sentence on p. 5 of the report (UN 1987). As was
pointed out above in Chapter 2 (Section 2.21) and as will be shown
again later in this chapter (Section 6.44) the categorisation of
tenancies into sharecropping and fixed rent is quite distinct from
the categorisation into rent paid in cash and rent paid in kind:
both sharecropping rents and fixed rents may be paid either in cash
or in kind.
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How all the figures in the UN report relate to the present
field survey data is virtually impossible to say. First, as has
been mentioned above, the figures vary considerably from district to
district, and none of the sample districts chosen by the UN team
coincides exactly with the sample areas of the present survey.
Second, the UN data refers to the position in the mid 1980s
(specifically, late 1985 and early 1986, the period when UN team
carried out their field work), whereas the present survey material
was gathered mostly in mid-1993, as has been mentioned (Section 6121
above). In the seven and a half years between the two surveys the
Yemen had undergone much social and economic change, including
especially the effects of the unification between the Yemen Arab
Republic and the People's Democratic Republic of Yemen and the
forced return of expatriate Yemeni workers from Saudi Arabia and the
Gulf states in the aftermath of the war against Iraq. Clearly
therefore the results of the UN survey are.not directly comparable
with those of the present survey. Nevertheless, in at least one
general finding, namely, the great preference for sharecropping
tenancies over fixed rent tenancies, the situation as recorded by
the UN survey reflects that encountered in the present survey as
will now be shown.
6.43 Sharecropping versus Fixed Rent Tenancies, according to the
present survey
From the 66 interviews 136 cases of rental systems were extracted.
These "cases" are not cases of individual farmers, but rather
instances the farmers, landowners and others gave of types of rental
systems. An individual landowner may have different systems in
operation on different parts of his land - for different crops, for
example, or for different sources of water. Equally, a tenant might
well pay a fixed rent on part of the land he farms, and different
percentages of the crop under different sharecropping systems on
other parts, according to different crops or water sources or to
different landowners. Again, a farmer may be a landowner who lets
his own land to a tenant under one rental system while at the same
time farming another landowner's land as a tenant in another
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district under a different system. The same kind of complexity in
land tenure has also been noted by other researchers in the Yemen18.
Asking a farmer "What rental system do you use?" therefore
frequently produces several answers. It is these answers then which
are the basis of the cases considered here. Table 6.2 summarises
the overall situation as reflected in the 66 interviews.
























As can be seen from this table, of the 132 cases of land rental
the tenant paid a fixed rent to the landowner in only fourteen. In
the remaining 118 the land rental was expressed and paid in terms of
a proportion of the harvest under one or other of the many
sharecropping systems to be identified below in Section 6.5. In the
four cases recorded where a landowner rented water only and not land
from a third party and then used it on his own land, the amount of
the rental was a proportion of the harvest in three of them.
Overall, therefore, sharecropping accounts for 89% of the cases in
18 For example, by Escher (1976 :83-85) in WadT Mawr; by Makin
((ed.) 1977 :56) in lower WadT Rimac; and by Mitchell (1978 :22 and
56-58) in lower WadT Mawr and in the area between Tacizz and
al-Turbah. As has already been mentioned, the 1987 UN report had to
include a category of "Mixed Farms" which were partly leased and
partly owner-occupied and this category accounted for a substantial
proportion of the total sample.
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the present survey and fixed rent only 11%, a situation broadly
similar to that found in the UN report as discussed above. This
finding also agrees with observations and conclusions from other
researchers and agricultural consultants who have worked in the
Yemen, though the fact tends to be passed over by them without more
than a brief comment19. It is likely therefore that the finding of
the present survey that sharecropping as a rental system is
overwhelmingly more important than fixed rent payment reflects the
situation in northern Yemen as a whole.
6.44 Fixed rent tenancies
Table 6.2 above shows that only 14 cases of fixed rent tenancy for
land and one case of fixed rent tenancy for water only emerged from
the 136 cases found in the interview survey. These are broken down
by source of water in Table 6.3. Because of the small numbers of
cases involved, no generalized conclusions.can be drawn from this
distribution by water source beyond the comment that instances of
fixed rents were found in land watered by all sources of water
except say1 (which were in any case few in number in the survey) but
that they formed only a small proportion of the total cases of land
tenancy.
19 The predominance of crop-sharing has also been remarked in
passing by Escher 1976 :82 ff. and Mitchell et al. 1978 :43 (both in
lower Wad! Mawr); and Mundy 1981 :62 (in WadT £ahr); and the finding
is in line also with the 1983 figures quoted by Abu Ghanim (1990
:304-05) and given in Note 16 above.
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Table 6.3 : LAND AMD WATER RENTAL :
FIXED RENT SYSTEMS BY SOURCE OF WATER
Number of cases
rain ghayl sayl well source not Total
specified
Cases of fixed rental for
land (or land and water): 3




Total fixed rental cases: 34-54 15
Source: Field Survey.
Of the 14 cases of fixed rents for land (or land and water),
details were recorded of the rent for ten cases. These ten are
shown in Table 6.4. It will be noted from this table that these
rents are quoted in terms of a volume of grain (or its value) per
area of land per year in all the cases in which rain and ghayl were
the source of water, but that in the cases in which the water was
from wells the rent is quoted in terms of Yemeni riyals per unit
area. Since the sample is so small no general conclusions can
however be safely drawn from this, and further, comparison between
the various cases is extremely difficult because of the wide
variation in the sizes of both areal units and units of capacity
throughout Yemen20. Nevertheless, the information does clearly
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Details of fixed rent
units as given by approximate
respondents metric equiv.
per year per year






| qadab I libnah 20| li. / 75 m2
i- 3/4 of the sugarcane crop
value of \ qadab sorghum
I libnah
1 thulani / libnah
3 thrnahs
I qadab
20| li. I 75 a!
5 li. I 75 a2
15| li.
20| li.
well: cAiran vegetables YR 400 / libnah
al-Suwayq [not specified] YR 1000 / marad
al-Suwayq [not specified] YR 1000 / nfad
YR 400 / 75 a2
YR 1000 / 4000 a2
YR 1000 / 4000 a2
unspecified: al-Suwayq [not specified] YR 500-700 / YR 500-700 / 4000 a2
20 See the notes accompanying Table 6.4.
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Notes on the Units in Table 6.4:
Units of Capacity:
The qadah is a large measure of capacity widely used in Yemen. The
unit varies in size according to region but the SancanT qadatj is
extensively known and quoted and is generally equivalent to around
41 litres. The thumanl and thumnah are medium-sized units of
capacity widely used on the high plateaux and in the mountains of
northern Yemen, the former north of Sanca' and the latter to the
south. Generally, eight of either make a qadah, and although the
units vary in size according to region, they tend to be equivalent
to about five litres. For a fuller discussion on Yemeni units of
capacity, see Donaldson 1996.
Units of Area:
The libnah or lubnah is an areal measure used widely on the high
plateaux and in the mountains of the northern part of Yemen'north of
YarTm. It varies widely in size from 16 x 16 dhiraF (cubits) in
some areas to as little as 10 x 10 dhiraF in other areas, and the
fact that the dhiraF is also variable makes calculating metric
equivalents very problematic. An arbitrary standard for the libnah
of 75 m2 has been used in calculating the metric equivalencies in
the above table. The macad is a large unit of areal measurement
used on the plain of Tihamah but not in the mountains or on the
plateaux. It varies between about 3,300 m2 and 4,356 m2, according
to district. An arbitrary standard of 4,000 m2 has been adopted in
calculating the metric equivalencies above.
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underline the point already made (Section 2.21) that fixed rents can




The systems for dividing the crop between landowner and sharecropper
(and where a pump well is involved, the pump owner also) are so
various in Yemen that generalisations are very difficult to make21.
Even within restricted areas there is no simple relationship between
the various crop-sharing systems and any of the identifiable factors
which might influence them. Within a single valley or village the
variation in systems can be great and an individual farmer may be
involved in several systems at once. Despite the variety of systems
it is however noteworthy that during the field survey in the Yemen
no example was ever found of the type of sharecropping system which
the Prophetic hadiths explicitly forbid and which was discussed at
some length in Chapter 3 (Section 3.33) and in Chapter 5 (Section
5.3) above: that is, the system in which the crop is divided by
area, with one party taking his share from one plot of the land and
the other party taking his share from another plot. It is, of
course, practically impossible to decide whether or not the absence
of such a system in present day Yemen is the result of farmers
consciously obeying the Prophetic injunction.
From the respondents in the field survey 17 separate
sharecropping systems were identified, of which two concern cases
where water only (and not land) was being rented. These are shown
in Table 6.5, labelled A to S (omitting I and 0) and arranged
according to the size of the landowner's share. Systems A to K
involve contracts in which there are only two parties (the landowner
and the tenant), whereas systems L to Q have a water owner as a
21 The picture painted of sharing systems by Abu Ghanim (1990
:304), for example, is very much a simplification of the actual
situation.
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Table 6.5 : LWD AND WATER RENTAL : CROP SHARING SYSTEMS
Landowner : Sharecropper
Share of harvest to: Total number
Land- Share- of cases
owner cropper
A 4/5 1/5 1
B 3/4 1/4 4
C 2/3 1/3 3
D 1/2 1/2 33
E 1/3 2/3 26
F 1/4 3/4 23
G 1/5 4/5 5
H 1/6 5/6 3
J 1/8 7/8 2
K 1/10 9/10 1
101
Landowner : Sharecropper : Water Owner
Share of harvest to: Total number
Land- Share- Water of cases
owner cropper owner
L 1/3 1/3 1/3 3
M 1/4 1/2 1/4 1
N 1/4 1/4 1/2 6
P 1/6 1/3 1/2 6
Q 1/8 3/8 1/2 1
17
Landowner : Water Owner
Share of harvest to: Total number
Land- Share- Water of cases
owner cropper owner
R 1/2 1/2 2
S 1/3 2/3 1
Total sharecropping cases: 121
Source: Field Survey.
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third party. In systems R and S it is not land that is being leased
but water, and so there are two parties, landowner and water owner.
As can be seen from the table, the proportion of the harvest
paid to the landowner for the use of the land varies from 4/5 in one
case to only 1/10 at the other extreme. The proportion retained by
the tenant varies conversely: from as high as 9/10 in one case to as
low as 1/5 in another. However, by far the most common systems are
by halves, thirds or quarters. Of the 101 cases where only two
parties are involved (systems A to K), system D (1/2 : 1/2)
accounted for one-third of the total, and system E (1/3 : 2/3) and
system F (1/4 : 3/4) for about one-quarter each. Of the 17 cases
where a water owner is involved as a third party, two-thirds are
«
accounted for by systems N and P (1/4 : 1/4 : 1/2, and 1/6 : 1/3 :
1/2). In contrast, division by fifths, sixths, eighths or tenths is
very much less common, though still significant in some instances.
Other researchers and agricultural consultants working in the Yemen
have reported a similar wide range of variation. In the 1987 UN
report, which has already been referred to above, a total of at
least 11 different systems are recorded and most of them similarly
involve splitting by halves, quarters and thirds22.
There are undoubtedly many factors underlying the variability
of these sharecropping systems. Several can be identified in terms
of which the data are amenable to analysis, though even in
combination they cannot explain the variability wholly. One factor
- whether the supplier of agricultural inputs (notably seed and
fertiliser) is the landowner or the sharecropper - has already been
noted above in Chapter 2 (Section 2.23) and it was shown there that
the degree to which the landowner contributes will influence the
size of his share, even though often only theoretically. This was
found to be generally applicable in the field survey concerning the
supply of seed and fertiliser though variation was very marked and
not always reflected in practice. The relationship was most evident
in the case of the supply of water, as will be shown below.
22 UN 1987 :22-24.
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Potential factors which can be considered here are: (1) the
nature of the source of water; (2) the region in which the cases
were recorded; (3) the type of crops grown; (4) the nature of the
landowner (whether a private individual, a waqf or the state).
6.52 Crop-sharing systems by Source of Water
Table 6.6 shows the position when broken down by the source of
water. From this table it can be seen that almost half the 121
sharecropping cases found in the field concerned land watered by
wells (58 cases) and that most of the remainder were of tenancies on
rain-fed land (35 cases). Only five cases applied to water from a
sayl source, though as was pointed out above (Section 6.22), the low
«
showing of sayl cases is to do with the deficiencies of the survey
coverage and does not represent the importance of sayl in the Yemen
as a whole.
In the cases which involved ghayl irrigation the landowner
received either a half or a third of the harvest and the
sharecropping tenant either a half or two-thirds. No other crop-
sharing system was found with this source of water. Of the five
cases of sayl irrigation, all but one gave the landowner similarly
at least one-third of the harvest, and in one case (System A) as
much as 4/5 of the harvest, leaving only 1/5 for the tenant.
With rain as the water source the share taken by sharecropping
tenants was, on the whole, more generous. In over half these cases
(18 out of the 35 cases of sharecropping on rain-fed land) the
tenant received at least 3/4 of the harvest, and in one case (System
J) as much as 7/8. The landowner was therefore left with a
proportionately smaller share on the whole than under ghayl and sayl
irrigation.
The greatest range of different systems was undoubtedly found
in the cases which involved water from wells. In three cases
(System B) the landowner took 3/4 of the harvest, leaving the
sharecropper with only 1/4, while at the other end of the scale
(Systems J, K and Q), the share of the landowner was only 1/8 or
1/10 of the harvest. Such differences between the water sources
require explanation.
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Table 6.6 : LAND RHfTAL AND SHARING SYSTEMS BY SOURCE OF WATER
Share of harvest to: Number of Cases
Land- Share- Water source TOTAL
owner cropper owner rain ghayl sayl well unspec'd CASES
SYSTEM
A 4/5 1/5 - - 1 - - 1
B 3/4 1/4 - - - 3 1 4
C 2/3 1/3 - - 1 2 - 3
D 1/2 1/2 11 9 1 10 2 33
E 1/3 2/3 6 9 1 8 2 26
F 1/4 3/4 15 - 1 7 - 23
G 1/5 4/5 2 - - 3 - 5
H 1/6 5/6 - - - 3 - 3
J 1/8 7/8 1 - - 1 - 2
K 1/10 9/10 - - — 1 4 1
101
L 1/3 1/3 1/3 3 3
M 1/4 1/2 1/4 - - - 1 - 1
N 1/4 1/4 1/2 - - - 6 - 6
P 1/6 1/3 1/2 - - - 6 - 6
Q 1/8 3/8 1/2 - - — 1 — 1
17
R 1/2 1/2 2 2
S 1/3 2/3 - - - 1 - 1
3
All sharecropping systems: 35 18 5 58 5 121
Fixed rentals: 34-44 14
Source: Field Survey.
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(a) Land irrigated by ghayl and say1
The relatively large share for the landowner in most of the
cases of ghayl and sayl irrigation can be largely explained, and is
generally in the Yemen justified, by the fact that the water rights
on land capable of being irrigated by these two sources of water is
inalienable from the ownership of the land itself. In the case of
ghayls, the use of the irrigation water is prescribed in detail
according to tradition extending back in most cases probably many
centuries in predominantly ghayl areas. According to the present
survey informants, land which has ghayl rights is rarely if ever
bought or sold without those rights. Even though there may be an
active local market in selling ghayl water, especially in the
rainless winter season, as occurs for example in both Dhl al-Sufal
and al-Ahjur, the market concerns sales by the hour or the day and
not sales of the water rights separately from the land. In the case
of sayl irrigation the rights to the spate.flow are riparian and are
similarly attached to the land by long tradition. In both ghayl and
sayl irrigated lands the tenant is therefore renting not just the
land but the water rights attached to it, and the relatively large
share of the harvest that a sharecropper on such land delivers to
the landowner reflects this fact.
(b) Rain-fed land
Land watered only by rain is of a different nature in two
respects. First, rain water falling directly from the sky without
any natural or artificial storage or channelling is regarded in
Islamic law as mub~afj - that is to say, ownerless and free to all23.
In reflection of this, in rural Yemen rain in the context of
agriculture is often referred to not as matar or amfar (rain/rains)
but by the periphrasis khayr Allah subljan iva-ta?~aTa (the goodness of
God). In contrast to ghayl and sayl, rain is in no sense a right
attached to the land and the landowner has therefore no consequent
right in either curf or SharTcah to charge for it. This is
23 The term mubah has also the wider meaning of ja'iz, legal or
permitted (for example, Doi (1984 :50, 118)).
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reflected in the generally smaller share taken by the landowner and
the more generous share allotted to the sharecropper when the sole
source of water is rainfall.
A second difference from ghayl and say7 land which explains the
generally higher share taken by the sharecropper on rain-fed land
can also be identified and has in fact been already referred to
above in the more general context in Chapter 2 (Section 2.24). By
and large in many parts of the Yemen as in other arid or semi-arid
environments, agriculture reliant solely on rain tends to economic
marginality. If too large a share were to be exacted by a landowner
then his tenants eventually would cease to survive and he himself
would be the poorer in the long run. This line of reasoning was
*
believed to be reflected in several of the interviews of the present
survey by phrases such as caTa asas min macar al-sharlk (because of
the poverty of the sharecropper) when the respondents were asked to
explain the generally higher share for the.tenant on rain-fed land.
(c) Land irrigated by wells
Land watered by wells contrasts with both rain-fed land and
ghayl and sayl land. Unlike rain, well water is owned. Unlike
ghayl and sayl, the rights to the water are not so firmly attached
to the land.
The principles of water rights concerning wells in Islamic
countries constitute a complex subject and have in any case been
reviewed by other authors elsewhere24. In the present context, it
may be stated briefly that the rights to ownership of water from
wells stem from the costs (labour, materials, finance) which are
expended first in digging the well and second in making the water
usable (that is, bringing it to the surface). Water from a well on
owned land is therefore not mutjah like rain, nor do the rights to it
24 Henri Bruno's doctoral thesis (Bruno 1913) seems to have been
the first detailed study of Islamic water laws by a western lawyer.
A more modern survey is FAO 1973 which provides a brief synthesis of
the subject. For specifically the Yemen, see also Varisco 1982
:19-35 and Ch.6; and Maktari 1971a, especially Ch.l.
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stem wholly from its being attached to the land by tradition as in
the case of ghayl and sayl water. As a result, it is very much more
frequently the case than with ghayl and sayl water that a landowner
or a tenant will rent water from the well of a neighbour, either for
a fixed rent per hour or per day, or else, more commonly, under a
sharecropping arrangement. For this reason, the water owner appears
as a third party in a sharecropping agreement between a landowner
and a sharecropper. Moreover, by far the majority of agricultural
wells in the Yemen are nowadays worked by motor pumps (either added
to traditional wells to replace animal power, or else, and
increasingly, working in association with new tube wells), and
consequently there will also be a pump owner. In most cases the
4
owner of the pump will be one and the same with the owner of the
well, though this is not necessarily so. Any analysis of the
situation is complicated further by the fact that the water owner
may be a third party only notionally rather than a person distinct
from the landowner and the sharecropper. Either of the latter two
parties may be the notional third party, and in some cases both may
actually own a share of the water in that they jointly own the pump.
It is for these reasons that the variety of sharecropping
systems involving well water as they were quoted in the present
survey appears very much greater than the range of systems for the
other sources of water. The 1987 UN report on Yemeni sharecropping
and land tenure already cited above similarly found that land
irrigated by wells was subject to much greater variety of crop-
sharing systems than land watered by other means, though that report
offered no explanations as to why this should be so2S.
To make the position clearer given the present figures, Table
6.7 has been extracted from the previous table (Table 6.6) and
combined with other information from each case concerning water
ownership. (Sharing systems R and S have been omitted since they
concern rental of water only, not land, and there is therefore no
ambiguity with these.)
25 UN 1987 :23-24.
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Table 6.7 : LAND RENTAL AND SHARING SYSTEMS : WELL WATER
Share of harvest to: Nunber of cases Wat e r own e r :
Land¬ Share¬ later involving well Land¬ Share- neigh¬ not
owner cropper owner water rental owner cropper bour stated
B 3/4 1/4 3 3
C 2/3 1/3 2 2 - - -
D 1/2 1/2 10 7 1 -
4
2
E 1/3 2/3 8 2 5 1 -
F 1/4 3/4 7 - 6 - 1
G 1/5 4/5 3 - 3 - -
H 1/6 5/6 3 - 2 1 -
J 1/8 7/8 1 - 1 - -
K 1/10 9/10 1 1
L 1/3 1/3 1/3 3 2 1
M 1/4 1/2 1/4 1 - - 1 -
N 1/4 1/4 1/2 6 - - 5 1
P 1/6 1/3 1/2 6 2 - 4 -
Q 1/8 3/8 1/2 1 - 1 - -
All sharecropping systems
involving land and
well water: 55 18 20 13 4
Source: Field Survey.
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In the systems where a share of the crop is specifically set
aside for the water owner (Systems L to Q) the position is
relatively straightforward. As can be seen in the table, the water
owner may in any individual case be either the landowner (four
cases) or the sharecropping tenant (one case) or a neighbour (eleven
cases). As can also be seen from the table however, most of the
systems (B to K) do not make any specific provision for the water
owner in terms of a share of the crop. In one of these cases (under
System E) the water owner was a third party, which requires
explanation, though in all the others the water owner was either the
landowner or the sharecropper.
In the cases where the share of the harvest to the landowner is
*
3/4 or 2/3, the water owner was also the landowner. That is to say,
the sharecropping tenant was leasing from the landowner not only the
land but also the water, and the landowner's share was consequently
large relative to his own. Similarly, of the ten cases where the
harvest was divided equally between landowner and sharecropper
(System D), the landowner was also water owner in seven, and in only
one known case of the ten did the sharecropper own the water. In
this one known case (from an interview with a farmer in al-Mayfacah,
between Dhamar and Radac), the pump and well were owned by a
sharikah, a joint association of farmers each of whom had shares in
the pump and one of whom was in fact the landowner.
In contrast, in all but four of the cases where the tenant's
share was larger than the landowner's and no separate provision was
made for the water owner (18 cases, Systems E, F, G, H, J and K),
the table shows that the water owner was the tenant, which is what
one would anticipate, given his large share. In the four
exceptional cases (in Systems E and H), the water owner was either
the landowner or a neighbour. In each of these four cases (one in
Najr, one in al-Qacidah, one in Shibam and one in al-Kahaylah) the
sharecropper paid separately in cash for his water, or at least for
the diesel to run the water pump, and consequently the supply of
water in these cases lies outwith the crop sharing system.
With the exception of these very few cases in which water was
paid for separately, all the sharecropping systems thus conform to a
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general principle that provision of water guarantees a share of the
harvest whether or not this share is explicitly stated as a separate
share. This applies as much to water-owning landowners and water-
owning sharecroppers as to third party water owners since whichever
party provided the water their share was larger in almost all cases.
On the basis of the above discussion as far as sharecropping on
land watered by wells is concerned (though not land watered from
other sources), it is possible therefore to rearrange the systems as
they have been discussed until now and to combine some of them on
the principle that a share of the harvest for the water owner is at
least implicit in all the systems. This rearrangement is done in
Table 6.8, with the new seven systems labelled I to VII. In Systems
IV and VII the share of the notional third party water owner (the
tenant in all four cases under these systems) has been assumed to be
1/2 of the harvest since this is the most common proportion allotted
to the water provider in the systems where.it is known and such a
division provides a simpler residual for the tenant's share than
either a third or a quarter would.
These seven systems form then the classification of
sharecropping systems where wells are the water source and they will
be used in future discussion. As can be seen, the number of sharing
systems which involve wells has been reduced by this means from
fourteen to seven, and of the 55 cases the large majority (31 cases)
come under only two systems (Systems II and III) in both of which
the water owner is more likely to be either the landowner or the
tenant than a third party neighbour. This being the case, it is
probably significant that these two systems are the only systems
under which less than one-half the crop is assigned to him as
notional third party water owner. In nearly all the remaining cases
one of two other systems are used (18 cases, Systems I and V), and
in these the water owner is most likely to be a third party
neighbour rather than the landowner or the tenant and his share as
third party water owner under both systems is one-half the crop.
The tendency for third party water owners to take one-half the crop
has also been found by the UN survey referred to above and also a
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Table 6.8 : LAND RENTAL AND SHARING SYSTEMS : WELL WATER
SYSTEM
Share of harvest to:
Land- Share- later
owner cropper owner
Nuiber of cases Water owner:
involving well Land- Share- Neigh- not
water rental owner cropper hour stated
I (B & N) 1/4 1/4 1/2
II (C, E & L) 1/3 1/3 1/3 13 6 5 2
III (D, F & M) 1/4 1/2 1/4 18 7 7 1
IV (G) 1/5 3/10 1/2
V (H & P) 1/6 1/3 1/2 2 2
VI (J & Q) 1/8 3/8 1/2
VII (K) 1/10 2/5 1/L
All sharecropping systems
involving land and
well water: 55 18 20 13
Source: Field Survey.
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1977 UK Overseas Development Administration survey of lower WadT
Rimac in Central Tihamah26.
6.53 Crop-sharing systems by Region
The regions which have been used to classify the field locations on
the basis of climate, water source and topography were given in
Table 6.1 and Figure 6.1 above. Table 6.9 shows the 113 cases of
sharecropping systems which involve land and for which the water
source is recorded, as gathered from the 66 interviews and broken
down by source of water and by region.
As may be observed from this table, the Central Plateaux region
has a wider variety of systems than the other regions in both rain-
fed land and well-irrigated land, but generally speaking one or two
systems stand out as dominant in all the regions for a given source
of water. These dominant systems, which are picked out in bold
figures in Table 6.9, are shown together in Table 6.1027.
From these two tables, 6.9 and 6.10, it can be seen that,
according to the field information, a sharing system in which the
landowner takes 1/4 of the crop, leaving the sharecropper with 3/4,
is dominant on rain-fed land in all the regions in which rain
figured as an important water source except the Northern Plateaux
where all four cases involved a 1/2 : 1/2 system, while in the
Southern Mountains 1/3 of the harvest to the landowner and 2/3 to
the sharecropper was as common as the 1/4 : 3/4 system.
In the two regions in which ghayls are important, a 1/2 : 1/2
system was dominant in the Southern Mountains but in the Northern
Mountains a system in which the landowner takes 1/3 and the
sharecropper 2/3 was more common.
26 UN 1987 :23; Makin (ed.) 1977 :57.
27 The say1-irrigated cases have been combined with the ghayl
cases in this table since so few sharing systems involving sayl were
included in the field survey and yet in terms of water ownership
both are similar in that water rights are attached to the land, as
has been discussed above (Section 6.52).
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Table 6.9 : SHARING SYSTEMS BY WATER SOURCE AND BY REGION
REGION All Regions
Share to: Northern Northern Central Southern Central
Land- Share- later Mountains Plateaux Plateaux Mountains TihTmah
owner cropper owner
RAIN:
D 1/2 1/2 1 4 3 2 1 11
E 1/3 2/3 - - 2 4 - 6
F 1/4 3/4 6 - 5 4 - 15
G 1/5 4/5 - - 2 - - 2
J 1/8 7/8 - - 1 — — 1
Total rain cases: 7 4 13 10 1 . 35
GHAYL ;
D 1/2 1/2 5 - - 4 - 9
E 1/3 2/3 8 — — 1 - 9
Total ghayl cases: 13 - - 5 - 18
SAYL:
A 4/5 1/5 - - - - 1 1
C 2/3 1/3 - - - 1 - 1
D 1/2 1/2 - - - 1 - 1
E 1/3 2/3 1 - - - - 1
F 1/4 3/4 1 — — - - 1
Total say1 cases: 2 - - 2 1 5
WELL:
I 1/4 1/4 1/2 2 1 1 - 5 9
II 1/3 1/3 1/3 2 5 1 3 2 13
III 1/4 1/2 1/4 3 - 10 4 1 18
IV 1/5 3/10 1/2 - 1 1 - 1 3
V 1/6 1/3 1/2 - - 3 - 6 9
VI 1/8 3/8 1/2 - - 2 - - 2
VII 1/10 2/5 1/2 - - 1 - - 1
Total wel 1 cases: 7 7 19 7 15 55
Total cases
all water sources: 27 13 32 24 17 113
Source: Field Survey.
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Table 6.10 : DOMINANT SHARING SYSTEMS BY REGION
Source
of water




RAIN: Northern Mountains 1/4 : 3/4 6 out of 7
Northern Plateaux 1/2 : 1/2 4 out of 4
Central Plateaux 1/4 : 3/4 5 out of 13




4 out of 10
4 out of 10
GHAYL and SAYL:
Northern Mountains 1/3 : 2/3 9 out of 15
Southern Mountains 1/2 : 1/2 5 out of 7
WELL: Northern Mountains 1/4 : 1/2 : 1/4 3 out of 7
Northern Plateaux 1/3 : 1/3 : 1/3 5 out of 7
Central Plateaux 1/4 : 1/2 : 1/4 10 out of 19






4 out of 7
3 out of 7
Central Tihamah j; 1/6 :1/4 : 1/3 :1/4 : 1/21/2 6 out of 155 out of 15
Source: Field Survey.
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On land irrigated by wells in the Northern Mountains, the
Central Plateaux and the Southern Mountains the crop was most
usually split 1/4 to the landowner, 1/2 to the sharecropper and 1/4
to the well and pump owner, though in the Northern Plateaux the most
common system was 1/3 to each of the three parties, while in Central
Tihamah two systems were almost equally common, in both of which
half the crop goes to the water owner with either 1/3 or 1/4 taken
by the sharecropper.
6.54 Crov-sharins, systems by Types of Crop
As was mentioned above in Chapter 1 (Section 1.3), the crops which
cover most of the agricultural land in the Yemen are grains, and of
these the various varieties of sorghum are the most common.' This
preponderance of grains is reflected in the field survey material.
Most other crops are cash crops, or may be treated as such. For
this analysis the crops can be considered under the following main
categories:
1) grains;
2) tree fruits (deciduous fruit, dates, coffee and
bananas);
3) qat;
4) vegetables (including potatoes);
5) other cash crops (cotton and tobacco).
Using the information derived from the 66 interviews, it is
possible to break the sharecropping systems down on the basis of
these categories of crops. This is done in Table 6.11.28 The table
shows that on rain-fed land by far the most common sharing system
2S Many responses from the interview survey indicated that more
than one crop in any given case was subject to the same sharing
system. For example, one farmer might say that he had grain and
vegetables under one system on rain-fed land and qat, tree fruit and
other vegetables under another system on land watered by a well.
Such an example would be included on the table as two cases on rain-
fed land and three cases on well-watered land. For this reason the
numbers of cases in each water source category are larger than the
numbers given in Table 6.6 and subsequent tables.
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Table 6.11 : SHARING SYSTEMS BY CROP
Water Share of crop to: grains tree gat vegetables other Total
source Land- Share- later- fruit cash cases for which
owner: cropper: owner crops crop specified
RAIN:
D 1/2 : 1/2
E 1/3 : 2/3
F 1/4 : 3/4
G 1/5 : 4/5
J 1/8 : 7/8
Total cases watered
by rain:
6 - 4 10
6 1 1 2 10
13 1 2 2 - 18
2 - - - - 2
1 - - - - 1
28 2 7 4 - 41
GHAYL:
D 1/2 : 1/2
E 1/3 : 2/3
Total ghay7-irrigated
cases:
7 4 3 3 - 17
1 5 3 - - 9
8 9 6 3- 26
SAYL:
A 4/5 : 1/5
C 2/3 : 1/3
D 1/5 : 1/2
E 1/3 : 2/3





1 - - 1 1 3




I 1/4 : 1/4 : 1/2
II 1/3 : 1/3 : 1/3
III 1/4 : 1/2 : 1/4
IV 1/5 : 3/10: 1/2
V 1/6 : 1/3 : 1/2
VI 1/8 : 3/8 : 1/2
VII 1/10: 2/5 : 1/2
Total well-irrigated
cases:
4 1 - 4 2 11
8 1 4 5 1 19
11 6 4 10 1 32
2 2 - 2 1 7
7 3 - 7 1 18
2 1 - 1 1 5
1 - - - - 1
35 14 8 29 7 93
Source: Field survey
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for grains is 1/4 of the crop to the landowner and 3/4 to the
sharecropper (System F, 13 cases out of 28), whereas for qat the
crop is more frequently divided equally between the two parties
(System D, four cases out of seven). The other categories of crops
on rain-fed land have unfortunately too few cases for any
generalisations to be made.
On ghay7-irrigated land, both grains and vegetables are most
frequently shared on an equal basis between landowner and
sharecropper (System D, seven cases out of eight for grain, and all
three cases for vegetables), whereas for both tree fruit and qat the
cases are almost equally divided between a 1/2 : 1/2 system (System
D) and a system under which 1/3 goes to the landowner and 2/3 to the
sharecropper (System E). On sayl land the numbers are too small for
any generalisations to be made.
On land irrigated by wells the position is more complex,
largely because of the larger number of sharing systems involved.
However, it may be remarked that the commonest system (System III,
which gives 1/4 of the crop to the landowner, 1/2 to the
sharecropper and 1/4 to the water owner) is applicable
irrespectively to grains, tree fruit and vegetables and also to half
the cases involving qat.
Tables 6.12 and 6.13 show the same information broken down by
region, though, as was mentioned earlier (Section 6.22 above), these
figures are simply what was found in the present survey and cannot
be used as a basis to derive generally applicable conclusions. For
such fine analysis a considerably larger initial field sample would
have been required.
6.55 Crop-sharins systems by Landowner
The large majority of the land tenancy cases derived from the field
survey concerned hurr land (land owned by private individuals - 118
cases out of 132) as opposed to waqf land (13 cases) and safiyah
(government) land (only two cases). The waqf cases were found in
all regions of the survey except the Northern Plateaux, though most
were recorded in the Northern Mountains and the Central Plateaux,
and both of the two safiyah cases were noted in Central Tihamah.
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Table 6.12 : DOMINANT SHARING SYSTEMS BY REGION BY CROP
Region Crop Water Shares of crop to: No. of cases
source Land- share- water out of total
owner cropper owner
NORTHERN MOUNTAINS:
grains: rain 1/4 :: 3/4 6 out of 7
ghayl 1/2 : 1/2 2 out of 2
wel 1 1/4 :: 1/2 :: 1/4 2 out of 2
tree fruit: ghayl 1/3 :: 2/3 4 out of 6
wel 1 1/4 : 1/2 : 1/4 2 out of 2
qat: ghayl 1/3 :: 2/3 3 out of 4
NORTHERN PLATEAUX:
grains: rain 1/2 : 1/2 2 out of 2
wel 1 1/3 :: 1/3 : 1/3 5 out of 5
qat: rain 1/2 : 1/2 2 out of 2
wel 1 1/3 :: 1/3 : 1/3 2 out of 2
vegetables: wel 1 1/3 : 1/3 :: 1/3 3 out of 3
CENTRAL PLATEAUX:
grains: rain 1/4 :: 3/4 4 out of 9
wel 1 1/4 : 1/2 : 1/4 5 out of 13
tree fruit: wel 1 1/4 :: 1/2 :: 1/4 3 out of 7
qat: rain 1/2 :: 1/2 2 out of 2
wel 1 1/4 : 1/2 : 1/4 3 out of 3
vegetables: wel 1 1/4 :: 1/2 : 1/4 5 out of 10
SOUTHERN MOUNTAINS:
grains: rain 1/3 ;: 2/3 4 out of 9
ghayl 1/2 : 1/2 5 out of 6
wel 1 1/4 :: 1/2 :: 1/4 4 out of 5
tree fruit: ghayl 1/2 :: 1/2 2 out of 3
vegetables: ghayl 1/2 :: 1/2 3 out of 3
we 11 1/4 : 1/2 : 1/4 4 out of 5
CENTRAL TIH3MAH:
grains: wel 1 1/4 :: 1/4 :: 1/2 4 out of 10
ft 1/6 : 1/3 : 1/2 4 out of 10
vegetables: well 1/4 :: 1/4 :: 1/2 4 out of 10
ft
1/6 : 1/3 : 1/2 4 out of 10
cotton: wel 1 1/4 :: 1/4 :: 1/2 2 out of 4
Source: Field Survey
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Table 6.13 : DOMINANT SHAKING SYSTEMS BY CROP BY WATER SOURCE BY
REGION
Crop Water Region Shares of crop to: No . of cases
source Land¬ share¬ water out of total
owner cropper owner
GRAINS: rain Northern Mountains 1/4 : 3/4 6 out of 7
rain Northern Plateaux 1/2 1/2 2 out of 2
rain Central Plateaux 1/4 : 3/4 4 out of 9
rain Southern Mountains 1/3 2/3 4 out of 9
ghayl Northern Mountains 1/2 : 1/2 2 out of 2
ghayl Southern Mountains 1/2 1/2 5 out of 6
wel 1 Northern Mountains 1/4 1/2 1/4 2 out of 2
wel 1 Northern Plateaux 1/3 1/3 1/3 5 out of 5
wel 1 Central Plateaux 1/4 1/2 1/4 5 out of 13
wel 1 Southern Mountains 1/4 1/2 1/4 5 out of 6
wel 1 Central Tihamah 1/4 1/4 1/2 4 out of 10
wel 1 tf ft 1/6 1/3 1/2 4 out of 10
TREE FRUIT: ghayl Northern Mountains 1/3 2/3 4 out of 6
ghayl Southern Mountains 1/2 1/2 2 out of 3
wel 1 Northern Mountains 1/4 1/2 1/4 2 out of 2
wel 1 Central Plateaux 1/4 1/2 : 1/4 3 out of 7
OAT: rain Northern Plateaux 1/2 1/2 2 out of 2
rain Central Plateaux 1/2 : 1/2 2 out of 2
ghayl Northern Mountains 1/3 2/3 3 out of 4
wel 1 Northern Plateaux 1/3 : 1/3 : 1/3 2 out of 2
wel 1 Central Plateaux 1/4 1/2 : 1/4 3 out of 3
VEGETABLES: ghayl Southern Mountains 1/2 : 1/2 3 out of 3
wel 1 Northern Plateaux 1/3 : 1/3 : 1/3 3 out of 3
wel 1 Central Plateaux 1/4 : 1/2 : 1/4 5 out of 10
wel 1 Southern Mountains 1/4 : 1/2 : 1/4 4 out of 5
wel 1 Central Tihamah 1/4 : 1/4 : 1/2 4 out of 10
wel 1 tf ff 1/6 : 1/3 : 1/2 4 out of 10
COTTON: wel 1 Central Tihamah 1/4 : 1/4 : 1/2 2 out of 4
Source: Field Survey
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Because of the very small total numbers of cases however no general
deduction can be drawn from this sample distribution, though from
other field information it is probably the case that safiyah land is
particularly common in Tihamah compared with other regions.
The cases are broken down by sharecropping system and source of
water in Table 6.14. As can be seen from this table, one of the two
$afiyah cases concerned fixed rent tenancy and the other a case of
well-irrigated land in which the crop was shared 1/6 to the
landowner, 1/3 to the sharecropper and 1/2 to the pump owner. In
the instance of waqf land two cases involved fixed rents, the
remaining 11 cases being cases of sharecropping. Of these 11 waqf
cases only three gave the landowner as much as 1/3 or 1/2 of the
harvest, and two of these concerned ghayl irrigation, while'in five
waqf cases the landowner's share was 1/5 or less.
This distribution contrasts markedly with the sharing situation
where the landowner was a private individual. Table 6.15, which
summarises the position from the point of view of the landowner's
share, makes this clearer. Although a landowner's share of 1/4 of
the crop is the most common system on both waqf land and privately
owned land, a smaller share than 1/4 is taken by the landowner in
50% of the cases of waqf (and safiyah) land but in only 12% of the
cases on privately owned land. That is to say, a waqf landowner
tends to take a smaller share of the harvest than a private
landowner according to the cases from the field survey, and this
conclusion agrees with more general statements of farmers in all
areas visited which have waqf land: that waqf trustees are more
generous landlords than are private individuals.
6.6 Concluding Remarks on the Current Yeaeni Situation
In the analysis of the crop-sharing systems in the sections above,
all the results are strictly valid only for the specific settlements
covered by the present field survey and only for the specific period
of the survey (the summers of 1992 and 1993), and because of the
small sizes of some of the subsamples no conclusions applicable to
the northern Yemen as a whole can be made with certainty without
corroborative evidence from other sources. On the other hand, there
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Table 6.14 : SHARING SYSTEMS BY LANDOWNER
Share of crop to I waqf safiyah privately Total
Land¬ Share¬ Water land land owned cases
owner cropper owner land
RAIN:
D 1/2 1/2 - - 11 11
E 1/3 2/3 1 - 5 6
F 1/4 3/4 2 - 13 15
G 1/5 4/5 1 - 1 2
J 1/8 7/8 1 - — 1
Total rain cases 5 - 30 35
GHAYL:
D 1/2 1/2 1 - 8 9
E 1/3 2/3 1 - 8 9
4
Total ghayl cases: 2 - 16 18
SAYL:
A 4/5 1/5 - - 1 1
C 2/3 1/3 - - 1 1
D 1/2 1/2 - - 1 1
E 1/3 2/3 - - 1 1
F 1/4 3/4 - — 1 1
Total sayl cases - - 5 5
WELL:
I 1/4 1/4 1/2 1 - 8 9
II 1/3 1/3 1/3 - - 13 13
III 1/4 1/2 1/4 - - 18 18
IV 1/5 3/10 1/2 - - 3 3
V 1/6 1/3 1/2 1 1 7 9
VI 1/8 3/8 1/2 1 - 1 2
VII 1/10 2/5 1/2 1 - - 1
Total we 11 cases: 4 1 50 55












Fixed rent cases: 11 14
Source: Field survey.
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Table 6.15 : SHARING SYSTEMS BY LANDOWNER - SUMMARY
waqf & privately
safiyah land owned land
Share to no. of no. of
Landowner cases % cases %
> 1/2 2 2.0
1/2 1 8.3 20 19.8
1/3 2 16. 7 27 26.7
1/4 3 25.0 40 39.6
6 50% 89 88%
1/5 1 8.3 4 4.0 '
1/6 2 16. 7 7 6.9
1/8 2 16. 7 1 1.0
1/10 1 8.3 — —
6 50% 12 12%
All sharecropping
cases 12 100.0 101 100.0
Source: Field Survey.
is great difficulty in finding such evidence. As D.M. Varisco has
complained, the information on sharecropping in the Yemen as a whole
is "often confusing and difficult to interpret, due to lack of
specific information on the total context of application"29. What
he had in mind was not only the considerable variability of the
sharing systems from location to location and from one farmer to
another, but also that that variability can be interpreted only in
relation to crops, soil fertility, method of irrigation, and so on,
which is generally the kind of detail that is not given by most of
the available field studies. Despite an extensive search in the
29 Varisco 1982 :257.
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literature the present writer has indeed found that other field
surveys yield little comparative information since very few of them
record sufficient detail about the conditions surrounding different
sharecropping systems to allow a comparative analysis to be made
with his own findings. In particular, the literature would seem to
be entirely silent on the subject of sharecropping animals, a
practice which, though of less importance nowadays than formerly,
still exists in the Yemen and a study of which is the subject of the
next chapter, Chapter 7.
Nevertheless, such field studies as do provide some information
against which the present findings can be assessed indicate the
likelihood that the results detailed in the above analysis do
reflect more generally applicable patterns to a large extent. For
example, as was noted in the course of the analysis, the 1987 UN
report already referred to above found that most pump owners in
Tihamah take one-half the crop, leaving the remainder to be shared
in different proportions by the landowner and the sharecropper30,
and a 1977 UK Overseas Development Administration report on WadI
Rimac in Central Tihamah arrived at the same finding31. Again, in
the Ibb and Tacizz area (the Southern Mountains region of the
present survey), the UN report discovered that the share of the
tenant on ghay7-irrigated land is one-half the crop, while on
well-irrigated land in the same area his share is most usually also
one-half the crop unless he owns the water pump in which case his
share rises to two-thirds or three-quarters32. All these findings
concord in general terms with the results of the present survey and
validate its accuracy at least to a limited degree and in general
terms.
Certain generally applicable observations can therefore perhaps
be drawn. First, within any given region the share of a
30 UN 1987 :23.
31 Makin (ed.) 1977 :57.
32 UN 1987 :24.
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sharecropper dependent on rain is likely to be higher than his
neighbour who has access to a less risky source of water from a well
or a ghayl. Second, a landowner who rents to a tenant only land and
not water (the water being provided by the tenant from his own well
or from rain, or else bought separately) will on the whole receive a
smaller proportion of the crop than one who supplies water as well
as 1and.
The question of why the dominant or preferred systems of crop-
sharing for the same crop and same water source vary between resigns
is however practically impossible to explain, given the present
limited data. According to these data, it is, for example,
specifically not the case, as might be postulated a priori, that
sharecroppers dependent solely on rain on the Northern Plateaux and
Central Plateaux, where rainfall is relatively low on average and is
also highly variable from year to year, tend to receive a larger
share of the crop than do sharecroppers in.the Southern Mountains
where rainfall is relatively high and harvests therefore less risky
than on the plateaux. Similarly, a sharecropper dependent on rain
in one region does not necessarily take a larger share of the crop
than a sharecropper using a less risky source of water in another
region. To explain such inter-regional differences the researcher
has no choice but fall back on the explanation the farmers
themselves give: systems differ from place to place salif al-balad
and basab al-^urf - that is, they are accounted for by differences
in the established customs from one place to another.
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CHAPTER 7 : SHARECROPPING ANIMALS IN THE YEMEN
7.1 Introductory Remarks
7.2 The Yemeni Terminology of Sharecropping Animals
7.3 The Incidence of Sharecropping Animals in the Yemen
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7.32 Reasons for Recent Decline
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CHAPTER 7 : SHARECKOPPING ANIMALS IN THE YEMEN
7.1 Introductory BeMrk
The system of sharecropping domestic animals is the same in
principle as sharecropping land: the owner makes over his property
(in this case an animal rather than a plot of land) to another party
to tend for a limited or unlimited period in return for part of the
produce1. As with sharecropping land, sharecropping animals may be
viewed in either of two ways: (1) the owner hires the services of
the second party, in which case the latter receives his wage as a
proportion of the yield; or (2) the owner leases the usufruct to the
second party, in which case the owner receives rent as a proportion
of the yield. The system is quite distinct from the employment of
paid shepherds or cattle-herdsmen on a fixed wage, in the same way
that sharecropping land is distinct from the employment of paid
agricultural labourers on a fixed wage.
The practice of sharecropping domestic animals, which are
usually in the Yemen cows, sheep or goats, would seem to be one of
the least studied aspects of Yemeni agriculture. Economically the
practice is much less important today than it once was for reasons
that will be given, but it is still significant especially in rural
areas far from the main urban centres, as will be discussed in
Section 7.3 below. The practice is known to exist or to have
existed elsewhere in the Arab world, but with the exception of two
mentions in more general studies of sharecropping by French colonial
administrators in North Africa in the first half of the twentieth
1 It is recognised that the term "sharecropping animals" is not
ideal, since the meaning of the word "crop" must be stretched
somewhat to allow it to include the produce of animals. In French
the term is usually mStayage de 1'dlevage (literally, sharecropping
for rearing) or societd pour I'dlevage (partnership for rearing),
both of which are acceptable. However, English seems to lack a
proper term and "sharecropping animals" is used here faute de mieux.
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century2, it seems to have gone unremarked. Certainly Islamic
jurisprudents give it no attention in their works of fiqh, in
contrast to sharecropping land3.
In this present chapter the Yemeni terminology of sharecropping
animals is first studied (Section 7.2), and then some remarks are
made about the present incidence of the practice in the northern
Yemen today (Section 7.3). The various sharing systems found are
discussed in Section 7.4, and the chapter ends with a comparison
with some available evidence on sharecropping animals from North
Africa (Section 7.5). As in Chapter 6, most of the information
discussed here derives from the field survey conducted by the
present writer in 1992 and 1993, the methodology and coverage of
which was described in Section 6.2 of the previous chapter.
7.2 The Yemeni Terminology of Sharecropping Aniaals
Several different terms are used in the Yemen to name the practice
of sharecropping animals, different regions preferring different
terms. All the respondents questioned readily understood the term
sharakah bi-al-mawasfil (sharecropping with animals) when used by the
present writer as a neutral, non-regional description of the
practice, but it is clearly not the usual expression employed by the
rural Yemenis themselves4. Instead, the terms used vary
2 Louis Milliot, who was to become one of the most prominent
lawyers in the French colonial regime in North Africa in the
interwar period, devotes a chapter to sharecropping animals in his
doctoral thesis of 1911 on sharecropping in Morocco, Algeria and
Tunisia (Milliot 1911 :63 and 130-143). A short paper by Philippe
Noel written just before the Second World War on sharecropping in
northern Tunisia has a few pages on sharecropping animals (Noel 1938
:13-17). Both these studies will be reviewed below (Section 7.5).
3 Cf. Milliot 1911 :63: "Les auteurs [du droit musulman] ne font
jamais de la societe pour l'elevage l'objet d'une etude speciale".
4 However, it is interesting that Louis Milliot (1911 :130) quite
independently referred to the practice in North Africa as "cherka
fi-l-mawSchf (that is, sharikah fl al-mawashl in the
transliteration used in this present thesis) which he translates
into French as "sociSt6 pour 1'glevage".
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considerably from area to area, though all tend to be derived from
one or other of the roots r-b-w (growing up and upbringing), r-c-y
(grazing and tending), r-b-0 (containing the idea of "four-ness"),
and sh~t~r (dividing in half). Although links with the meanings of
all these roots can clearly be perceived to some extent in the
conditions of the system as it is practised in different areas
(rearing and tending the animal and sharing by quarters or halves
the produce, offspring and profit on sale), none of the usual
lexical works, nor as far as can be seen any specialist Yemeni
vocabulary list, records the terms with the same specific reference
to sharecropping animals as they are employed in the Yemen at the
present-day5. As is the case with sharecropping land the terms for
sharecropping animals are predominantly on the Form III verbal noun
pattern mufacalahP or sometimes fical/fichlah or faF~al/ faPhlah1,
though derivations of the verbal patterns tafaccala and tafa°ala
(verbal Forms V and VI) are also found.
In the Central Plateaux around Dhamar and Radac at least, the
most common and widely used names for the agreement are rib~ac and
murabacah. Either or both of these terms were found in Dhamar
itself, at Afq (to the north of Dhamar), at al-Mayfacah (between
Dhamar and Radac), and around Radac . A variant rib~acl was heard at
al-Kahaylah (near Radac). In this region the sharecropper was once
referred to as the mutar~abic.
In the Southern Mountains rit5ac was heard also at al-cUdayn,
but more common by far in this region (including at DhT al-Sufal,
al-Qacidah and al-cUdayn) was the term shifar, with the variants
shatar and musfiatarah also widespread. The sharecropper here was
called shafi r and very occasionally (at al-cUdayn) mutarabic.
5 Wehr does give murabic as a partner in an agricultural
enterprise who shares one quarter of the gains or losses, though
sharecropping animals is not specified.
6 Cf. muz~aracah, etc.
7 Cf. sharakah.
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In the central part of the plain of Tihamah around al-Zacfaran
and al-Abyat (southeast of al-IJudaydah) the system was universally
referred to as murabah and the sharecropper is called murabbl.
However, a hundred kilometres to the south of al-Hudaydah at
al-Suwayq (12 miles (20 km) west of Zabld) the only term recorded
was mutar~abic for the sharecropper, as heard sometimes also on the
Central Plateaux.
In the §anca' area no general pattern of usage was found during
the field survey, no doubt partly because the practice of
sharecropping animals in the vicinity of the capital is now more or
less extinct and partly because of the linguistic influence of
incomers from other areas. In the village of Sanac (some 6 miles
(10 km) to the south-west of Sanca') the agreement was referred to
as rab'a' (presumably for riba') and the sharecropper as rabl, but at
Shibam (some 25 miles (40 km) to the north-west of the capital) the
preferred term was tiracc~a (for taracc~a) and the sharecropper was
mutaraccl.
In addition to the above terms the terms sharlk, ajlr and
musta'jir for the sharecropper in animals were also widely found,
and the animal owner was everywhere referred to as trial ik or safaib
al-niashiyah or trial ik / $~afj ib al-mawashl.
7.3 The Incidence of Sharecropping Aniaals in the Ye»en
7.31 The Present Incidence and Rationale
During the present field survey some details of the practice of
sharecropping animals were collected in all the areas visited.
Respondents were generally agreed that its occurrence was more
common fi ayyam al-Iniam (in the time of the Imam) or qabl al-thawrah
(before the republican revolution of 1962), or more generally fi
al-niatfi (in the past), than it is now. In some areas indeed, and in
particular in settlements close to Sanca' and other urban centres,
the practice would seem to be virtually extinct, though even in
these areas older respondents were able to provide particulars of
how the system used to operate. Nevertheless, on the Central
Plateaux (at al-Mayfacah, between Dhamar and Radac), in the Southern
Mountains (at al-cUdayn and DhT al-Sufal) and in Central Tihamah (at
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al-Kimbabiyah to the south-east of al-fiudaydah, and al-Suwayq west
of Zabld) the present survey included respondents who were actively
involved in animal sharecropping, either as owners or as
sharecroppers, and there can be no doubt that the practice is still
alive in the Yemen, even if to a lesser extent than formerly.
The animals involved in the instances encountered during the
field survey were always either cows or sheep/goats, though
according to some respondents other domestic animals (donkeys, mules
and camels) were said to be treated in the same way on occasions8.
In one instance at al-Kimbabiyah (Central Tihamah) the respondent at
the time of the field survey was sharecropping five cows and seven
sheep/goats, and in another case in the same locality another
respondent had four cows and 15 sheep. In all other field cases the
number of animals involved was generally only one or two, and it may
well be that the plain of Tihamah is exceptional in the extent to
which animal sharecropping is still practised.
The system was generally described by respondents in the field
survey on the following lines. One individual (called here the
owner) decides to buy a young bull or bullock, a female calf, or a
lamb or kid, and gives it to another individual (the sharecropper)
to rear for him. The sharecropper provides fodder and shelter for
the animal until it is fully grown and when it is sold he receives
either a proportion of the sale price or else a proportion of the
profit (that is, the difference between the buying price and the
sale price). If the animal is female the sharecropper takes also a
proportion of the offspring and benefits from the milk and milk
products, either wholly or in part, after each birth. The owner
receives similarly a proportion of the sale price and, in the case
8 Although it was not mentioned by any respondent, there would
seem to be no reason why hens and other domestic fowl could not be
sharecropped also. One possible case of bees being sharecropped was
recorded at al-cUdayn (in the Southern Mountains), though the case
is unfortunately unclear in its details since the conversation in
which it occurred was prematurely broken off. Interestingly, as
will be seen in Section 7.51 below, both bees and domestic fowl are
(or at least were once) sharecropped in northwest Africa (Milliot
1911 :131).
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of a female animal, a share of the offspring and often also of the
produce.
From the point of view of the owner, the advantage of the
system is that he receives a return on the capital he originally
invested in buying the animal in the first place (by receiving a
share of its sale price and also, if it is a female, a share of the
progeny and usually some of the milk products), but he remains free
of the expense and inconvenience of rearing it. The sharecropper
who bears the expense of rearing the animal also benefits from the
sale of the animal and, if the animal is female, a share of the
progeny and the milk products, without having usually to outlay an
initial capital lump sum.
However, instances were noted at Mishrafah in Wad! Rimac
(Central Tihamah piedmont) of sharecroppers having the choice of
providing one-quarter of the buying price, in which case their share
of the selling price was also one-quarter, though if they
contributed nothing to the buying price they received no share of
the price on sale. This system found at Mishrafah in which the
sharecropper may contribute to buying the animal may be more
widespread in the Yemen than the field information indicates, though
generally speaking the most usual sharecropper of animals is one who
has little capital, either in money or in land, as one might expect.
This impression was somewhat substantiated by a relatively rich
respondent in al-cUdayn (Southern Mountains) who, when he was asked
whether he was a sharecropper in animals, said rather dismissively
al-shifar 7i-al-muwatinln bidun mazracah (sharecropping animals is
for people who don't have a farm).
7.32 Reasons for Recent Decline
Several respondents in the field survey were asked why the system of
sharecropping animals was now less common than in the past. One
reason given by two respondents in al-Ahjur (Northern Mountains) was
izdiyad al-mulTak (the increase in owners), meaning that nowadays
more people have greater wealth and can, if desired, afford their
own animals, so that fewer people need to rely on tending other
people's animals. Another respondent, at Shibam (Northern
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Mountains), said: al-lyin kill shakhq nialik (nowadays everyone is an
owner). Such answers tend also to support the common sense
impression mentioned in the previous paragraph that sharecropping
animals is and was carried out mainly by the poorer sections of the
population without capital.
Another reason, given by the head of the government
agricultural office for the governorate of Dhamar, was kathrat
al-cadad al-muhtarib min al-qura (the large number of people leaving
the villages). Even though migration from rural to urban areas is
undoubtedly a feature of the Yemen as other developing countries,
the extent to which this is a valid reason for the decline in
sharecropping animals is perhaps arguable since the country still
has a very high rural population9. The real effect here may be
indirect, since migration to towns often increases rural wealth
through remittances when the links between urban workers and their
home villages are maintained, as is generally the case in the Yemen.
But by far the most common explanation for the decline in
animal sharecropping given by respondents in the present survey in
all areas was that both fertiliser (samad) and dairy products - samn
(butter) and laban (buttermilk) - are now freely available in local
markets without the need to raise animals and to prepare the
products domestically. As one respondent at al-Ahjur (Northern
Mountains) put it, al-ljln mish Tazim yicallif, yiqaddib, wa-kidtia -
kill shl mutawaffir fi al-suq (nowadays it's not necessary to
provide fodder and cut it and so on; everything's freely available
in the market).
9 As was mentioned in Chapter 1 (Section 1.3 above), the latest
population census for the northern part of the Yemen (the former
YAR) which has been obtainable was that taken in 1986. Although
another census was planned for the united Yemen in January 1994 (as
announced in The Yemen Times, 8 January 1993, p.2), the published
results have not become available to the present writer. However,
the 1986 census projected that by 1990 some 79% of the population of
the northern part of the country (8.86 million out of 11.28 million)
would still be rural (Yemen Republic 1991 :Table 2).
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7.4 Analysis of the Systeas of Sharecroppin^ Aniaals in the Yeaen
The proportions of the sale price and of the offspring and milk
products which form the sharecropper's share, and also other details
of the sharecropping agreement, vary not only from area to area but
also from one contract to another within the same area. The most
common systems however are by halves and quarters, a fact reflected
in the widespread use of derivations from the roots r-b-0
("four-ness") and sh~t~r (halving) to specify the system and the
parties to it, as was pointed out above (Section 7.2).
7.41 Division of the Sale Price of the Prisma! Animal
In the large majority of cases found in the field survey, when the
animal came to be sold the sharecropper and the owner woulcf share
the profit (the difference between the purchase price and the sale
price) between them equally, the owner recovering in addition the
purchase price he had originally paid. Thus, to use the figures of
a hypothetical example quoted by one respondent who tended several
sharecropped animals, if a young bull were bought for YR 4,000 and
sold several years later for YR 16,000, the profit of YR 12,000
would be shared equally between the owner and the sharecropper so
that each party got YR 6,000, and the owner would take also the YR
4,000 he originally invested10.
However, many agreements differed from this general pattern.
In the area of al-Suwayq (Central Tihamah) one instance was recorded
of the sharecropper taking as much as two-thirds of the profit (YR
8,000 to use the figures of the above example). On the Central
Plateaux instances were noted in which the sharecropper received by
contrast only one-quarter of the profit (YR 3,000), while at
al-Ahjur (Northern Mountains) it seems to be usual for him to take
none of the selling price at all. At Mishrafah (Central Tihamah
10 The figures in this example realistically reflected local
prices in the middle of 1993 (when there were approximately YR 75 to
the pound sterling on the free market), though at the time of
writing (1998) prices would of course be considerably more as a
result of the large inflation which the Yemen has undergone in the
interim.
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piedmont) whether the sharecropper received a share of the profit
depended on whether he contributed to the buying price, as has
already been mentioned above (Section 7.3).
Other variations, which tend to raise the share due to the
sharecropper, were also noted. In the case of female animals which
were pregnant at the time of sale the sharecropper's share would be
higher, the justification being that he has lost one of the
offspring which would otherwise have been due to him had the
pregnant animal not been sold. Similarly, his share would also be
higher if a female animal is sold before it has given birth for the
first time, since the sharecropper will not have benefitted at all
from either offspring or milk or milk products. Such cases were
recorded especially in Central Tihamah. In one instance at'
al-Suwayq a quarter of the profit on sale would normally go to the
sharecropper, though if the animal had never given birth he would
take a quarter of the sale price, and so to use the figures in the
above example, his share, normally YR 3,000 (i.e., one-quarter of
the profit of YR 12,000), would rise to YR 4,000 (i.e., one-quarter
of the sale price of YR 16,000).
In other cases, either the profit on sale or the total selling
price would be divided not into halves or quarters but rather into a
one-third share and a two-thirds share, and either of these shares
could go to the owner or the sharecropper. This was so even in
areas where the name of the practice is derived from the roots which
imply halves and quarters (sh~t~r and r-b-c). In short, as many
respondents in all areas replied, the proportion due to the
sharecropper of the profit or of the sale price was hasab
al-ittifaq, that is, it depended entirely on the details of the
agreement, and these could vary considerably.
7.42 Division of the Produce
The general rule in most areas would seem to be that when a female
animal (whether a cow or a sheep or goat) gives birth, all the laban
(buttermilk) and either three-quarters or one-half of the samn
(butter) are the sharecropper's, though in one case (at Ribat
cImran, Central Plateaux) his share of the samn was recorded as
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two-thirds. In these cases, the usual method of sharing the samn is
for the owner to take it all every second, third or fourth week
(depending on whether his share is respectively a half, a third or a
quarter). However, in all cases noted in Central Tihamah the
sharecropper was able to take not only all the laban but all the
samn also.
In addition, it is customary in some areas for the sharecropper
to present the owner with a preparation made from the beest or
beestings (that is, the first milk of a cow which has just given
birth). This gift is called liba'11 and was noted on the Central
Plateaux around Dhamar, in the Southern Mountains at DhT al-Sufal
and elsewhere, and on the Central Tihamah around al-Suwayq. The
7iba' is specially prepared and the method of preparation was
described as follows by a respondent at DhT al-Sufal. The beestings
are mixed with an egg and babb sawda' (a kind of spice, perhaps that
called "black sesame") and cooked until the mixture has thickened to
form a cake. Another respondent, at al-Suwayq, said that in his
area neither the egg nor the babb sawda' were added, but instead
salt and pepper ( filfil), and the milk was cooked in an abar (a kind
of pot) until it had become thickened (mujammad) and formed a round
flat cake (qurs). No doubt there are other regional variations in
the liba' recipe. The giving of the liba' is not regarded
apparently as part of the sharecropping contract strictly speaking
but is said rather to depend on the goodwill of the sharecropper.
In addition to the laban and at least a share of the samn, the
sharecropper is also entitled to all the manure from the animals he
sharecrops. If the number of animals is large this can be a
potentially very useful additional resource for him. Even if he has
no land of his own and does not tenant someone else's, he can sell
the manure to neighbours who do cultivate.
As far as other produce from the sharecropped animals is
concerned, such as wool, hair and hides, little if any can be
11 Cf. libyah and libay, breast milk, quoted by Piamenta 1990-91
(entry root 1-b-y), though Piamenta does not mention liba' itself.
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exploited by the sharecropper. Sheep and goats in the Yemen are
raised primarily for their meat rather than the quality of their
wool or hair, while the hides from them or from cows and bulls
become the property of the butcher when they are sold for slaughter.
7.43 Division of the Offspring
As with the division of the samn, the offspring of female animals
are most usually shared by halves or quarters, though several
variations were noted in the field survey.
Probably the most common and most straightforward system, which
is found to some extent in all areas, is for the owner and the
sharecropper to halve the offspring between them. This is generally
done by each party taking ownership of alternate animals at'birth,
the sharecropper most usually taking the first newborn. Sometimes
however it is the value of each animal which is divided equally
between the two parties rather than sole ownership of alternate
animals, while in two recorded cases (one on the Central Plateaux
and the other in Central Tihamah) the system was that the value of
the first born would be divided equally but that subsequent births
would be shared alternately.
On the other hand, at al-Ahjur (Northern Mountains), around
Dhamar (Central Plateaux) and at al-Kimbabiyah (Central Tihamah)
cases were recorded in which the sharecropper received only a
quarter of the offspring or a quarter of their value, and in one
instance on the Central Plateaux (at Ribat cImran), a sharecropper
took every third birth in the case of sheep and goats but only every
fourth birth in the case of cows.
Clearly therefore generalisations on how the offspring are
shared for even the selected field settlements are practically
impossible to make, given the limited extent of the field survey
material and the way in which the findings vary from contract to
contract. Certainly no overall conclusions can be deduced which are
applicable to the northern Yemen as a whole. On the other hand,
sufficient evidence has been collected to show that sharecropping
animals is still practised in the 1990s in the Yemen, and given the
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large literature on sharecropping land it is strange that the custom
of sharecropping animals seems to have gone practically unremarked.
7.5 Comparison with Analogous Systeas
Because of the silence of the Islamic jurists on the matter it is
impossible to say what the official Islamic view of the practice of
animal sharecropping might be. Presumably, if a question of its
legality ever arose, then sharecropping land would be used as the
qiyas (analogy). Further, it would seem that modern field studies
of the practice are very rare, at least in Islamic countries, and
comparisons of the Yemeni forms of the practice with those
encountered elsewhere are consequently almost impossible to make.
The sole references discovered which mention the practice are the
studies referred to above in Section 7.1 by the French colonial
administrators in northwest Africa in the first half of the
twentieth century: Louis Milliot in 1911 whose work covers all three
of the Maghrib countries (Morocco, Algeria and Tunisia); and
Philippe Noel in 1938 who is concerned specifically with only
northern Tunisia12.
7.51 Northwest Africa before the First World War, according to
Milliot (1911)
Milliot's study of what he calls la soci£t6 pour 1'elevage as a
translation for cherka fi-l-mawachi (that is, sharikah fl al-mawashl
in the transliteration of this thesis) forms one chapter of his
analysis of sharecropping contracts in the Maghrib countries, which,
as has been remarked, seems to have been the first detailed study of
sharecropping in the Islamic context carried out by a western
lawyer. He notes that Islamic authorities are silent on
sharecropping animals and he speculates that it may never have been
an important enough practice to warrant their attention.
Nevertheless, he says, the system does meet very real economic
needs.13 The strong impression is given indeed that the practice,
12 Milliot 1911 :63 and 130-143; Noel 1938 :13-17.
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at least in the early twentieth century, was not only widespread but
thoroughly institutionalised in northwest Africa, and that, in the
case of sheep, goats and cows at least, the numbers of animals
subject to a contract would be much greater than is the situation in
the Yemen at the present day14.
According to Milliot, any kind of domestic animal (except of
course pigs), and in addition fowl and bees, can be the subject of
sharecropping contracts in northwest Africa, and whether the
contract is written down or not depends largely on the custom of the
district15. Unless the animals are camels or horses, the
sharecropper would not normally be allowed to use them as draught
animals (Milliot presumably has cows or bulls in mind here rather
than sheep or goats) without the permission of the owner, in which
case the sharecropper would have to pay the owner a fixed rent for
the use of their services16.
Milliot identifies two basic forms that the contract may take,
depending on whether or not the sharecropper contributes to the
capital outlay. Although a capital contribution from the
sharecropper will alter the situation somewhat, and although,
further, there are some regional variations, of which Milliot gives
some details, the sharecropper would normally be entitled to the
following share of the animal products:
all the whey;
all the cows' milk, though he must supply the animal owner
with a quantity of butter proportional to the number of
cows (the proportion being determined by custom);
13 Milliot 1911 :130-131.
14 Although Milliot nowhere gives any indication of typical
numbers of animals involved in a contract he does mention constantly
troupeau.
15 Ibid. :131—132. As will be discussed in the next chapter of
this thesis (Chapter 8, Section 8.31), whether contracts in the




all the goats' milk;
half the sheep's milk;
all the manure.17
In addition, the sharecropper will benefit from a share of the
offspring and of the profit on sale, though the size of these shares
is variable1*. However, normally a sharecropper can expect
gradually to build up a herd or flock of his own19.
7.52 Northern Tunisia in the 1930s, according to Noel (1938)
Noel's account of sharecropping animals in northern Tunisia is much
shorter than Milliot's, but in the details of how the produce is
shared between the two parties and other practical aspects it is at
least as revealing. As with Milliot's account, the strong
impression is given that the practice of sharecropping animals was
much more standardised, and perhaps more institutionalised even, in
northern Tunisia just before the Second World War than it is in the
Yemen today.
Noel provides no Arabic term for the practice, which he calls
simply metayage d'elevage (literally, the sharecropping of rearing).
From the information that he does give however, it would seem that
there existed professional herdsmen in northern Tunisia who earned
their livelihood from tending flocks and herds on a sharecropping
basis: Noel calls them "une caste de specialistes respectes"20.
Such a situation is different from that recorded in the present
field survey in the Yemen where, as has been shown earlier in this
current chapter, sharecropping animals is carried out on a smaller
scale by individuals who will probably also be farmers rather than
specialist herdsmen21. A further difference from the situation in
the Yemen is that in northern Tunisia there was in the. herdsman's
17 Ibid. : 134.
18 Ibid. : 137.
19 Ibid. : 140.
20 Noel 1938 :14.
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wage both a fixed monetary element and a fixed quantity of produce
per head of the flock or herd, and this could be said to dilute, so
to speak, the sharecropping nature of the contract22.
Concerning the details of the sharing systems, Noel
distinguishes between the system for cattle and that for sheep and
goats. For tending herds of cattle, the sharecropping herdsman
would receive the following:
10 Francs per head per year;
1 waybah of "merlout" per head per year23;
half a cow hide per herd per year;
the milk from the herd;
"a large share" from the sales of the butter.
The first three elements are thus fixed elements of the wage,
while only the last two elements belong to.a truly sharecropping
system. The size of the share of the proceeds from the butter sales
is not specified: Noel simply says "une participation importante".
It will be noted that, in contrast to the Yemeni situation, the
northern Tunisian sharecropping cattle-herdsman had no right to any
part of the sale price when the cattle are sold nor to the ownership
of any of the offspring.
21 If there exists in the Yemen what could be called a class of
professional herdsmen who earn their living by tending flocks and
herds on a specifically sharecropping basis, as opposed to a fixed
wage, they were not met with during the present field survey.
22 Ibid. :14. Milliot in contrast does not mention such an
arrangement which includes a fixed element.
23 A waybah (recorded by Noel as "ouiba") is a well documented
Islamic unit of capacity. W. Hinz (1955 :52) gives its size in
mediaeval Tunis as approximately 12.6 litres, though the present
writer does not know whether this still applied in 1938. "Merlout"
is presumably some sort of commodity, the term possibly deriving
from an Arabic word (Noel encloses the word in quotation marks),
though the present writer has not been able to identify it. Because
it is measured by capacity it may well be some kind of grain
(possibly wheat or cracked wheat?).
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For sheep and goats the wage accruing to the sharecropping
shepherd or goatherd was larger, and this was justified, so Noel
says, by the greater attention that a flock of sheep or a herd of
goats requires compared with a herd of cattle. It would also
include a share of the offspring. The shepherd of a flock or the
goatherd of a herd would earn the following:
1 Franc per head per year;
1 waybah of "merlout" per 10 adult animals per year24;
half a cow hide per herd per year;
1 lamb or kid per 10 births per year;
the milk from the flock;
a share from the sales of the butter.
So here, the first three elements are fixed elements, while the
last three are sharecropping proper. The inclusion of a share of
the offspring in the herdsman's wage is significant, though at
one-tenth of the births it is very much smaller proportion than the
kind of share in the offspring taken by animal sharecroppers in the
Yemen (usually one-half, sometimes one-quarter). On the other hand,
because of the larger number of animals tended at one time in the
Tunisian system, one-tenth of the offspring would no doubt produce a
sizeable absolute number very rapidly, and indeed Noel says that by
such appropriation sharecropping herdsmen can often quickly become
owners of flocks in their own right25. Concerning the butter sales,
Noel again does not specify the size of the herdsman's share.
Somewhat amusingly, Noel ends his account of the practice in
northern Tunisia with a few paragraphs of practical advice on how to
choose a good herdsman-sharecropper: he will be shod in esparto
grass sandals (which will be a sign of frugality); he will have
yellow teeth (since chewing tobacco will enable him to withstand the
24 For waybah and "merlout", see previous note.
25 Ibid. : 15.
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worst gale); and his crook will be well polished (a sign of constant
use).
Brief Excursus: "Transport Sharecropping"
There is one additional point of interest in Noel's article. He
describes, albeit briefly, a further kind of sharecropping in
northern Tunisia to which the present author has never found any
reference elsewhere. It is what Noel calls metayage de charrois,
which might be translated, albeit somewhat inelegantly, as "carting
sharecropping" or "transport sharecropping"26. There are three
"inputs" which are considered: first, the labour; second, the mule
and its fodder; and third, the cart, the harness and their
maintenance. The provision of one of these elements entitles the
provider to one-third of whatever is produced from the transport of
the goods. Thus, someone who owns a mule and a cart with its
accoutrements (that is to say, two of the inputs) could hire a
labourer to transport some goods. Whatever profit results from the
exercise is then shared, the mule and cart owner receiving
two-thirds and the labourer one-third. Noel points out that it is
possible for three parties to be involved, each providing one of the
three inputs and benefiting from one-third of the proceeds.
7.6 Concluding Remarks on Sharecropping Aniaals
The point has been made in this chapter that the rationale behind
sharecropping animals is the same in principle as that behind
sharecropping land: both involve the transfer of a piece of property
from its owner to a sharecropper, with each party benefiting from
shares in the product. It has also been demonstrated that
sharecropping animals in the Yemen shows great variation in the way
in which contracts are set up and how large is each party's share of
the product, just as contracts for sharecropping land vary in the
same respect, and these variations are parallelled by a large range
of regional terms used to name the practice.
26 Noel 1938 :13.
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It is unfortunate that little can be said about how general are
the features of the practice as found in the Yemen or how specific
they might be to the Yemen. The reason, remarked on more than once
in the chapter, is the apparent rarity of comparative studies on
sharecropping animals from other countries. The two available to
the present writer, which are both from formerly French colonial
North Africa, have be discussed in Section 7.5 above, and points of
apparent contrast with the Yemeni situation have been made. These
are, notably, that, according to Noel's account at least, the North
African systems were only partly sharecropping properly speaking (in
that fixed wage elements were also present), and that they would
appear to have been more standardised and institutionalised, and
*
also to involve larger numbers of animals at a time, than is
currently the case in the Yemen.
Even more reticent on the subject are the Islamic lawyers.
Accordingly, it is difficult to make any statement on the conditions
required by a contract to sharecrop animals to make it valid under
Islamic law. Presumably, any legal problem or dispute would in
practice be resolved on the basis of qiyas (analogy) with
sharecropping land.
Why Islamic fiqh is so silent on the subject can also only be
guessed at. As was mentioned in Section 7.51 above, Milliot
speculated that it may never have been an important enough practice
to warrant the attention of Islamic lawyers. This may well be true,
at least in part. But might it also be that Islamic lawyers have
never recognised the practice as significant just because it is not
mentioned by any hadith? Whether this is so or not, the lack of
foadi ths on sharecropping animals does certainly suggest either that
the practice was unknown in the Bijaz at the time of .the Prophet
(though this would seem unlikely to be the case), or else that it
never caused any serious offence to religious sensibilities of the
early Muslims, despite its similarity to sharecropping land, which
of course was legally problematic, as was discussed in Part I of
this thesis. At any event, the practice produced no disputes which
the Prophet was asked to resolve, according to the fjadlths as they
have come down to us.
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The subject of incidence of disputes between the parties in
sharecropping contracts, together with the contractual context of
duties and responsibilities, is the subject of the next chapter, and
it will be indicated there, inter alia, that disputes in land
sharecropping at least are probably less frequent in practice than
the writers of fiqh might lead one to expect.
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CHAPTER 8 : SHARECROPPING CONTRACTS AND CONTENTIONS
IN THE YEMENI CONTEXT
"The owner doesn't do anything at all; he just reclines content on
his couch and takes his share at the end of the year."
Words of a Yemeni sharecropper at al-Waqash, above Jiblah
(translated from colloquial Arabic).
"The services [the tenant] does in cultivating the land and.
repairing - well, it's because it benefits both the landowner and
the sharecropper."
Words of a Yemeni sharecropper at Sanac, SW of §anca'
(translated from colloquial Arabic).
8.1 Introductory Remarks
This chapter will bring together some at present rather widely
dispersed information, both published and unpublished, to provide a
picture of some aspects of the contractual relationship between the
Yemeni landowner and sharecropper and to examine the problems and
contentions (by which term disputes is meant) that may arise from
this relationship. In Section 8.2 some preliminary reflections are
made on the landlord-sharecropper relationship in the Yemen, with
emphasis on the tenant's duties and how the seed and other
agricultural inputs are to be supplied. Section 8.3 then examines
some examples of Yemeni sharecropping contracts. In Section 8.4 the
available evidence on sharecropping contentions and pleas is
analysed, and then finally Section 8.5 discusses the six examples of
sharecropping fatwas found in an unpublished collection of Yemeni
fatwas dating from around 1000/1600.
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8-2 Landlord and Sharecropper: the View fro« the Field
8.21 Duties and services required of the tenant
From the point of view of the landowner the primary duty of the
tenant is to hand over to him at the end of the harvest the agreed
share of the harvest. In order to do this the tenant is required in
the case of grains and other sown crops to prepare and plough the
soil and harvest the crop, and in the case of perennial crops such
as fruit trees and qat to keep the orchards weed-free and apply
fertiliser to the trees and to gather the harvest. He is also
responsible for regular irrigation of the crop unless of course the
only water source is rainfall. The labour for these tasks is
provided by himself and usually members of his family, and is
4
sometimes supplemented by paid labour which he contracts.
Many respondents in the field survey specified other duties,
though all can be construed as specific tasks within the above
general responsibilities. In some regions.where fields are large,
in particular on the plain of Tihamah and the high plateaux, the
tenant will also be responsible for the cost of hiring a plough and
one or two animals (bullocks, donkeys, mules, or occasionally a
camel) to pull it if he does not own them himself, or else a tractor
(ftarrathah) in areas where such is available. Elsewhere, in
mountain areas where terraced plots are too small for ploughing,
tilling and also other earth-moving work such as embanking water
channels is done by spade (kurayk1), shovel-scoop {magrafaft2 ) and a
kind of hooked digging pick (fcignah in the Ibb area3).
1 From the Turkish korek, shovel.
2 For mijrafah; cf. Varisco (1982 :333) who records it as majrafl
(in al-Ahjur).
3 For bijnah-, cf. Serjeant (1988 :150) who quotes the term as a
mattock used to dig wells in the Fadli Sultanate, South Yemen. In
the Ibb area (at least!) the use of the hijnah/hignah is by no means
confined to digging wells but is used much more generally in
agricultural tasks which involve moving soil, such as in forming the
atjajln (to be mentioned again below) around the bases of palm-trees.
Cf. Piamenta (1990-91 :85a) who gives the Yemeni verb bagan yibgin
as meaning to hoe.
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Where payment of the rent is to be in cash (naqd&n) rather than
in kind (cayrian), the tenant will also usually be responsible for
the costs of marketing the produce. Sharecroppers who pay in kind
are generally expected to bear the cost of delivery to the
landowner.
In the case of crops which need pollination, especially
date-palms, the tenant will be also responsible for the talqlh, the
pollinating, which will ordinarily involve mash (stroking the female
flowers with the male) and julhufah (the operation of tying the male
spadix ( liqah) of the date-palm into the female florescence for
several days)4.
Frequently mentioned also among the duties of the tenant is
_ — 4
tasTlh a 1-hudud and taqllh al-judran (the physical repair of the
boundary walls and the terrace walls) and also hifz al-hudud (the
maintenance of the farm boundaries both in their physical fabric and
against encroachment by neighbouring landowners). In irrigated
areas the tenant also has the duty to clean out and keep in good
repair the water channels5 and the cisterns6, and also the atiajln,
the circular banked depressions around the bases of date-palms which
retain irrigation water. This last term (a/jajln) was never heard in
the field but it exists in certain Arabic legal sources7. In
addition, and especially in qat and fruit tree plantations, it is
4 The term julhufah is an etymological mystery. It was heard only
in Tihamah and appears not to be recorded in the usual lexical
sources. The term talqlh on the other hand is the standard Arabic
word for pollination (cf. liqah, the male spadix), while mash
(literally, wiping or stroking) is widely used, at least in the
Yemen, for artificial pollination.
5 There are several words for water channel or irrigation channel
in use in the Yemen. As well as ghayl (pi. ghuyul) and sayl (pi.
suyul) for specific types of watercourse, the following are all
common for artificially dug channels: majrl (pi. mafarl); masqa (pi.
masaql); saqiyah (pi. sawaql); or often nahr (lit. river, pi.
anhar).
6 Probably the three most common words for cistern or reservoir in
the Yemen are: majil (pi. mawaji1); sihrlj (pi. saharlj); and bawd
(pi. ahwad).
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also the tenant's duty to protect the crop from night robbers,
either by acting himself as watchman (fjaris) or by employing one,
for which purpose are the many two-storey towers which dot the qat
plantations of the mountain areas. In some regions, especially
where the crop is dates, the tenant will be expected also to protect
the fruit from scavenging birds and other animals*.
All these duties were mentioned by respondents in the present
field survey. One respondent (in Qabil Wadx Zahr, to the north of
§anca') summarised them as cawal al-ziracah min kull al-jaWanib (the
work of cultivating in all respects). It is rare for a landowner to
extend to the tenant any help in them. As another respondent (at
al-Waqash above Jiblah) put it, al-nialik nia yisawm ayy shay, yaglis
4
murtah caTa kursl-h, wa-yakhudh hissat-uh fl awakhir al-sanah (the
owner doesn't do anything at all; he just reclines content on his
couch and takes his share at the end of the year), a statement which
may illustrate a certain degree of dissatisfaction with contractual
arrangements felt by some tenants.
On the other hand, such discontent is probably only a minority
feeling. Many Yemenis involved in sharecropping experience the
practice from both sides, so to speak, since they are both
7 The term atjajln may well be a specifically Yemeni word since it
does not appear in the usual lexical sources. The term is obviously
connected with the digging tool bijnah cited in the text above. As
was mentioned in Chapter 4 (Section 4.32 above), atjafln is found in
al-NawawI Minh~aj al-~[al ibln (:148, where it has been wrongly edited
by Van Den Berg as afafln and is somewhat misleadingly translated
into French as reservoirs). It is also found in two texts to be
studied later in this chapter: the Badrami sharecropping contracts
in Section 8.33; and in Section 8.5 the Ibn Jacman Fafawa
(:179b2o~2i & 180as where the author of the Ms. adds a clear gloss
on the term as al-ljafr bawl al-nakhl, the depression around the base
of the date-palm, which must dispel any doubt as to its meaning).
8 In Hadramawt Serjeant has reported that a basket cover called a
khubrah is placed over ripening dates to protect them from the
depredations of birds, insects and animals (1967 :62 n.110). The
present writer noted that dates in Tihamah are protected in a
similar way by being covered with sacking or other cloth, though
unfortunately no further details of the practice, terminological or
otherwise, were collected.
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landowners and sharecroppers, as was noted in Chapter 7 (Section
7.41), and they must as a result have a first-hand awareness of the
requirements and difficulties of both standpoints. Moreover, as was
pointed out in a more general context in Chapter 2 (Section 2.24)
many of the contractual conditions, such as keeping the terrace
walls and water channels in good repair, and irrigating the crops
and protecting them from robbers, are in the interests as much of
the tenant as the landowner since the size of the income of both
parties depends on the size of the harvest. This was acknowledged
by many respondents. As one respondent (in the village of Sanac, to
the southwest of Sanca') put it, al-khidniat an yizrac al-ard
wa-yi$allifj - yacnl, caTa al-asas an yastafid al-malik wa-aJ-sharlk
(the services [the tenant] does in cultivating the land and
repairing - well, it's because it benefits both the landowner and
the sharecropper).
The extent to which it is usual for the sharecropper to deposit
with the landowner a shaqlyah (guaranty) which is necessary before
he can begin working land on which there are perennial crops but
which is returnable when he vacates the land, was not investigated
in detail during the survey. In her study of Wadx Zahr m.W. Mundy
shows that the practice existed in her field study area in the 1970s
for certain land but owing to the greater cash income from the
increase in qat growing both the payment of shaqlyah and indeed the
practice of sharecropping itself had become less extensive than
previously9. Wad! Zahr, because of its proximity to Sanca' (it lies
only some Ik miles (12 km) north of the capital), may however be
atypical in this, though to what degree it is impossible to
estimate.
It is also very difficult to say how widespread or onerous on
Yemeni sharecroppers are extra-contractual duties and services such
as A.K.S. Lambton found in Iran10, E. Pratt in Italy11 and other
researchers elsewhere, as was discussed in Chapter 2 (Section 2.23).
9 Mundy 1981 :62-64.
10 Lambton 1969 :330.
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The reason for this is that the exact perimeter of the terms of the
contract is difficult to determine. As will be seen below in
Section 8.32 when three modern contracts from al-cUdayn are
examined, even a "service" such as giving the landowner "gifts" of
the crop over and above his proper share when he visits the farm,
which is normally taken to be extra-contractual elsewhere, is
specifically mentioned within one of the al-cUdayn contracts as part
of the agreement. The difficulty in deciding what is contractual
and what is extra-contractual is increased by the appearance in
contracts, such as those of al-cUdayn, of catch-all requirements
such as that the sharecropper is expected to do everything which is
required of him sal if al-balad (according to the precedence of the
place) or fjasab al^urf (according to custom). If it is the custom
of the village that sharecroppers provide their landlords with extra
gifts or carry out services additional to the work involved in
producing a crop, such as building work or.road improvement, then
these can presumably be deemed to be part of the contract and a
sharecropper would have no grounds for complaint by claiming that
having to provide such services lay outwith the contract. This
would seem to be so despite the fact that Islamic jurisprudents,
including the ZaydT Ibn al-Murtada as was seen in Chapter 5 (Section
5.2 above12), have ruled against the sharecropper having to provide
services that are not directly part of the crop-producing process.
8.22 Supply of seed, fertiliser and other agricultural inputs
In the large majority of instances recorded in the field survey both
seed and fertiliser and all costs of tilling and harvesting were
supplied by the tenant, though in many cases this can be done at
little monetary cost to him since seed is generally kept back from
the previous harvest while manure is often available from his own
animals or those of his neighbours. Chemical fertiliser (samad
klmawi) is used, but to a lesser extent than animal manure (samad
11 Pratt 1994 :41.
12 Ibn al-Murtada al-Babr al-Zakhkfiar :672-4.
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baladl), especially in areas distant from towns. In the case of
rain-fed land fertiliser of any kind is seldom applied, except from
the animals grazing the stubble.
Only in a minority of cases (approximately 20%) were either the
seed or the fertiliser or both supplied by the landowner, though the
practice varies from contract to contract and some special and
complex arrangements were noted. Consequently generalisations are
difficult to make, though it seems clear that whether a landowner
contributes depends on the custom of the area, since in many of the
areas visited no instance of contribution by landowners was found
while in other areas the custom by which the landowner contributed
seemed relatively common. In one case (at Najr, south of cAmran)
the landowner supplied one-third of the cost of the fertiliser and
one-third of the cost of the harvesting if he took his share of the
sorghum before it had ripened to be used as fodder, though otherwise
the tenant provided all inputs. In another case (also at Najr) the
landowner paid the cost of the seed (but not the fertiliser) in
proportion to his share of the harvest (in this case one-half), and
a similar arrangement was noted in the Hamdan area to the northwest
of Sanca'. Other cases in the area of al-Suwayq (to the west of
Zabld in the Central Tihamah) indicated considerable flexibility in
whether the landowner supplied anything but the land: whether he
contributed to other expenses or not depended entirely on what was
agreed by the parties to the contract. In two cases at al-Suwayq
the landowner's share of the crop was the same as his share of the
cost of the seeds and fertiliser, and this share varied with the
type of crop. In another case at al-Suwayq the costs of the inputs
for vegetables were shared between the sharecropper and the owner of
the water pump, and if the landowner decided to help in supplying
fertiliser he would take one-quarter of the crop but if not then his
share would be only one-sixth.
Generally speaking however, in most areas the response was that
kull al-masarlf min cind al-musta'jir or kull al-takaTlf caTa
al-sharlk (all the costs are on the tenant/sharecropper) or else
al-malik ma yadfac shay (the landowner doesn't pay for anything).
This was so even if the tenant paid only indirectly. One landowner
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at al-Qacidah (between Ibb and Tacizz), for example, reported that
he supplied seed potatoes to his sharecroppers from his own pocket,
but further questioning revealed that he recouped the cost min ras
al-mabsul (from the harvested crop before it was shared out between
him and his tenants), an arrangement which was subsequently
confirmed in an interview with one of his sharecroppers. In most
other instances where the landowner paid initially for the seed and
the fertiliser it was found that he was recompensed by a larger
share of the harvest than he might otherwise receive. This was the
case with a landowner interviewed at al-MukaymanTyah (south east of
al-fiudaydah on the coastal plain of Tihamah) who provided all
agricultural inputs for his sharecropper (seed, fertiliser, and also
*
the hire of ploughs and the costs of harvesting and marketing the
produce) but took four-fifths of the harvest, which, as has been
seen in Chapter 7 (Section 7.5) above, is a large proportion. The
same proportion of the harvest was taken by landowners at Mishrafah
(just above the point at which Wadl Rimac debouches onto the plain
of Tihamah), though here again they supplied all agricultural inputs
(including ploughing, harvesting and marketing) to their tenants.
In general therefore it would seem that in most areas in
northern Yemen it is the tenants who supply all agricultural inputs
but that in certain areas (including the Northern Plateaux and parts
of Central Tihamah) it is customary for the landowner to provide
them, either wholly or in part, in which case the landowner's
recompense is larger than it would otherwise be.
8.3 Sharecropping Contracts
8.31 Written and oral contracts
In theory, any contract may be recorded as a written document,
though in Islamic law a verbal agreement before two witnesses is
sufficient for the contract to be binding and in fact takes
precedence over any written evidence13. It has already been
13 Cf. Imber (1997 :26) who notes the same verbal nature of an
example of the form for a marriage contract from a work of around
400/1000.
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observed in Chapter 5 above that Islamic jurisprudents often state
the proper form of words which will conclude a contract. Thus for
example, as was shown in Chapter 5 (Section 5.2 above), Ibn
al-Murtada states that to make a mugtiarasah contract the following
forms of words are valid:
The form [of words to make a mugtiarasah contract is for
the landowner to say:] "Gtiarastu-ka" (I engage you as a
mugtiarasah tenant); or: "c~Amaltu-ka" (I make a deal with
you [under a mugtiarasah contract]); or "Ighris tiadhihi"
(Tend this [piece of land] under the terms of the
mugtiarasah). It is on this [basis] with the agreement [of
the engaged party] [that a mugtiarasah contract would be
valid], or some [wording] to the same effect.14
For the mus'aqah, Ibn al-Murtada says the following:
4
[The correct form to make] a verbal musaqah contract is
[for the landowner] to say: "Saqaytu-ka caTa tiadtia
al-nakhll muddata ka-dtia" (I engage you in a mus'aqah
contract over these date-palms for such-and-such a
period), or words to the same effect such as "Tacahhad 71
tiadhihi al-ashjar bi-al-saqy wa-a7-i$Tah muddata ka-dtia"
(Tend these trees for me by watering and maintaining them
for such-and-such a period).15
Similarly, it was indicated in Chapter 4 (Section 4.32) that
al-Nawawl also included forms of words to make a musaqah contract.
In fact, they are very similar to those of Ibn al-Murtada:
The correct form [of words to make a musaqah contract] is
[for the landowner to say]: "Saqaytu-ka caTa tiadtia
al-nakhl bi-ka-dtia" (I engage you in a musaqah contract
over these date-palms in such-and-such a way); or else:
"Sallamtu-hu ilay-ka 1 i-tatacahhada-hu" (I hand [the
date-palms] over to you so that you might take care of
them). Then [the c~ami 1] has to show his acceptance,
without all the details of the work involved [having
necessarily been named]. What is not specified in any
respect is to be referred to al^urf al-gtialib (the
dominant custom).16
14 Ibn al-Murtada, al-Bafjr al-Zakhktiar,
15 Ibid., :69s-6.
16 Al-Nawawi Mintiaj al-fal ibln : 11, 1472-s.
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All these examples - both the Zaydi and the ShaficT - show that
the emphasis is on verbal form: that is to say, the actual words
spoken, and these need constitute only a brief sentence. If the
correct words are spoken in a valid situation (where there are two
witnesses, where both parties are of sound mind, and so on) then the
contract will be binding. There is no stipulation that the contract
be written down, nor even that all the conditions of the contract be
verbally rehearsed.
In the Yemen, whether the contract between landowner and tenant
is committed to writing depends very much on the custom of the area.
In the Northern and Central Plateaux and in Tihamah written land
tenancy contracts (and indeed any kind of contract) are exceptional.
4
The usual contract in these regions is verbal and bi-al-amanah or
bi-al-thiqah (on trust) before two witnesses. Contracts were said
to be written in these regions only under certain circumstances.
One respondent at Ribat cImran (between Yarlm and Dhamar) said that
contracts in his area were sometimes written in the case of qat and
fruit trees because al-mabqul qaWl (lit., the yield is strong,
meaning that the harvest from such crops is worth a lot of money)
but not in the case of grains. According to another respondent at
al-Mayfacah (between Dhamar and Radac) contracts were only written
where the tenant was from outside the village and unknown personally
to the landowner. A further respondent at al-Kahaylah (just to the
south of Radac) said the contract could be written if both parties
wanted it written, but that this was rarely done since there were
never any disputes between landowner and tenant in his area. If
contracts are recorded in writing in these regions, then according
to respondents in the present field survey anyone (ayy Wabid) who
can write can do the recording, and not necessarily a local
government official.
In the mountain regions (Northern Mountains and Southern
Mountains) on the other hand, all respondents indicated that land
tenancy contracts were always written, signed by two witnesses and
registered by a local or regional government appointed recorder who
would be the amln al-mahall or ma'mun al-^uzlah (the "secretary" or
recorder of the village or cuzlah) or the Ijakim al-nahiyah or ria'ib
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al-tjakim (the official qacfi of the riahiyah or his deputy) who would
provide it with an official stamp (kHatam). One copy of the
agreement would be given to each of the contracting parties and
generally a copy would be retained by the recorder. Three examples
of such contracts (from al-cUdayn, in the Southern Mountains west of
Ibb) will be considered in Section 8.33 below. First, however, the
following subsection will examine an example of what might be called
ideal or theoretical "proformas" for the three main kinds of
sharecropping contracts against which it will be possible to compare
the al-cUdayn examples.
8.32 Three contract formats from Hadramawt
In a lengthy paper on irrigation in IJadramawt R.B. Serjeant' quotes
the text of three sharecropping contracts from a late nineteenth
century ShaficI document from Hadramawt which for convenience may be
called the Ba Sawdan Ms.17 The three contracts are respectively for
musaqah, mugfiarasah (though different terms are used here for
mugfiarasah as will be seen) and muzaracah. They are evidently what
might be called models or proformas, with words such as FuTan
(So-and-so) and ka-dh~a (such-and-such) in places where names and
other information would be inserted. The re-edited text has been
included in Appendix 3 of this thesis, and the following is the
present writer's translation.
(1) Form for the Musaqah
[The Shaykh] writes: Praise be to God.
So-and-so has engaged So-and-so in a musaqah contract
over stated date-palms in such-and-such a way, according to
the legitimate rules of the musaqah, for a period of one
complete year, starting in such-and-such a month, for a share
of half the fruit. [The tenant] will be responsible for
tending the stated date-palms and pollinating them, and
cleaning out the water channels serving them1*, maintaining
the atiajln (the irrigation hollows round the base of the
17 The title of the document is Tahsll al-maqsud fl-ma tuliba min
tacnf al-^uqJjd, composed in 1315/1897. The paper of Serjeant's
referred to here is Serjeant 1964 and the contracts are quoted on
pp. 61-62 of it. The present writer has not examined the original
document and is reliant on Serjeant's published extract.
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date-palm trunks)19, removing grass [and weeds], and guarding,
harvesting and drying the fruit. [The tenant] may do all this
either by himself or by someone he delegates to do it.
(2) Form for the Mukhabarah and Mufakhadhah20
[Explanatory preamble:] This is also called the muria$abah. It
occurs when [the landowner] hands over the piece of land to
someone who will plant it with trees. The trees may be shared
between the two parties equally or unequally.
[The Shaykh] writes: Praise be to God.
So-and-so and So-and-so have agreed that So-and-so21
should plant a certain area, or the land belonging to
So-and-so, and then he should specify the number22 of the kind
of date-palms he wishes to plant. The young date-palms and
the gear will be the responsibility of the tenant23 and also
he must irrigate and rear [the palms] until they mature24,
according to the custom (curf) of the district.
This [constitutes what is known as] fakhdh al-m'$f aw
caTa muha$afah (sharecropping by halves according to the
mufakhadhah - i.e., the mugbarasah) on the basis of which the
two [parties] enter into a mukhabarah and mufakhadhah
agreement legitimately drawn up.
[The contract should end:] This- is dated such-and-such a
day, such-and-such a year.
18 The Arabic reads tanqiyat nahri-hi. Serjeant glosses this as
"clean[ing] the trunks", which must be a mistake. Nahr (lit. river)
is a common enough term for irrigation channel whether natural or
artificial.
19 This term has already been discussed above (Section 8.21 and
note 5). In Serjeant's text it has been wrongly written ajajln.
20 It is clear from what follows that this format concerns the
mugbarasah contract. The terms mufakhadhah and muria$abah are noted
also by the author of the Ba KathTr Ms. who says they both mean
mugbarasah (Ba KathTr Ms. :lln-i4 & 1120 —12i). See also these
three entries in Appendix 1 of this thesis.
21 Presumably the same as the second of the names just given.
22 The term hufrah (pi. hufar) is a Yemeni counting term - cf. the
Omani qorah for counting trees and large plants. For Omani counting
terms with some reference to the Yemen see Donaldson 1994.
23 The term used here for tenant is fakhldh, deriving obviously
from fakhdh and mufakhadhah.
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13) Form for the MuzaraPah and the Mukhabarah
when the land belongs to the party who sows it25
[The Shaykh] writes: Praise be to God.
So-and-so has said to So-and-so: "ZaraPtu-ka (I have
engaged you in a muzaracah contract) on such-and-such a plot
of land - and [the owner] should here describe it - in order
for you to sow it. I shall have the responsibility of
supplying the seed-corn, and you will be responsible for
[giving me] half the produce [from the land]".
Alternatively, [the landowner could say]: "c~Amaltu-ka (I
have engaged you in a contract) on such-and-such a plot of
land. You will be responsible for providing the seed-corn and
you will get half the produce [of the land], under the terms
of a mukHabarah or muzaraPah contract clearly and legitimately
set up and incorporating the conditions necessary to make it
comply with correct legal form".
This is dated such-and-such a day, such-and-such a year.
Superficially these three model contracts may appear v£ry
similar. In all three the name of each party is to be specified,
the plot of land is to be delimited, and a half share of the produce
for each party is mentioned (though it may well be that this
proportion is given only as an example and would in practice vary,
24 The wording of this passage in the text is:
or'b
wa-°afa al-fakhldh al-maq~alic wa-a 1-mu'an wa-a 1-saqy wa-al-tanmiyah
ila al-taP tlq which Serjeant glosses as "Inter alia the working
partner has to deal with the young palms (maqlac), irrigate them,
and rear them up to the tactlq". He says that the term tactlq is
unknown to him and he makes no suggestion for its meaning, but it
would seem clear to the present author that, given the root and the
context, it must mean maturity - that is to say, the date-palms must
be looked after until the time they are old enough to bear fruit.
The term mu'an Serjeant says means "gear", according to a HadramT
informant (Serjeant 1964 :62). This is no doubt correct, and the
gear would presumably include tools for digging, pruning,
pollinating and so on, and materials for covering ripening fruit to
protect it from pests.
25 It is not entirely clear what this means. As the text of the
contract makes clear, the party who supplies the seed may be either
the landowner or the tenant. But if the landowner also does the
sowing himself then there would be no need for a tenant and
therefore no contract! Unfortunately, Serjeant provides no gloss on
the wording of this contract.
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if only because of the fact that the provision of the seed or plants
can vary widely both between and within the contracts). On closer
examination however, and with the benefit of background information
such as has been put forward already in this thesis, certain
differences between them which may be significant can be identified.
First, there is probably an implied difference in the
relationship between the two parties in the different contracts
which is reflected in the wording. In the first (musaqah) and third
(muzaraP ah) contracts the landowner is clearly the party who is
taking the initiative while the tenant can perhaps be understood as
being in a more subservient role: the wording of the relevant
passage is qad saqa fuTanun fuTanan in the first: qad qala fuTanun
1i-fuTanin: zaractu-ka in the third. In both cases the landowner is
engaging the tenant. However, in the second contract, which
concerns the mugHarasah, the equivalent wording is qad ittafaqa
fuTanur wa-fuTariun: "So-and-so and So-and-so have agreed together".
The implication is almost certainly that the landowner and the
tenant in the mugh~arasah hold positions closer to equal partners,
since, as will be remembered from Part I of this thesis, the
tenant's contribution to the partnership can be more substantial in
the mugHarasah than in the other two types of sharecropping
contract.
Second, there can be clear differences in the matter of which
party supplies the seed or plants. In the case of the second
(mugHarasah) contract, it is explicitly stated that the trees to be
planted may be supplied by both parties either equally or unequally
(bi-al-sawlyah aw al-tafcjl 7). In the third (muzaracah) contract it
is again explicitly declared that either the landowner or the tenant
may supply the seed. In the first (musaqah) contract however,
neither party is mentioned as owning the trees, though it may be
assumed that they belong to the owner of the land.
Third, in the first two contracts (musaqah and mugharasah), the
duties of the tenant are spelt out in some detail and concern in
both cases principally looking after the trees and the irrigation
channels on which they depend. In the third (muzaracah) only the
sowing of the seed is mentioned.
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In connection with the duties of the tenant, in the case of the
mugfiarasah contract there occurs the phrase bi-°urf al-jihah
(according to the custom of the district), though it is considered
unlikely that there is any significance in the absence of a similar
reference in the other two contracts, since it may be presumed that,
as with the Yemen Civil Code sharecropping Articles discussed in
Chapter 3 (Section 3.5 above), where specific conditions are not
stated local curf will take precedence. After all, as they stand,
these "model contracts" are hardly more than the bare bones of what
a legally binding agreement would have to cover. Many - perhaps
even most - of the conditions which could conceivably lead to
dispute are simply not mentioned at all. Which party, for example,
«
has the responsibility of covering the transport of the landowner's
share of the crop? Does the tenant have to do this, or will the
landowner collect it himself? Again, which party is responsible for
the costs of upkeep of boundary walls, wells, terraces, and other
fixed installations? For example, cleaning out the water channels
is clearly the tenant's responsibility, and indeed is stated as such
in the musaqah and mugharasah contracts. But where does "cleaning
out" stop and "rebuilding" begin? Such questions are not answered
by these model contracts and it may be presumed that any dispute
involving them would be referred to curf al-jihah, the custom of the
district.
In the third of the contract models (that concerning the
muzaracah) it is notable that the form it is couched in is
explicitly verbal, and even the other two could be construed as
being models of verbal contracts since there is no mention of any
need to record them in writing. If this is so. then the reference
at the end of the second and third contracts to recording the date
of the contract could be understood as referring to a written record
to be kept merely as a kind of aide mdmoire kept by either or both
of the two parties and possibly also one or more of the witnesses.
This impression of the essentially verbal nature of such contracts
(whether or not they are also committed to writing) will be
strengthened in the study now of three modern Yemeni sharecropping
contracts.
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8.33 Three written contracts from al-cUdavn
In the course of his field survey the present writer had the
opportunity to examine several documents in the possession of
farmers which recorded their sharecropping contracts with
landowners. All these were in the areas where it is the custom to
record such contracts in writing (that is, the Northern and Southern
Mountains), but with the exception of al-cUdayn in Wad! cAnnah (west
of Ibb) all were seen in isolated areas without means of
photocopying. At al-cUdayn however the amln al-matjall was able to
provide a photocopy of his record of three example contracts of
sharecropping. All are dated Muharram 1407 (which began on 6th
September 1986). A copy of the original documents is included in
4
Appendix 3 together with a transcription and notes, and a sketch map
of at least some of the locations mentioned is given in Figure 8.1.
The following is the present writer's own translation26. (The term
ajlr (tenant) has been left untranslated.).
Document No.l
In the name of God the Merciful, the Compassionate.
cAbdallah Muhammad cAqil [from the cuzlah of] Ban! Zuhayr,
[living at] the group of houses [called] al-Sharql and being of
sound mind and in complete concurrence with the law, came to us
to [become] an ajlr of Shaykh cAbd al-QawI bn MulhT and his
relatives who are the sons of cAli MulhT and cAbdallah Hazzac.
[The farm in question] is the locality [called] al-Rummanah
which is bounded on the north by the bed of the Wad! [cAnnah]
and on the west by al-Khurayshabah, and above which is the
property of the above mentioned people worked by the ajlr
Murshid Mulayk. [This contract was drawn up] in the presence
of witnesses who are cAbduh Muhammad Murshid [from] the town
[i.e., al-cUdayn] and Hazzac Mahdl [from the cuzlah of] Jabal
BahrT, though God is the best Witness. [This contract] was
drawn up in the month of Muharram in the year 1407 one-thousand
26 I am very grateful to Mr cAbdallah cAbduh cAbdallah, the Amln
of al-cUdayn, for allowing me to photocopy these three contracts,
and especially to Mr Jabir Muqbil cAbd al-Malik, the director of the
Agricultural Office, al-cUdayn. for devoting considerable time to
help me understand them. A glance at the original Arabic in
Appendix 3 of this thesis will show that their short-hand nature
requires considerable interpolation to be made which is impossible
without an intimate knowledge of the local area.
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FIGURE 8.1 : SKETCH MAP OF THE AREA TP THE WEST OF AL-CUDAYN
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four-hundred and seven after the Hijrah of the Prophet, may the
most excellent blessing and peace be upon him. The said ajlr
is an a;"r who is not a [landjowner. [The responsibility will
be] on him to deliver the landowner's share of the harvest to
the place [where it is to be] handed over, to maintain the
boundaries [of the property] and to give [the landowner] gifts
from the crops [when he visits the farm, in accordance with]
the precedent of the place. ...
Document No.2
In the name of God the Merciful, the Compassionate.
Hazzac Mahdi Qasim [from] the cuzlah of Jabal BahrT, being of
sound mind, came to us to [become] an ajlr of Shaykh cAbd
al-QawT bn MulhT. [The farm in question] is the locality
[called] al-Quba'T al-Saghlr, [is] totally irrigated, and is
bounded on the north by the bed of the WadT [cAnnah], on the
west by the Wad! al-Musharraqah, on the south by [the place
called] Shutaf. and on the east by [the WadT] al-Quba'T
al-Kablr. The said person is an ajlr who is not a [land]owner.
[The responsiblity will be] on him to deliver the landowner's
share of the harvest to the place [where it is to be] handed
over, to maintain the boundaries with the boundaries [of
neighbouring properties], and [to carry out] what ajlrs must do
[in accordance with] the precedent of the place. [This
contract was drawn up] in the presence of witnesses who are
Jabir Muqbil cAbd al-Malik the head of the al-cUdavn
agricultural [office], and Muslih Muhammad Nayif [from]
al-Sharacib, though God is the best Witness. [Additional] to
this [contracted farm the ajlr will also tenant the farm in]
the locality [called] Munakh al-Shaykh in its entirety which is
bounded on the north and the west by the WadT [cAnnah], on the
east by the terraces owned by cAwad and the road [to al-Farc],
and on the south by the road. [This contract] was drawn up in
the month of Muharram in the year 1407 AH. ...
Document No.3
In the name of God.
Hamud cAli Qayid, being of sound mind, came to us to [become]
an ajlr of cAbd al-Wabid cAbd al-QawT bn MulhT. [The farm in
question] is the terraced area of al-Miqfar opposite the house
of the tenant (musta'jir) which bounds [the farm] .on the east,
and on the west it [is bounded] by the WadT Dabad> on the north
by the road leading to the bed of the WadT [cAnnah], and on the
south by the property of Shaykh Sadiq bn Taha. The said person
is an ajlr who is not a [land]owner. [The responsibility will
be] on him to cultivate fully, to deliver the landowner's share
of the harvest to the place [where it is to be] handed over,
and to maintain the boundaries with the boundaries [of
neighbouring properties]. [This contract was drawn up] in the
presence of witnesses who are cAbduh cAbdallah Sayf and AmTn
[son of] our sayyid Ghalib Ahmad cAqlan, all of whom are from
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the town [i.e., al-cUdayn]. [This contract] was drawn up in
the month of Muljarram in the year 1407 AH. ...
All three documents end with the pious set phrase kataba
al-rajl cafw rabb'-h (literally, he who hopes for his Lord's pardon
wrote [this contract] - that is to say, the amln al-maball himself),
followed by his signature (cAbdallah cAbduh cAbdallah) and his
official stamp (cAbdallah cAbduh / Amln of al-Sharacib and al-cUdayn
/ Yemen Arab Republic).
Apart from characteristics of style of the recorder these three
contracts are very much the same in form and general content as
others examined in the field. The names and place of residence of
not only the tenant and the landowner but also the two witnesses are
4
recorded and the plot which is to be tenanted is delimited by
specifying the surrounding plots and the major bounding features
such as main roads and watercourses. What is perhaps more
remarkable is what is not specified in the contracts. Apart from
the statements that the tenant is to deliver the landowner's share
of the harvest to him and to maintain the boundaries of the land,
the responsibilities of the tenant are not spelt out beyond giving
the landowner samples of the crop if he should come to inspect it
(in Document No.l), doing what it is customary for tenants to do (in
Document No.2), and cultivating the land fully (in Document No.3).
In particular, there is no statement of the proportion of the crop
which is due to the landowner at the harvest, and even though all
three contracts are sharecropping contracts, there is no indication
which type of contract they are, whether muzaracah. mugharasah or
musaqah, as the Hadraml contract proformas discussed in the previous
subsection (8.32) might have given cause to expect. Again, there is
no statement of the responsibilities of the landowner. .
When questioned about why these details should be lacking both
the amln al-maball and the head of the agricultural office at
al-cUdayn pointed first to the phrase sal if al-balad (the precedent
of the place) which occurs in Document Nos.l and 2. "Everyone
knows", they said, what was required by custom of both the tenant
and the landowner, and therefore to write it in the contract would
be superfluous. This must be so, but it does not explain why the
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responsibilities which are stated, and in particular delivering the
landowner's share to him and maintaining the boundaries of the
property, both of which figure in all three contracts, should
receive special mention, since they too are presumably in accordance
with local custom and known to everyone.
On the question of why the proportion of the crop due to the
landowner (a half, a third, a quarter, or whatever) was not
mentioned in any of these contracts, the head of the agricultural
office added that it could not be put in writing in the contract
since it was not a specific quantity which could be measured in
units of capacity or weight before the total harvest had been
measured. This is a curious statement and one which may possibly
4
reflect a degree of uneasiness about the fact that any sharecropping
contract by its nature involves an un-Islamic unknown in its
conditions, a circumstance already discussed in Chapters 2 and 3
above.
One is left with the strong impression then that even in areas
where a contract is traditionally written a written contract is more
of an aide memoire than a legal document and that it is the verbal
contract which has precedence as indeed is the case with Islamic
contracts generally. The details of any sharecropping contract are
well-known to all those involved in accordance with local customary
law and do not have to be stated in writing.
8.4 Sharecropping Content ions and Pleas
8.41 The Field Evidence
The following are the main causes for dispute between the parties to
a sharecropping contract as quoted by respondents in the field
survey of Yemeni sharecroppers and landowners. For the reasons
given below, no statistical frequencies can be coupled to the causes
and indeed no significance can be attached even to the order in
which they are listed.
- The tenant is guilty of taa$lr or ihmal (both terms meaning
negligence). (This was mentioned by several respondents in
the field survey, though even so they constituted a small
minority of the total respondents.)
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- The tenant absconds. (This was mentioned by only one
respondent in the field survey.)
- The two parties to the sharecropping contract are unable to
agree on the size of the yield to be shared.
- The owner of the water is late in supplying the water, or is
unable to supply any at all.
- The landowner gives the tenant notice to quit so that he can
work land himself. (This was mentioned by only one
respondent in the field survey.)
- The landowner gives the tenant notice to quit so that he can
build on the land. (This was mentioned by several
respondents in the field survey, though all were referring to
4
land in the immediate vicinity of Sanca' and they constituted
a small minority of the total respondents.)
- The tenant is late in handing over the landowner's share of
the crop or else its value in cases-where the tenant has the
responsibility of selling the crop as well as harvesting it.
- There are disputes over i$Tab al-judran or hifz al-tjudud
(that is, the maintenance of the boundary walls, both in
their physical upkeep and against encroachment by
neighbours). Such disputes are not so much between landowner
and tenant but rather between two neighbouring landowners.
The evidence from the field is that disputes would seem to be
rather rare in reality and for this reason it is impossible to rank
them in order of importance or frequency of occurrence. In fact,
some of the reasons for dispute were mentioned by only one or two
respondents. A tenant absconding, in particular, would seem to have
a great fascination for Islamic jurists, though in practice such a
phenomenon probably constitutes rather a rare event27.
27 As has been seen in earlier chapters, the absconding tenant is
an issue gone into by both the ZavdT Ibn al-MurtacJa in al-Bakjr
al-Zakhkhar (Chapter 5, Section 5.23) and the ShaficT al-NawawI in
the MinHaj al-~[alityin (Chapter 4, Section 4.32).
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If a generalisation can be made about present-day disputes it
is that they would seem to be least frequent in sharecropping
contracts involving annually sown crops (typically cereals and
vegetables) and most frequent in contracts over perennial crops
(fruit trees and, perhaps especially, qat trees) - though the
expression "most frequent" is entirely relative since even here
disputes are by no means common. Moreover, when disputes do occur
they are generally described by farmers as baslt (of no great
importance, trivial), and the stated preference was for them to be
settled bi-tarlq bukm curfl or bi-tarlq hukm qabaTl, both
expressions meaning "by customary law", as opposed to Islamic
SharTcah law on the one hand and Yemeni civil law on the other.
4
8.42 Three Plea Formats from Hadramawt
Three examples of forms of plea which concern sharecropping have
been published by R.B. Serjeant28. Like the Hadrami model contracts
discussed above (in Section 8.32) all three originate in South Yemen
and take the form of models or proformas into which the specific
details would be entered - in this case the names of the litigants
and the details of the plea. Unlike the model contracts however,
these model pleas apply, strictly speaking, only to musaqah
contracts in date-palms. Although this thesis is concerned
primarily with northern Yemen rather than the south and Hadramawt
and with all types of sharecropping rather than just musaqah. it can
perhaps be assumed, in the absence of new material being available
to the present writer, that Serjeant's examples would be equally
applicable in other areas of the Yemen where date-palms are grown,
notably the plain of Tihamah, which happens also like Hadramawt to
be predominantly ShaficI.
The first and earliest of the three model sharecropping pleas
made available by Serjeant occurs in an Ms. entitled al-Nubdhah
a 1-Mufjarrirah (or: al-Mutjabbibah) li-al-Dacwa al-Muharrirah which
covers model pleas over a wide range of legal fields including the
28 Serjeant 1955a :11; and Serjeant 1964 :63.
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musaqah29. Serjeant gives the laqab of the author, a ShaficI from
Hadramawt, as Bahraq, who died in 930/1524, together with a synopsis
of his life30, and he puts forward the suggestion that
[Bahraq's] object in composing the Nubdah may well have been
the desire not so much to regularise pleas set forth in an
unscientific manner as he states, but to extend the sarT'ah
into territory where 'adah had prevailed31.
The re-edited text is given in Appendix 3 and the following is
the present writer's translation of the sharecropping passage from
Bahraq's text as given by Serjeant.
I plead that this person So-and-so engaged me in a musaqah
contract over such-and-such a plantation32 of his to tend all
the various kinds of date-palm in it, on the understanding that
it would be my responsibility to irrigate [the trees], to care
for them, to regulate the water channels, to keep the
[irrigation] basins and channels in good repair, and to
pollinate [the trees] and guard and harvest the fruit, and to
do everything else necessary to make them produce fruit. In
exchange for the labour necessary for this I would get a third,
for example, of the fruit gathered from them. However, he
refused to do this, or he decamped, for example, or he was
negligent in his work. I am calling for him to fulfil what he
was pledged to do.
It is clear from the ending that something is wrong with the
text. The plea starts by being put forward by a tenant, whereas it
ends with the landowner speaking, as Serjeant notes though he offers
no explanation beyond saying that he suspects that something is
missing in the text33.
29 The passage on the musaqah occurs at the top of p.11 of the
published text (Serjeant 1955a :11).
30 Serjeant 1955a :1; Brockelmann :Supplement II, 554.
31 Serjeant 1955a :2. Similar conclusions have been arrived at in
different regions and situations by other researchers (see e.g.
Layish and Shmueli 1979).
32 The word used is ghaycjah which more usually means a thicket or
a jungle, though here it is obvious that cultivated trees are meant.
33 Serjeant 1955a :11 n.2.
The other two model pleas which Serjeant has published are
probably much more recent and come from an undated document from
al-Mukalla34. Happily, they hold the key to the anomaly within the
Bahraq document. The re-edited text as published is given in
Appendix 3 and the following is the present writer's translation.
(1) Model for the plea from a landowner in a Musaqah contract
Zayd35 says: "I plead that I engaged this person cAmr in a
musaqah contract over such-and-such a plantation to tend all
the various kinds of date-palm in it, on the understanding that
it would be his responsibility to irrigate [the trees], to care
for them, to regulate the water channels, to keep the
[irrigation] basins which occur in the channels in good repair,
and to pollinate [the trees] and guard and pick the fruit, and
to do everything else necessary to make them produce fruit. In
exchange for his labour he would get a third of the fruit
gathered from them. However, he refused to do this, or he
decamped, or he was negligent in his work. I am calling for
him to fulfil what he was pledged to do. So, 0 Arbitrator36,
command him to fulfil it."
(2) Model for the plea from a labourer37 in a Musaqah contract
cAmr says: "I plead that Zayd engaged me in a musaqah contract
over such-and-such a plantation to tend all the various kinds
of date-palm in it, on the understanding that it would be my
responsibility to irrigate [the trees], to care for them, to
regulate the water channels, to keep the [irrigation] basins
which occur in the channels in good repair, and to pollinate
[the trees] and guard and pick the fruit, and to do everything
else necessary to make them produce fruit. In exchange for my
labour I would get a third of the fruit gathered from them. I
34 The work is entitled Tah$ll al-daFawl fl rafc al-shal<~am by a
certain Sayyid Mubsin bn Jacfar bn cAlawT Bu Numayy and the text
concerning sharecropping has been published by Serjeant (1967 :63)
who notes (:63 n.112) that he received the document in 1958 but he
gives no further indication of when it was composed.
35 Zayd here is merely an example name the author of the document
has chosen to represent the landowner in the case. He might just as
well have said FuTan. The same applies to cAmr for the tenant later
in the document.
36 AyyuHa a l-fjakim.
37 The expression used here is c~amil bi-muq~abi 1 camali-hi and
could be translated sharecropping tenant in this context.
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am calling on him to do immediately what he is obligated to do
concerning the fruit, since he has refused to do it. So, 0
Arbitrator, command him to hand it over to me."
The similarity in wording between these two model pleas on the
one hand and that of Bahraq on the other is so striking that it can
be no mere coincidence. With the exception of some minor changes in
the vocabulary (the substitution, for example, of bus fan for
Bahraq's ghaycjah and of saWaql-Ha for anhar-Ha) and the addition of
the peroration addressed to the Hakim, the text of the Mukalla
pleas, when combined, is almost identical with Bahraq's text. It is
clear that either both documents have the same original source, or
else that the later (Mukalla) document was copied from the earlier
(Bahraq's) text. If the latter possibility is correct, then the
author of the Mukalla document had a more reliable copy of Bahraq's
text than that published by Serjeant, since what has evidently
happened in the case of the Bahraq document is that the model pleas
for the two parties to a contract have become conflated into one,
probably through a scribal omission of the end of the second plea
and the beginning of the first.
As far as the content of these model pleas is concerned, there
is little which could be considered unexpected. The lists of duties
of the tenant, which occur in both the landowner's plea and the
tenant's plea, are very much the same as those mentioned earlier in
this chapter in the sharecropping contracts (Section 8.3) and more
generally in the discussion of relations between landowner and
sharecropper (Section 8.2). Similarly, the lists of possible causes
for dispute in these model pleas (the tenant absconds, or he is
negligent, and so on) are very reminiscent of those found in the
legal works such as Ibn al-Murtada's al-Bahr a1-ZakhkHar discussed
in Chapter 5 (Section 5.23) above.
To what extent Serjeant is correct in suspecting that Babraq at
least might have been aiming in composing his document to extend the
Sharlcah into territory where curf had prevailed, as was quoted
earlier, is perhaps debatable. At least, there would seem to be no
internal evidence in Bahraq's model musaqah plea to support the
conjecture. Nor does the inclusion of the address to the Hakim
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(arbitrator) in the Mukalla versions of the pleas make the
supposition any more likely. The fjakim in many cases could well be
a SharTcah qacfi, but it is equally possible for him to be a tribal
shaykh, a local official (such as the amln al-mafjal 1), or indeed
anyone whose decision as arbitrator both parties to a dispute
respect and agree to abide by.
Written collections of legal decisions or opinions ( fatwas, pi.
fafawa) tend on the other hand to be the work of respected qacpis and
muftis. The following Section (8.5) studies those fatwas which
concern sharecropping in one such Yemeni collection.
8.5 The Sharecropping Fatwas of Ibn Jacman
8.51 The Manuscript and its Author
A bound Ms. collection of the fatwas of a Yemeni ShaficT jurist,
Burhan al-Dxn Ibrahim bn Muhammad bn Ibrahim Ibn Jacman, belonged to
the late Professor R.B. Serjeant by whose bequest it is now the
property of the Department of Islamic and Middle Eastern Studies,
University of Edinburgh. Serjeant has recorded that he purchased
the Ms. in the Yemen in 1953-543*, and indeed an inscription on the
page opposite the title colophon of the Ms. records the transfer of
the work from the possession of a member of the HadramT al-Saqqaf
family to that of "Dr Serjeant" on 19th May 1954. Although Serjeant
has referred to the collection more than once, as far as is known he
never published a study of it.
Its author Ibn Jacman died in 1016/1607 and so the fatwas must
date from the time of the first Turkish occupation of the Yemen.
This accords with an imperfect and scarcely legible annotation below
the title colophon which connects the author with the date 1016 AH.
Beyond the fact that Ibn Jacman was a Shafici jurist of the
early seventeenth century little else is known of him39. That R.B.
Serjeant obtained the Ms. from a member of the Hadraml al-Saqqaf
family in IJadramawt is suggestive that Ibn Jacman was a local
scholar of the predominantly ShaficI Hadramawt. Further, of the
38 Serjeant 1955b :254.
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only two authorities Ibn Jacman quotes in the Sab al-Musaqah, one is
called Abu Qushayr who, although no more identifiable so far than
Ibn Jacman, has significantly the nisbah al-ffadrami. Moreover, Ibn
Jacman's fatwas on sharecropping deal with the subject exclusively
in the context of irrigated date-palms, a type of agriculture
typical of Hadramawt.
On the other hand, several pieces of evidence suggest that a
Tihamah provenance is equally possible and indeed perhaps more
likely. The coastal plain of Tihamah in western Yemen is also a
Shafici area and date-palm growing is as much a characteristic of
this region as of Hadramawt. Further, the quoted authority Abu
Qushayr al-fjadramT is unlikely to have been resident in Hadramawt,
since such a nisbah would be applied only outside the region. It is
indeed very possible that Abu Qushayr al-IJadramT was a member of the
scholarly ShaficT family with that nisbah who have been
long-established in ZabTd. the capital of Tihamah, and who are
indeed still resident there. However, further research on Ibn
Jacman's background is clearly necessary since the above is so far
largely speculation.
8.52 Observations on the Manuscript
The bound Ms. of some 330 folios is the work of a single copyist
(though there are occasional short marginal additions or amendments
which may be in a different hand). It is written in a large naskh
which is for the most part clear and there are 22, 23 or 24 lines to
the page. Black ink has been used throughout except for the
frequently recurring words mas'alah (topic, issue) and ajaba ([the
Shaykh] replied) which are mostly in red and in a larger bolder
script. As is common practice with bound Mss. to ease collation and
39 The fact that he was a ShaficT was held by R.B. Serjeant
(personal communication). Maktari (1971a :23 note 3) also includes
him with the ShaficIs. The standard reference works (including the
Encyclopaedia of Islam and al-MawsZfah al-Yamanlyah) do not list Ibn
Jacman.
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binding, the first word or two of each left hand page is rewritten
at the foot of the preceding right hand page.
The orthographical peculiarities found in the Ms. are commonly
found in other such works (for example, alif mamdudah for dagger
al if or alif maqsurah; hamzah missing or replaced by ya') and
require no special consideration, and with a very occasional
exception the Ms. text is clear enough for the Arabic to be readable
throughout. The language is largely good fusfja with little
colloquialism and although it does incorporate, as one might expect,
a few specialised or local terms, all have been encountered
elsewhere (for example, afjafin, and various terms associated with
pollinating, which have been discussed earlier in this present
*
chapter) and present no difficulty. Difficulties remain however at
certain points as to what precise meaning is intended and how best
to reflect the meaning in English.
As is usual with such collections IbnJacman's collected fatwas
cover the gamut of religious observance, family law, contracts, and
other matters. One of the chapters, entitled Bab al-Musaqah. is the
only part of the work to concern sharecropping and is made up of six
fatwas. There is no section on the muzaracah or the mugtiarasah.
This may be because musaqah is the commonest system in the lowland
ShaficT areas of the Yemen and Ibn Jacman was never asked to give an
opinion which concerned the other types of sharecropping contract.
The absence of fatwas on the muz~aracah and the mugharasah is
unlikely to be because of any ShaficT aversion to such contracts.
After all, even muzaracah contracts, the most problematic of all for
ShaficTs, are permitted in certain limited circumstances by ShaficT
jurists, as was seen in Chapter 4, while the model contracts studied
in Section 8.32 above include all three types despite being by a
ShaficT author.
A photocopy of the original Ms. text of the sharecropping
fatwas together with a transcription and translation by the present
writer are given in Appendix 4 of this thesis.
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S.53 The Structure and Content of the Fatwas:
In the Bab al-Musaqah (and indeed throughout the collection), the
Question and Answer structure of each fatwa is very clearly marked.
Each fatwa starts "mas'aJah" (Question or Issue), spelt defectively,
to introduce the circumstances and the legal question to which they
give rise. Then the fatwa proper begins with the words "ajaba
shaykhu-ria" (Our Shaykh responded), and each ends with the pious
formula: "wa-AJTahu cazz wa-jall aclam" (God knows best). This is a
common pattern in fatwas and is in no way remarkable.
In these six musaqah fatwas Ibn Jacman cites explicitly only
two other authorities, and both are of the same view as Ibn Jacman.
These are named as Shaykh al-Mashayikh al-cAllamah cAbd al-Rabman
4
Ibn Ziyad (in Fatwa 1, lines 12-13; and Fatwa 3, lines 9-1040); and
Abu Qushayr al-IJadramT, the author of a so far unidentified work
called al-QaTa'id (in Fatwa 1, line 13). As has been remarked
already, no details have yet been traced of Abu Qushayr. Ibn Ziyad,
however is almost certainly the known authority cAbd al-Rabman bn
cAbd al-KarTm bn Ziyad al-Muqrigl al-ZabldT, who died in 975/1567
(that is, only forty years before Ibn Jacman's death and perhaps
known personally to him) and was the author of a short work on
regulations connected with agricultural holdings called Muzll
a l-^ana' fl fjukm ma ahdath fl a 1-afacfi a J-muzdaraFah min a l-^aria' of
which there are three copies known41. The present writer has
studied one of the copies but the subject matter concerns
agricultural problems other than sharecropping42. It is therefore
clearly not this work of Ibn Ziyad's that Ibn Jacman is referring to
40 The sharecropping fatwas have been numbered 1 to 6 for the
purposes of this discussion only. They are not numbered at all in
the original Ms.
41 Two Mss. of the work exist in §anca' and are available on
microfilm in Kuwait, as listed in al-Shanti 1988 (items 249 and
250). The photocopy of a third Ms. (estate of the late Mrs
R. Cedzich) is held in the library of the Seminar fur Orientkunde,
Mainz (though the whereabouts of the Ms. from which it was copied
are not known).
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in two of his fatwas, but the identification of the same Ibn Ziyad
is considered probable nevertheless.
The content of the six fatWas may be summarised as follows:
(1) Situation:
The situation here concerns negligence on the part of the
tenant which leads to the loss of part of the yield. The
question put to Ibn Jacman is whether the tenant is to be held
liable for the shortfall.
Decision:
The tenant must compensate the landowner and Ibn Jacman quotes
al-QaTa'idof Abu Qushayr al-Hadrami to give the method to
*
calculate the loss, which, unfortunately, is rather difficult
to interpret. It would seem to have as its basis the separate
estimation of the value of the lost fruit on the one hand and
the damage done to the date-palms on the other.
(2) Situation:
This situation is introduced as an accusation by one of the two
parties to a musaqah contract that the other had not handed
over his share of the harvest. A witness however testifies to
the fact that the renewal of the musaqah contract was not
confirmed. The question is therefore whether the plaintiff has
legal grounds to demand his share of the fruit.
Decision:
Since the contract was not properly renewed, the plaintiff has
no case against the accused and is not entitled to a share of
the fruit.
(3) Situation:
The situation here again concerns negligence on part of the
tenant leading to a loss of part of the yield.
42 The 13-page Mainz copy has been studied. There is only one
short and not very revealing reference to muzaraPah in the work. I
would nevertheless like to acknowledge greatly the generosity of Mr
NadTm Hosny Salameh and Professor Manfred Kropp, both of Mainz
University, for providing me with a photocopy of the document and
for allowing me permission to quote from it if necessary.
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Decision:
The responsibility lies with the tenant to ensure that the
date-palms are well looked after, including that they are
properly pollinated. Ibn Jacman then adds that the aim of this
ruling is to ensure that the landowner gets his proper share
since, he would seem to say, no compensation can be payable to
the tenant since his loss was caused by his own negligence.
Situation:
Here again, the question is mainly one of negligence on part of
the tenant which results in the loss of part of the yield. The
negligence this time is specified as neglecting the date-palms
by his failure to irrigate them and to protect the fruit from
4
animals and birds. In addition, the tenant stole some palm
fronds (sacaf) to which he was not entitled. As a result, one
of the parties (most probably the tenant) abused the other (the
landowner).
Decision:
The tenant must compensate the landowner for the palm fronds he
has stolen and also for any damage he may have done to the
date-palms by his negligence. Ibn Jacman says how the
compensation for the damage should be calculated, though
unfortunately the Arabic is somewhat cryptic here. Concerning
the abuse the perpetrator must be punished with a taczlr
(discretionary) reprimand by the legitimate arbitrator.
Situation:
The circumstances here are essentially a case of a tenant dying
before the end of a one-year contract, though they are
complicated by the fact that the land is owned by minors for
whom their mother is guardian. On the death of the tenant
within the period of the contract the tenancy is assumed by his
heirs. The problem arises when the heirs continue to work the
palms and take the fruit after the expiry of the contract. The
situation would seem to be that the heirs of the original
tenant are trying to take advantage of minors' rights when
their guardian is a woman (though this not not explicitly
stated). The question put to Ibn Jacman is whether or not the
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tenant's heirs are legally bound to return the fruit they have
illegally taken or else its equivalent value if it has already
been eaten.
Decision:
For the valid period of contract (that is, the first year) the
heirs of the tenant and the minors are to share the fruit.
(This implies, though it is not explicitly stated, that the
death of the tenant does not cancel the contract.) If the
heirs have not shared the fruit with the minors but have rather
held onto all of it, then they must return the minors' share if
it still exists or else its equivalent if it has already been
consumed. As for the fruit harvested after the end of the
first year, the heirs have no justification in retaining any of
it and they must either return it all or else return its
equivalent value.
(6) Situation:
This situation concerns a landowner who found the yield of
fruit from his date-palms at harvest deficient and ascribed the
deficiency to negligence on the part of the musaql-tenant in
properly pollinating the date-flowers and protecting the
developing fruit from animals, birds and insects. The
questions put to Ibn Jacman are, first, whether the tenant is
bound to compensate the landowner for the lost fruit from his
own share, and second, whether certain specified activities are
indeed the duty of the tenant. The list of duties specified
here is almost identical to other lists seen in contracts and
pleas earlier in the current chapter43.
Decision:
If the tenant's negligence has indeed been the cause of the
loss of some of the yield, he must compensate the landowner for
43 The activities which are specifically mentioned here are:
pollinating the spadices; protecting the fruit from animals, birds
and flies; keeping the wells in good repair; clearing grass out of
presumably the water channels and the land generally; keeping the
afjajln (the irrigation hollows at the bases of the palm-trees) in
good repair; and keeping the walls in good repair.
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the amount of the loss. Nevertheless, he has a right to his
full share of the fruit which has appeared.
The duties of the tenant are also clarified in this fatwa.
The situation may be summarised generally as follows: any
labour required for investment in capital infrastructure
(mentioned here are "digging and building") is the
responsibility of the owner. On the other hand, the labour for
day-to-day operational maintenance (such as clearing and
opening the water channels, keeping everything clear of grass,
and keeping the banks and the well wall in good repair) is
responsibility of the tenant.
4
In sum, then, four of Ibn Jacman's six fatwas concern, partly
or wholly, negligence on the part of the tenant (Nos. 1, 3, 4 and
6). The other two concern, partly or wholly, the renewal of a
musaqah contract (Nos. 2 and 5). In addition, the duties of a
musaqah tenant are spelt out (especially in No. 6). All the fatwas
concern to some extent the need to compensate the wi"onged party
(which is exclusively the landowner), and in two of them (No. 1,
lines 8-10, and also No. 6, lines 14-15) Ibn Jacman sets out the
basis on which the compensation for lost fruit is to be evaluated.
Much of the material is repetitive, and especially concerning the
duties of the tenant, the content is very reminiscent of the other
sources which were discussed in earlier sections of this chapter.
Perhaps one point is worth making, however. As has been seen,
the fatwas delivered by Ibn Jacman on sharecropping and preserved in
this collection number only six - six, that is, out of a total of
what must be over 1,000 in the collection. The Bab al-Ifarah
(leasing), the section which follows the Bab al-Musaqah and which
concerns the type of contract most like sharecropping, contains some
72 fatwas, and the Bab al-Bay0 (sale) is even longer. One must ask
therefore why sharecropping has received so little attention from
Ibn Jacman.
Could it be that around 1000/1600 sharecropping was little
practised in the Yemen? Such an explanation would seem unlikely
given its great importance today and given also the considerable
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attention devoted to the practice by Yemeni jurists throughout the
centuries in their works of fiqh from Ibn al-Murtada in the second
half of the 8th/14th century to al-Shawkanl in the early 13th/19th.
Could it be that Ibn Jacman had little interest in the subject
and therefore discouraged people from referring problems to him on
it? This would similarly seem somewhat unlikely. The Yemen today
is still an overwhelmingly rural and agricultural society44. In Ibn
Jacman's day it would be even more so. It is improbable that an
eminent qacfi and mufti could close his eyes to what must have been a
dominant agricultural practice and especially one which was legally
problematic.
A much more likely reason for the very small number of
sharecropping fatwas in the collection is a fact that was mentioned
earlier in the chapter when the field evidence on disputes and
contentions was discussed (Section 8.41), namely, that
sharecropping, in at least present-day Yemen, would seem to give
rise to rather few disputes. Whether or not this is the true
explanation, the field evidence on the matter is at least consistent
with Ibn Jacman's small number of cases.
8.6 Concluding Reaarks on Contracts and Contentions
It has been the purpose of this chapter to examine from a range of
sources, including both documentary evidence and the field survey,
some aspects of the contractual relationship between landowner and
sharecropper in the Yemen. It has been shown how important the
precedence or custom of the area is in determining the exact nature
of the terms of sharecropping contracts in matters such as the
provision of agricultural inputs. At the same time it is striking
how similar are the concerns of contracts, pleas and fatwas in what
sharecropping tenants are required to do, and yet how they are
44 As was stated in footnote 5 of Chapter 7 of this thesis, in the
1986 census (the latest available to the present writer), the
projection was that by 1990 some 79% of the population of the
northern part of the country (8.86 million out of 11.28 million)
would still be rural (Yemen Republic 1991 :Table 2).
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almost silent on any possible infringements which landowners might
commit. This appears to be so no matter whether the source or area
is ShaficT or ZaydT, since the materials covered here embrace both.
Further, it has been put forward from both the field evidence and
the small number of the Ibn Jacman fatwas that serious disputes
between the two parties to sharecropping contracts in the Yemen are
probably not very common in practice, despite the essentially verbal
nature of the contracts and the potential theoretical problems posed
by sharecropping in Islamic law.
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CHAPTER 9 : CONCLUSIONS
Sharecropping land is a widespread and ancient form of tenancy, the
basic principle of which - rent as a proportion of the harvest -
might seem at first sight so simple as to require little discussion.
This thesis has tried to show that this is not so and that
sharecropping in the Islamic context is a highly complex subject and
one, moreover, on which the Islamic jurists are very far from
consensus.
As has been seen, some of the complexity of the practice is
reflected in the Arabic terminology and in the relationship between
the contribution of inputs on the one hand-and, on the other, the
proportional size of the share of the harvest. Both of these
aspects have been examined in the thesis, especially as they are
reflected in the Yemen. Further, sharecropping is not confined to
sharecropping land, since animals too can be "sharecropped", as has
also been shown.
The basic problem of sharecropping for Islamic law has also
been addressed and, as has been seen, it has two related strands.
First, there is the ambiguous nature of the sharecropping fjacHths,
the point at which all legal discussion must start. Second, there
is the more general Islamic injunction against gharar in contracts,
and yet some measure of uncertainty or risk is inherent in the very
principle of sharecropping.
The Imam al-ShaficT resolved the question of gharar, at least
to his own satisfaction (though, as it turned out eventually, not
quite to the satisfaction of his followers), by limiting the
validity of sharecropping to musaqah contracts, in which the trees
are extant at the time the contract is made and may form the valid
basis for estimating the size of the future harvest. This was a
clearly defined and easily comprehensible stance to take, even if a
somewhat narrow, literalist one. By the time of al-Nawawi, however,
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the position of the ShaficT School had become somewhat less purist.
As has been shown, al-NawawI allowed, in addition to musaqah, a
limited form of muzaracah, through having to admit the practical
difficulty of excluding from the musaqah annual crops which are
grown under and beside irrigated trees, since those too would
benefit from the same water and the same labour as the trees of the
legitimate contract. It would appear, in other words, that the
purist, narrow ruling of al-ShaficT had eventually to bend, even if
only a little, when confronted by practicalities.
The ShaficT position, even in its developed form as attested by
al-NawawT, is indeed particularly interesting from the point of view
of a gulf not between the SharTcah on one hand and practice on the
4
other, but rather between the theories of some jurists on the one
hand and the practice of those physically involved in the system on
the other. Although from the theoretical ShaficT standpoint, only
musaqah and a limited form of muzaraPah are valid, it has
nevertheless been shown in this thesis that not only do other forms
of sharecropping exist in practice in ShaficT areas of the Yemen,
but at least one ShaficI writer actually provides model contracts
(examined in Chapter 8, Section 8.32 above) for the "un-ShaficT"
forms of muzaracah and mugharasah.
On the question of the ambiguity of the sharecropping hacfiths,
the point of view has been put forward that a close reading of the
texts of those hacHths which seem to prohibit sharecropping can lead
to the conclusion that it was not the Prophet's intention to
prohibit the practice in and for itself, but rather only those forms
of it which might be unfair to the sharecropper. Such is the view
of the pragmatic al-Shawkani, as was seen in his discussion of the
subject in the Nayl al-Awfar. He, like his ZaydT predecessor
al-MahdT Ibn al-Murtada, allows all the three main forms of
sharecropping, and declares invalid only those variations which
include potentially unfair stipulations, such as sharing systems
based on the production of different parts of the land. It is this
Zaydl stance, rather than the narrower ShaficI stance, which is
reflected in the Yemeni Civil Code al-Gariun al-Madanl.
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A further theme running through the discussion of Islamic
sharecropping and Yemeni sharecropping in this thesis is the
position of the customary law, the curf. The importance of curf
both as part of Islamic law and as a complement to statute law has
been outlined in general terms, and, regarding specifically
sharecropping, it has been shown that the Islamic legal authorities,
including even the ShaficT School as exemplified by al-NawawT, refer
the reader to curf where there is no specific guidance otherwise
available. So also does the Yemeni Civil Code al-Gariun al-Madanl
(as, for example, in Article 736 concerning the mugharasah, and in
Article 738 on how to treat crops with more than one harvest per
year). In discussing Yemeni contracts and disputes it has
similiarly been shown how important the role of curf is in
regulating sharecropping and how frequently there occur phrases
which point to the relevant custom as the arbiter of the practice:
phrases such as sal if al-balad (according' to the precedence of the
place, as in the first and second of the al-cUdayn contracts), or
fjasab al^urf (according to custom, as in the responses of many
Yemeni farmers interviewed in the field survey when asked why there
should be such variation in the way sharecropping is organised), or
al-curf al-ghalib (the dominant custom, as used by al-NawawI when he
indicates how a contract should be worded1), or li^°urf al-jihah
(according to the custom of the district, as in Article 736 of the
Yemeni Civil Code, al-Qanun al-Madam).
In short, whatever the difficulties concerning sharecropping
that certain Islamic jurists may raise, this system of land tenancy
is nevertheless sanctioned by custom and practised in Islamic
countries. This is so not least in the Yemen.





GLOSSARY OF TERMS FOR ISLAMIC SHARECROPPING CONTRACTS
The following table summarises all the Arabic terms for
sharecropping contracts found by the present writer in literary
sources and in addition those he has collected from verbal sources
in the Yemen. The entries are in the Arabic alphabetic order of the
root. It will be readily observed that the large majority of the
terms are of the pattern mufacalah (that is, the most common pattern
for the verbal noun of Form III verbs) which implies a reciprocal
relationship appropriate for contracts between two parties. It
should be noted that some of the terms have other meanings in other
contexts (e.g. mufjaqalah, mustiarakah, munaqafah).
A. TERMS FOR SHARECROPPING PROPER:
Root Term Conents
'-j-r 1. murajarah According to Haque (1977 :10) this is a
land tenure contract of the sharecropping
type, though given the root from which the
term comes, it should apply more generally
to leasing or hiring contracts. Cf. ajr
(renting, wage).
' -k-r 2. mu Ukarah Haque (1977 :19) for example uses the term
to mean sharecropping. Cf. akara (to
plough, cultivate).
b-dh-r 3. mubadharah The term is sometimes applied to contracts
where the landowner provides the seed corn
(see Lokkegaard 1950 :175). Cf. badhr
(seed).
b-q-1 4. mubaqalah This term is sometimes applied to a land
tenure contract of the sharecropping type
(see Haque 1977 :10), though in most cases
it has a more specific application (see
the section above on terminology in
Section 2.3 of this thesis). Cf. baql
(field).
baql Variant of mufoaqalah, as used for example
in Muslim tjadlth 3756.
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kh-b-r 5. mukhabarah Widely found term. The etymology is not
certain, and there are several suggestions
(see the section above on terminology in
Chapter 2 (Section 2.32) of this thesis).
khibr Variant of mukhabarah.
kh-l-c 6. mukhalacah Serjeant notes this term in the Hadraml
context, though he does not offer an
explanation of its etymology (1964 :62
n.110). It may well be connected with the
term khalcah which is found in Yemeni
sources meaning date-palm (Serjeant 1964
:67 n.135).
d-f-c 7. mudafacah Al-Shawkani (Nay] a 1-Awfar V :279) for
example uses the term to mean
sharecropping. Cf. dafaca, which in the
context of sharecropping is frequently the
verb used in the literary sources to mean
"[the landowner] hands over [land to the
sharecropper]".
z-r-c 8. muzaracah A widely found term meaning sharecropping,
often specifically on annually sown land.
Cf. zarc (1. sowing; 2. grain, seed;
3. crop; 4. cultivation, agriculture).
s-q-y 9. musaqah A widely found term referring to
sharecropping in irrigated gardens,
usually with perennial crops, especially
date-palm gardens. Cf. saqy (irrigation).
s-h-m 10. musahamah Cf. sahm (share, portion).
sh-r-b 11. shi rat]ah The term is heard in the piedmont zone of
the Tihamah plain meaning sharecropping in
banana plantations. Serjeant (1964 :65a;
and 1981a :307) has recorded the same term
in IJadramawt meaning date-palm protection.
Cf. sharaha (to slice up).
sh-r-k 12. musharakah Although the term is used to mean
sharecropping it is also more generally
applied to commercial partnership
agreements (see e.g. Rayner 1991 :72;
Latham EI2, article "Mush~araka"). Cf.
sharaka (to share, participate).
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sharakah The usual term for sharecropping among
Yemeni farmers and farmers elsewhere in
the Arab world. Variant of musMarakah.
shirk Variant of mush~arakah.
gh-r-s 13. mugharasah Widely found term generally applied to
sharecropping contracts in orchards (i.e.,
perennial crops, as opposed to annually
sown crops, for which the term is properly
muzaracah (q.v.)). The saplings are often
provided by the sharecropper (as discussed
in Chapter 3 (Section 3.4 above) and
elsewhere in this thesis). According to
the Ba Kathlr Ms. (:11), the term
mugdarasah is the usage of the people of
Medina, and means the same as munasabah
(q.v.) and mufakhadhah (q.v.). Cf. ghars
(plant, planting).
f-kh-dh 14. mufakhadhah According to the Ba KathTr Ms. this and
its variant fakhdh are the terms for
sharecropping contracts in FJacJramawt and
are identical in meaning with mugh~arasah
and munasabah (Ba KathTr Ms. :llu-i4 and
ll20-12i). The author of the Ms. admits
ignorance of the etymology, though
Serjeant, who has also noted the term (in
the IJadramT Ba Sawdan Ms., as discussed in
this thesis (Chapter 8, Section 8.33)),
affirms that the verb fakhadha means to
divide (1964 :62 n.110). Since however
this meaning occurs nowhere in the usual
lexicons it is possible that the verb is a
derivative of the name of the
sharecropping contract mufakhadhah/fakhdh,
rather than that the latter has derived
from the verb. It may well however be
significant that Landberg (1920-42 :III,
2402, root f-kh-dh) gives fakhdh, (pi.
fukhudh) as subdivision d'un tribu.
fakhdh Variant of mufakhadhah.
q-s-m 15. muqasamah Although the term is sometimes used to
mean sharecropping it is more usually
applied to a proportional tax on crops
(Ldkkegaard 1950 :102-103, 109-110, 120),
though in cases where tenants work on land
of which the state is the landowner, then
the distinction between tax and rent can
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become blurred. Cf. qism (share,
port ion).
n-sh-r 16. muriasharah The term perhaps implies that the produce
is "spread" between the two partners in
the contract. (Cf. nashr (spreading).)
Although Serjeant asserts that rtishr means
sharing a crop and nashara means to give
land to someone else to cultivate (1964
:62 n.ll), it is not clear whether these
are primary meanings or whether rather the
verbal meaning has derived from the name
of the sharecropping contract muriasharah.
n-g-b 17. muriasabah The term is used in the second of the
BadramT model contracts discussed in
CHapter 8 (Section 8.32) of this thesis
and is a synonym of mugriarasah (q. v.) and
mufakhadhah (q.v.). According to the Ba
KathTr Ms. (:1120—12i), the term is used
by the people of al-Sham to mean
mugriarasah (q.v.). Cf. naqlb (share,
participation).
n-s-f 18. muriasafah According to Kohler (EI2, article
"Muriaqafa"), the term is found in
treatises on muzaracah to mean harvest
sharing but is also used to mean tax
sharing especially between Muslim and
non-Muslim communities in the mediaeval
context. Cf. niqf (half).
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B. YEMENI TERMS FOR SHARECKOPPING ANIMALS:
Root Term Comments
r-b-c 19. murabacah From root r-b-° ("four-ness"). The term
is used by farmers in the Dhamar and Radac
areas of North Yemen to mean a contract
for sharecropping animals.
ribac Variant of murabacah and used by farmers
in the same areas of North Yemen.
r-b-w 20. murabah
riba'
From root r-b-w (upbringing, rearing).
The term is used by farmers in the central
Tihamah area of North Yemen to mean a
contract for sharecropping animals.
Variant of murabah used by farmers in the
area to the SW of Sanca'.
r-c-y 21. taracca From root r-c-y (grazing, tending). The
term is used by farmers in the Shibam-
Kawkaban area of North Yemen to mean a




From root sh-f-r ("halving"). The term is
used by farmers in the Dhl al-Sufal,
al-Qacidah and al-cUdayn areas of North
Yemen to mean a sharecropping contract
involving animals.
Variant of mushiafarah used in the same
areas of North Yemen.
Variant of musbatarah used in the same
areas of North Yemen.
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-APPENDIX 2
ARABIC TEXT OF THE ARTICLES DEALING WITH SHARECROPPING
IN THE YEMENI CIVIL CODE al-Qanun al-Madarn
The text of these Articles has been summarised and discussed in
Chapter 3 (Section 3.5) of this thesis.
<U£juJ( ; ^,'idall jy&l'
.jill 4iiJI ^ sLuu-Jl jyuJI : ylUlil
Jdxllj 4j(iidJI fjLc pi I
(('ojL^y!)) jL^' die : ujljJf
pijll
aliifi,inilj <LCjIja1Ij 4oujlt .ill
(pp. 79-81)
: Yrr - ajL
(jtjjjL dJzj Ha^Lx-i IjjS j-4 wiLa jf <LlujLLi1!
!^P^- < C>jL (J-el Ll JLswuj^J! die •'
^1 rj<3j^! ^ L_^Lu Ljd>- '<La JjLa aj^-L iaLau add ,ji 5*^3
Ladd>^ 0^3 distil JL> 4oic LJsl^j La—i jajid LajLLiil (jd £_^il ldd,J '
, jj-iijJLJl jLlrL ^1 ijojilI J-al^ oLda l^£JL iLL£ (jLj^l o_^L ^3 t
: YT1 - ajL
*
A ' * A * •
d'"*j < (J-*-4-!! AjJ!^ (j-jUli AswuiJI is^^iu jj-a j-^l jl is_^ai L)J
1 j M iS jjdJ L 3&J LjjLad n jtlla jtJji-1 (juj (j»JjLiil JJ~NJ ^Ltii-ul




: YTo - ajL
ijO(JIijl jlin 4aMjj (jic Lx^xL jl ^LLi jl fj^jC ja Jxaa £uaJ L
j\ plla yi (jij^( diiU uLja jjJ L i _J Jin.i j_^L ja Lga JpJ Lai -
(jic^ . pllail Lgi (jaL 4aaLs (jxLSa^l jl 4ii it ^ lima 4-JjlS < LaX_J^L^ piaail
. <ajd.l L <Llxa- Jajl^ j'Jjc ajjLi La Sj^-f Lj*a ^Jal^!
:m - 3jL
' '""*^ £f?Ji <aUAaai! jl^ail ^i 4a£s- Jja L L
aLSLuaJI a 4xj[jaJf ;
: 4xjljJI: Vjl
: YTY - sjL
«• »• t t t
jL ^ 'j' ' ■' aula Laj>1 T .1 Ljj LjXjjJ j^-1 (jxL ml <taj 1T .1 Lxjl (jXjuH ujj L|
is^jLa jaxu^l jl LgaLLja jLuuia V^ juXSLiaall Ljla 4% i^.1^1 4Xjl ja Jl-rll
, 'Sjf-'jl p Jin" jx 4xlaaa! < jilif JL> Laix Jjiaai! <alSV
: YTA - ajL
*• *A ' t* " + 1 t t t
^Lau LaJ 4aiaa^ La^i>- L^XjjuJ ji-i yp-LiTil Aa^iaa LLjl < !j LJ
C
JU Lgaic JjiaaJI ^Js^jjIu jauliUlJl la^a jLul jl£ 1 (jXjuH 4~Liaa La pjLu
jl Jaxi jl uiiLi- !j! jXjLI! £jjll jLaxu Jju j^-^l ^ LilLU^ < ulitil
(\ 6 »• * 1 * I t ♦ 6pLxih u<Oj^l 4aI2| <UjX L JaLLa jxx: jl <Ulx kjh La (l)Jxi
uixa icjl^ajl pl^al (_JJa jaulSLaaJ! ja J^J ti^X (2)aLx!l ^ La ^jjil jl£ Ijl j^JX
J^iil Liij Ja4 (_d^Li( (_yx <LuaaJ! ijLfja jta jialli! ^jjil u)Lxx>
C
, uijijla Jaxa a^a ja jj£I Jt'L.u L L^xL^
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: YH - UL
j&l Uj? ^Ikc! JjISuj dlLaii jjO^I <£jjj it* J^r"^ ^
. 4 1118 J lA)^' j"4
:Yl- -SJL
• *! i' Aj'^ (> Jj^j j' £j')^ ^
:YH - *jL
jli tfCjjj ^ AA( ^Lsl^ (i_p- gl jbu Ja*JI j^iti! dj-! Ijj
Jli-1 jl jjxl d^lll jxi L <lal^c -^.Uo... 4% i%,^ Icjf^Alf CjlS
, j^Jc djA ^ 4l»ljC JpJLul 4>n<ill kjjZ* juj iajiu <ua
: S13UJI:
: Y£Y - sjL.
*
* A * II * * ♦•
^1 4ouj£ lir*i%nj £jj 3I ,^ju \L jJJL-1 j^»l 111.1 > /J '"—*»M iLii 111 il I (
(
^ c
jl L^jLa^j ^fj 4J4jL 5-I^JLLA 4 jSio^ 4 M$TI j ^jj
J^UU Laj diLaJ! jjj ^Ls^Jl < JjLtil jj <L>LL> Jaj^ij jl JLiA)f
JAAJ! ja-i^ JAAI! Jaj IjjjsLUl 1 j't^.i^ IsyjM jjj kjH
, Ja£ 4j fls La-C JU! aj£-1 JjiLail *i»ij
: ViY - SJL
. dlLJI jjLi <fj djjAJtl SlSLJI ;j£ JjIJIJ jl (JakJJ ^
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: KjiLa f&J : jJ£ll
: Yil - ajL>
b[j i SjLjll yiij JyOLs aj&yi fjic J-aLxIl jl £■# tiliLJI (jl
. Aoii dJLU JjJLiLi jj^I yi Lalli-I
j-a jjlal! ujl^ll 4 i^vfir'ij^! 'jj£jjjl
SIJLuaJIJ 4£jljai(j 4uyjl>Ji
(pp. 317 - 320)
'IwjLLJ!: j/y ijd\
: Ytr - ajL
jl (_>*>jLii(^ dJU jaj jSLui! iujjLLail C>ij£
<• ( £ (
ada adjt'ij jl_j < JJ-N ^3 j.7 .ij Lu < £>ILJ J*ai 4J l^iw (jjj^l
<j%li^.ill £>£j^ < ^aIII ^1 j^a Uja- ^ "La^Lta Sj-*^ oj-" U"^" i ''J* 11
jjl j£ uPj') <-S^> ^ l)|jhutj
j^5Ll L^Js^jmU UjGLsul Jj'Nrt i Uj' ^ 4*n >-s.r*ill LajUJI ^7^v SjLJI ■_!■' ■' L£
( (
( aJjilJ! <jjljL lg-vn,i9 Laj^. j ^ Jlai! JL> Igjl r LJsI^j Lu jjJ^kii <Lajja




















































: YTY - ajL
Ifrj^ ujl^ <4jll a oJu 4xjljJl "^..a ' Jjllil <S^J^ <tlsilll £>jLl>I
(. # ( f
^ac jJ <j3y) J *£>■» j4 LiLa-i (jtfj^t 4-%Tn Li-J La^JU
U_jLoj jl Jx, l^tfijl jxp. JaI yjj £SJ ^lut^ <ui£ <111 yi-a <^1 jl ja
(jij^I j^la jl^>- yi U*34 4-X<a Jiloil ijjJUiJI (l^4 L"
p 1 inj 4 ilr 4iJ( J^>xjll aLs_j 0^" J! jfl fiiil ( U14 La
. jjJaufjJl 4jL9^Li- ±&£
: YYA - ajLa
*
L M M
j^£_> jixif jli Ij"-%,.i kjjxu M.;r> Igi £^iljl jft <SwtiXh^ajl <Lcj!jaJI j444
f ij| ■>[r jilaJl 'SJaJI ^Lpl j^> ^il jJLzil JL> LjJx tdsjjJaj 4_iS^ki LajLtj 1% >•%!.•)
t
, ft 6 C * ^ 6 C ^
^1 <ulc LOJ ^ c-5^ai( t niu jiJ jjj (jb
t t
L^-^L*aJ^ 4-alsl 4-i^c L JjLiJ ^ji ( aJ-> jl jaJlLsill £jjll jl"*i~» <iu dll-ill
jikLi La-a £jjll jl^ j| pjliil £jjll jL^> ajjf <£$ f-llxlL ^jjAAII
*
4% >--,<*> j_j^J 4xjljail jli 4 ijt a aJji ^ic Ilia! ji jli^klf jfLi pJ jjj < lijC ?LlxII
+ t t
jLaa> JUu LpLjiL ^al jaij-kil ds-1 4uja La lu^Aj <Lc!jjj aJi»!_j 4Xjjl
J^2ai( 4 i-slK omiul < i_Sli (jyjl.^-vll (JaS 4jinil j^J j|j < jS-jliil jll
(
. (_ijxli 4*i5L> -~]l»---a aja ja J&l i La-a U a
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: m - SjL.
liilLa £8Jj jl ybj I cj^Ldil ilcjIjaJI jj> £jaJI 4jLaJ! Q 'JJ
• ( * ♦ # ' *
( 4nji 1 i_iLasJ 4ijjj jAI If.jJJLill \^jl 111 -vl 4XjjJ jJ^-l 1 j
aJ^S jA£ jjl jfi p Inirtj (£jLaJI fljj (gjll £_LXyJ! jjjJ%ll JkL icjljAj! j^ ^yll 4j£S
LaJ_^ < ftJA iJJi Lil jl yic (jij^l ' (3))12^ jLaj^l Lil)
.(^liilj j£ I'tjj'l^ 4JA £j»-l4JA
: Vi * - ojLa
_jl SJu ^ JjLULj jl £jljdl (jllA 4-Sl <L>I^*4 (JjLaJI Ci ^ '
ji>! ^Ii! iiLzJl '(jjillll jt4 JjilL U v$j !■<(['" ^'jjii GLki j jL L^J}L> oj±*-!
. jjtfSlll*
: Y i ^ - 4jLa
jli Ljj:jjj pJ 4jU^ LpwLaf^ jl Ja-i ^jOj^ £j'.A Ah ajl-aJI
1 jL tillJ jl rt 1 a 4 ilifi UJsj jig.i -J^l .13^ r 4J <LjjLj ^^3 t 4% 4Xjljjiil
j^£j jii 1 j*?-wi is^^w j4 is^Ao (4)Jli-(^ 4^_p |iJ L j_^x!l ^ 4jj!j£
i
. j^U£ 4jJ5-i Lu 4jjlji j-N*!io 1 <jli jXJ j-a^ < <d <4jla
• 4L5LuaI!
: Y£T - 4jL
'iLSLuuJ! ^1 n.iftll ji i~> jpj sjLJI yi L^_iLc 'mil jju 'iLSuu-J!
*
♦♦ * » * 6 .
^ 1 4-ijLw 4J2>I-1 ljlj_jl 4 i3n.i^ 4" >3')"^ jil ^1 fjitjxll £^-*2! t
JLsjS^ LI^JUsjj £ 11,i31 *1 j i jy^kU 4djLa^ LT^j ' 4 ?"*'*' ^ '^jr"
t f t (
Ijib^ * *>?■ 0"4 is^io Ljj dJLJI j^ pli^l jl ( J^LsJI j^ ^ia y AA*
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. ajauSlail J±jls> JSjl
'
i
aOtij JaxII JJ j^J^ atSLaJI <^2 j* ia^ "4* L LI
. JaX J 4j ^13 L Jin ajj J^Lil
: Yir - ajL
a_t-kii abLuflll j£ Jjllli jl (JLLii ^ <Ll ^_^ic 4^lj^<a ajLil ** ^IjLJ LlIsj
. dlLJI jjl jju
: Yli - ajL
j-uj alSLuil iijIj-JI Jauu aJLiI aL& !j ilr w/-'j ■A **71H ^I^>-VI
<—S^LdJI jlSi jLs < alSLJI J J-aLJI jl < icjIjaJI £jlj-ail^ (jLj^l dliL joj uS^GL^I
(5)jlj < Lajr j^ <ajLa_jI( ,^3-L jL J^Slli LjLiL (jic <Ljj ){j a<j-L
. <ujc J^ijl j^ <uij <djj J^aILs Pr<<fiL dlLJI jjl (jlc jl£
Notes:
a
(1! In the original text. ^_)450 printed, which makes no sense.
. \
For t'ie Explanatory Note to Article No. 738.
(2) In the original in this second mention of the final
hamzah is missing.
(3) In the original, the word is wrongly printed Us- .
(4) In the orginai. the alif is missing in the word jyis>\ ■
(5) In the original, this word is wrongly spelt £j | .
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APPENDIX 3
ARABIC TEXTS OF THE YEMENI SHARECROPPING CONTRACTS
AND PLEAS REFERRED TO IN THIS THESIS
(A) Three Contract Formats from Hadramawt
Source: the late 19th century Hadraml Ms. by Shaykh Muhammad bn
cAbdallah bn Ahmad Ba Sawdan, published by R.B. Serjeant (1964
:61-62).
An English translation of these three contracts has been given
in Chapter 8 (Section 8.32 above).
4i ha
*
t Jiall Jc fa (itf) (1) jU jia , Jau, , 4il
Jivil! 4 Jr^ \ aJAOII 4i*oLu t (j£ L^iji t 4Lal5a 4_LUJ ada t 4oC^u> 'atSLuu
^aall t*i9o^ t Jlijiuo.ll 4 jo, 11 ^ ( (2) 4j9 n^ < 4o. isl"^ t j^SkdaJI
/ ** **
. (4) 4m!.\I jl t 4,,i9>i (3) dlllj Jl9 i ; 499Q.1j ajl
s
aa^jLkAl! 4t >iO (V)
4j^uJL Uj'ni i ajAc j4 JaI tjOjiI £9J i 4 t.ni vail Li JlisL^
, Ll£a j)(i j\^ JiLf jls < < «tU jLAiJI : y*i^j9 , JoJJujl ^1
/ ( j
i ^lliaJI Jjo ill i J^LlI £l^i Ja f.lL Uj 4j Ujjou . ^^lall ijLj' ^
(_fL: < i 9,o'JI dLi | cijju jjltlll yjl 4_iaH1(^ ( < jj^-ail^
f ^ujLu dillj jl5a , AjLCjui 4o, to, i^i aji-LLay a dillj ^ic Ij-iLoJ 4JuaLLaJ(
. Ij£ pLc Ja
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! 1^3 I l& yijl Jfi dLjIj jXil Jls JSS , 4UJ , <11 M*JI >V£J
dljlc^ < lj£ (jijl ylc dtlialc : doa^ , 1^3jaj ULaj dhlxj < Ujjj ^Ic3 /
Ujj..J( 4t al">■ < <j£jm <AJji£ 4% >**./> ( 3I f 4Xjlja ( jA** ' *■ -*'« /^ilj) ^ LijJj
. (j£ ^Lc yi IjSl dlilj jl£ . <LcjaII 4-%./ill 4_ualLJI
Notes:
(1) ^U> : Read (jl*
1 >
(2) £f\p\s>l)\ : Read . This term has been discussed in
the text of the thesis (Chapter 8. Section 8.21).
o) dA)i:> : Read as throughout.
(4) 4U>Ui : Read lL>
' M »
. « y/ s ' /
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(B.) Three Written Contracts from al-cUdavn
Source: the Amln aJ-MafjaJl of al-cUdayn
An English translation of these three contracts has been given
in Chapter 8 (Section 8.33 above). The identified place-names







' o-*-? A i \ J.UUs
ru> ^
1 —^ ^ )(y y_? -V<^2J )
^r,/jrcy.
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Edited Text of al-cUdavn Contract No.l
jJ I jJ I «dJ f taj
(3)^j ( | (2) | ,0 o (1) jjui j J j 9 r 4 n *»■ a <J-J I J i r I i j jJ
• * ' ** ~ i .7. 1 f j « i> I 4-1 L 4 i C jju 4 > t 4_3 J 1 irt a 4 hi 9 i jx Jj
(6)^ (y* 4_LJIaj-c^ (5)(_rj_L-« (jJLx I (^)4 "i M ^j 11 (£$-2-1!
1_LJ jX^J (10) 4_Lj LuiJ I (9) LJLii I (®) • • 4>J I (7)<JJ IJj
(13)d)L# jLull j-4 j ' I J-i-1 j_> j jS JL4J I <J1_4 (12)^Lc ( j-4^ (11) 4 1 itl J jxJ (
»)LaJ I JxlS I dtli« ^ t i I f 'j j^isX 4 * i iiij 4_j lull j I ^ (JlI I ) i * V 4 i in
* I ■■'" 4 t I r j dJJ La j-jl£ I j yS J-4—1 I ^ U ^3 (1^)f 3
(JlJ Lo (21)yp I ^*aJ I * 1 LmJ j JJJAJ ( (20)yiii>.^ jfl i si I I Ja-4 (jJ I (l^)j LaJaJ I
(1) BanI Zuhavr, the cuzlah on the south side of Wad!
cAnnah.opposite al-cUdavn. (An cuzlah is an administrative
subdivision of a riafjiyah ("district"), which in turn is a
subdivision of a aacfa' (approximately "governorate") or a liWa'
(roughly "province").
9 s<"
(2) Ui*u^ : Read^/wu^ a group of houses; a subdivision of an
cuzlah
(3) al-Sharqi: the name of the mamsa.
(4) : Read XL> wa-khulata'i -hi, "and his kin".
(5) cAlI MulhI is known to be the brother of Shavkh cAbd al-QawT.
(6) cAbdallah Hazzac is known to be the son of Shavkh cAbd
al-QawT's sister.
4_i j ^_Lc (J> I jJ ( uJL$ J I ti I I
4JU 1 JU-C 6j-tX 4JJ 1 JJX f • Chi-4^1 5
Notes:
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(7) : Read . as throughout the three al-cUdayn
documents.
(8) : the word is incomplete in the Ms., but it is known to
be 1^,11 al-Rummanah. an area in the cuzlah of BanI Zuhayr,
about 4 km. downstream (i.e., west) of al-cUdayn on the south
bank of the Wad! cAnnah.
(9) qibTiy*" : northward, on the north side (the direction of the
Qiblah).
(10) al-sa'ilah : the bed of the Wad! °Annah.
(11) al-Khurayshabah : the name of an area to the west of
al-Rummanah.
i
(12) Read ^ tf ■> " from above", i.e., upstream. ,
(13) : this tenant's name is known in fact to be ^
(Murshid Mulayk).
(14) al-madlnah : i.e., al-cUdayn.
(15) Jabal Bahrl, the name of the cuzlah on the north side of Wadi
cAnnah.
(16) : Read dJDb •
(17) : passive burrira.
(18 ) ^ UL-wJ^j : Read
(19) & \]e)\ : Read
(20) : Read
(21) t^P : Read \^> : al-qawa' ib which in general
might be translated as "things which are fitting": cf. Lane
1862-93 :1741c. entry $awab, "a thing that is right"; Piamenta
1990-91 :289b qawib "right, correct, true", though Piamenta
{ibid.) also gives qa'ibah, pi. qawayib. as meaning
"compensation, indemnity". In the present context, al-$aWa'ib
were described by al-cUdayn farmers as "presents (hadaya) given
to the landowner when he comes to see the crops".
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al-cUdavn Contract No.2
_JA)13 j? c5f-^» ^ * C/*"j^> 1 r> V.
2^2CXVI^- jX* ^ ^—-* 1J'W?-5 t
L >Ul-^ Lci^s--? c-^—t-J- I CJT S>!_3 ^-Jz-jr^y -J J
yu> t^_^jJ- ^ C> ^cJ^i31
Z> jr^J, 1 jr O \J&1 (O^—~-^J-3
JU>J/ Ur1^- S> I
jSC* CSl^fb^ 2>> I -C-^
^W^Xjr ^y 1 2^ T?jr*sJ$J
' " ' %L"yJG*±.%
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Edited Text of al-cUdavn Contract No.2
I j i jJ I <dJ I ^ in i
L «Uiij jX JjLa^ (2)(fji>>J (l)^u»LS <£d^-fl £ (jx
LLU | payA y-fi-4 jj C"^ ' ^ '
tfjlj Lj_»(5)<1SLJI (4)1 ,1 li <$111 LJU 5uUS (3)^^ I
jLSj (9)j< .<! ( LjJLI I Lai 3^3 (8)<iLlw (7)L»Jdx^ (6)<l3 jJln I I
yjjJJ I Jaj ^ I (11)j 1 <urt I I f i 1 iu1 3 dJ La jjJ: (10) jjy> I j£ dxJ I
<_kJ Lo (14)1 I ylx (13) La <Lj_Lx j jjdsJ I £*» j^jxJ I (12)jii> <} l..c 3
J 19 a jj L> jj jjJ L <x I j jJ I >jJ-4 f"*3 j^uJ 1 jJ_jJ I
I ^ j »I ^3, a I I LJ 3 (15)^ I jmJ I ulj L_> jfl^fl ^ 1 irtA3 (JI A I I J j c
(13)u j". * I I I ' « jX 3 (l'T) I > I 1 4 4 ^"4 ^ (10)ai 1 I £ LLa jtybyA dJ f j
<l> j LLj (22) j Jj ^kJ I (21) L-j-i dx 3 (20)Jj J*J 3 (l^yo^x 2x*fX 3^3
<_i j 3_Lx ^! 3J I ukS —1 ♦ V 4_Lw ^ jxu J-^uj
<U ( dOX 6d-AX <LU I d-LX [ : y ]
Notes:
(1) Hazzac Mahdi Oasim : the same who acted as a witness in
ai-cUdavn Contract No.l.
(2) Jabal Babri : see n.15 to al-cUdavn Contract No.l.
( 3 ) jyX^ \ Vdi) \ : Read ai-Quba'i al-Saghlr: the
name of a tributary wadl which joins WadI cAnnah downstream
(i.e., west) of al-cUdavn.
(4) aibTly*" : see n.9 to al-cUdavn Contract No.l.
(5) al-sa'ilah : see n.10 to al-cUdayn Contract No.l.
16) WadI al-Musharraqah : a tributary wacfi which enters Wad! cAnnah





(7) L%> J£* cadanly3" : southwards, on the south side (the
direction of Aden).
(8) Shutaf : the name of a maftillah (an isolated house) on a low
flat spur between WadT cAnnah and Wad! al-Musharraqah (see n.6
above) near the point where they join.
(9) al-Quba'T al-Kablr : the name of a tributary ivacfi which joins
Wad! cAnnah downstream (i.e., west) of al-cUdayn.
>
\ *
(10) : Read \j^ '
(11) CJ: Read
(12) see n.20 to al-cUdayn Contract No.l.
(13) : Read U
(14) \J\): Read
(15) al-Sharacib : the head village of an cuzJah adjoining
al-cUdayn.
(16) Munakh al-Shavkh : the name of a locality.
(17) qibTlyan : see n.9 to al-cUdayn Contract No.l.
(18) al-mashrab : the course of the WadT cAnnah.
: Read Havjat cAwad, the terraced
land belonging to cAwad (cf. n.l to al-cUdavn Contract No.3).
(20) : Read ; the road referred to is the
track from al-cUdayn westwards down the WadT cAnnah to Tihamah.
(21) cadanly3n : see n.7 above.




LL2-S-L f l 3> <J?-f^ C/y
— -—I - -
j 1 I I J ^X2.-*~-&" i A
V(A ^__^ cr- J? ?W) * r_A)
} \^(J> ' o [jMJ I ^ / rf } c-^-J>
'^2>£,^\t> -s^^J-r^b-
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Edited Text of al-cUdavn Contract No.3
$
j % I <-i Lj 4 in i i \£. j , j_> La ylx j • ■ LLj jJ j '"~~
(2)roi (l)jLkUI ELa ^ jj (JJ-sJ I J-L-C J-> I jJ I J_LX
(5) 1 j [ i $ j (tyjau^. I j u Lj_i jjcy LlJ j£j dJJ I J ft ($dJ I (3) LLaJ I
fjj jj La ^ >it 11 iilLa (7) LiJ dx^ (6)«lLj LJ I yJ I ft j> i ft 11 Jp jkJ I
(9) <_> ^_c jJ I 4 j I r j dJ La j-lx (8) I j vSi j_a_J ( I j LSi j <Js
(H)d^ dXwoJ ^ J^dxJ I JLL>^ jo t 9 I I Js*a yJ I (10)j I a h.I I ji j 1 hi " j 4_a 1 1 1 (
d a-> I i_d Lc (12) Li JLuj (j-i-4 ^ 3 < 9 J 4 I 1 ( JulX ft J i f ^x j J j ft \ | j
_x ^ i * V 4 i iij ^ 4_>J LLa (14) j (12)4.J_i da_l I ^ ^ i a *>■ 1 I j)(JLx
S1 J u^' jJ '
4-LJ I J t P ft dxX 4_J_I I JU-X [ ; ,j_^a V I £JL-S J-4 ^
Notes:
(1) £.V*J^ Hiyaj al-Miqtar : the name of a locality. Hiyaj
is the plural of hayjah (cf. n.19 to al-cUdayn Contract No.2
above) and means terraces, usually covered with orchards.
(2) qudm (= quddam). in front of (cf. Piamenta 1990-91 :389b).
> * *
o) _yrui\ : Read a7—tnusta'jir. the tenant.
(4) ^ : Read Dahad. the name of a locality.
(5) qibTiyan : see n.9 to al-cUdayn Contract No.l.
(6) al-sa'ilah : see n.10 to al-cUdayn Contract No.l.
(7) cadanlyan : see n.7 to al-cUdayn Contract No.2.
(8) ailr : see n.10 to al-cUdayn Contract No.2.
(9) al-racwlyah : = al-racy, custody, guardianship.
(10) : see n.19 to al-cUdayn Contract No.l.
: Read
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(12) \> : Read \jJuL»>
to*
/
(13) al-madlnah : see n.14 to al-cUdayn Contract No.l.
(14) jy? : see n. 17 to al-cUdavn Contract No.l.
All three of the al-cUdayn contracts bear the official stamp of
the Amln a 1-Mata 11 of al-cUdayn:
6 J-t-C <JJ I J_t_£
• ♦
(2)^» JjlJ ^ (l)u>c I j£J I I
4 \ '\ * \ 1 I <Li_i jJL! I <Li jj) $ I I
Notes:
(1) al-Sharacib : see n.15 to al-cUdayn Contract No.2.
(2) : Read ^y jjb
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(C) A Model Musadah Plea, according to Bahraq
Source: extract from the 9th/15th century Ms. by Muhammad bn
cUmar bn Mubarak al-fiimyarl al-fiadraml al-ShaficI, known as
Bahraq, published by R.B. Serjeant (1955 :11).
An English translation of this plea has been given in Chapter 8
(Section 8.42 above).
jA L^s U i < {JLc (jjliLu Oa Li)Ls jL yjcjl : sG>LuaJI JjZaj
( {Jlc jl yic < yic <
. L^>^La <ui Laa &j.icj t (1) t Ujaa { 1 iSil^ i
4
^1^ t dllj Ja jtilal j2j ! L^ia «tLaLaJI jjj < < uJaM dllj Ja£ 'iLtia
. Lo_i fls^JLi <1 f_Tl^ i ijl^ t <Luz t
Note: (1)^1 : Read J> ^
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(D) Two Model Musaaah Pleas, according to the Bu Numaw Ms.
Source: the Ms. by the Sayyid Muljsin bn Jacfar bn °Alawi Bu
Numavy from al-Mukalla. published by R.B. Serjeant (1964 :63).
An English translation of these pleas has been given in Chapter
8 (Sect ion 8.42 above).
SiSLuil s »Lt
• »
SISLwaJI (1) JJUil (£
j* <ui L jlluuil (jlc CjoSLw ^jL yXjl : jjj JyL jl
jisJI j Ud^uj ljjSi.,1 <ulc jl yic ( Ljrl^jl (J)il>l iJll JsuJI
(ui la dllj uyl (j-. flxil ^lll
jjjxs jl , <_,y y f dilj juj jXlLsl i Iq\n ^iioKll ajaoJI ,ja jjill iLtc iLLLa
, diij ?.liy < jX^LJI LgJ i t>y.fi t J a til jjj <Uj!iil Loj 4 ill ha LjU i <Llc
'(JISLoaJI yi 4iax <Lllu J^LlII
I ♦ ^ t (
JsJl jqi <ui L £xbu jlluJI jx ^ilSLi U*j jl ^xjl ; jyu: jl
Uj^ju^ Ijj'iiu ^Ic jl ylc < l^cl_jjl ciiili-! ^ic
j^ Cjiliil yla-c 4Llia i 4ai Lu ciij yLj <*-kjj Uyu iLir>j l^.i'a'hj
*
< dilj jtilal jij <UiL ( ^Ls- ajAoll jjj isjjL Lu <J ujlll^a Lil^ < Lgla iLslsJI aylII
. ^if 4 ajliu" i / jX^lsJI Ljjl ( tyS
%
Note: (1) Insert ^
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APPENDIX 4
ARABIC TEXT AND ENOT.TSH TRANSLATION
OF THE BAB AL-MUSAQAH
FROM THE YEMENI MS. FATAWA IBN JAcMAN
These fatwas have been summarised and discussed in Chapter 8
(Section 8.5) of the thesis.
(A) Photocopy of the Manuscript .
(1) Colophon of title page (at about half the scale of the
original)
The acid of the ink has unfortunately eaten into the paper,
making much of the inscription illegible.
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(2) The Bab al-Musaqah (pp.i78b - 180a of the bound Ms. at
approximately 90% of the scale of the original)
p.178b:
a) ) A?J
^jLj tjUs-' )yjJ 1 i>%./ufi ^ y
bjjjd>jjj s/'juu)***
aLij. ^ (; Lt)z & J?* uUtpJH
/JL eai^ fV—-^jyl^L//
& Julf' "*JZ) 'J*J&)
Z'JyxZ)£®>*•* <^-* /U?fc'
j\~tsCA ik)£)(Ji£^
,-v/^c !j \~J,jt-j5aA<1^3,8^ £>V^J!'~'j )(r-/'^^
J w2>'W yd)^ j LbVi' i?<W /-w'
< >o. jcv AX?J&y' )s?ys Lj «>;
Lil^lbbJhj £*j UJ j(j^ j ^ b L? & 40jc£%
c^U rJ?)ysj *6 U
L_? j ^yitj'^yJ)
&j%nZTsi w






*LJ* l^t>JbLJ ^bjr-'^L LJ& SAsrJ>JJs Is L<j~-u.€t±
<4 ISLlli& j&J /4*^y^ * i^u* ^_ij ^
ts^lP 'tf*ofrJ'jLjyijj^i)ij^
&ja£'aJj^l Is C (g&J )&-> Ifj )0 lyl(Jl&
UaMLjii** £^-<rjj?;^-s# HaJ) xJJ)^^Jj
1}t cpj I^Jju La^_fJ j/J'wjPj; Cj >c?ZJLui
lis 0V&r~' ^7 J?J^r- "-—"°a
-? <ij^bJSJuJi)d U)u>ijz
jiosj a Lu>)j
"T* fa3 lp!//LjiA>jp >* ■> Ljlfrs/jJ/jU ^fjj if
Jj'J^ &//J \Jt^"J l£y> l/SJ L#±,
*sJj &-: k
, , '4'-T-^r</^<£:JjL> Ufj/
cC —* b WyjJi
y^j-Ji)J *'CrJ^ YJ^ '*? *




(j&*a1 \<J kj&J ^l/-5 *">/J k_--?
s-tk-rtiy^^£jUOj'Je^^ <**''•*' 1
'.J_J )/iL^ *>^} ^




'/-bd&)y^ >yj {:^ ^c 1^ i^J^ >} JJ'
\j * bL^jj'.•j^yJ'-'u/lMJ. <> rzhfiib'
^!(JijS-C i'iiL, y C u *rv
V&LyiaXuJpj^ Ajl ryy^^ljVjuJi
<y Ut%£ lyb& dJ-p ^L»^
jv 'J*~ b'aj&j s^" '-^/^^y y b*j '(j>_?
f**'>'-^yjpyLib LtikJ^y ~*Jb:Ljb>c!j ybj'ljte,^ -^'
"L b.Oy^r^fj^j*> J-* 4r -*-</ iai^r*
uv j <>JJV7/^..-, C Lj?
^wa4«C»
0"u'^>' **j^>Ja J*,. )j c^Aoyjcj (sy^WyLyy^Ov,o'd-^X U-aJ)
o{jfyLu(Sj>i/&, - L-'^V?^ tij^/Ji
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JLJ -d y,)J>
jfa l/uti^-L V, .J£^
kb'j U' *£fj ^^Olj J.' \jly\Jj ll.jjz
JgJlj)it IC'^ L>'/) -^IUj !j (JiJlA ) i^j
—*1^ -
^U> iji) L^j'jJj LojL^Lpj))?Jugj? lyjJzs C*£




*r?'i(J bfJfXSt, L> >f?ly l&JJcb-s
^^ul^Ul^jl(J^LLJl'^J lL)^J
^ ^/JU1&jyj^ *t z~ j>bLifj^;
^j/'jdfUl'^ ir*+>J^A) u )fj
tybJfya <-0
(%r-yd ljJ )JJl> iJyl Ioip cy^' £"tr
i> •r-LUW^ ^ ^
CmJJ(V^ 0 VU^u1-' )
*^61JI »Lj ^ -T^JJ.'J ^
' '-^JjJuL i-; 1 0>p'->A-&!
(B) The Edited Text
The numbering of the fatwas 1 to 6 is editorial. They are not
numbered or otherwise identified in the Ms.
dbLuL+ll uL>
• ♦
(2)(iLu ^ (1)41 I Hi 4 (\)
(jAi JaLlII jl 6^a1I! ij* yjllA jifl f \ ) J&l
4^jJLj a^-illl (jAAj (3)idiij i_t nin J»a*>» i JikjJI jaIxjj JaiJI
I Ufl-'Na (5)^_»! ji-lilj-i! (jjtllf jU^wJ 4-a}ltJ! I') *»J ui (4) yjl *uaUI ilillj
jj,g fll aliluLaJI adU (j-S J«aS> Ijl 4JJI (jLo-t^v fujslj-i!
4Jjj U jU-o 4alc. <_>4jii a j<a *). (ijlji J! u_Ii> J* tail ,j*
<la3iaJI h'kJni.a ^uiu <L> ^asI u£ jldaJI jljl apLiL jrjJJ-Li
4jiai jdij (7)<_faj.a'Nll J.\it>.S Jj^llll tj-Sj ^ 4^£>J Ui1
yyLj (8)jldsJI J! 4jLLjI JUoJ £a 4lf»'i!) £La ajaIII ^ CuliJI (^1
Ul jOUJI Jji (9)GjliJI Ijl 104 ajaIII y^ J) Li Uai>j ^
La (_!jjl ybj ab-tAJ (_j^ijl 41 * a. i <Uyua4 QJ^uJLs ^OLAII JJLJ
^j-a dliLJ! 4»tf "S JIjaIU jjLajsJl ^l"0 Lh^l 4—^ I 4j
fJL^I tJr*J ^l-llj j4lii ^4 LSI I*i i i aJAIII
<11 \ m 0 (T)
4 sir ^£JaJ! jiLjti 4a1uU fJj jAJ ^j-axJ 4_Ll ' 4jlx liU 4j! <_flx
4_iix ^ix liLu y^jJ! jl J j mJ ddLu ^dJI Jgmlmli
j^jJI >**■} ' (^rlll 4-iuJl Jxi 4_uoLJI cLluJI ^ 4" n j flj
uL>l i p\ aliLxJIj ajl^uJIj ^^xjJI adA j-c-j
al^xj )!j jj^JaII 4j>jlf ^jlc alsLxoil V ^LtJ 4111 4a&j h1** u*i
jl£ (jl j-alll j* (10)^x1 <Uix ^Juail ^jL Vj Lgxix 4-wja1( adlgxJI Vj
^ix! jx 4il(j 4^^J( ^Js. jxljliyi
4
411 m o (r)
4j'iU<i j* J-iLtiJ jx>1j p-tx Jll Ujjjla jj>I ^ix liL Jx»j jx
jri_H ujlj ^2x> 4 11r y_'*^' UxJ J-aUJI jp-x-2-S aliLxail ijx«j a jxj ^ p j mi
(."*>< 4lil 4x£>j h•sju) uL>l ^Jx ljXu IjUi a^«axJI j-a
All*,IIj 4Jaix> ^ j^a-3 ^jJ! JiuJ! ^lia jLuia j^j La JlxJI^ J-aLtJl ^jix
tUpx> 4_i Jj-Jli (jlal&JI j* aj^j Uj (11)jljxJI jljl ^Jl 4jUL jxj j" i
J-aLaJI ,jXxLxjj <Luij j.irt>a,'i j-^-a^ V jf ULs a j-axll j-a tiLLaJI
JiXXwJI tLj^laJ! l'"S ill jxl 4_> (_rijl Ux aj^OiJI ajxxll jx 4 i uo'i
|Jx! J~»j jx 4illj j^-a! 4xjia-! b-aJLiij ^La-i 4JJ! 4-ax>j jLj jJ jxX>^JI j—x
jxXx Jkj ^ jxxjx ^Laj ^mu j±>I ^Lux Ji>j jx 4 I Wit c (i)
j-iLJ!j (_f^uJ! (j<a ljX>1^'L p-lj ^aJj 4ljublj ,Jx«jJI uLojl ^jLuaJ! ,jl pj
4lsjC ^ Jx>j^ 4a" n) *} ulllj jjx JxLJI dJU al^-iJ (13)4-aX> ^ (12)1x1 jx>lj
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uL>l Ljj_Ls! <La_Lujj J%aJf ajLuil ^ jaJ! <_uS*a IjUi
ill f in d1.0«<3 JyiuJl <_jAa ^Lxii 4JJI <W>J LAain
AIajJJ (jfj U ^5^ dlilda ,jAAa jl JifcjJ! (jAij jijlj djf£d-JI
iji-4a3 Uaal 4j If i_kSuj iiillj 4aa txj-a-ia 4aaaJj dlllj jx>l (ja la JLm
■ •■*-'c Jx>jJI uiiLJ 4aiit) Ulj (l4)Aali_> jadiLu j^jaJI ^JJOJI ij* <uy L
daljjjjLlil (ja 4J ^XjauJ! ji^LaJ! J^a La AjjJLafi 4aJx
^alc! jx 4lllj la ^ia> jj-a 4aXjauJ!
4 1 V fit c (0]
lxja> dJIj 4J (j-a JaJ ,ja (jaj-oLill Uj^j! ^ix 4aaJ ZIjj»I ^jx
4auu Ada jX>I ^jJx ja-^liJI Uj)ljl (_rLc. 3ix«j CaSLu
<i j j-aJI adaJI ^LuJI uiU pa pliiLuaJi i Ualc In m 1 $ <LLtlS
^-Xa <J-2_s JxhjJ) <_JJx L&jI 1j U... ,J AaauJl (Jxtai) ,_jix 4aaj j Iniu 1 4
p j Inun ^ (j5La pjj 4a^aj !jjji»la 4alx P-JaJa! tl>jAaau Ij 4auuil
4a.i,iJI ^j-Aa Jala pjAaj! Ja ajjxJ U Jj jla ui4x>j
iid la C^tS J l^Jdaj 4aila Jadll J ^Jj UliU ^1
Li-4 uL>l Vfl. la JllJIj 6j^daif ^LaaVf 4aa_9 ^Jl
(jajAsLiJIj Jalxil 4a j j jjaa 4^ jLua Jx»aJI PjAa aULuaJ! 4aau ^^La-a 411! 4aX»j
aaX>j Pjj^UaJ! a jaaI! ^ ft *> ^lx JaUI 4ajj ifiaua Ijli (jajjail
iiJH c^l£ ^ Jj j 4ajL Cial£ jl L^aa <UaX>
Vj aiiiaua Juix jj i ) jj^daJl JxnaJ) (jj-aa ^ja 4alx p g j«J jf Cijalui) la j
4aa-dl (jll tjia jl 4iaaj laiL ,jl aJj p jjlr
jaix! jx 4iJlj dj^jaJI
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dLsLu 3i^l d I ^ |j£. ( ^)
^Sl-J ^Lsli jl Jz iLal£ 41luJ Sd-a ^Lalc yAuU J^l |J^J J&
aj^£j-JI ajudl (_jJ Jifclll (j* 4l«axdLaJl aj-alll (j-a uLajJI j Ij^lj UJ ")
clijolu) IJ AJr-a-lil ^Loj L-a dja£j £tuudfj (15)jJ)llHj ^uillil 4_jJsLuj_oJJ JxJ
J^»jd dJL J«oji a^-alll jljf J& AJJ
aliluaaJ! isJ jjjj jA La (JaC (jJL, JaLxJI j UA fl'i fjA lflix> —usJ 4h*i>a
4*a^ jjJ J-aLd! 4«a^ (j* JiiJI IJ4 ,jJ^J dj-aoJ! J+O-j Laj
^jjll jJlj jjj Idfj (16)^1,j 1 j Jl jj^ l,g i pj'j aj-adi! ^ iojj 4jj^Li dJLJI
fjh J^Ldl j»jJLi jljxJI Jyl ^11 <ujjL V ^1
Ij ^dxdl <tiioj;j aJyt>yji jLj^I jOdal J-aLd!
J* 4j^ J««ddl ^ajjJ ^ liu Jaj(xJI jOdalj (Jux>lx.s/f
<JUJ 4if! <LsX>j lliu-iit) uL>l dJIj <Uji-s V jil & j-alll ijA i—l.c') 11
^Jl ajj.ffl fll (_^jl L$ii^ J-addl .j* j -..a fl.'i aULu-d! aU-a ^ J«CX» Ijl
Jl 4115 i "i jjuJLu 4! L Juj 4-Jx i_jX» j aj-a-J! ,jia ? i alls I ^-S
(17)Jjlud! ajsilidl ajuwJI ,j-a 4 ;j'0"' ^Uli ^XwLuajj jldxJl
ti jLVI La! ^^7* ~ Ajd>! ls^ (J-adAif fjf iJaj
jJ^Ld! J-3-& Ldl -? ^ i£ju yS \ i (jllS (jlj iiLlLaJ! (_^J-3
Ji»jJ! J^> jixJ! J (18),jxi»b»^! JuxueJI Ja 4"ijfi" liajl 4-»^Lj
. ^icl jz 4111^ ailjlj U Js: (20)j_a_J( (_$) (19)iajLsJ! Ij
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Notes:
(1) Here, and subsequently, the dots of fa marbutah are almost
invariably omitted in the Ms. Hamzahs are also often omitted
on the word mas'alah and on other words.
(2) 13 : Read ^
(3) Throughout the Ms., tiiij is spelt with an alif.
(4) Throughout the Ms., dots are frequently omitted from the jlm
or the ba', or both, in the word afaba.
(5) <zy\ : Read
(6) Ibn Ziyad: As stated in Chapter 8 (Section 8.53 above), this is
almost certainly the known Shafi°I authority cAbd al-Rabman bn
cAbd al-Karim bn Ziyad al-Muqrigl al-Zabldl, who died in
975/1567. He is mentioned again in Fatwa 3, below.
(7) Abu Qushayr al-Hadraml: Neither he nor his work al-QaTa'id has
so far been identified.
(8) : Read




(13) has been read as min bammi -hi ("from his property";
see Lane 1863-93 :636b).
(14) In the Ms., the hamzah is missing, only its chair being
written.
(15) : Read
(16) \: Read i*VJi
(17) In the Ms., the hamzah is missing, only its chair being
written.
v *
(18)C^U>ii| : Read I
(19) \J> \: Read kiU i
(20) yuJ \ : Read A"
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(C) English Translation
The Fatawa of al-cAllamah Burhan al-DTn
Ibrahim bn Muhammad bn Ibrahim Ibn Jacman
Bab al-Musaqah (p. 178b-180a)
[p.178b]
[1] Question concerning a person who has concluded a musaqah
contract with another man over specified date-palms for [a
payment of] a specified part of the fruit, and then the said
tenant was negligent in the work and in looking after the
date-palms, and as a result of this there occurred a
decrease in the fruit [yield]. Is [the tenant] responsible
for this shortfall?
Our Shaykh al-cAllamah Burhan al-DTn Ibrahim bn
Muhammad bn Ibrahim Jacman (may God have mercy on-him)
responded [as follows]: If during the period of the musaqah
contract there occurs negligence on the part of the tenant
so that it has led to a loss of part of the fruit, then [the
tenant] must compensate for the loss he has caused assuming
he had remained until it was time to harvest.
Our Shaykh al-Mashayikh al-cAllamah Ibn Ziyad (may God
have mercv on him) has delivered a fatwa in favour of the
same view.
According to the QaTa'id of Abu Qushayr al-Hadraml,
the sale [value] of the part of the fruit which has been
lost is estimated together with the date-palm1, assuming
[the tenant] had remained until the harvest: then [the
date-palm] stands on its own and anything in excess of this
concerns the fruit2. All this applies if the loss occurs
before the ripening [of the fruit]. Concerning [the
situation when the loss occurs] after the ripening, the
fruit is already guaranteed in the way it looks [and so its
quantity and value will be already known without any
estimation being necessary].
This completes this theme. [The view put forward
here] is closest to the fatwas about it given by al-cAllamah
1 Presumably this means that the estimated monetary loss incurred
from the lost fruit is added to the estimated value of any damage
done to each date-palm because of the tenant's inattention.
2 Perhaps this means: The loss incurred by damage to the
date-palms is then calculated separately and any loss remaining
after this has been subtracted from the total loss is the part of
the loss ascribable to the lost fruit.
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Ibn Ziyad and what has been mentioned concerning liability.
The aim [of the rulings] concerns only the landowner's share
of the fruit3, as is evident. God Almighty knows best.
[2] Question concerning a man who accused another man that he
had entered into a musaqah contract unquestionably with him
in some date-palms in return for the value of part of the
fruit but [that the other party] had not handed it over.
The accused contested the case, and the plaintiff called a
witness who testified that the plaintiff had a musaqah
contract with the accused in some date-palms, but he had not
confirmed it during the year before the year of which the
said plaintiff was complaining. Is this lawsuit, and the
testimony and the musaq~ah contract, valid or not?
Our Shavkh [Ibn Jacman] (may God have mercy on him)
responded: The musaqah is not valid on the basis of the
above-mentioned description, nor is the lawsuit [of the
plaintiff], nor the testimony deriving from it,
[p.179a] and the accused is not bound [to hand over] any fruit, if
the contract is on the basis of the description as explained
[above]. God Almighty knows best.
[3] Question concerning a man who had concluded a musaqah
contract with another man in specified date-palms on the
basis that the tenant would have a one-eighth share of the
total of the fruit of the date-palms of the musaqah
contract, and the tenant was negligent in his obligations so
that much of the fruit was lost. What is the tenant
required to do?
Our Shavkh (may God have mercy on him) responded: The
circumstances being as quoted, the liability is on the
tenant to ensure [the pollination of] the spadices of the
date-palms, which he had been deficient in looking after and
tending, assuming that he remained until the harvest, and
also those things which have already been mentioned
concerning liability. The desired intention [of this
ruling] is [to guarantee] only the share of the fruit for
the [one who has] proprietorship, since the tenant cannot
indemnify himself, and [in any case] the tenant has a right
to his share of the fruit which has appeared.
This is like the fatwa given by our Shaykh
al-Mashayikh al-cAllamah al-Muhaqqiq cAbd al-Rahman Ibn
Ziyad (may God have mercy on him), and we make use of his
knowledge. Amen. God Almighty knows best.
3 Presumably this means: The ruling is intended to make sure the
landowner gets his proper share, since the tenant himself has been
responsible for any shortfall in his own share.
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[4] Question concerning a man who has a musaqah contract with
another man for a half-share of the fruit from a stipulated
[plot of] date-palms and then the musaal-tenant damaged the
date-palms and neglected them and did not carry out his duty
in irrigating and shouting [to scare away animals and
birds], and he took some of [the landowner's] property. So
the owner of the date-palms forbade [the tenant] from doing
this and [the tenant] abused [the landowner] and besmirched
his honour. What must the above-mentioned [tenant] do
concerning the spoiling of the date-palms and his abuse of
the said [landowner]? Give us your fatWa.
Our Shaykh (may God have mercy on him) responded: The
said [tenant] must make compensation for the said date-palm
fronds he has taken and be fined for the damage to the
date-palms if he has caused a loss to them. This [loss will
be calculated as lying] between the value [of the palms]
before anything was taken away and their value afterwards
[?]. He must also pay an indemnity for the said spadices
the loss of which he has caused [as reckoned] by assuming
they had remained [?]. Concerning his abusing the owner of
the date-palms, [the offender] must be reprimanded with one
of the sharC1 restraining reprimands which al-fjakim
al-shar^l (a legal arbitrator) considers as a suitable
reprimand to him. [selecting it] from all those that have
been mentioned. God Almighty knows best.
[5] Question concerning a woman who is the guardian of her
under-age children as one who is empowered legally to [be]
that, and who concluded a musaqah contract over some
date-palms on behalf of her under-age children with another
person for a period of a complete year. [This person] took
[the date-palms] over according to the musaqah regulations.
Then the musaal-tenant died within the said period and his
heirs took over the date-palms for the remainder of the
[p.179b] year. They also remained in possession of the date-palms
after the end of the year and they continued in control of
[the date-palms] while taking the fruit from [the
date-palms], even though they had no legal justification for
their holding onto it. So: Is it obligatory for them to
return the fruit they have taken after the end of the year
for which their father had made the musaaah contract,
iff, that is,] [the fruit] is still in existence, or else
its equivalent if it has been consumed, to the said woman
guardian of the orphans, the situation being as quoted? Or
is it not [obligatory for the heirs to do so]?
Our Shaykh (may God have mercy on him) responded:
During the year of the musaqah contract, the fruit of the
date-palms is shared between the heirs of the tenant and the
said minors. If the heirs of the tenant have taken over all
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the said fruit, they must return the minors' share of it if
it still exists, or else return its equivalent if it is
destroyed. [Concerning] the part of the fruit of the said
date-palms which they have continued to hold onto after the
end of the musaqah contract, there is no legal
justification [for them to hold onto it]. They must return
it if it still remains, or its equivalent if it has been
consumed, to the said woman guardian. God Almighty knows
best.
[6] Question concerning a man who owns some date-palms which he
lets out on a musaqah contract to another man who is named
as tenant for a period of a complete year on the
understanding that the musaql-tenant has one share, which is
half of the fruit harvested from the date-palms during the
said period, and it is the responsibility of the
musaql-tenant to carry out the talqlh> the ta'blr<and the
mash (i.e., the operations necessary to pollinate the date
spadices) and to do the other things which make the fruit
ripen properly. He remained in charge of the date-palms
until the time of the arrival of the fruit. Then the owner
of the date-palms came to the date-palms and found his4
fruit deficient and he accounted for the deficiency by the
fact that the tenant had been negligent in the work which
was part of the conditions of the musaqah contract and which
make the fruit ripen properly. Is this deficiency [to be
made up] from the share of the tenant, rather than from the
share of the owner, since [the tenant] has been remiss with
regard to the fruit and did not protect it from livestock,
birds and flies? Or is it not his duty to protect [the
fruit] until the time of the harvest? Is it the tenant's
duty? Is it the tenant's dutvs to keep in good repair the
wells that are present, to clear out the grass, to keep in
good repair the ahailn (the irrigation hollows around the
base of the palms)6, and to keep the wall in good repair?
Are these things among the duties of the tenant, he being
4 Or "their fruit", i.e., the fruit of the nakhl ?
5 Probably an inadvertent repetition by the scribe of wa-hal
yalzam al-^amil.
6 ahiajln: The term has been discussed in Chapter 8 (Section 8.2,
and elsewhere). Although it is not listed in any of the usual
lexical works, from what follows later in the text, where Ibn
Jacman's gloss is al-hafr hawl al-nakhl, the meaning is clear: the
atiajln are the banked hollows around the bases of the palm trunks to
retain the irrigation water.
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the [owner's] sharlk (partner) in half the fruit? Or are
such not his duties?
Our Shavkh (may God have mercy on him) responded: If
the tenant's negligence has occurred during the period of
the musaqah contract so that his negligence led to a loss of
[p.180a] some of the fruit, he is required to replace what he has
caused to be lost [evaluated by] assuming it had been left
until the harvest. [The tenant] has a right to his full
share of the fruit which has appeared. Concerning the
question: Is the tenant responsible for [all] the other
things?, [Ibn Jacman's] answer is: As for keeping the wells
in good order, if [this] involves work such as digging and
building, then the responsibility is on the owner; but if it
involves work such as clearing and opening the water
channels, then it is the reponsibility of the tenant. It is
[the tenant's] duty also to keep things clear of grass and
4
to keep in good repair the atjajin, that is to say, the
hollow dug round the date-palm, and to keep in good order
the wall, that is to say, [the wall of] the well, on the
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